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“The Latin America and Caribbean region has shown a truly exceptional collabora-
tive spirit throughout the Cartagena+30 Process, setting an example for other regions 
of the world. At a time when conflict, persecution and violence have driven more 
people from their homes than at any other time in recorded history, it is my hope that 
this collection of key moments of the commemorations process will serve as an in-
spiration to others in their efforts to protect the rights of the forcibly displaced. May 
these memoirs also guide future generations of citizens and decision-makers, so that 
one day, anniversaries can focus on celebrating the present: a present made of rights, 
respect and equity for all.”

António Guterres 
United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees 
2015
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unhcr’s Quick impact Projects (qips) include the 

funding of small business ventures, e.g. handicrafts 

and textile production.

These returnee women show the traditional clothes 

they propose to make for sale. La Esmeralda, Peten.  

©unhcr / r. arriola
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PREFACE

 

Sometimes, the journey is just as valuable as the destination. I believe that those of us 
who undertook this journey, which culminated in the exemplary Brazil Declaration 
and Plan of Action, shared this sentiment at various points in the process. In this brief 
note, I wish to take note of some elements of the Cartagena+30 Process that, in my 
opinion, were fundamental to this great achievement.

Government leadership: The States’ commitment was evident in all sub-regional con-
sultations. States with a long tradition in the international protection of refugees 
worked together with others that have demonstrated a growing interest in refugee 
issues, based on the region’s commitment to human rights.

Participatory process: Dynamic ngos played a central role in the process, proposing 
ideas, identifying gaps, and analysing new challenges, as well as ensuring refugee par-
ticipation.

The Caribbean: It has been our pleasure to witness Caribbean countries taking their 
places in the discussion regarding the sub-region’s most relevant and specific immi-
gration and asylum trends. The sub-regional meeting held on Grand Cayman was, 
without a doubt, a new beginning in our relationship with the Caribbean region, 
which should strengthen support and understanding from the international commu-
nity, taking into account the specific circumstances of these largely island nations.

The special situation of unaccompanied minors arriving to the United States of America: 
Although we received solid information on the circumstances surrounding departures 
from the Northern Triangle of Central America, we never considered that the sub-re-
gional meeting for Mesoamerica, held in Managua, would be an appropriate occasion 
to discuss this mass migration, which has so many dimensions and requires so many 
stakeholders to take action. Without a doubt, the Cartagena+30 Process demonstrated 
the benefits of a regional forum in responding to this emerging situation. 

The regional integration forums: The sub-regional meetings highlighted contributions 
from important regional organizations, such as CAriCoM, CelAC, MerCosur, oeA, siCA 
and unAsur, in respect of persons’ freedom of movement and universal recognition of 
refugees’ rights. 

Cutting-edge innovation: The process brought in experienced individuals who are 
working on the front lines of protection of refugees, and displaced and stateless per-
sons, and who provide us with unique perspectives in finding new solutions.

Brazil and Mexico’s participation: We must acknowledge Mexico’s role in facilitating a 
responsible handover to Brazil, as well as Brazil’s leadership as co-organizer of the en-
tire Cartagena+30 Process, and as the host country of the Ministerial event. I sincerely 
hope that Brazil will continue to play this role throughout the implementation of the 
Plan of Action. 

Finally, I want to express my gratitude to the High Commissioner, who supported this 
process from the very beginning, and who had absolute confidence in a part of the 
world where protection of the rights of refugees and displaced and stateless persons 
is an integral part of our calling to ensure respect for human rights, which arises from 
our history, and grows with our experience.

Marta Juárez
Director of unhCr’s Regional Bureau for the Americas  
(August 2009 - January 2015)
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INTRODUCTION
antónIo guterres 
UNiteD NAtioNs  
HiGH CoMMissioNeR  
FoR ReFUGees 
unhcr

 

Anniversaries offer an occasion to pause for reflection on the past, to celebrate the 
present and look forward to the future with new propositions. The 30th anniversary 
of the Cartagena Declaration on Refugees provided such an opportunity. I commend 
the participating States for having seized this occasion forcefully and creatively by 
adopting the landmark Brazil Declaration and Plan of Action in December 2014.

Virtually all states and territories in Latin America and the Caribbean, togeth-
er with a remarkable number of civil society organizations, participated in the  
Cartagena+30 commemorations process. They took stock of persisting and new 
challenges in protecting refugees, asylum-seekers, internally displaced and stateless 
persons in the continent, and renewed their commitment to implementing durable 
solutions. Celebrating principles of cooperation and solidarity, participants agreed 
on areas for intervention and concrete programs to further strengthen international 
protection standards in the region and thus help to make a positive difference in the 
lives of millions of forcibly displaced and stateless people. 

The Latin America and Caribbean region has shown a truly exceptional collaborative 
spirit throughout the Cartagena+30 Process, setting an example for other regions of 
the world. At a time when conflict, persecution and violence have driven more people 
from their homes than at any other time in recorded history, it is my hope that this 
collection of key moments of the commemorations process will serve as an inspira-
tion to others in their efforts to protect the rights of the forcibly displaced. May these 
memoirs also guide future generations of citizens and decision-makers, so that one 
day, anniversaries can focus on celebrating the present: a present made of rights, 
respect and equity for all.

Geneva, June 2015

Life in a Refugee Camp.

Miskito Indians from Nicaragua wait for a food 

distribution at a Honduran camp during the 

1980s. 

©unhcr  1982 / n.goldschmidt
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I

orIgIn  
and sIgnIfIcance  
of the “cartagena+30  
Process” for  
commemoratIng  
the 30th annIversary  
of the cartagena  
declaratIon  
on refugees  
of 1984

Colombian displaced leader shows  

one of two things he was able to rescue  

when he fled his home: The ID card  

of his mother. Buenaventura, Colombia. 

©unhcr / e. compte
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iNFoRMAtioN PAPeR 
30th annIversary  
of the cartagena  
declaratIon  
on refugees

“oUR GoAl is to BUilD tHe NeW 

iNNovAtive, PRAGMAtiC AND FlexiBle 

MAiNFRAMe oF iNteRNAtioNAl 

CooPeRAtioN AND soliDARity 

WitH WHiCH tHe GoveRNMeNts 

WitH tHe CollABoRAtioN oF 

UNHCR AND otHeR iNteRNAtioNAl 

oRGANizAtioNs, tHe Civil soCiety 

AND tHe iNteRNAtioNAl CoMMUNity 

Will Meet PRoteCtioN CHAlleNGes 

AND iMPleMeNt PRoGRAMMes to 

FACilitAte sUstAiNABle solUtioNs 

FoR ReFUGees AND stAteless 

PeRsoNs.”
António Guterres  

UNiteD NAtioNs  

HiGH CoMMissioNeR  

FoR ReFUGees

I IntroductIon

2014 is the year of the celebration of the 30th anniversary 
of the Cartagena Declaration on Refugees of 1984 (here-
after referred as the Cartagena Declaration). During the 
last thirty years, solidarity and regional cooperation -of 
which the Cartagena Declaration is an example- has 
proven to be effective in the solution of new and long 
standing situations of forced displacement in the Amer-
icas. On the year 2004, for the celebration of its 20th an-
niversary, twenty governments of Latin America and the 
Caribbean adopted the Mexico Declaration and its Plan 
of Action for Strengthening the International Protection of 
Refugees in Latin America, which has served as the com-
mon strategic mainframe for Governments in the region, 
unhCr, civil society and the international community.

By request of unhCr, the Brazilian Government ac-
cepted to host the Ministerial Event that will take 
place on December 2nd and 3rd, 2014 in Brasilia and 
that will end the commemorative process. The Bra-
zilian Government, along with unhCr and the Nor-
wegian Refugee Council, has invited Governments 
and the civil society of Latin America and the Carib-
bean to once again make use of the innovative and 
flexible framework that is the Cartagena Declaration 
to respond to the challenges of the next decade, and 
advance strategically in the work in favor of persons 
in need of international protection, including ref-
ugees, asylum seekers, displaced and stateless per-
sons. Furthermore, this process known as Cartage-
na+30 is an opportunity to renew the commitment of 
the region with international protection, to highlight 

Guatemalan refugee 

at La Hamaca, Mexico.  

©unhcr / m. vanappelghem
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the importance of regional instruments and their 
contribution to the universal asylum regime and to 
reaffirm the importance of the 1951 Convention Re-
lating to the Status of Refugees in the Inter-Ameri-
can asylum system.

II antecedents

The Cartagena Declaration is a non-binding regional 
instrument, adopted by a group of government experts 
of Belize, Colombia, Costa Rica, El Salvador, Guatema-
la, Honduras, Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama and Vene-
zuela at the Symposium on International Protection for 
the Refugees in Central America, Mexico and Panama 
held in Cartagena de Indias, Colombia on November, 
1984. The Symposium focused on legal and humanitar-
ian problems that Central American refugees faced in 
the 70’s and 80’s.

The importance of the Declaration as a tool of regional 
protection has been validated by the un and the Orga-
nization of American States (oAs). This regional instru-
ment is based on the generous practice of granting asy-
lum in the Americas and endorses important principles 
of the International Law of Refugees. The Cartagena 
Declaration establishes a series of recommendations 
for the humanitarian treatment and durable solutions 
for persons in need of international protection, and is 
also known internationally for its recommendation to 
broaden the definition of “refugee” applicable to the 
region. It has been included in the national legislation 
of fourteen countries. 

The relevance of the Cartagena Declaration was con-
firmed in 1994 for its 10th anniversary. This event led 
to the adoption of the San Jose Declaration on Refu-
gees and Displaced Persons. The document analyzed 
the importance of the Cartagena Declaration as a tool 
for protection and made reference to the need to con-
front the situation of internally displaced persons in 
the region.

On the year 2004, for the celebration of its 20th anni-
versary, the Declaration and Mexico Plan of Action to 
Strengthen International Protection for Refugees in 
Latin America was adopted. It did not only validate the 
important principles of protection drafted in the pre-
ceding Declarations, but also created the first Regional 
Plan of Action, introducing innovative solidarity pro-
grams which have promoted protection and achieved 
solutions for those in need of international protection.

On 2010, representatives of eighteen countries gath-
ered in Brasilia to celebrate the 60th anniversary of the 
Convention for the Refugee Status of 1951 and the 50th 
anniversary of the Convention on the Reduction of 
Statelessness of 1961. They adopted the Brasilia Dec-
laration on Protection of Refugee and Stateless Per-
sons in the American Continent. This event started a 
commemorative process in the region endorsed by the 
High Commissioner, which ended in December 2011 in 
a Ministerial meeting in Geneva. This meeting gave the 
opportunity to all the countries in the world to make a 
commitment to fight statelessness and forced displace-
ment. The Brasilia Declaration recommended continu-
ing the implementation of the Plan of Action of Mexico 
as a regional framework to respond to the challenges of 
the region, such as protection in the context of mixed 
migration movements.

On 2012, on the occasion of the first meeting of the 
National Committee of Refugees of the Member and 
Associated States of MerCosur, all the participant coun-
tries unanimously supported the decision to organize an 
event to celebrate the 30th anniversary of the Cartagena 
Agreement “with the goal of adopting a new Declaration 
and Plan of Action to tackle the new challenges on inter-
national protection of refugees in Latin America and the 
Caribbean in the next decade”. In this context, and with 
the cooperation of unhCr, regional consultations were 
organized with the objective of analyzing together the 
current challenges and the lines of action for the pro-
tection of refugees and displaced and stateless persons.

Finally, the General Assembly of the Organization of 
American States (oAs) on its resolution on refugees 
of 2012 and the Ag/res. 2839 (xliv-o/14) “Protection 
of asylum seekers and Refugees in the Americas” in-
vites all Member States to actively participate in the 
commemorative process “Cartagena 30” for the iden-
tification of new challenges concerning international 
protection in the Continent and to participate in the 
Ministerial meeting on December 2014, sponsored by 
the government of Brazil with the purpose of adopt-
ing a new strategic framework for the response of pro-
tection needs of refugees and stateless persons on the 
next decade”. Their resolution Ag/res. 2826 (xliv-o/14 
“Prevention and reduction of statelessness and protec-
tion of stateless persons in the Americas”) is drafted in 
similar terms.

III regIonal context

The Americas have a long tradition of granting asylum 
and protecting human rights. Protection and the legis-
lation on refugees is generally high standard. In spite of 
the general strengths, the implementation of legal and 
institutional mainframes are still a challenge, especially 
for: the granting of asylum, the quality of asylum proce-
dures, the access to sustainable livelihoods and to full 
benefits of asylum rights and the achievement of dura-
ble and sustainable solutions. Furthermore, the legiti-
mate concerns of the States for their national security 
and the tensions sometimes posed by their obligations 
with international protection are still a challenge to be 
addressed through dialogue and regional cooperation. 
On the other hand, recent political processes could 
open the way to achieve sustainable solutions in the re-
gion for refugees and long term displaced persons in 
the future.

The region faces new situations with a humanitarian 
impact on the population, and in some cases lead to 
forced displacement. In the Northern Triangle of Cen-
tral America: Honduras, El Salvador and Guatemala, 

the acts of transnational organized crime are causing 
forced displacement of their people, specially affecting 
women, teenagers and non-accompanied minors. As 
in other regions of the world forced displacement pat-
terns have shifted since the adoption of the Convention 
on Refugee Status of 1951. These challenges have the 
risk of making a bigger impact if they are not addressed 
through regional and international cooperation and 
with a humanitarian approach.

Iv the cartagena+30 Process

Cartagena+30 has made possible a space in which the 
Governments and unhCr, together with the civil society 
and other international organizations can reflect on the 
progress made, the protection challenges the continent 
currently faces, the voids that may exist in the current 
regime of international protection and how to address 
them in a pragmatic, flexible and innovative way.

With this purpose, unhCr has made available to the 
governments its legal and technical expertise as advi-
sors, and also a group of Principal Experts: The Emer-
itus Ambassador of Mexico, Mrs. Rosario Green, the 
Judge of the International Court of Justice, Mr. Antô-
nio Cançado Trindade and the Judge of the Interna-
tional Court of Human Rights, Mr. Diego Sayan. On 
its part, the Norwegian Refugee Council has facilitated 
the participation of more than 100 organizations of the 
civil society in the sub-regional consultations.

The dialogue process, which started (…..) took place 
through four sub-regional consultations held respec-
tively in Buenos Aires (March 18-19) for the Mer-
Cosur countries, Quito (June 9-10) for the Andean 
countries, Managua (July 10-11) for the Mesoameri-
can countries and Grand Cayman (September 10-11) 
for countries and territories of the Caribbean. These 
consultations have facilitated a very ample debate 
between government representatives of more than 
30 countries of the region, observer countries, more 
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than 100 organizations of civil society, ombudsmen 
and the main international organizations with com-
petence in the matter.

The discussions at the four sub-regional consultations 
have focused on subjects like: the quality of asylum 
systems, the complexity of mixed migration move-
ments and the need to identify the persons who re-
quire protection, the protection of persons who flee 
from transnational organized crime, the concerns of 
the States for their national security and their hu-
manitarian and human rights obligations, innovative 
initiatives for comprehensive solutions, including 
migratory solutions like labor mobility programmes, 
statelessness, displacement caused by natural disasters 
and the strengthening of regional and international 
cooperation within integration mechanisms such as 
CelAC, MerCosur, Andean Pact, siCA and CAriCoM in 
order to foster a spirit of solidarity.

All four sub-regional consultations have adopted 
in each case a series of conclusions and recommen-
dations taken as benchmarks for the drafting of the 
Declaration and its Plan of Action which will be sub-
ject to an additional process of consultations between 
all participant States of Latin America and the Carib-
bean (grulAC-unhCr) in Geneva. By the end of this 
last round of consultations it is expected that all Gov-
ernments of Latin America and the Caribbean feel 
fully represented in the contents of the drafts of Bra-
zil’s Declaration and Plan of Action for its adoption 
by unanimity or acclamation on the final Ministerial 
event in Brasilia.

With the objective of reaching full consensus, the 
Pro-tempore presidency of grulAC, held by Paraguay, 
has prepared -with the support of unhCr, serving as 
Secretariat for these consultations- the following ten-
tative schedule subject to approval on the informative 
meeting to be held on Friday, September 26 (10:30-
12:30)

•	 weDnesDAy, oCtober 8th  
10:00-12:00 / 14:30-17:30

•	 every thursDAy stArting oCtober 16th  
14:30-17:30

•	 MonDAy, noveMber 3rD  
14:30-17:30

Meeting of Their Excellences Ambassadors of Latin 
America and the Caribbean, the National Secretary of 
Justice of Brazil (to be confirmed), the Director of un-
hCr International Protection Division, the unhCr Di-
rector of the Regional Office for the Americas and the 
three Principal Experts of the Cartagena+30 Process.

For these consultations, unhCr has made available 
room Mbt 04 at its headquarters in Geneva with simul-
taneous translation Spanish/English/Spanish.

v fInal mInIsterIal event: brasIlIa december 2nd and 3rd 

The Government of Brazil as host of the closing com-
memorative event for the 30th anniversary of the Carta-
gena Declaration has prepared a complete program to 
welcome Foreign and competent Minsters of all Latin 
American and Caribbean Countries, observer coun-
tries, international organizations and civil society.

It is expected that after the ample consultations, all par-
ticipant countries of Latin America and the Caribbean 
feel that their concerns and solutions proposed by them 
have been accurately presented on the text of the new 
Declaration and Plan of Action, and therefore, the Dec-
laration and Plan of Action be approved by unanimity.

The new Brasilia Declaration and its Plan of Action 
will become the new innovative, pragmatic and flexible 
mainframe of international cooperation and solidarity 
with which the Governments with the collaboration of 
unhCr and other international organizations, the civ-
il society and the international community will meet 

protection challenges and implement programmes to 
facilitate sustainable solutions for refugees and stateless 
persons on the next decade (2015-2024).

The region will also reach the objective sought by the 
United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, Mr. 
António Guterres, to establish itself once again as the 
leaders of the highest standards of protection and close 
cooperation of all countries to jointly solve in solidarity 
and in responsibility the humanitarian situation of ref-
ugees, displaced and stateless persons.
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tHe loNG RoAD toWARDs  
tHe HUMANisAtioN oF iNteRNAtioNAl lAW:  
a neW decade of consultatIons  
of the unIted natIons  
hIgh commIssIoner for refugees  
(unhcr) 
(FRoM MexiCo 2004 to BRAsiliA 2014)

PRoFessoR 
antônIo augusto canÇado trIndade
Judge at the international Court of Justice; former President  
of the inter-American Court of Human Rights; Professor emeritus  
of international law at the University of Brasilia; senior legal expert  
for the 2014 unhcr Consultations

“our  r egi o n  o f  L at in  a mer i c a  and 

t he  c ar ib b e an  ha s,  t rue  to  t he  b e s t 

t r ad i t i o ns  o f  i t s  m os t  co her en t 

in t er nat i o naL  Leg aL  d o c t r ine , 

m anaged  to  safeguar d  t he  hum an 

vaLue s    and  c ar e  o f  t h ose  w h o  suffer 

in  s i t uat i o ns  o f  v uLner ab iL i t y,  in  a 

spir i t  o f  so L idar i t y  and  w i t hin  t he 

fr a me wo r k  o f  t he  uni v er saL  r i gh t s 

o f  hum an  b ein gs .” 

Antônio AuGusto CAnÇADo trinDADe

JUDGe At tHe iNteRNAtioNAl CoURt oF JUstiCe

I IntroductIon

A new decade has elapsed since the previous Consul-
tations of the United Nations High Commissioner for 
Refugees (unhCr) and, despite all the progress made 
from Cartagena/1984 to San Jose/1994 and Mexi-
co/20041, new challenges have emerged between Mex-
ico/2004 and Brasilia/2014, requiring new responses to 
meet the new needs for the protection of individuals, 
particularly those in new situations of vulnerability 

1  For a study, cf. A.A. Cançado Trindade, “Aproximaciones y Convergencias 
Revisitadas: Diez Años de Interacción entre el Derecho Internacional de los 
Derechos Humanos, el Derecho Internacional de los Refugiados, y el Dere-
cho Internacional Humanitario (De Cartagena/1984 a San José/1994 y Méx-
ico/2004)” in Report on the Twentieth Anniversary of the Cartagena Decla-
ration on Refugees (1984-2004), San Jose, Costa Rica/Mexico, unhCr, 2005, 
pp. 139-191.

or helplessness. These situations and needs have been 
identified in the new unhCr consultations throughout 
2014, revealing, once again, that –as in the myth of Si-
syphus– work regarding the international protection 
of the rights of the individual is unending. This work 
of modernisation– within the framework of the histor-
ical process of the humanisation of international law 
–which constituted the 2014 Consultation process– cul-
minated in the Interministerial Conference in Brasilia, 
from 2-3 December 2014.

This task of modernisation has been condensed into 
three speeches I had the honour of presenting on three 
occasions during the 2014 unhCr Consultations, name-
ly: 1) at the Meeting of the Latin American and Carib-
bean Group (grulAC) at the un/unhCr in Geneva on 3 

Voluntary repatriation of 

guatemalan refugees, Coban. 

©unhcr / d. bregnard
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November, 2014, on the relevance of the convergences 
between International Human Rights Law, Interna-
tional Refugee Law and International Humanitarian 
Law, in the current regional context; 2) again at the 
meeting of the grulAC at the un/unhCr in Geneva on 
14 November, 2014, on the vulnerabilities of individu-
als requiring protection; and 3) at the Interministeri-
al Conference in Brasilia on 2 December, 2014, a day 
before the Brazil Declaration and Plan of Action was 
adopted, on the 2014 unhCr Consultations and their re-
sults. These three speeches are set out below, followed 
by my brief concluding remarks on the subject.

II  the relevance of the convergences betWeen  

 InternatIonal human rIghts laW,  

 InternatIonal refugee laW  

 and InternatIonal humanItarIan laW, 

 In the current regIonal context2

I have fond memories of the previous meeting with 
the grulAC, on 13 February, here at unhCr in Geneva, 
which initiated the current process of the third decade 
of consultations since the Cartagena Declaration on 
Refugees (1984) was adopted, and which is to conclude 
within a month at the interministerial conference in 
Brasilia. I am pleased to have the opportunity to at-
tend this new meeting with the grulAC today, the 3rd 
of November, 2014, once again here at unhCr in Gene-
va, to share some thoughts with all those here present, 
namely in regard to the current Draft Declaration of 
Brasilia, concerning the issue that has been entrusted 
to me, that is, the “Relevance of the Convergences be-
tween International Human Rights Law, International 
Refugee Law and International Humanitarian Law in 
the Current Regional Context.”

2 (*) Speech presented by the author at un/unhCr, Geneva, in the meeting of 
the grulAC, on 3rd November, 2014.

Let me begin with an important observation: the en-
tire process of unhCr consultations –which began 
with the Declaration of the first decade (1994) after 
the Cartagena Declaration– was accompanied by the 
explicit acknowledgment of the relevance of these con-
vergences for ensuring the most effective protection 
of the rights of the individual, in the most diverse cir-
cumstances. Thus, the San Jose Declaration on Refugees 
and Displaced Persons (1994) acclaimed and explicitly 
highlighted, in both its preliminary considerations 
(10th) and its conclusions (3rd), the complementary na-
ture and convergences between International Human 
Rights Law (ihrl), International Refugee Law (irl) and 
International Humanitarian Law (ihl), with a view to 
“providing a common framework” for ensuring the ef-
fective protection of the rights of human beings.

Similarly, the Mexico Declaration for Strengthening the 
International Protection of Refugees in Latin America 
(2004) also expressly recognised the complementary 
nature of those three converging facets for securing 
and strengthening protection for those in need of it in 
light of the pro homine principle (6th preliminary para-
graph). Bearing this in mind, I deem it necessary, for 
further reasons I will now explain, that the Draft of 
the Brasilia Declaration (2014) should also contain ex-
press recognition of the relevance of the convergences 
between ihrl, irl and ihl. In this sense, an additional 
(preliminary) paragraph could be worded as follows:

“Emphasizing the convergences and complemen-
tary nature of International Human Rights Law, 
International Refugee Law and International Hu-
manitarian Law, in order to provide a common legal 
framework for strengthening protection –in light of 
the pro homine principle– for refugees and others in 
need of it, due to their vulnerable circumstances.”

Indeed, the convergences between ihrl, irl and ihl 
made their mark on the three successive unhCr consul-
tations –those of 1994, 2004 and 2014. From the outset, it 

is understood that forced transboundary displacement 
may result from conflicts or tension or internal strife, 
among other causes. The idea is to grant humanitarian 
visas to people who do not necessarily qualify as ref-
ugees. The aim is the effective implementation of the 
high standards of the due process of law established in 
the jurisprudence constante of the iACCthr (subregional 
Mercosur meeting, 18-19.03.2014). Human mobility, as a 
form of protection, is characterized as “good practice”, 
on a par with others (such as permanent residency 
and naturalization) (Andean subregional meeting, 09-
10.06.2014).

Attention is focused on vulnerable groups, and the 
different degrees of vulnerability, even in extreme cir-
cumstances, as in relation to unaccompanied children 
and adolescents (subregional Mesoamerica meeting, 
10-11.07.2014). It is encouraging that the current Draft 
of the Brasilia Declaration (2014) already explicitly rec-
ognises, for the purposes of adequate protection, the 
situation of extreme vulnerability in which individuals 
and groups who so desperately need protection find 
themselves (paragraphs 7, 16, 19, 43 and 47). The afore-
mentioned Draft Declaration also already correctly 
underscores the central focus that human beings rep-
resent, and the importance of the spirit of solidarity in 
these unhCr consultations.

The need to strengthen international cooperation be-
tween migrants’ countries of origin, transit and desti-
nation (Caribbean subregional meeting, 10-11.09.2014) 
is recognised. In all these situations, identified through-
out the current unhCr consultations –set to conclude at 
the next Ministerial Conference in Brasilia scheduled 
for 2-3 December, 2014– ihrl, irl and ihl converge 
to provide effective protection for those who need it, 
in light of their vulnerability. These three aspects are 
always present in meeting protection requirements. 
There is not, in my opinion, room for invoking an al-
leged lex specialis to invalidate its concomitant imple-
mentation, if necessary.

May I take a step further, in this respect: the three 
aforementioned branches of international law for the 
protection of the human person (namely, ihrl, irl and 
ihl), converging at normative, hermeneutic and opera-
tional levels, do not exclude the possibility that other 
branches of international law may also converge with 
them as well, to the same effect. For example, the most 
recent Caribbean subregional meeting raised the point 
of the relevance of the search and rescue-at-sea and re-
covery operations, under the u.n. Convention on the 
Law of the Sea (unClos) and other treaties. This was 
the first time during the unhCr Consultations of the 
last three decades that unClos and other Law of the 
Sea treaties were invoked, in connection with the in-
ternational protection of the individual as a migrant. 
This, in my opinion, demonstrates the unity of the law, 
and the possibility of broader convergences for safe-
guarding the protection of human beings, in particular 
when they find themselves in circumstances of extreme 
vulnerability.

In effect, the problems we have faced have varied from 
decade to decade, but what always remains constant is 
the vulnerability of human beings, in continually chang-
ing and distinct circumstances. As facts seem always to 
precede the legal norms, we must always bear in mind 
the imperatives of justice. In order to abide by them, we 
are obliged to constantly bear in mind that ihrl, irl and 
ihl go hand in hand,  - at normative, hermeneutic and 
operational levels. The unhCr has acknowledged this, on 
several occasions. And this applies to distinct phases of 
its work; for example, to mention but one, in the specific 
phase of the determination of refugee status, the unhCr 
has constantly underscored the need to ensure access to 
justice encompassing the guarantees of the due process 
of law, as asserted and construed in the jurisprudence 
constante of the Inter-American Court of Human Rights 
(iACthr) - under Articles 25 and 8, concurrently, of the 
American Convention on Human Rights). In order to 
reach a better understanding of this issue, we have to 
approach it in its temporal dimension.
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Thus, half a decade after the Declaration of San Jose on 
Refugees and Displaced Persons (1994) was adopted, the 
iACthr issued its Advisory Opinion No. 16 on the Right 
to Information on Consular Assistance within the Frame-
work of the Guarantees of the Due Process of Law (1999), 
which was truly innovative, and has been exerting con-
siderable influence on international jurisprudence, in-
cluding even that of the International Court of Justice. 
The iACthr proceeded to undertake the humanisation 
of Consular Law by rereading and reinterpreting Arti-
cle 36 of the Vienna Convention on Consular Relations 
(1963), and linking the abovementioned right to infor-
mation on consular assistance to the right of access to 
justice lato sensu, taking into account the guarantees 
of the due process of law. This included the extend-
ed convergence of the abovementioned three facets of 
protection for individuals with consular law itself.

The next stage took place on the eve of the adoption of 
the Mexico Declaration and Plan of Action to Strengthen 
the International Protection of Refugees in Latin Ameri-
ca (2004), when the iACthr issued its Advisory Opinion 
No. 18 on the Legal Status and Rights of Undocument-
ed Migrants. This Advisory Opinion had a consider-
able impact not only in our region but also in other 
parts of the world, as I had occasion to point out in 
my opening lecture at the 2007 annual study session 
of the International Institute of Human Rights (René 
Cassin Institute) in Strasbourg. The iACthr focused its 
analysis on the fundamental principle of equality and 
non-discrimination, which prohibits the invocation of 
any discriminatory treatment to the detriment of any 
person, including undocumented migrants. The iACthr 
became the first contemporary international tribunal 
to establish that the basic principle of equality and 
non-discrimination now belongs to the domain of jus 
cogens.

Since the Advisory Opinions Nos. 16 and 18 of the 
iACthr (above), something extraordinary happened in 
our region: in light of these Advisory Opinions, several 

countries in our region began to update their Consular 
Guides or Manuals, in order to provide more effective 
consular assistance. Some set up itinerant consulates, or 
attended disputes in foreign courts (in order to safe-
guard the right to information on consular assistance); 
others set up new national coordination bodies for put-
ting consular assistance and protection into practice. 
I take the liberty of raising the issue of this develop-
ment, bearing in mind the input of, for example, the 
subregional meeting of Mercosur (supra) in the current 
unhCr Consultations.

We have not, however, reached the culmination of this 
development; new protection needs have emerged. 
Along the same lines as the iACthr’s aforementioned 
Advisory Opinions Nos. 16 and 18 comes that of adopt-
ing Advisory Opinion No. 21 on the Rights and Guar-
antees of Children in the Context of Migration and/or in 
Need of International Protection (2014). The contribu-
tion of the iACthr’s jurisprudence constante has been ac-
knowledged by contemporary legal doctrine (based on 
Advisory Opinion No. 16): the individual, also in this 
context, occupies a central position in the international 
legal system, in the general framework of the new jus 
gentium of our times.

Les insuffisances du corpus juris de protection ont don-
né naissance à des initiatives, dans notre région, pour 
donner des réponses appropriées aux nouveaux beso-
ins de protection dans des situations originairement 
non-prévues, comme celles de déplacements internes, 
des migrants sans papiers, de déracinement en général. 
Elles ont été prises pour faire face à l’aggravation du 
problème des flux migratoires forcés. Dans ce propos, 
la Déclaration et le Plan d’Action du Mexique (2004) 
avait réaffirmé expressément les convergences,  - aux 
niveaux normatif, herméneutique et opérationnel, - du 
DIDH, le irl et le DIH, déjà consacrées expressément 
dans la Déclaration de San José du Costa Rica (1994). Il 
s’agit d’une position principiste, que, à mon avis, doit 

être réitérée dans la prochaine Déclaration et le Plan de 
Action de Brasília (2014).

Thus, our region is, once again, at the forefront of this 
current context of international protection of the rights 
of the individual, with the latter being understood as a 
subject of the law of nations (droit des gens). Further-
more, this region has promoted, with the provisions 
cited above, the formation of a new branch of contem-
porary international law: International Migration Law. 
However, the process of its formation is still in its in-
fancy; there is still a long way to go.

There have been other recent initiatives in the same 
vein. For example, earlier this year, the Declaration of 
the Second Summit of the Community of Latin American 
and Caribbean States (CelAC) (held in Havana, Cuba, in 
late January 2014), called for –in language reminiscent of 
the iACthr’s Advisory Opinion No. 18 (2003)– the erad-
ication of discrimination against inequalities and social 
exclusion, which are “violations of human rights and vi-
olations of the rule of law” (par. 1). The aforementioned 
Declaration of the CelAC affirmed its commitment to 
“continue to strengthen solid regional principles for 
the recognition of the rights of migrants, as well as to 
strengthen the coordination of regional migration poli-
cies and common positions in global and inter-regional 
negotiations on migration and, in particular, in shaping 
international debate with regard to the link between mi-
gration, development and human rights” (par. 26).

To conclude, during these unhCr consultations we 
must be mindful of the fact that we come from a region 
–Latin America and Caribbean– at the forefront of var-
ious branches of international law. This has now been 
acknowledged worldwide. During the course of these 
unhCr consultations –currently in their third decade– 
I am confident that we will remain loyal to our best 
international legal doctrine in order to rise to the new 
challenges we face today in our part of the world, with-
in the framework of the universality of human rights.

Our practise is not state-centric; it is centred, rather, 
on human beings, and on the fulfilment of their basic 
protection needs. To this end, which corresponds to 
the human goals of the state, it is crucial to take into ac-
count the convergences between the three branches of 
the protection of the individual, namely: International 
Human Rights Law, International Refugee Law, and 
International Humanitarian Law. My recommendation 
to grulAC is, thus, that the Draft Declaration of Brasilia 
(2014) express acknowledgement in this respect (in the 
terms I have just proposed) –as was the case with the 
Declarations of San Jose (1994) and of Mexico (2004)– 
with a view to strengthening the protection of the indi-
vidual in different and changing circumstances.

III.  reflectIons on the sItuatIons of vulnerabIlIty  

 of Persons requIrIng ProtectIon3

The current process of unhCr consultations is an addi-
tional element for demonstrating that, nowadays, the 
strictly inter-state perspective of the international legal 
system has been entirely surpassed, with the general 
recognition of the presence therein of human beings, 
and their access to justice, both at the national and in-
ternational levels. Human beings have been restored 
to the central position they now occupy in the law of 
nations, testifying to the practise that brings us here 
today, on 14 November, 2014, to this important grulAC 
meeting at the United Nations/unhCr here in Geneva, 
which I am attending on behalf of the team of three 
Legal Experts from unhCr in its current consultations 
leading up to the Interministerial Conference in Brasil-
ia from 2 - 3 December, 2014.

The fact that so many individuals have, today, had 
recourse to international jurisdiction in claiming or 
defending their rights, amidst extremely adverse or 

3 (Speech given by the author at the grulAC Meeting at the un/unhCr, Gene-
va, on 14 November, 2014.
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vulnerable circumstances, is a sign of the times, reveal-
ing the new paradigm of humanised international law, 
the new jus gentium, that is sensitive and attentive to 
the protection needs of the individual in any circum-
stance4. However, there are many others who continue 
to suffer in situations of extreme vulnerability, amidst 
critical and urgent protection needs.

Almost two weeks ago, at another meeting of grulAC 
similar to this one, I took the liberty of underscor-
ing the prospects of this process of the humanisation 
of international law, which have been felt in all three 
facets converging in the international protection of the 
rights of the individual, namely, the International Law 
of Human Rights, International Refugee Law and In-
ternational Humanitarian Law5. While it is true that, 
in our part of the world, much progress has been made 
over the past three decades (1984-2014), new protection 
needs have also arisen.

The jurisprudence of the Inter-American Court of 
Human Rights (iACthr) has been formulated, in recent 
years, by extending protection to undocumented mi-
grants or the uprooted, and “street children” or the 
abandoned, among others affected individually or in 
groups or communities by different forms of margin-
alisation and social exclusion –victims of situations of 
armed conflict or the forcibly displaced, and even rela-

4 A.A.Cançado Trindade, Évolution du Droit international au droit des gens - 
Ĺaccès des particuliers à la justice internationale: le regard d’un juge, Paris, Pé-
done, 2008, pp. 7-9, 17, 26-30, 57-61, 81-99, 116-117 and 145-149, and cf. pp. 
3-184; A.A. Cançado Trindade, A Humanização do IRLeito Internacional, 
1st. ed., Belo Horizonte/Brasil, Edit. Del Rey, 2006, p. 3-409 (out of stock); 
A.A. Cançado Trindade, Los Tribunales Internacionales Contemporáneos 
y la Humanización del Derecho Internacional, Buenos Aires, Ed. Ad-Hoc, 
2013, pp. 7-185.

5 Cf. A.A. Cançado Trindade, Derecho Internacional de los Derechos Hu-
manos, Derecho Internacional de los Refugiados y Derecho Internacional Hu-
manitario - Aproximaciones y Convergencias, 1st. ed., Geneva, CICV, [2000], 
pp. 1-66 (out of stock).

tives of victims of massacres6. However, as revealed in 
this year’s unhCr Consultations in Latin America and 
the Caribbean (2014), over the course of the last decade 
(2004-2014) new situations of extremely acute vulner-
ability for human beings have emerged, which now 
require new responses for safeguarding their effective 
protection. Hence the considerable importance of this 
exercise that brings us here together at such a signifi-
cant moment for all of us: the conclusion of the process 
of drafting the Brasilia Declaration and Plan of Action 
to Strengthen the International Protection of Refugees in 
Latin America (2014).

In the ongoing unhCr Consultations process, the four 
subregional meetings held this year (i.e., Mercosur, 18-
19.03.2014; the Andean subregion, 9-10.06.2014; Meso-
america, 10-11.07.2014; and the Caribbean, 10-11.09.2014) 
have allowed us to be updated and identify new chal-
lenges– which we reviewed in our previous grulAC 
meeting of 11.03.2014 here in Geneva. We should re-
main mindful that, within a temporal dimension, the 
protection of the vulnerable has been the great legacy of 
the United Nations Second World Conference on Hu-
man Rights (Vienna, 1993)7.

However, despite all the attention that the monitoring 
bodies of United Nations human rights treaties have 
devoted to this cause, an adequate conceptualization of 
vulnerability is still lacking for the purposes of effective 
protection, even with criteria for identifying individu-

6 Cf. A.A. Cançado Trindade, State Responsibility in Cases of Massacres: Con-
temporary Advances in International Justice, Utrecht, Universiteit Utrecht, 
2011, pp. 1-71; A.A. Cançado Trindade, The Access of Individuals to Inter-
national Justice, Oxford, Oxford University Press, 2011, Chap. X, pp. 179-
191; A.A. Cançado Trindade, “Die Entwicklung des interamerikanischen 
Systems zum Schutz der Menschenrechte”, 70 Zeitschrift für ausländisches 
öffentliches Recht und Völkerrecht (2010) pp. 629-699.

7 Cf. A.A. Cançado Trindade, A Proteção dos Vulneráveis como Legado da II 
Conferência Mundial de IRLeitos Humanos (1993-2013), Fortaleza, IBDH/
IIDH/SLADI, 2014, pp. 13-363.

als or groups in vulnerable situations8. Added to this is 
the fact that, in certain situations, this vulnerability is 
set amidst the breakdown of public authority, resulting 
in the inability to provide a minimum of protection for 
these victims, within a broader context of the disinte-
gration of the social fabric.

In this extremely troubling context, the observance of 
the basic principle of equality and non-discrimination  
–often cited but insufficiently studied to date– becomes 
particularly relevant. Discrimination is understood as 
an arbitrary or unjustifiable (lacking any justification 
whatsoever) and, therefore, inadmissible distinction. 
Its prohibition occurs in connection with the exercis-
ing of all the rights enshrined as inherent to human 
beings, on the grounds of the fundamental principle of 
equality and non-discrimination9. The violation of the 
prohibition of all forms of discrimination entails the 
violation of protected human rights themselves, with 
all its legal consequences. Insufficient attention devot-
ed, to date, by judicial doctrine to the basic principle of 
equality and non-discrimination, is far from commen-
surate with the fundamental importance of this princi-
ple, both in theory and in legal practise.

Equality and non-discrimination have been invoked in 
relation to individuals and groups of individuals in vul-
nerable situations, or in connection with them or on their 
behalf, in manifold circumstances. Since the mid-nine-
ties to the present (1994-2014), attention has focused on 
the challenges of conditions endured by people affected 
by both internal conflicts and strife, and impoverish-
ment and chronic poverty, as well as on the migration of 

8 Cf. A.R. Chapman and B. Carbonetti, “Human Rights Protection for Vul-
nerable and Disadvantaged Groups: The Contribution of the u.n. Commit-
tee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights”, 33 Human Rights Quarterly 
(2001) pp. 682-732.

9 For a recent study, cf. A.A. Cançado Trindade, El Principio Básico de Igual-
dad y No-Discriminación: Construcción Jurisprudencial, 1st. ed., Santiago de 
Chile, Ed. Librotecnia, 2013, pp. 39-748.

undocumented persons10 (in particular unaccompanied 
children, and women), and on the victims of trafficking. 
Those victimised are subjected to sub-human living con-
ditions, if and when they survive.

The series of United Nations World Conferences11 
which took place throughout the course of the nine-
ties until the beginning of the last decade, became, sig-
nificantly, a common denominator, giving cohesion to 
the final documents adopted by them –a denominator 
which was unequivocally acknowledged by the Second 
World Conference on Human Rights: the recognition 
of the legitimacy of the concern of the international com-
munity as a whole with the living conditions of people ev-
erywhere12. The aforementioned global conclave sought 
to explore ways in which to safeguard the indivisibility 
of all human rights (civil, political, economic, social 
and cultural) in practice, with particular emphasis on 
those discriminated against or disadvantaged, vulner-
able groups, the poor and the socially marginalised or 
excluded –in short, those most in need of protection13– 
with a view to ensuring they are provided with the con-
ditions for a dignified life.

10 Cf., e.g., A.A. Cançado Trindade, “Le déracinement et la protection des 
migrants dans le Droit international des droits de l’homme”, 19 Revue tri-
mestrielle des droits de l’homme - Brussels (2008) n. 74, pp. 289-328; L. Ortiz 
Ahlf, Derechos Humanos de los Indocumentados, Mexico D.F., ELD/Tirant 
lo Blanch, 2013, pp. 11-136.

11 World Conferences on the Environment and Development, Rio de Janeiro, 
1992; on Human Rights, Vienna, 1993; on Population and Development, 
Cairo, 1994; on Social Development, Copenhagen, 1995; on Women’s 
Rights, Beijing, 1995; on Human Settlements - Habitat-II, Istanbul, 1996; 
and the World Conference against Racism, Durban/South Africa, 2001.

12 Cf. A.A. Cançado Trindade, Tratado de IRLeito Internacional dos IRLeitos 
Humanos, vol. I, 2nd. ed., Porto Alegre/Brasil, S.A. Fabris Ed., 2003, caps. 
III-VII, pp. 165-338; and cf. A.A. Cançado Trindade, “Sustainable Human 
Development and Conditions of Life as a Matter of Legitimate Internation-
al Concern: The Legacy of the u.n. World Conferences”, in Japan and Inter-
national Law - Past, Present and Future (Symposium of the Centennial of the 
Japanese Association of International Law), The Hague, Kluwer, 1999, pp. 
285-309.

13 A.A. Cançado Trindade, “Nouvelles réflexions sur l’interdépendence ou 
l’indivisibilité de tous les droits de l’homme, une décennie après la Con-
férence Mondiale de Vienne”, in El Derecho Internacional: Normas, 
Hechos y Valores - Liber Amicorum J.A. Pastor Ridruejo (eds. L. Caflisch et 
alii), Madrid, Universidad Complutense, 2005, pp. 59-73.
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This cycle of World Conferences, at the global level, 
coupled with three decades of unhCr Consultations 
(1984-2014), at our regional level, have greatly contribut-
ed to the recognition of the centrality of victims in the 
present area of protection, including –and above all– 
those enduring vulnerability, in the midst of particular-
ly dire circumstances. We will only be able to find last-
ing solutions through joint action motivated by human 
solidarity. Here, the concerted efforts of states and civil 
society organizations are needed –driven by a common 
cause– to ensure the protection of the basic rights of 
migrants and their families in all circumstances.

On reconnaît de nos jours that face au phénomène des 
migrations forcées, c’est la responsabilité the commu-
nauté internationale dans son ensemble qui est en cause, 
défendre pour le droit humain de vivre avec dignité, 
et même the survival, et des victimes réelles potenti-
elles. L’ensemble of the question met in évidence des 
impératifs universel de justice sociale au niveau. An 
Important rôle est ainsi post dévolu aux politiques des 
qu’à the Entités Mobilisation of société civile pour leurs 
réduire améliorer souffrances et leurs conditions de vie. 
Avancées dans ce domaine des ne pourront accomplies 
être dans une atmosphère that vraie solidarité humaine. 
Les êtres humains ne pas être doivent simplement Prives 
of leurs droits in raison de leur statut ou de toute au-
tre migratoire circonstance. Il faut la personne humaine 
pleasure à la place lui qui correspond correspondence, 
au-dessus du capital, des biens et des services.

It is somewhat significant that, during the three decades 
of the unhCr Consultations in our part of the world, this 
is the first time our community of nations, as a whole, 
encompassing Latin America as well as the Caribbean (as 
in the memorable meeting in Grand Cayman Island, 
held last 10-11.09.2014), jointly takes on this humanitarian 
cause. This is in line with the long-standing contribution 
of our region to the most coherent doctrinal trends in 
modern international law, as demonstrated, successively, 
at the Second Hague Peace Conference (1907); in the cre-

ation (in 1907) of the first permanent international tribu-
nal in the world: the Central American Court of Justice; 
in the discourse, throughout the decades, of the former 
International Conferences of American States, giving 
rise to historical conventions such as, inter alia, the Con-
vention on Asylum (La Habana, 1928), the Convention 
on Political Asylum (Montevideo, 1933), and the Conven-
tions on Political and Territorial Asylum (Caracas, 1954), 
without precedent in other regions of the world; when 
the American Declaration of the Rights and Duties of 
Man was adopted in 1948, one semester before the u.n. 
General Assembly adopted the Universal Declaration of 
Human Rights.

The right of access to justice (Article 8 of the Universal 
Declaration) was one of our region’s most significant 
contributions to the Universal Declaration as a whole. 
And examples of the pioneering work of our countries 
in the field of the international protection of the rights 
of the individual are on the increase. The three decades 
of unhCr Consultations subsequent to the Cartagena 
Declaration (1984), which resulted in the Declarations 
of San Jose (1994) and Mexico (2004), and now the 
Draft Declaration of Brasilia (2014), are further cases 
in point in the same vein. No other region in the world 
has achieved this; it constitutes the legal heritage of the 
countries and peoples of our region14.

During the entire process of this three-decade long hu-
manitarian exercise, the right of the individual to broad-
based (lato sensu) access to justice, both nationally and 
internationally, has left a significant mark. Throughout 
this process new responses to the new protection needs 
of human beings have been sought and found, namely: 
“Cities and Borders of Solidarity”, humanitarian visas, 
improved asylum procedures and the determination of 

14 For a recent study, cf. A.A. Cançado Trindade, El Derecho de Acceso a la Jus-
ticia en Su Amplia Dimensión, 2nd. ed., Santiago de Chile, Ed. Librotecnia, 
2012, pp. 79-574.

refugee status, labour mobility, voluntary repatriation 
and “Solidarity Resettlement”.

In regard to this year’s 2014 Consultations, it is grati-
fying to feel responsible for the Draft Brasilia Decla-
ration and Plan of Action. Together we have achieved 
the commitment of our entire region to eradicate state-
lessness and to strengthen the protection of vulnera-
ble persons (including victims of non-state actors and 
criminal groups), in any circumstance. The current 
process of consultations has, for the first time, had the 
support of the states of the entire region (Latin Ameri-
ca as well as the Caribbean), and of civil society repre-
sentatives, with the highest degree of participation and 
commitment to follow-up.

Providence kindly reserved for us the privilege of par-
ticipating in this process of the 2014 Consultations –a 
milestone in the professional lives of all of us– with re-
sults that are certain to benefit many vulnerable people 
we do not know who are desperate for this much-need-
ed protection. At the end of the day, this is an exercise 
we will never forget. There could hardly be anything 
more rewarding than the feeling of the determination 
to leave behind, for future generations, a world perhaps 
better than that which was bequeathed us.

Iv a neW decade (2004-2014):  

 the 2014 unhcr consultatIons and theIr result,  

 the brazIl declaratIon and Plan of actIon15

The unhCr Consultations that began in February of this 
year and that are now culminating at this Interministe-
rial Conference in Brasilia (2-3.12.2014), have sought to 
build on the lessons accumulated since the 2004 Mex-
ico Declaration and Plan of Action were adopted, in 
order to identify the new humanitarian challenges we 

15 Speech given by the author at the first plenary session of the Interministerial 
unhCr Conference in Brasilia on 2 December, 2014.

face today and pinpoint responses to the new protec-
tion needs of the human beings affected, as individu-
als with rights and entitled to international protection. 
The 2014 Consultations, which were particularly in-
tense, involved four subregions, namely: Mercosur (18-
19.03.2014), the Andean subregion (09-10.06.2014), the 
Mesoamerican subregion (10-11.07.2014), and the Carib-
bean (10-11.09.2014). They were also accompanied by an 
additional consultation process within the framework 
of the Latin American and Caribbean Group (grulAC), 
held at unhCr in Geneva, which began on 13.02.2014, 
was assessed on 3.11.2014, and concluded on 14.11. 2014.

The 2014 Consultations have led to a broader dialogue 
in a constructive spirit, bringing together government 
representatives from over 30 countries in the region 
(Latin America and the Caribbean), in addition to 
observer countries, more than 150 civil society insti-
tutions, ombudspersons, and representatives of key 
international organisations in the field. The 2014 Con-
sultations had the highest public participation in the 
last three decades –and I have had the privilege of 
participating in all of them as unhCr’s honorary Legal 
Consultant– and, for the first time, the countries of 
the Caribbean as a whole joined their Latin American 
counterparts.

The 2014 Consultations should be assessed within a his-
torical perspective, bearing in mind the Consultations 
of the two previous decades: San Jose, Costa Rica in 
1994, and Mexico in 2004, in order to better appreciate 
the extended scope of the applicable law. The evolution 
of the law in the present domain of safeguarding the 
rights of human beings, must be examined from the 
perspective of the new responses to the changing needs 
of protection; with the individual as the central focus 
of attention. Each Declaration, resulting from previous 
unhCr Consultations, is the result of a specific historical 
moment. However, all of them, including the one we 
are ready to adopt at this Interministerial Conference 
in Brasilia, encompass the issue of refugees, displaced 
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persons and migrants in the broader context and con-
ceptual sphere of the observance of human rights in 
all circumstances. From San Jose/1994 to Mexico/2004 
and Brasilia/2014, the convergence between Interna-
tional Human Rights Law (ihrl), International Ref-
ugee Law (irl) and International Humanitarian Law 
(ihl)16 has been acknowledged.

As I explained in my Preface to the volume of the Re-
port on the Consultations that led to the Declaration 
of San Jose, Costa Rica in 1994, it has been understood 
that, instead of “subjective categorizations of people 
(according to the reasons that led them to leave their 
homes)”, we began “adopting objective criteria for pro-
tection needs, which thus cover a considerably larger 
number of people (including iDps) as vulnerable as ref-
ugees,” with no room for vacatio legis17. The applicable 
right to protection was thus extended and this achieve-
ment benefits all protected human beings.

  Just as the Cartagena Declaration (1984) dealt with 
the major human drama of the armed conflicts in Cen-
tral America, as well as foreseeing the worsening of 
the problem of internal displacement; and the San Jose 
Declaration (1994) included an in-depth examination 
into the issue of protection –also of iDps– and also pre-
dicted the worsening problem of forced migration; and 
just as the Mexico Declaration (2004) made an in-depth 
examination into the issue of the protection of migrants 
(including undocumented migrants), also envisioning 
the exacerbation of the problem of extremely complex 
mixed migration flows; so the Draft Declaration we are 
about to adopt here in Brasilia (2014) focuses on mem-
bers of groups enduring situations of extreme vulnera-
bility, and also anticipates the heightening problem of 

16 Para. 5 of the current Draft of the Brazil Declaration.

17 unhCr, 10 Años de la Declaración de Cartagena sobre Refugiados - Memoria 
del Coloquio Internacional (San Jose, Costa Rica, 5-7.12.1994), San Jose, Cos-
ta Rica, unhCr /IIHR, 1995, pp. 14-15.

victims of criminal activities carried out by non-state 
actors.

In the spirit of finding responses to the new protection 
needs of members of victimised segments of the pop-
ulation, the current Draft Declaration (2014) explicitly 
recognises –for the purposes of this protection– the 
situation of extreme vulnerability in which these in-
dividuals and groups in desperate need of protection 
find themselves18. The aforementioned Draft Declara-
tion also correctly highlights the primary responsibil-
ity of states (para. 6), the centrality of human beings 
(para. 8), and the importance of the spirit of solidarity, 
as demonstrated throughout 2014 unhCr Consultations.

As can be seen in all these Declarations throughout 
three successive decades, the violation of human rights 
constitutes one of the causes of refugee flows and serious 
humanitarian crises, requiring lasting solutions for those 
victimised19, and uprooted persons who find themselves 
in an increasingly vulnerable situation. The law has re-
acted, extending adequate protection to the many up-
rooted20. The unhCr Consultations of the past three de-
cades have sought, through the respective Declarations, 
to achieve the corresponding extension of applicable 
law, both ratione materiae and ratione personae.

Indeed, in my contribution as unhCr Legal Consultant 
to their Consultations, which I presented to the plenary 
of the Conference of Mexico, and that resulted in the 
2004 Declaration and Plan of Action, I took the lib-
erty of pointing out that, based on the experience of 
the international community in our part of the world, 
it was difficult to avoid the impression that we contin-
ually go from one crisis to another, with the ensuing 

18 Paras. 5, 9, 18, 20, 40-41 and 44-45.

19 A.A. Cançado Trindade, “Closing Speech” (San Jose, 7.12.1994), in ibid., 
pp. 431-432.

20 A.A. Cançado Trindade, “Le déracinement et la protection des migrants 
dans le Droit international des droits de l’homme”, 19 Revue trimestrielle 
des droits de l’homme - Brussels (2008) n. 74, pp. 289-328.

disintegrating effects. On the other hand, it is also very 
important to point out that the reaction of the inter-
national community, moved by the human conscience, 
has been immediate, exercising collective thinking and 
with an ever broader public participation in the Con-
sultations carried out in these three successive decades. 
This, I added, has helped to achieve the continuous ex-
pansion of applicable law, in order to extend protection 
to a growing number of people who need it, in a wide 
variety of circumstances21.

The 2014 Consultations have again acknowledged the im-
portance of the convergence between the three branches 
of the protection of human beings –ihrl, irl, and ihl– at 
normative, hermeneutic and operational levels. Howev-
er, the 2014 Consultations, in my view, have given these 
convergences an even broader dimension by making ref-
erence to treaties and international instruments related 
to other branches of international law, namely, the law of 
nations (droit des gens / jus gentium). Allow me to men-
tion two examples in this regard.

The most recent Caribbean subregional meeting (held 
in Grand Cayman, in September 2014) underscored the 
importance of the United Nations Convention on the 
Law of the Sea (1982) and the International Convention 
on Maritime Search and Rescue (1979) for operations 
concerning the protection of persons in distress at sea. 
This contribution has been duly recorded in the Draft 
Brazil Plan of Action (Chapter V) in order to address 
the vulnerability of people in need of protection at 
sea. This is the first time this occurred, expanding the 
framework of international protection. The convergen-
ces are expanded: here other international instruments 

21 A.A. Cançado Trindade, “Aproximaciones y Convergencias Revisitadas: 
Diez Años de Interacción entre el Derecho Internacional de los Derechos 
Humanos, el Derecho Internacional de los Refugiados, y el Derecho In-
ternacional Humanitario (De Cartagena/1984 a San José/1994 y Méxi-
co/2004)”, in the Report on the Twentieth Anniversary of the Cartagena 
Declaration on Refugees (1984-2004), San Jose, Costa Rica/Mexico, unhCr, 
2005, pp. 147-148.

pertaining to the law of the sea converge with the afore-
mentioned three aspects of international protection.

The Mesoamerica subregional meeting (held in Mana-
gua in July, 2014) stressed the situation of the height-
ened and extreme vulnerability of the actual or poten-
tial victims of human trafficking, such as women and 
unaccompanied or separated children, among others. 
It raised the need for the international protection of 
victims against transnational organized crime, also 
contained in the aforementioned Draft Plan of Action 
(Chapter iv), which it is hoped will be adopted by the 
Ministerial Conference in Brasilia. In effect, this is a 
problem that has long been a concern of unhCr, even 
prior to the 2004 Consultations and over the course of 
the last decade.

Here, I would like to recall that, in 2002, unhCr issued its 
Guidelines on International Protection, in the contexts 
of both Gender-Related Persecution22, and Membership 
of a Particular Social Group23. Later, in 2006, unhCr is-
sued its Guidelines on Victims of Human Trafficking and 
Persons at Risk of Being Trafficked24, in which, inter alia, 
after invoking the United Nations Convention against 
Transnational Organized Crime (Palermo, 2000) and 
its Additional Protocols on Human Trafficking and 
against the Smuggling of Migrants, recalls that the Pro-
tocol on Human Trafficking, after noting the vulnera-
bility of the victims (Article 3), considers regulations 
convergent with ihrl and irl treaties (Article 14), to 
ensure better protection for these persons25.

Here, the aforementioned three aspects of interna-
tional protection converge with other international

22 unhCr, doc. HCR/GIP/02/01, of 07.05.2002, pp. 1-13.

23 unhCr, doc. HCR/GIP/02/02, of 07.05.2002, pp. 1-6.

24 unhCr, doc. HCR/GIP/06/07, of 07.04.2006, pp. 1-17.

25 Cf. ibid., pp. 4-5, paras. 8 and 12.
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instruments for controlling transnational organised 
crime and combatting the exploitation of humans 
(such as human trafficking) in particularly vulnerable 
situations. The dimension is broader, not only ratio-
ne personae and ratione temporis (actual or potential 
victims) but also ratione materiae, in addressing the 
agents –both state and non-state– of persecution. With 
this new approach, in 2010, unhCr issued its Guidance 
Note on Refugee Claims Relating to Victims of Orga-
nized Gangs26.

Le travail de protection, dans cet univers conceptu-
el plus vaste, revèle, dans ma perception, l únité du 
Droit27, comprenant domaines distincts du Droit in-
ternational public contemporain en convergence pour 
sauvegarder les droits de la personne humaine dans 
toutes les circonstances, aux niveaux national aussi 
qu´international, en interaction dans le présent con-
texte de protection28. Il reste clair que des avancées 
dans le présent domaine de protection que nous con-
cerne dans cette Conférence de Brasília, ne pourront 
être accomplies que dans une atmosphère de vraie 
solidarité humaine. Les êtres humains ne doivent pas 
être privés de leurs droits simplement en raison de 
leur statut migratoire ou de toute autre circonstance. 
La personne humaine doit être placée à la place que 

26 unhCr / International Protection Division, Guidance Note on Refugee 
Claims Relating to Victims of Organized Gangs, Geneva, March, 2010, pp. 
1-25.

27 Regarding the unity of law in the work of contemporary international tribu-
nals, cf., recently, A.A. Cançado Trindade, “A Contribuição dos Tribunais 
Internacionais à Evolução do Direito Internacional Contemporâneo”, in: O 
Direito Internacional e o Primado da Justiça” (eds. A.A. Cançado Trindade 
e A.C. Alves Pereira), Rio de Janeiro, Edit. Renovar, 2014, pp. 70-74; cf. 
also A.A. Cançado Trindade, - “Vers un droit international universel: la 
première réunion des trois Cours régionales des droits de l’homme”, in 
XXXVI Course on International Organised Law given by the Inter-American 
Judicial Committee - 2009, Washington D.C., Secretary General of the oAs, 
2010, pp. 103-125.

28 Regarding this interaction, cf., recently, A.A. Cançado Trindade, “A 
Century of International Justice and Prospects for the Future”, in: A.A. 
Cançado Trindade e D. Spielmann, A Century of International Justice / 
Rétrospective d´un siècle de justice internationale et perspectives d´avenir, 
Oisterwijk, Wolf Publs., 2013, pp. 24-25.

le correspond, certainement au-dessus du capital, des 
biens et des services.

The Andean subregional meeting (held in Quito in 
June, 2014) has contributed to the updated review of 
lasting solutions in the context of both irl and ihrl as 
a whole. With respect to local integration, for exam-
ple, the Draft Plan of Action, expected to be adopt-
ed at this Conference in Brasilia (December, 2014), 
calls for the “solidarity of public services” (such as 
health, education, housing and employment) and 
intercultural integration29. Furthermore, the above-
mentioned Draft Plan of Action also ponders (Chap-
ter iii) that the lasting solutions already established30 
- namely, voluntary repatriation, local integration and 
resettlement - should be undertaken in a comple-
mentary, coordinated and joint manner in order to 
achieve appropriate, comprehensive and sustainable 
solutions for the benefit of all the affected segments 
of the population31.

In turn, the subregional Mercosur meeting (held in 
Buenos Aires in March, 2014) has added to this frame-
work a proposed labour mobility programme, to facil-
itate the free movement of refugees to third countries, 
where they can access paid employment to achieve 
economic self-sufficiency - as also stated in the afore-
mentioned Draft Plan of Action (Chapter iii)32. The 
Draft Declaration identifies this labour mobility in 
order to promote the integration of refugees in third 
countries as a “regional mechanism of solidarity” (para. 
52). Moreover, the same subregional meeting of Mer-
cosur has maintained the high standards of protection 
embodied in the developments of “jurisprudence and 

29 Draft Plan of Action, para. 23.

30 The current Draft Declaración addresses lasting solutions from the perspec-
tive of the lessons learned from the implementation of the components of 
the “Cities of Solidarity”, “Borders of Solidarity” and “Solidarity Resettle-
ment”, of the 2004 Mexico Plan of Action (paras. 22-25).

31 Cf. also, in the same vein, para. 49 of the Draft Declaration.

32 Also earmarked in the current Draft Declaration of 2014 (para. 52).

doctrine” of the Inter-American Court of Human 
Rights (iACthr), and the nature of the jus cogens prin-
ciple of non-refoulement - as stated in the Draft Brazil 
Declaration (para. 12).

The final document of the 2014 unhCr Consultations 
expresses the commitment to eradicate statelessness 
within the next decade33. It underscores the contin-
ued need to grant humanitarian visas34, inter alia, in 
the spirit of solidarity35. It emphasizes the need for full 
compliance with the guarantees of the due process of 
law36 and the basic principle of non-discrimination37. 
And, finally, it recognises the need for the assessment 
and monitoring of the work undertaken38. The afore-
mentioned final document is aimed, as it could not fail 
to be, at persons in need of protection, considered as 
true subjects of international law and protection39.

Throughout the entire process of this humanitarian 
exercise of three decades of Consultations in the field, 
the right of human beings to broad-based access to jus-
tice, at the national and international level, has made a 
significant mark. Together we have achieved the com-
mitment of our entire region to eradicate statelessness 
and to strengthen the protection of those who suffer 
in situations of extreme vulnerability (including vic-
tims of non-state actors and criminal groups), under 
any circumstance. This is in full conformity with the 
pioneering nature of the valuable contributions of the 
countries and peoples of our region to the progressive 
development of contemporary international law.

33 Declaration, paras. 29-30 and 53; and Plan of Action, para. 12, and cap. VI, 
paras. 39-40.

34 Declaration, para. 14; Plan of Action, paras. 24 and 47.

35 Plan of Action, para. 30.

36 Declaration, paras. 13, 18 and 38.

37 Declaration, paras. 42 and 48.

38 Declaration, para. 48.

39 Declaration, paras. 41-42. For a general study of this issue, cf. A.A. Cançado 
Trindade, Le Droit international pour la personne humaine, Paris, Pédone, 
2012, pp. 45-368.

To have disclosed this wider normative and conceptual 
universe constitutes, in my understanding, one of the 
achievements of the process of the unhCr Consulta-
tions of 2014, culminating today at this Conference of 
Brasilia that brings all of us together in relation to the 
Draft Brazil Declaration and Plan of Action. Through-
out this entire process of Consultations we have 
searched for and found new responses to the new hu-
manitarian challenges and to the new protection needs 
of human beings. The present Interministerial Confer-
ence in Brasilia constitutes a most significant historical 
moment, wherein, for the first time ever, in the three 
decades of unhCr Consultations of this kind, Latin 
America and the Caribbean congregate here, jointly, to 
face the new humanitarian challenges of our times, by 
adopting its final document.

O atual processo de Consultas de 2014 tem contado 
com o mais alto grau de participação pública nas três 
últimas décadas, tanto dos representantes governa-
mentais como dos representantes da sociedade civil. 
Estas três décadas das Consultas do ACNUR são um 
exemplo único em todo o mundo. Não há outra região 
do mundo que tenha procedido do mesmo modo; é 
este um patrimônio jurídico dos países e povos de 
nossa região. No tocante às Consultas deste ano de 
2014, é gratificante que nos possamos sentir, todos, 
responsáveis pelo Projeto de Declaração e Plano de 
Ação de Brasília, cuja aplicação se reverterá em ben-
eficio de tantas personas em situações de vulnerabi-
lidade, em busca de proteção. É importante que, a 
partir de agora, nos mantenhamos atentos a sua efe-
tiva aplicação. Dificilmente poderia haver algo mais 
gratificante do que o sentimento do empenho na con-
strução do direito das gentes (droit des gens / jus gen-
tium) contemporâneo: tem este sido verdadeiramente 
um exercício de construção, para que possamos deixar 
às novas gerações um mundo talvez melhor do que o 
que encontramos.
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v  concludIng observatIons

The Brazil Declaration and Plan of Action were adopt-
ed by consensus and acclaim at the last plenary session 
of the unhCr Ministerial Conference in Brasilia on 3 
December, 2014. In comparison to Cartagena/1984, 
San Jose/1994 and Mexico/2004, Brasilia/2014 was the 
conference that achieved the highest degree of public 
participation, involving, for the first time, all the coun-
tries in the region, both in Latin America and the Ca-
ribbean. It is true that the issue has sparked interest in 
other parts of the world (regarding, for example, the 
problems of forced migration40, human trafficking and 
the smuggling of migrants41, and the lack of access to 
justice42, among others), but the mobilisation of our en-

40 Cf., v.g., [Various authors,] Les migrations contraintes (Actes du Colloque 
de Caen, 2012 - ed. C.-A. Chassin), Paris, Pédone, 2014, pp. 5-186; [Varios 
Autores,] La protection internationale et européenne des réfugiés (ed. A.-M. 
Tournepiche), Paris, Pédone, 2014, pp. 5-176; [Varios Autores,] La société 
internationale face aux défis migratoires (eds. H. Gherari y R. Mehdi), Paris, 
Pédone, 2012, pp. 7-217; M. Dubuy, “À propos de l´émergence d´un nouvel 
ordre migratoire mondial - Aspects récents”, in Ĺ État dans la mondialisation 
(Colloque de Nancy), Paris, Pédone, 2013, pp. 345-370; M.-F. Valette, “La 
vulnérabilité de l énfant au gré des migrations”, 23 Revue trimestrielle des 
droits de l´homme (2012) n. 89, pp. 103-123; [Varios Autores,] Migrations de 
populations et droits de l´homme, Bruxelles, Nemesis/Bruylant, 2011, pp. 13-
260; C. Pérez González, Migraciones Irregulares y Derecho Internacional, Va-
lencia, Tirant lo Blanch, 2012, pp. 21-207; S. Castles y M.J. Miller, The Age of 
Migration - International Population Movements in the Modern World, N.Y., 
Guilford Press, 1993, pp. 1-275; F.F. Höpfner, Ĺ évolution de la notion de 
réfugié, Paris, Pédone, 2014, pp. 265-454; V. Longhi, The Immigrant War - A 
Global Movement against Discrimination and Exploitation, Bologna, SEPS, 
2014, pp. 1-122.

41 Cf., v.g., K. Plouffe-Malette, Protection des victimes de traite des êtres hu-
mains – Approches internationales et européennes, Bruxelles, Bruylant, 2013, 
pp. 1-184; A.G. Chueca Sancho, “Protección Internacional frente a la Tra-
ta de Personas”, in Un Mundo sin Desarraigo: El Derecho Internacional de 
las Migraciones (ed. F.M. Mariño Menéndez), Madrid, Catarata, 2006, pp. 
132-197; [Various Authors,] From Human Trafficking to Human Rights - Re-
framing Contemporary Slavery (eds. A. Brysk y A. Choi-Fitzpatrick), Phila-
delphia, University of Pennsylvania Press, 2012, pp. 1-216; y cf., en general, 
J. Pierrat, Mafias, gangs et cartels - La criminalité internationale en France, 
[Paris,] Éd. Denoël, 2008, pp. 7-456; L. Corte Ibáñez y A. Giménez-Sa-
linas Framis, Crimen Organizado - Evolución y Claves de la Delinguencia 
Organizada, Barcelona, Ariel, 2010, pp. 17-428; N. Kranrattanasuit, ASEAN 
and Human Trafficking - Case Studies of Cambodia, Thailand and Vietnam, 
Leiden, Brill/Nijhoff, 2014, pp. 1-214.

42 Cf., v.g., J. McBride, Access to Justice for Migrants and Asylum Seekers in 
Europe, Strasbourg, Council of Europe, 2009, pp. 5-129; M. Morel, The 
Right Not to Be Displaced in International Law, Cambridge/Antwerp, In-
tersentia, 2014, pp. 49-310; [Various Authors,] The Protection of Separated 
or Unaccompanied Minors by National Human Rights Structures (Coloquio 
de Padova, octubre de 2009), Strasbourg/Padova, Council of Europe/Uni-
versidad de Padova, 2009, pp. 5-63; Y. Ktistakis, Protecting Migrants under 
the European Convention on Human Rights and the European Social Charter, 
Strasbourg, Council of Europe, 2013, pp. 9-119.

tire region around the general theme is unique, and has 
demonstrated a leading position on a worldwide scale, 
as I took the liberty of pointing out in my presenta-
tions43 during the process of the 2014 unhCr Consul-
tations.

In these 2014 Consultations (cf. above), which led, on 3 
December, 2014, to the adopting, in Brasilia, of the Bra-
zil Declaration and Plan of Action, numerous civil so-
ciety institutions from the same region also participat-
ed –as expected, it being a humanitarian issue– along 
with the governments of all the countries in our region. 
Speaking at the Ministerial Conference in Brasilia, rep-
resentatives of these entities advocated a progressive in-
terpretation of the relevant international instruments, 
and their harmonization with national legislation. In 
relation to the new causes of forced displacement, they 
stressed the need to ensure respect for human rights in 
migration policies, and to transform the national secu-
rity approach into a human security approach.

The representatives of civil society organizations also 
referred to the contribution of the Caribbean coun-
tries in raising the issue of the need to safeguard pro-
tection on the high seas, and immediately afterwards, 
highlighted five others points, namely: a) the need to 
provide special attention to people in heightened vul-
nerability (such as unaccompanied children), as with, 
for example, victims of trafficking; b) the importance 
of the principles of non-discrimination and non-re-
foulement; c) the need to issue an identity card that is 
accepted at the regional level; d) ensuring the right to 
nationality; and e) the importance of achieving lasting 
solutions. Finally, these representatives stressed the 
importance of having tracking and monitoring mecha-
nisms strengthened by a tripartite structure involving 
the participation of states, unhCr and civil society (to-
gether with academia).

43 In the second and third speeches, supra.

Shortly before the close of the Interministerial Confer-
ence in Brasilia, the host state presented a brief summary 
of the contribution of the newly-adopted Brazil Declara-
tion and Plan of Action. After underscoring the impor-
tance of incorporating the Caribbean countries, - noting 
the proximity between Latin America and the Caribbe-
an, - it stressed the inclusion, in the exercise of moderni-
sation, of the plight of the stateless and the relevance of 
the right to a nationality (already contained in the Uni-
versal Declaration of Human Rights of 1948), as well as 
the commitment to eradicate (and prevent) statelessness 
over the course of the next decade. It also stressed the 
importance of the protection of persons in vulnerable sit-
uations (in a spirit of solidarity), such as unaccompanied 
children and adolescents (heading north).

Indeed, the Brazil Declaration and Plan of Action 
of (2014) have achieved, in my view, an aggiornamen-
to of the protection framework for the next decade 
(2014-2024) of people in situations of vulnerability in 
the current regional context. Its explicit recognition 
of the convergence between International Human 
Rights Law, International Refugee Law and Interna-
tional Humanitarian Law is significant, revealing the 
unity of the law. Also significant is the recognition of 
the relevance of the impact of broad-based access to 
justice and the nature of the jus cogens principle of 
non-refoulement.

In assessing the Interministerial Conference in Brasilia 
to which we immediately proceeded (unhCr and repre-
sentatives of civil society organizations and academia) 
at the University of Brasilia (UnB - Institute of Interna-
tional Relations - IREL) on the afternoon of the 3rd and 
the morning of the 4th of December, 2014, we focused 
on the planned and necessary mechanisms for follow-
ing up on and monitoring the Brazil Declaration and 
Plan of Action. No difficulties were anticipated with 
respect to the fact that they should be preferably tripar-
tite (states, unhCr, and civil society and academia) –at 
least to begin with, in the Southern Cone and Central 
America, and also in the Andean subregion; with re-
gard to the Caribbean, the assistance of CAriCoM could, 
perhaps, be enlisted for coordination purposes.

Finally, in the troubled world in which we live, our re-
gion of Latin America and the Caribbean has, true to 
the best traditions of its most coherent international le-
gal doctrine, managed to safeguard the human values   
and care of those who suffer in situations of vulnerabil-
ity, in a spirit of solidarity and within the framework of 
the universal rights of human beings. It is a privilege to 
have been involved in this process of unhCr Consulta-
tions that culminated when the Brazil Declaration and 
Plan of Action (2014) was adopted for the next decade, 
as one more step on the long road of the humanisation 
of international law.
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t h e  c a r ta g e n a +3 0  
s u b r e g I o n a l  
c o n s u ltat I o n s

Psychosocial support project  

for refugee children run  

by hias/unhcr.  

Pampanal. ecuador. 
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B U e N o s  A i R e s    18-19 M A R C H,  2014

Loatian (Hmong) refugees  

in La Pampa. Argentina. 
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António Guterres  
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FoR ReFUGees
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AGENDA

38

tuesday, 18 de march

14:15 Protection Considerations in Mixed Migration Flows  
 (moderated by Ambassador Rosario Green, senior expert)

•	 Government panellist: Minister Juan ignacio livieres, President of conare and Director General of Consular Affairs, vice-
ministry of Administration and technical Affairs, Paraguay (15 min.):  
security Concerns, transnational Crime, and international Protection of Refugees in the Region

•	 Civil society panellist: Candido Feliciano da Ponte Neto, Director of Caritas – Rio de Janeiro (15 min.):  
identifying Persons with other Protection Needs: legal Gaps and Complementary Protection

•	 unhcr panellist: Juan Carlos Murillo, senior Regional legal officer (15 min.):  
Mechanisms for identifying Protection and Referral Needs, and Alternatives to Administrative Detention

•	 Debate in plenary session (45 min.)

15:45 Coffee break

16:00 Protection of Refugee Women, Children, and youth  
 (moderated by Marta Juárez, Director of unhcr’s Regional Bureau for the Americas)

•	 Panellist: víctor Abramovich, executive secretary of the mercosur Human Rights Public Policy institute  
(iPPDH) (15 min.):  
identifying Persons in Need of special Protection: victims of Human trafficking  
and Unaccompanied Minors

•	 unhcr Panellist: stefano Feliciani, senior Protection officer, Panama (15 min.):  
Age, Gender and international Protection of Refugees

•	 Comments from government attendees and debate in plenary session (1 hr.)

17:30 Close of session

08:30 Registration

09:00 Welcome and opening remarks 
 Ambassador eduardo zuain, vice-chancellor, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Argentina 
 Dr. Paulo Abrão, National secretary of Justice and President of the National Committee for Refugees, Brazil 
 Marta Juárez, Director of unhcr’s Regional Bureau for the Americas

09:20 introductions and approval of the final programme (Chair)

09:30 information on the Cartagena+30 Process, methodology for the meeting, and presentation of the technical secretariat  
 and Rapporteur (Carlos Maldonado, Cartagena+30 Coordinator, unhcr)

09:45 Principal Achievements of the Mexico Plan of Action and Current Challenges  
 (moderated by Marta Juárez, Director of unhcr’s Regional Bureau for the Americas)

•	 unhcr Panellist: Juan Carlos Murillo, senior Regional legal officer, Regional legal Unit (15 min) 
Comments on the presentation (1 hour) (maximum 12 participants, 5 minutes each)

11:00 Coffee break

11:15 elements Needed to Consolidate National Refugee status Determination Procedures:  
 exchange of Good Practices and Challenges  
 (moderated by leonardo Franco, Regional expert)

•	 Government panellist: Dr. Federico Agusti, Director of international and social Affairs and President of CoNaRe 
(National Refugee Commission), Argentina (15 min.):  
institutional Capacity Building and Good Practices in Refugee status Determination  
in mercosur Countries

•	 Panellist: Dra. Analía Cascone, Deputy secretary of the Refugee Commission, office of the ombudsman,  
Argentina, (15 min.):  
Progress Made and Procedural and/or legal Gaps in legal Representation and Due Process

•	 unhcr panellist: Davide torzilli, senior Regional legal Adviser (15 min.):  
QAi – Quality Assurance initiative

•	 Debate in plenary session (45 min.)

12:45 lunch break (courtesy of the host country)
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AGENDA
WeDnesDAy, 19 MArCh

14:00 Migration Alternatives with Protection safeguards for Refugees  
 (moderated by John Fredrikson, unhcr Representative in ecuador)

•	 Government panellist: Dr. Paulo Abrão, President of the National Committee for Refugees, Brazil (15 min.):  
Regional Developments and Contributions in Refugee Migration Mobility

•	 Academic panellist: Dr. Pablo Ceriani, Coordinator of the Migration and Asylum Programme, Human Rights Centre, 
National University of lanús (unla) (15 min.):  
Protection safeguards and Refugee labour Migration: New Challenges in the search  
for Durable solutions

•	 Debate in plenary session (45 min.)

15:15 Coffee break

15:30 Prevention of statelessness and Protection of stateless Persons in latin America  
 (moderated by eva Demant, unhcr Regional Representative in Argentina)

•	 Government panellist: Dr. Patricio Rubio, legal Adviser, Directorate General for Human Rights and executive secretary 
of cepr, Peru (15 min.):  
Prevention of statelessness and Protection of stateless Persons in Countries in the Region:  
Pending Matters

•	 unhcr panellist: Juan ignacio Mondelli, Protection officer, Costa Rica (15 min.):  
the Role of mercosur as a solidarity Region in the Prevention of statelessness and the Protection  
of stateless Persons in latin America

•	 Debate in plenary session (30 min.)

16:30 Coffee break

17:30 Conclusions and recommendations from day two (presented by the Chair), and approval by the plenary

18:00 Closing of the Consultation (Chair)

09:00  Conclusions and recommendations from day one (presented by the Chair), and approval by the plenary

09:30  Challenges and initiatives to Achieve self-Reliance and Adequate livelihoods for Refugees  
 in Urban settings: From “solidarity Cities” to effective local integration  
 (moderated by Andrés Ramírez, unhcr Representative in Brazil)

•	 Government panellist: Dr. Paulo Abrão, President of the National Committee for Refugees, Brazil (15 min.):  
Public Policies to Promote Refugee integration in Countries of Asylum

•	 Civil society panellist: Marcos Rasguido, legal Adviser, Human Mobility Pastoral (pmh), Bolivia (15 min.):  
local initiatives to strengthen Refugee livelihoods through Microcredit, vocational training, and Job Creation

•	 unhcr panellist: eva Demant, Regional Representative in Argentina (15 min.):  
New Actors in Refugee local integration: support from the Private sector

•	 Debate in plenary session (45 min.)

11:00 Coffee break

11:15 Challenges to Consolidating a solidarity Resettlement Programme in latin America  
 (moderated by Carlos Maldonado, UNCHR Cartagena+30 Coordinator)

•	 Government panellist:, luis Porto, Under-secretary of Foreign Affairs, Uruguay (15 min.):  
elements Needed to Consolidate the solidarity Resettlement Programme in latin America

•	 Civil society panellist: karen Wapechowski, AsAv, Brazil (15 min.):  
Gaps and Challenges identified in the solidarity Resettlement Programme

•	 unhcr panellist: José Riera, special Adviser, Division of international Protection (15 min.):  
the importance of the solidarity Resettlement Programme as a Mechanism  
for shared Responsibility in latin America

•	 Debate in plenary session (45 min.)

12:45 lunch break
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dIscussIon PaPer

Mercosur
 

 IntroductIon

This document was prepared by unhCr with the aim 
of informing and guiding discussions among States, in-
ternational bodies, national human rights institutions, 
civil society organisations, and academics during the 
sub-regional consultation to take place in South Amer-
ica within the MerCosur framework. 

This first sub-regional consultation seeks to identify 
the principal challenges and opportunities as they re-
late to international protection, as well as possible re-
sponses to these, so that deliberations among the vari-
ous actors may contribute to the subsequent adoption 
of a regional Plan of Action for the period 2015-2024, 
which would provide continuity to the Mexico Plan of 
Action to Strengthen the International Protection of 

Refugees in Latin America, adopted in 2004 (“Mexico 
Plan of Action”). 

South America has modern legislation related to ref-
ugees, with high standards of protection which in-
corporate human rights guarantees based on regional 
instruments on this subject. Nevertheless, this is an op-
portune moment to build on those advances and reflect 
on pending matters. 

Likewise, MerCosur has been a favourable forum in 
which to foster the exchange of good practices in the 
area of refugee protection, and an ideal forum in which 
to harmonise administrative practices as they are car-
ried out in national commissions for refugees. Member 
and associate States have declared MerCosur to be a re-

Colombian refugee children  

resettled in Brazil. 

©unhcr / t. bessa
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gional space for solidarity with refugees. International 
protection of refugees in the region has emerged as a 
theme within MerCosur through the national bodies 
in charge of refugee status determination in meetings 
held in Fortaleza (Brazil) and Montevideo (Uruguay) in 
2012 and 2013, respectively. 

Consequently, deliberations [in the sub-regional con-
sultation] should focus on those initiatives that may 
contribute to improving the quality of asylum systems, 
assistance to mixed migration movements, the renewed 
search for durable solutions, including freedom of 
movement, and regional contribution to the protection 
of stateless persons and the elimination of statelessness 
during the period 2015-2024, based on regional cooper-
ation and solidarity. 

II regIonal context

Certain tendencies have been identified in MerCosur 
countries during the last decade, in the areas of forced 
displacement and international migration: 1) the effects 
of displacement in Colombia; 2) a growing number of 
arrivals of asylum seekers and regional refugees, pri-
marily through trans-border movements toward Ecua-
dor and Venezuela; 3) an increase in mixed migration 
movements that include both migrants and refugees 
from Asia and Africa; 4) Southern Cone countries are 
beginning to receive Colombian refugees who had 
been recognized in Ecuador and Costa Rica, arriving 
under the modality of solidarity resettlement that is ex-
tended to Palestinian refugees in Brazil and Chile; and 
5) a significant increase in intra-regional migration of 
Haitians and Cubans. 

While most countries in the region have the mecha-
nisms and the resources needed to receive and process 
a limited number of claims of refugee status (hereinaf-
ter referred to as “claims”), the exponential increase in 
the number of asylum seekers in several countries in 
the continent requires additional efforts to improve the 

quality of asylum systems and the efficiency of refugee 
status determination procedures (hereinafter referred 
to as “rsD”) to enable national systems to absorb this 
increase. To give two examples: Ecuador receives an 
average of 1,000 claims each month, requiring signifi-
cant efforts on the part of national authorities in charge 
of rsD; in the last three years in Brazil, claims have dou-
bled each year, growing from an average of 500 to near-
ly 4,000. 

In addition, the arrival of migrants and extra-conti-
nental refugees and the increase in Cuban and Haitian 
migration toward South America have highlighted the 
importance of having other national mechanisms to 
identify protection needs, in addition to strengthening 
asylum systems or rsD. In this sense, the launching of 
migratory regularisation programmes and programmes 
issuing humanitarian visas in some countries of the re-
gion have helped take the pressure off rsD, broadening 
migratory regularisation options for persons displaced 
by climate change and natural disasters, and persons 
protected against refoulement who do not qualify as 
refugees, among others. 

III normatIve and InstItutIonal frameWorks for ProtectIng  

 asylum seekers, refugees, and Internally dIsPlaced Persons 

South America has a solid normative framework for the 
protection of asylum seekers, refugees, and internally 
displaced persons. The right to seek and enjoy asylum 
is enshrined at a constitutional level in seven countries 
in the region1 and is part of the legal system in those 
countries that are Party to the American Convention 
on Human Rights (Article 22.7 related to Article xxvii 

1 The right to asylum is enshrined at a constitutional level in 15 Latin Amer-
ican countries, seven of them South American, namely: Bolivia (Article 29 
of the State’s Political Constitution); Brazil (Article 4 of the Constitution of 
1988); Colombia (Article 36 of the Political Constitution of 1991); Ecuador 
(Article 41 of the Political Constitution of 2008); Paraguay (Article 43 of the 
1992 Constitution of the Republic); Peru (Article 36 of the Political Consti-
tution of 1993); and Venezuela (Article 69 of the 1999 Constitution of the 
Republic). 

of the American Declaration of the Rights and Duties 
of Man). With the exception of one country, all South 
American countries are Party to one or both interna-
tional instruments for refugee protection.2 Colombia 
and Peru have adopted national norms on internal dis-
placement. 

Most national legislation on refugees incorporates high 
protection standards in accordance with inter-Ameri-
can human rights instruments, and includes provisions 
on specific protection needs with regard to gender, age, 
and diversity. Furthermore, the regional definition of 
refugee recommended by the Cartagena Declaration 
has been incorporated in the vast majority of countries 
in the region and is applied in practice in Venezuela for 
those persons who flee generalised violence and mas-
sive violations of human rights. 

Nevertheless, it is of concern to unhCr that some legisla-
tion in the region is inconsistent in the use of exclusion 
and cessation clauses within the definition of refugee 
established in the 1951 Convention on the Status of Ref-
ugees (“1951 Convention”) and its 1967 Protocol, in that 
they confuse cancellation with revocation of refugee sta-
tus, and include provisions on the matter of admissibility 
in rsD procedures that are non-conforming to interna-
tional standards. Thus the inclusion of pre-admissibility 
procedures, of extremely short time frames to present 
a claim, and the regulation of accelerated procedures 
against fraudulent, clearly unfounded, or abusive claims 
without due procedural safeguards, could contravene 
the right to seek and enjoy asylum, as it is considered in 
inter-American human rights instruments. 

Most countries in the region have rsD bodies and proce-
dures in place, which have been strengthened through 
State practices and increased human and financial re-

2 In the Americas, only Barbados, Cuba, Granada, Guyana, and Saint Lucia 
are not Party to international refugee instruments.

source allocations. They are primarily collective bodies in 
which civil society organisations sometimes participate.3 

Nevertheless, State practices vary when it comes to in-
corporating due process standards in rsD procedures 
and in the possibility of judicial review. In this sense, 
the recent decision of the Inter-American Court of 
Human Rights on the first contentious case of refugee 
international protection is particularly important; it re-
ferred to the application of due process standards in 
rsD procedures, as provided in Articles 8 and 25 of the 
American Convention on Human Rights.4

In order to consolidate national rsD procedures, South 
American States need to consider the following: 1) guar-
anteed access to rsD procedures, regardless of where 
claims are made and with equal access for vulnerable 
groups; 2) the consistent application of the definition 
of refugee; 3) reduced wait times in resolving claims at 
the first instance and at appeal; 4) increase the rate of 
refugee recognition, in accordance with prevailing con-
ditions in the seeker’s country of origin; 5) duly incor-
porate due process standards, including the possibility 
of free legal representation; and 6) strengthen second 
instance administrative and judicial review through 
independent bodies, based on standards developed by 
the inter-American system for protecting human rights. 

Toward this end, unhCr and some Latin American 
States have launched an initiative to ensure the 
quality of the asylum system, known as qAi, Qual-

3 Such is the case of Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Paraguay, and Uruguay. Like-
wise, in Nicaragua and Panama, representatives of civil society participate 
in national rsD mechanisms. 

4 In the recent decision in the Pacheco Tineo family case, the Inter-American 
Court of Human Rights underscored that “given the nature of the rights that 
could be affected by an erroneous determination of the risk or by an unfavour-
able decision, due process guarantees apply, as the case may be, to those types of 
procedures that are normally administrative in nature. In this sense, all proce-
dures related to determining a person’s refugee status imply an assessment of, and 
a decision on the possible risk to their most basic rights, such as life and personal 
integrity and freedom”. Inter-American Court of Human Rights, Pacheco Ti-
neo v. Bolivia. 25 November, 2014. Series C No. 272, paragraph 157. 
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ity Assurance Initiative. This initiative includes an 
assessment of all the stages of rsD procedures, from 
the asylum seeker’s initial arrival, to the conclusion 
of the procedure with a final decision, including 
appeal and judicial review. The philosophy and the 
guiding principles of this initiative are to continu-
ally improve a country’s rsD procedures, including 
assessing human resources and existing systems, and 
to introduce practices of “quality control” and “sys-
temic thinking”. The aim is to develop a “quasi-judi-
cial approach to asylum” based on a consistent case 
management system; this system aims to incorporate 
due process guarantees established in regional hu-
man rights instruments; lead to a simpler, faster and 
more just processing of claims; and be adequately 
structured to respond to growing numbers of claims 
that are also increasingly complex, ensuring efficien-
cy and consistency in decision-making and the stan-
dardisation of good practices in the region. 

The pilot initiative began in 2011 with the participa-
tion of the government of Mexico, followed by Costa 
Rica and Panama, and more recently Brazil and Ar-
gentina. It is expected that this good regional practice 
in quality control can extend to other South Amer-
ican countries, with a view to standardising asylum 
systems. Furthermore, it is expected that the meet-
ings of national commissions for refugees in MerCosur 
countries can be institutionalised through a regional 
forum for the exchange of good practices, for a re-
flection on new tendencies in forced displacement 
and possible responses, for the adoption of regional 
public policies, and for the standardisation of criteria, 
norms, and procedures in the matter of refugee pro-
tection in South America. 

Iv mIxed mIgratIon movements and InternatIonal  

 refugee ProtectIon 

In many regions, including the Americas, migration 
movements are becoming more “mixed” and more com-

plex.5 Whether they are produced regularly or irregular-
ly, contemporary migration movements include a variety 
of persons, some of whom are members of particularly 
vulnerable groups: asylum seekers and refugees; victims 
of trafficking in persons; indigent migrants; migrants 
and refugee victims of violence or psychological trauma 
during the migration process; and other persons in sit-
uations of vulnerability, such as pregnant women, chil-
dren, and youth, whether they travel with their families 
or are unaccompanied or separated; and older adults.6 A 
relevant piece of data is that in 2013, more than half of 
international migrants were women.7

At a regional level, the Mexico Declaration and Plan 
of Action to Strengthen the International Protection of 
Refugees in Latin America8 recognised the existence 
of mixed migration movements9 that include persons 
who could qualify as refugees and should be identi-
fied as such. It also recognised the need to strengthen 
rsD mechanisms and to provide technical assistance to 
those countries that still lack refugee legislation. By the 
end of 2012, the number of refugees in the Americas 

5 The current number of international migrants in the world is larger than at 
any time in history. In 2010, there were 214 million international migrants, 
and if this population continues to grow at the same pace as in the last 20 
years, their number could reach 405 million by 2050. See ioM World Migra-
tion Report 2010. The Future of Migration: Building Capacity for Change. 
Geneva, preface. 

6 See ioM. Irregular Migration and Mixed Flows: ioM’s Approach. 90th Meet-
ing, 19 October, 2009, page 1.

7 See ioM. Gender and Migration in http://www.iom.int/cms/en/sites/iom/
home/what-we-do/iom-and-gender/key-documents.html, gender_fact-
sheet_en.pdf

8 Declaration and Plan of Action to Strengthen the International Protection 
of Refugees in Latin America, Mexico City, 16 November, 2004

9 A piece of data for context: Latin American and Caribbean contribution to 
global migration movements currently stands at 25 million people, or more 
than 13%, according to estimates (see unhCr/oAs/ioM, Regional Conference 
on Refugee Protection and International Migration in the Americas – Pro-
tection Considerations in the Context of Mixed Migration, 2009, page 2). 
With regard to the number of migrants in the region’s territory, the com-
bined numbers of migrants from the countries within the region and those 
from other parts of the world are estimated to have risen from 6.5 million 
in 2000 to 7.5 million in 2010 (see ioM, World Migration Report 2010. The 
Future of Migration: Building Capacity for Change. Geneva, page 157). 

had reached 806,600 persons10, while another 74,213 
claims were awaiting resolution.11 

In one scenario of mixed migration movements, it is 
necessary to adopt measures aimed at establishing en-
try systems to enable the identification of recently ar-
rived persons in need of international protection. The 
only way to guarantee adequate respect for their fun-
damental human rights, such as life, security, integrity 
and liberty, is by ensuring not only access to quality 
asylum systems, but also to appropriate and differenti-
ated solutions based on international refugee law and 
applicable human rights standards, combined with 
other solutions that should be pursued for other at risk 
groups involved in these movements. 

unhCr has posed some key areas of intervention for the 
protection of refugees and asylum seekers within sce-
narios of mixed migration movements.12 In the case of 
South America, the following areas could prove espe-
cially relevant:

a. Cooperation among key actors: affected States, 
government institutions, regional organisations, 
international organisations with relevant man-
dates, and civil society; 

b. The compilation, analysis, and exchange of infor-
mation on the characteristics of the movements 
and of the groups that comprise them are crucial 
to developing a congruent and comprehensive 
strategy (conditions in countries of origin, the mo-
tivation behind the movement, means of transpor-
tation, transit routes, points of entry);

c. The establishment of an entry system with practi-
cal protection safeguards to ensure that migratory 

10 unhCr, Global Trends 2012, page 11.

11 Ibid,Table1, Refugees, asylum-seekers, internally displaced persons (iDps), 
returnees (refugees and iDps), stateless persons, and others of concern to 
unhCr by country/territory of asylum, end-2012, page 41.

12 See unhCr, Refugee Protection and Mixed Migration: The Ten-Point Plan 
in Action, Introduction. Geneva, 2010.

control measures are not applied indiscriminately 
or disproportionately and that they do not lead to 
refoulement or rejection at the border. Border and 
immigration officials should be trained and should 
receive clear instructions on how to respond to asy-
lum claims and how to meet the needs of separated 
or unaccompanied children, victims of trafficking, 
and other groups with specific needs; 13 

d. Adequate reception measures are needed to en-
sure that basic human needs are met for persons 
involved in mixed movements. These reception 
mechanisms should enable new arrivals to be regis-
tered, and temporary documentation to be issued; 

e. Mechanisms are needed to identify protection 
profiles or needs, to refer cases based on adequate 
guidance, to provide an opportunity to determine 
whether the person wishes to request asylum, and 
to identify other options available, such as return, 
regularisation, and regular migration. These mech-
anisms would not determine refugee status. Instead, 
their purpose would be to obtain a clear under-
standing of the motive behind leaving the country 
and to ensure that the person’s situation is handled 
in the most appropriate way.14 In this regard, unhCr 
identifies as a good regional practice, eventually 
to be replicated in South America, “regional guide-
lines for the preliminary identification of migrants in 
vulnerable conditions”, adopted in June, 2013 at the 
xviii Vice-ministerial Meeting of the Regional Con-
ference on Migration (Puebla Process); 

f. Differentiated and quality processes and proce-
dures for rsD, which take into account the particu-

13 In this regard, Article 31.1 of the 1951 Convention clearly establishes the 
prohibition against penalization or sanctions for illegal entry or presence. 
A good practice in several States in the region: sanctions or administrative 
procedures for illegal entry will be suspended until the decision is taken 
regarding the asylum seeker’s refugee status.

14 The right to seek and enjoy asylum is enshrined in Article 22.7 of the Amer-
ican Convention on Human Rights and in Article XXVII of the American 
Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Man; access to adequate procedures 
to exercise this right is considered in various laws throughout the continent.
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lar protection needs of asylum seekers and respect 
due process norms in their substantiation; 

g. Persons recognised as refugees or in need of inter-
national protection require a protection response 
that includes a durable solution (such as local inte-
gration, resettlement, or repatriation), the nature of 
which will depend on the opportunities and lim-
itations inherent in each situation, albeit avoiding 
discrimination against the refugee for having that 
status.15 Beyond classic durable solutions, opportu-
nities for legal migration with protection safeguards 
could become a complementary alternative for some 
refugees.16 

As recommended in the 2010 Brasilia Declaration on 
the Protection of Refugees and Stateless Persons in the 
Americas (Brasilia Declaration), and in the context of 
the growing phenomenon of mixed migration move-
ments, it is crucial for MerCosur countries to adopt 
mechanisms that can identify differentiated protection 
or referral needs, so that asylum or refugee status deter-
mination procedures are not seen as the only alternative 
for regularising the migratory situation in a country.17 

v strengthen an age, gender, and dIversIty aPProach 

In an effort to ensure a comprehensive age, gender, and 
diversity (AgD) approach in South American countries, 
unhCr has posed key areas of intervention, aimed at 
guaranteeing equitable and differentiated protection 
for all persons: 

15 In several States in the region, the identity document does not mention the 
refugee status of the bearer, in order to avoid discrimination; furthermore, 
legislation throughout the continent recognises the right to paid word for 
both asylum seekers and refugees. 

16 The following are good practices in the region that open the door to dura-
ble solutions: assigning refugees a stable migratory status that eventually 
leads to naturalisation; avoiding the loss of refugee status when changing 
migratory status; avoiding the loss of previous nationality when obtaining 
naturalisation; facilitating refugee naturalisation through mechanisms in 
the law; facilitating the recognition of diplomas and certificates. 

17 Brasilia Declaration on the Protection of Refugees and Stateless Persons in 
the Americas, Brasilia, 11 November, 2010.

a. Promote an AgD approach in all activities in the 
region; 18

b. Promote effective protection, prevention, identifi-
cation, and response mechanisms for victims and 
survivors of sexual and gender-based violence 
(sgv), by increasing strategic partnerships; and

c. Promote the development of specific programmes 
from a rights-based and community-based ap-
proach, which address the needs of children, 
youth, women, men, Afro-descendants, indige-
nous persons, and gay, lesbian, bisexual, transsex-
ual, and intersexual persons (lgbti).

The following are concrete proposals on this subject, to 
be considered by governments in the region:

a. Organise workshops and training courses for of-
ficials, judges, attorneys, and service providers, in 
order to strengthen protection mechanisms for 
lgbti persons and as part of an effort to broaden 
understanding of an AgD approach and its strat-
egies. unhCr regularly organises webinars for its 
officers and operational partners, which could be 
replicated in concerned countries; 

b. Ensure gender sensitivity in rsD procedures, through 
specialised training on how to analyse persecution 
cases presented on the basis of the asylum seeker’s 
sexual orientation and/or gender identity; 

c. Strengthen awareness of sgv in pursuing durable 
solutions (essential for women to get out of the cy-
cle of violence);

d. Build capacity to identify and respond to sgv at 
borders, including men’s participation in its pre-
vention; create partnerships for the protection of 
lgbti persons, with special attention to unaccom-
panied minors; 

18 unhCr, Age, Gender and Diversity Best Practices Compilation, Bureau 
for the Americas, 2012. In: http://www.refworld.org/cgi-bin/texis/vtx/rw-
main?page=search&docid=50519c572&skip=0&query=good%20 practic-
es%20AGD

e. Strengthen protection and assistance for survivors 
or victims of sgv in the country of asylum, by link-
ing to national institutions for protection against 
sgv, ensuring access to justice, and providing med-
ical and psychological care;

f. Address other protection risks that affect women 
and girls, such as constraints in exercising sexual 
and reproductive rights, poverty, and discrimina-
tion in accessing livelihoods, among others; 

g. Ensure access to education for displaced and refu-
gee children;

h. Redouble efforts to combat the forced recruitment 
of children;

i. Ensure that the specific needs of older adults and 
persons with disabilities are addressed.

The commemorative process is a unique opportunity 
for the future Plan of Action to include a chapter on 
the specific protection needs identified from a gender, 
age, and diversity approach; it is also an opportunity to 
mainstream this approach in all the other components 
of the Plan. 

vI ProtectIon of refugee chIldren and asylum seekers

Any migration movement includes persons with differ-
ent vulnerabilities, who deserve special and differen-
tiated attention, and whose various conditions are not 
mutually exclusive. The un Special Rapporteur on the 
Human Rights of Migrants has underscored the spe-
cial vulnerability of children and youth in all stages of 
migration, particularly those who travel and flee unac-
companied19 or separated from their family20. They are 
at risk for becoming victims of transnational organised 

19 An unaccompanied child or youth migrant is a person under 18 years of age 
who is separated from both parents and is not under the care of any adult who, 
under law or custom, would be charged with the care of said child or youth. 

20 Separated children or youth are those under age persons who are separated 
from both parents or from their legal or habitual guardian, but not neces-
sarily from other family members. This category includes children accom-
panied by other adults in their family. 

crime (victims of human trafficking rings), for having 
accidents, being sexually exploited or exploited for 
their labour, for mistreatment, and for physical and 
sexual abuse.21 

Furthermore, minors tend to suffer abuse and violence 
due to discriminatory and xenophobic attitudes and 
practices, and they face obstacles in their access to ba-
sic amenities, such as health care, education, and an ad-
equate standard of living. Deprivation of freedom and 
expulsion without due process and without due con-
sideration of their best interest are other practices that 
directly affect the well-being and possibly the security 
of minors throughout the process of migration. 

One of the main challenges to greater and better pro-
tection of children and youth in migration is that “age 
is not usually used as a variable in the disaggregation of 
international migration statistics, and remains the most 
difficult component of demographic change to mea-
sure”.22 This lack of disaggregated information leads to 
ignoring the particular problems faced by children and 
adolescents in international migration, as their scale 
cannot be visualised.23 

In terms of forced displacements (within or outside 
State borders), nearly half of the people in the world 
in this situation are under age. Thus 46% of refugees 
in the world and 47% of internally displaced persons24 
in the world are children or adolescents. In 2012, ap-
proximately 21,300 asylum claims were presented by 
unaccompanied or separated minors in 72 countries; 
this was the highest number since unhCr began track-

21 un General Assembly, Report of the Special Rapporteur on the Human 
Rights of Migrants, Jorge Bustamante. A/HCR/11/7, 14 May, 2009. 

22 Ibid, paragraph 20.

23 Inter-American Court of Human Rights, Observations to the Advisory 
Opinion, Children and Adolescent Migrants, pp. 7 and 8. 

24 See unhCr, Policy Development and Evaluation Services, A Global Review: 
unhCr’s Engagement with Displaced Youth. Geneva, 2006, p.20.
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ing these data in 2006.25 The arrival of unaccompanied 
children asylum-seekers is a growing trend in Mexico 
and the United States, as confirmed by good records in 
both countries. In South America, several years ago the 
Ombudsman’s Office in Argentina began a programme 
of assistance, protection, and accompaniment of chil-
dren and youth throughout rsD procedures, which is a 
good practice in the region. 

Given the growing number of children and youth in 
international migration, and considering their vul-
nerability, the MerCosur Human Rights Public Policy 
Institute requested that the Inter-American Court of 
Human Rights develop an advisory opinion on migrant 
children, affirming the urgent need to address this 
problem, noting that “there is a serious and pending 
matter in the continent that affects the human rights 
of children and adolescents who migrate for economic, 
social, cultural, and political reasons”. In its request, 
the Institute highlighted some critical gaps in the pro-
tection of migrant children in the region.26 

The Convention on the Rights of the Child addresses 
the protection of refugee children in its Article 22, in-
dicating that States should adopt specific measures to 
ensure that asylum procedures provide the protection 
children need. Some States in the region, such as Ar-
gentina, Bolivia, Colombia, Chile, Paraguay, Uruguay, 
and Venezuela, among others27, have established legis-

25 See unhCr, Global Trends 2012. Displacement: The New 21st Century Chal-
lenge, page 3. 

26 MerCosur, Human Rights Public Policy Institute, Request for advisory 
opinion on migrant children presented to the Inter-American Court of 
Human Rights, 6 April, 2011. Among other relevant points, the following 
needs stand out: much stronger linkages between migratory policies and 
protection systems for children; effective procedures for identifying high- 
risk situations in mixed migration movements; decision-making based on 
the child’s best interest; alternatives to restricting the freedom of minors, 
based on individualised analyses of cases; recognition of rights such as 
non-refoulement, the right to seek and enjoy asylum, and protection of fam-
ily life.

27 Similarly, there are specific provisions for the protection of refugee children 
and asylum seekers in El Salvador, Guatemala, and Mexico. 

lation with provisions on the subject of children asylum 
seekers, particularly unaccompanied children. 

unhCr has recognised that this Convention provides 
an integrated framework for the responsibility of State 
Parties regarding all children and youth under their 
jurisdiction, including asylum seekers and refugees.28 
Thus the Convention establishes a series of principles 
related to protection for children and youth, which are 
applicable in all stages of forced displacement. 

In this context, unhCr poses the following as the cur-
rent principal challenges to protecting refugee children 
and youth in the region:29 

a. The early identification after arrival, of children 
and youth and of their needs, as well as periodic 
and continual follow-up;

b. Adequate reception measures with access to relevant 
government and non-governmental entities to ad-
dress basic needs, such as food, clothing, shelter, 
education, recreation, health and psychological 
care, and privacy. This assistance should be pro-
vided with sensitivity to gender and age. In the 
case of unaccompanied and separated children, 
a guardian should also be assigned. The specific 
needs of the victims of sexual abuse and sexual 
exploitation, trauma, and torture should be ad-
dressed by specialists. In all cases, family unity 
within the territory should be allowed, especially 
in reception centres; 

c. The detention of asylum seekers as an inherently 
undesirable or last resort measure that can only 
be applied when it has been deemed necessary 
in an individual case, and only in compliance 

28 See Amicus curiae presented by unhCr within the framework of the request 
for an advisory opinion on migrant children, presented to the Inter-Ameri-
can Court of Human Rights by the MerCosur Human Rights Public Policy 
Institute, 17 February, 2012. 

29 Ibid. 

with international norms. An ethic of assistance 
–rather than detention– should rule all interac-
tion with children and youth seeking asylum, and 
the primary aim should be to address the child’s 
best interest. Furthermore, in the case of children 
accompanied by their parents, alternatives to de-
tention should be considered, precisely to main-
tain family unity and to protect the child’s best 
interest; 

d. Priority asylum procedures with the guardian’s 
participation, when the child or youth is unaccom-
panied or separated, including free legal represen-
tation; these priority procedures should guarantee 
the child’s participation, in accordance with his or 
her age and maturity; 

e. The identification of the most appropriate durable 
solution for refugee minors, with special attention 
to those who are unaccompanied or separated, 
carefully weighing various factors, based on the 
child’s best interest.

unhCr calls on the countries of South America to be-
come the first region in the Americas to prohibit the 
detention of minors for migration reasons; this prohi-
bition would include the administrative detention of 
underage asylum seekers and refugees. 

vII traffIckIng In Persons and refugee  

 InternatIonal ProtectIon

Most South American countries have adopted internal 
norms to combat the trafficking in persons. However, 
such norms do not consider specific safeguards for ref-
ugee protection. While in some countries in the region, 
some victims of trafficking have been duly recognised 
as refugees, a better understanding of the link between 
trafficking in persons and international refugee protec-
tion is needed, as is the establishment of mechanisms 
for the early detection of trafficking victims in need of 
international protection. 

According to a report from the Department of Public 
Security of the Organisation of American States (oAs), 
in 2008 in Latin America, more than 250,000 individu-
als had been victims of human trafficking.30 Data from 
the un Office on Drugs and Crime indicate that most 
victims identified in the Americas between 2007 and 
2010 were women, while minors represented approxi-
mately 27% of victims. At the same time, forced labour 
represented 44% of trafficking cases identified in the 
continent, and nearly half were related to sexual ex-
ploitation.31 

Trafficking in persons is also a challenge for States, in-
ternational bodies, and civil society in South America, 
a region of both origin and destination, primarily in 
Andean border areas and the tri-border region. Crim-
inal activities such as child sex tourism foster com-
mercial sexual exploitation, and hence trafficking in 
persons with sexual purposes, with women as the pri-
mary victims. Human trafficking is also manifested in 
forced labour in the textile, agriculture, and domestic 
service sectors, and in the case of minors, forcing them 
to transport drugs, to beg, and to enter into marriage 
against their will.32

Studies on the subject indicate that victims in South 
American countries primarily come from within the 
country or from other countries in the sub-region, with 
many victims from South Asia and East Asia (approxi-
mately 10% of victims identified in South America). At 
the same time, significant numbers of victims from the 
Americas, particularly South America, Central Amer-

30 Report presented by Cristian Taboada in “Jornada Informativa sobre el 
Combate a la Trata de Personas” (informational conference on combating 
the trafficking in persons), held in Mexico City in 2008. 

31 See United Nations Office of Drugs and Crime, Global Report on Traffick-
ing in Persons 2012, Executive Summary, page 10. 

32 For additional analysis, see ioM, Migration Overview in South America 
2010.
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ica, and the Caribbean, are identified in western and 
central Europe.33

It is common in mixed migration movements for a per-
son to have two or more characteristics or profiles and 
to have more than one protection need. Some victims 
or potential victims of human trafficking could easily 
find themselves within the refugee definition estab-
lished in Article 1A (2) of the 1951 Convention.34

As highlighted by unhCr, a claim for international pro-
tection by a victim or potential victim of trafficking can 
arise in many different circumstances. Guidelines on 
International Protection No. 7 state the following:

…The victim may have been trafficked abroad, 
may have escaped her or his traffickers and may 
seek the protection of the State where she or he 
now is. The victim may have been trafficked within 
national territory, may have escaped from her or his 
traffickers and have fled abroad in search of inter-
national protection. The individual concerned may 
not have been trafficked but may fear becoming a 
victim of trafficking and may have fled abroad in 
search of international protection. In all these in-
stances, the individual concerned must be found to 

33 See United Nations Office of Drugs and Crime, Global Report on Traffick-
ing in Persons 2012, Executive Summary, page 10. 

34 As a good practice in this area: some legislation in the region specifically es-
tablishes that victims of trafficking in persons have the right to seek and en-
joy asylum if they meet the stated criteria. This possibility is implicitly rec-
ognised in the safeguard clause of Article 14 of the Palermo Protocol, which 
states: “1. Nothing in this Protocol shall affect the rights, obligations and 
responsibilities of States and individuals under international law, including 
international humanitarian law and international human rights law and, in 
particular, where applicable, the 1951 Convention and the 1967 Protocol 
relating to the Status of Refugees and the principle of non-refoulement as 
contained therein.” Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking 
in Persons, Especially Women and Children, supplementing the United 
Nations Convention against Transnational Organized Crime (Palermo Pro-
tocol), 2000. 

have a “well-founded fear of persecution” linked to 
one or more of the Convention grounds…35

Along these lines, “the forcible or deceptive recruit-
ment of women and children for the purposes of 
forced prostitution or sexual exploitation is a form of 
gender-related violence, which may constitute perse-
cution”.36 It is precisely women, children and youth 
who are “particularly susceptible to serious reprisals 
by traffickers after their escape and/or upon return, as 
well as to a real possibility of being re-trafficked or of 
being subjected to severe family or community ostra-
cism and/or severe discrimination”.37 Furthermore, in 
certain contexts, unaccompanied children and adoles-
cents and separated children can be particularly vul-
nerable to being trafficked for the purpose of irregular 
adoption, for example, which can take place with or 
without the parents’ consent.38

Among current challenges related to trafficking in per-
sons, the following are noteworthy: 

a. Effective mechanisms for early identification and 
referral to the corresponding authorities; 

b. Guarantee of the right to seek and enjoy asylum for 
victims or potential victims of trafficking at border 
controls, and respect for the principle of non-re-
foulement; 

c. Guarantee that victims of trafficking (or at risk of be-
ing trafficked) and in need of international protec-
tion have access to efficient rsD procedures before 
officials who have been duly trained in handling 
these types of cases; 

35 Guidelines on International Protection No. 7: The application of Article 
1A (2) of the 1951 Convention and/or 1967 Protocol relating to the Status 
of Refugees to victims of trafficking and persons at risk of being trafficked, 
paragraph 13.

36 Ibid, paragraph 19.

37 Ibid.

38 Ibid, paragraph 20.

d. Guarantee extensive and adequate information for 
the victim or potential victim of trafficking, on the 
risk of returning, and provide her or him with the 
opportunity to opt for a claim of refugee status. 

Based on the Brasilia Declaration, MerCosur States are 
called upon to introduce specific protection safeguards 
in their internal norms, which include the above points. 

vIII challenges In durable solutIons for refugees 

For many years, States in the region have focused on 
establishing whether a person is a refugee, and con-
sequently, on all aspects of refugee status determina-
tion. The adoption of new refugee legislation in South 
America is a qualitative change as States seek to adopt 
public policies related to refugees, which will cover the 
entire cycle of forced displacement. In effect, once ref-
ugee status has been determined, and once immediate 
protection needs have been met, refugees need further 
assistance to find long-term durable solutions and to 
begin a new life that will enable them to break or end 
the cycle of forced displacement. 

Traditionally, unhCr has promoted three durable solu-
tions for refugees: 1) local integration; 2) resettlement; 
and 3) voluntary repatriation. Currently these solutions 
are part of a comprehensive strategy based on refugee 
expectations and needs, as well as on the changing sit-
uation in a given region. Furthermore, given the grow-
ing connection between refugee protection and inter-
national migration, and MerCosur countries’ interest 
in facilitating the integration and free transit of their 
nationals, it is timely and necessary to consider other 
temporary or permanent alternatives that can emerge 
from common migration arrangements. 

These types of alternatives, which could be thought of 
as a “fourth way” in durable solutions, could be appli-
cable in the absence of integration options in the host 
country, or as a solidarity measure for sharing a host 

country’s burden of a large number of refugees, thus 
becoming a regional mechanism for shared responsi-
bility. The following are challenges faced by the South 
America sub-region in regard to each of the solutions. 

LoCAL INTEGRATIoN39

Local integration should be seen as a dynamic process 
in which both refugees and host societies participate, in 
all their individual and social circumstances. This pro-
cess has three essential arenas: 1) the economic (access 
to an appropriate livelihood and the ability to achieve 
self-reliance); 2) the socio-cultural (as it relates to de-
veloping a sense of belonging, social and community 
participation, adequate and equal access to services, 
and support during the integration process); and 3) the 
legal (as it relates to the applicable legal framework and 
the enjoyment of the broadest range of rights possible 
in the host State, which should ideally align with ob-
taining naturalisation). 

Local integration should be pursued from a human 
rights approach and from age, gender, and diversity 
perspectives. Its aim should be to create conditions for 
refugees to attain a life of dignity that is also free of 
violence and discrimination, and to avail themselves of 
the rights that are essential for their development. This 
process should pursue a path for refugees and their 
families to achieve self-reliance in accordance with 
their particular circumstances (taking into account 
whether they are urban or rural refugees, their educa-
tion, skills, etc.), and should be aimed at consolidating 
a durable solution. 

Along these lines, the 1951 Convention provides the 
legal framework for refugee integration in State Par-
ties to this instrument. unhCr has promoted that some 
rights be afforded from the beginning, such as docu-

39 For more information, see unhCr, Refugee Protection and Mixed Migra-
tion: The Ten-Point Plan in Action, op. cit, Durable Solutions, pp. 191-199.
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mentation, administrative assistance, freedom of move-
ment, the right to work, education and health care, the 
right to family unity, and access to justice. Taking these 
essential minimum rights into account, the scope and 
pace of integration in broader terms will partially de-
pend on the prevailing social and economic conditions 
in the host society. 

It is essential for the entire integration process to take 
into account the age, gender, ethnicity, religious beliefs, 
and culture of the people, in order for their integration 
to be as adequate as possible in their circumstances. 

In the Mexico Plan of Action, States called for the 
strengthening of local integration processes for refu-
gees in the region, and to take into account the reality 
of host communities when designing local integration 
projects; likewise, they called for civil society to partic-
ipate in the process. 

In the Plan, States resolved to establish a “Solidarity 
Cities” Programme for Self-sufficiency and Local In-
tegration in a series of urban centres, seen as protec-
tion spaces in Latin America. Thus several cities and 
provinces, as well as some states, signed agreements to 
participate in this programme, primarily through mu-
nicipal governments (Buenos Aires, Mendoza, Rosario, 
Montevideo, Maracaibo, Santiago, La Calera, among 
others). 

At the same time, the Integrated Programme “Solidari-
ty Borders” has sought to foster development and assis-
tance for basic infrastructure, as well as access to basic 
services in border areas, approached from a territorial 
rather than a population perspective, particularly in 
the Andes region. 

What follow are some of the main challenges in refu-
gee integration, which South American countries may 
consider: 

a. The lack of programmes and public policies in 
some countries, which promote refugee integra-
tion within national anti-poverty programmes;

b. Shorten wait times for decisions in refugee status 
determination; 

c. Lower the cost of personal documentation, accel-
erate its delivery, and improve an understanding of 
its validity, both in the private and public sectors; 

d. Promote access to government programmes un-
der the same conditions as those applicable to 
nationals; 

e. Consider programmes that favour professional and 
vocational training for refugees; 

f. Promote effective access to sources of employment 
with the support of the private sector, fostering the 
company’s social responsibility; 

g. Facilitate access to education in general, and to 
university and technical education in particular; 
enable the recognition of educational attainment 
in the country of origin; 

h. Promote access to financial services;
i. Promote a culture that favours multiculturalism, 

respect, and diversity; 
j. Ensure the adoption of normative frameworks that 

enable refugees to opt for permanent residency or 
naturalisation, in accordance with national legisla-
tion, with simple and expeditious transactions that 
are free or low cost. 

REsETTLEMENT40

For refugees with specific protection needs, who cannot 
avail themselves of another solution in either the country 
of origin or of asylum, resettlement should continue to 
be considered strategically, as it is an effective tool for 
both protection and for shared regional responsibility. 

40 For more information, see unhCr, Resettlement Handbook, revised edition, 
2011.

In the Mexico Plan of Action, States established the 
need to foster a regional resettlement programme with-
in Latin America, called “Solidarity Resettlement”, with 
technical and financial cooperation from the interna-
tional community to strengthen and consolidate it; this 
continues to be an important area of common action 
to be developed. To date, this regional programme has 
obtained financial support from unhCr, special funds 
from donors, and support from solidarity projects from 
several traditional resettlement countries. Thus the im-
plementation of solidarity resettlement programmes in 
Argentina, Brazil, and Chile, joined by Paraguay and 
Uruguay, has benefited some 1,200 Colombian refugees 
recognised as such in Ecuador and Costa Rica. The 
programme was also extended by Brazil and Chile to 
include Palestinian refugees. 

Because of contemporary challenges to resettlement as an 
effective durable solution, it is worth noting that South 
American countries have considered the possibility of 
extending and consolidating resettlement programmes 
to refugees from different parts of the world, through in-
creased contributions of national and regional resources 
to ensure their sustainability. In this sense, regional reflec-
tion on this topic could include the following: 

a. The need to consolidate regional resettlement op-
portunities for refugees from different parts of the 
world, including increasing quotas, a consideration 
of various profiles, the introduction of more flex-
ible selection criteria, a greater number of agree-
ments with resettlement countries, and the imple-
mentation of joint programmes; 

b. Greater impulse to promoting the combination 
of resettlement with other durable solutions, with 
increased national and regional resource contribu-
tions for their consolidation and sustainability; 

c. Stronger coordination among States for the strate-
gic use of resettlement as a tool for both regional 

cooperation and for global cooperation between 
South America and the rest of the world; 

d. Greater cooperation among all relevant stakehold-
ers (States, civil society organisations, private busi-
nesses, international bodies); 

e. Agreement on resettlement criteria and the identi-
fication of candidates, aimed at correct programme 
implementation; 

f. Emergency resettlement through centres devoted 
to this purpose. 

VoLuNTARy REPATRIATIoN41

Refugees are able to make informed and voluntary de-
cisions when repatriation is part of a comprehensive 
strategy of durable solutions. Consideration should also 
be given to the durability and sustainability of volun-
tary repatriation movements, primarily through assur-
ances of non-discrimination for having been a refugee, 
the effective exercise and enjoyment of human rights, 
and the possibility of having access to a livelihood and 
of recovering housing and land. 

Voluntary repatriation processes should guarantee the 
participation of the various stakeholders, including the 
refugees and repatriates themselves, as well as host 
countries and countries of origin, unhCr, other inter-
national bodies, and civil society organisations. Coop-
eration agreements between stakeholders can ensure 
that an adequate framework is established for a sustain-
able, voluntary return; in the host country this includes 
information, documentation, and financial support, 
while in the country of origin it entails legal guarantees 
of amnesty, the restitution of assets, and socioeconomic 
reintegration projects. 

41 For more information, see unhCr, Refugee Protection and Mixed Migra-
tion: The Ten-Point Plan in Action, op. cit, Durable Solutions, pp. 191-199.
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South American countries could consider the follow-
ing challenges associated with voluntary repatriation 
processes:

a. Ensure that refugees have the possibility of return-
ing to their place of origin or to a place of residence 
of their choice, in conditions of safety and dignity, 
and reduce the chances of refugees returning to 
their country of origin becoming internally dis-
placed; 

b. Ensure that refugees who voluntarily return to 
their country of origin are not the object of dis-
crimination for having been refugees; 

c. The importance of national legislation recognising 
the marital status of refugees who voluntarily re-
turn, as well as any changes that might have taken 
place during the time of asylum, such as births, 
deaths, adoptions, marriage, divorce; similarly, en-
sure that documentation or registration showing 
marital status, issued in the country of asylum or 
another country, will be recognized.

d. The importance of family unity during and after 
voluntary repatriation; 

e. Non-discriminatory recognition of academic and 
professional diplomas, certificates, and degrees at-
tained by refugees in the country of asylum, and 
the recognition of the equivalency of primary and 
secondary education received abroad; 

f. Repatriates should have the right to benefit from 
existing national programmes to ensure the resti-
tution of any housing, land, or property that may 
have been lost by illegal, discriminatory, or arbi-
trary means before or during asylum, or to receive 
compensation through fair and effective national 
restitution mechanisms; 

g. Any restitution or compensation framework 
should consider the situation of returning refugee 
women heads of households, as well as the diversi-
ty of refugees, especially where indigenous or Af-
ro-descendant refugees are concerned, and their 
collective ownership of land; 

h. The importance of refugees having complete, ob-
jective, and reliable information on physical, ma-
terial, and legal security issues in the country of 
origin, before their voluntary repatriation, and on 
national programmes for their legal and socioeco-
nomic reintegration;

i. Special attention should be given to declining the 
repatriation of unaccompanied children or chil-
dren separated from their families, until family 
members have been found, or until specialised 
and sufficient reception and assistance arrange-
ments have been ascertained to exist in the coun-
try of origin. 

soLuTIoNs BAsED oN MIGRATIoN FRAMEwoRks42

Given existing normative frameworks in MerCosur 
countries, which promote integration and free transit 
or freedom of movement for nationals, it is important 
to consider alternatives based on migration frame-
works when considering the full range of possible du-
rable solutions for refugees in the region.

As underscored by unhCr, “these solutions may consist 
of options to legalise their migratory situation (regu-
larisation), or the possibility of emigrating legally to 
another country”, if better prospects for local integra-
tion exist due to more favourable labour conditions or 
sources of employment in various sectors of the econ-
omy. Considering the economic growth seen in several 
South American countries, it would be interesting to 
consider these labour migration options for refugees as 
part of a series of regional mechanisms to foster shared 
responsibility in support of countries in the region that 
host more refugees. 

These types of solutions can be based on national leg-
islation, bilateral agreements, or regional frameworks, 

42 For more information, see unhCr, Working Group on Resettlement, Protec-
tion-sensitive Migration as a Complement to Refugee Resettlement. 25-26 
January, 2011.

such as specific MerCosur regulations on the subject, 
and can emerge at any time during the individual’s life 
as a refugee. Thus the framework provided by refugee 
migration could include, inter alia, the following: 

a. Agreements on free regional transit;
b. Special programmes for specific groups, based on 

their nationality;
c. Labour migration programmes;
d. Migratory amnesty that favours regular migration 

and access to a stable migratory status; 
e. Family reunification.

Within these arrangements, host countries could facil-
itate individual or group mobility, and establish appro-
priate mechanisms to response to legitimate concerns 
regarding security (e.g., presentation of criminal record 
clearance in the first country of asylum). Generally 
speaking, in order for them to serve as effective alterna-
tive solutions for refugees and as regional mechanisms 
for shared responsibility, migration options should 
allow for a period of stable and safe residency in the 
host country, providing sufficient guarantees against 
refoulement, deportation, and expulsion, as well as 
guarantees for the enjoyment of an increasingly broad-
er range of rights. 

The legal status that a refugee may obtain under na-
tional migration laws in the country where he or she 
comes to reside should not lead to the cessation of ref-
ugee status under international law; instead, States may 
consider the appropriateness of maintaining refugee 
status previously obtained in the first country of asy-
lum (extraterritorial recognition of refugee status). 

The following are possible proposals and challenges 
to initiating these types of options based on migration 
frameworks in South American countries: 

a. Refugees should be able to enjoy security and so-
cioeconomic opportunities that are more favour-

able to their local integration, than those in their 
first country of asylum;

b. The alternative should be sustainable in finan-
cial terms and innovative in terms of solutions; it 
should make it possible to respond pragmatically 
to the concrete needs refugees may have, primarily 
in the social and labour arenas, as the alternative is 
intended to broaden opportunities; 

c. It is important for refugee status to be recognised 
by the third country, eliminating any need for a 
new determination process; cases previously rec-
ognised by the first country of asylum or under 
unhCr’s mandate should be considered positively. 

d. Refugees should be ensured legal residency and 
identity documents that prove their refugee sta-
tus; furthermore, they should enjoy all the rights 
afforded to refugees in national legislation; 

e. It is important that refugees benefit from arrange-
ments provided by national or local authorities for 
reception and assistance, which are generally avail-
able to refugees in the host country;

f. Refugee access to the enjoyment of economic and 
social rights should be equal to that of nationals; 

g. Host countries should commit to guaranteeing 
access to public services (e.g., elementary and sec-
ondary education, health care, job training) and 
housing; this may mean eliminating requirements 
that are linked to a given legal status (e.g., legal res-
idency); 

h. In the case of MerCosur, take advantage of the ben-
efits implicit in the framework for flexible migra-
tion policies, as well as the Agreement on Residen-
cy for Nationals, to create more and better work 
opportunities for refugees. 

PRoTECTIoN FoR sTATELEss PERsoNs, PREVENTIoN oF sTATELEssNEss, 

AND MERCosuR’s CoNTRIBuTIoN 

It is important for MerCosur countries to use the op-
portunity presented by the commemorative process to 
consider defining common goals that can strengthen 
their efforts to eradicate statelessness in the next ten 
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years. Unlike all other parts of the world, this goal is 
achievable in MerCosur if, in cooperation with unhCr, 
challenges are identified, common goals are defined 
so they can be addressed, and efforts are redoubled to 
achieve them. 

The commemorative process is a unique opportuni-
ty, as it enables consensus to be reached on a regional 
agenda that can be incorporated in national policies on 
human rights. Similarly, the inclusion of a chapter on 
statelessness in the future Plan of Action would con-
stitute a decisive contribution to global efforts being 
made to eliminate this problem, at a time when unhCr 
has launched a global campaign for its eradication. 
Based on a common approach to nationality as a hu-
man right, MERCOSR could definitely become the 
first region in the world to be “free of statelessness”, 
thus leading the global movement against this scourge. 

In developing principles and criteria for protection, 
assistance, and solutions, over the past 30 years States 
have primarily focused on the problems faced by asy-
lum seekers, refugees, internally displaced persons, 
and repatriates. However, as evidenced in the Brasilia 
Declaration, the current context has enabled countries 
in the region to focus on the plight of stateless persons 
as well.43 This concern is shared in the Americas, as 
seen by the adoption of a series of resolutions by the 
General Assembly of the Organization of American 
States (oAs), from which guidelines have emerged for 
the fight against statelessness in the region.44 

43 In the “Brasilia Declaration on the Protection of Refugees and Stateless 
Persons in the Americas” (2010), Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Colombia, 
Chile, Ecuador, Paraguay, Peru, Uruguay, and Venezuela urged countries in 
the Americas to consider acceding to international instruments on stateless-
ness, reviewing their national legislation to prevent and reduce situations 
of statelessness, and strengthening national mechanisms for comprehensive 
birth registration.

44 Resolutions AG/RES. 1693 (XXIX-O/99), AG/RES. 1762 (XXX-O/00), 
AG/RES. 1832 (XXXI-O/01), AG/RES. 1892 (XXXII-O/02), AG/RES. 
1971 (XXXIII-O/03), AG/RES. 2047 (XXXIV-O/04), AG/RES. 2511 
(XXXIX-O/09), AG/RES. 2599 (XL-O/10), AG/RES.2665 (XLI-0/11), and 
AG/RES. 2787 (XLIII-O/13), on the subject of prevention and reduction of 
statelessness and the protection of stateless persons in the Americas. 

Although notable advances have been made in recent 
years, important challenges remain in MerCosur coun-
tries on the matters of prevention, identification, pro-
tection, and reduction of statelessness. 

PREVENTIoN

Generally speaking, MerCosur countries have adequate 
norms on acquiring, losing, renouncing, and denying 
nationality. Acquiring a nationality, for example, tends 
to be regulated constitutionally through a combination 
of jus solis and jus sanguinis criteria, which significant-
ly reduce the possibility of statelessness in the region. 
Similarly, given that all the countries in the region are 
Party to one or more international or regional human 
rights treaties that recognise nationality as a human 
right, a balance tends to be struck between recognising 
the individual right to a nationality and broad State au-
thority to establish the criteria that regulate nationality. 
Thus Chile has a specific constitutional guarantee to 
defend the right to a nationality,45 while other countries 
allow for recourse to common court constitutional pro-
cedures defending essential rights. 

Despite generous regulations on nationality and the ex-
istence of some safeguards for the prevention of state-
lessness, the possibility of statelessness in the region 
has not been entirely eliminated. Thus, for example, 
constraints to jus solis criteria exist without appropri-
ate safeguards for preventing statelessness in children 
born within a territory. Colombia and Chile have lim-
ited the acquisition of nationality for children born in 
a territory, of foreigners in transit within that territory. 
Children born within the territory, who would other-
wise be stateless, may not be able to acquire the nation-

45 Political Constitution, Article 12: A person affected by an act or resolution 
executed by an administrative authority, which deprives the person of Chil-
ean nationality or refuses to recognise said nationality, may appeal, whether 
directly or through representation, within 30 days, to the Supreme Court, 
which will hear the case as a panel and in plenary. The filing of the case will 
suspend the effects of the action or resolution taken. 

ality due to the lack of safeguards46 or to evidentiary 
standards that are too strict in relation to the non-ac-
quisition of another nationality.47 

Similarly, there have been cases of statelessness involv-
ing children of nationals, but born in another country. 
Brazil has a good practice in this regard: in 2007 the 
country reformed its constitution to resolve the issue of 
nationality for so-called “stateless Brasileirinhos” and 
prevent new cases of statelessness in the future.48 But in 
countries such as Paraguay, the acquisition of national-
ity by children born abroad of a Paraguayan parent is 
subject to the child living in Paraguay permanently.49 
In Bolivia, although the constitution provides for the 
automatic acquisition of nationality both by children 
born within the territory and those born in another 
country but of a Bolivian parent, the legislation also es-
tablishes that the acquisition of nationality for children 
not registered in a Bolivian consulate before the age of 

46 See Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women, 
Final Observations on Chile, October 2012, CEDAW/C/CHL/CO/5-6, 
paragraph 27(b); Committee on the Protection of the Rights of All Migrant 
Workers and Members of their Families, Final Observations on Chile, Sep-
tember 2011, CMW/C/CHL/CO/1, paragraph 33; Committee on the Rights 
of the Child, Final Observations on Chile, April 2007, CRC/C/CHL/CO/3, 
paragraph 64 a).

47 Colombia, Constitutional Court, Decision T-965/08, 7 October, 2008, 
paragraph 3.8 (which indicates that with the aim of avoiding statelessness, 
children of foreigners, born on Colombian territory, whose nationality is not 
recognised by any other State, will be Colombian, and the parents will not be 
required to show proof of address; however, in order to prove that no other 
State recognises the child’s nationality, a declaration to that effect will be re-
quired from the diplomatic or consular mission of the State of the parents’ na-
tionality. Obtaining said documentation may prove impossible for stateless 
parents, for example. 

48 Until 1994, children born abroad of a Brazilian parent could acquire Bra-
zilian nationality as long as the birth was registered in a Brazilian consular 
office. In 1994, as a result of a constitutional reform (1994), Brazilian nation-
ality began to be granted to children born abroad of a Brazilian parent, only 
when the child returned to reside in Brazil and requested Brazilian nation-
ality. It is estimated that some 3 million Brazilians lived abroad at the time 
the constitutional reform was approved in 1994. Similarly, it is estimated 
that between 1994 and 1997, some 200,000 children of Brazilian nationals 
become stateless as a result of this reform, because of having been born in a 
country where nationality was acquired on the basis of jus sanguinis criteria.

49 Article 146.3 of the constitution (1992).

18, will be subject to naturalisation proceedings that 
must be carried out within Bolivia.50 

Some countries have gaps in their national legislation. 
The paradigmatic case is that of abandoned children, 
as most legislation fails to address the issue of their na-
tionality, and thus this varies according to administra-
tive practices. Similarly, there are certain gaps between 
international standards and national legislation. Thus, 
in some countries it is possible for a person to renounce 
the nationality of the country of origin without prior 
consideration of whether the person has acquired or 
is sure to acquire another nationality. Finally, there are 
grounds for claiming gender-based discrimination in 
conferring nationality.51 

Within this framework, the non-accession to interna-
tional treaties becomes a crucial part of the issue. Al-
though several countries in MerCosur are now Party to 
statelessness conventions, not all have acceded equally. 
Bolivia, Brazil, Ecuador, Paraguay, and Uruguay, for 
example, are Parties to the 1961 Convention on the 
Reduction of Statelessness (1961 Convention). Similar-
ly, the Colombian Congress approved this convention, 
and the Constitutional Court declared it executable in 
September of 2013, with only the recording of the ac-
cession document pending. In Argentina, the Senate 
voted in favour of preliminary approval for the bill es-
tablishing accession to the 1961 Convention. In Peru, 
Congress is evaluating accession to the 1961 Conven-

50 According to unhCr guidelines, responsibility to grant nationality to children 
who would otherwise be stateless is not engaged where a child is born in a 
State’s territory and is stateless, but could acquire a nationality by registra-
tion with the State of nationality of a parent, or a similar procedure, such 
as declaration or exercise of a right of option. For unhCr it is acceptable for 
Contracting States not to grant nationality to children in these circumstances 
only if the child concerned can acquire the nationality of a parent immedi-
ately after birth and the State of nationality of the parent does not have any 
discretion to refuse the grant of nationality (Guidelines on Statelessness No. 
4: Ensuring Every Child’s Right to Acquire a Nationality through Articles 1-4 
of the 1961 Convention on the Reduction of Statelessness, HCR/GS/12/04, 
2012, paragraphs 24-25). 

51 Suriname, Law on Nationality and Residence, State Ordinance of 24 No-
vember, 1975 (most recent modification 1983), Articles 3 and 4. 
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tion. Chile, Guyana, Suriname, and Venezuela are not 
yet Party to the convention. 

Another issue of concern in the prevention of stateless-
ness is universal birth registration. While non-registra-
tion does not imply statelessness, registration tends to 
be essential to acquiring a nationality.52 In the Amer-
icas, 1.3 million births go unregistered each year, and 
6.5 million children have no birth certificate. While 
the rate of non-registration of children between the 
ages of one and five has fallen from 18% to 7%, 11% of 
children under 5 in rural areas are still not registered.53 
In certain circumstances, persons whose birth has not 
been registered could be at risk for statelessness be-
cause of the difficulties they may face in proving their 
link to a State.54 For this reason, at grulAC’s initiative 
(Latin American and Caribbean Group), in 2013 un-
hCr’s Executive Committee approved a “Conclusion on 
Civil Registration”, in which States are encouraged to 
take the legal and practical means necessary to over-
come the difficulties involved with carrying out civil 
registrations, and to do so with the collaboration and 
support of unhCr.55 

52 Birth registration proves where a person was born, which is crucial when 
nationality is acquired under jus soli. Similarly, registration documents who 
the parents are, which is essential for acquiring nationality under jus sangui-
nis criteria. 

53 Parliamentary Workshop on the Right to Identity and Protection: Pro-
moting Universal Birth Registration in Latin America and the Caribbean, 
regional meeting at the Peruvian Congress, organised by the Inter-parlia-
mentary Union and uniCef, Lima, Peru, 7-8 June, 2013.

54 For example, the following categories of persons could be at risk for state-
lessness due to not registering their birth: 1) migrant persons who cannot 
prove the nationality of the country of origin when, for example, one gen-
eration is born outside that country; this is a growing risk for subsequent 
generations; 2) persons who live in border areas where not registering the 
birth can lead to confusion about whether the person is a national of one 
country or the other; 3) nomadic or semi-nomadic populations whose terri-
tories cross national borders; 4) minorities and persons with links to other 
States or perceived links to other States. 

55 unhCr Executive Committee Conclusion No. 111 (LXIV) on 
civil registration (A/AC.96/1132), of 2013. Furthermore, unhCr 
was urged, “with the consent of and in full cooperation with the 
Governments concerned…to facilitate civil registration, in par-
ticular birth registration, through for example collecting and 
sharing good practices, holding technical workshops, capacity 
building activities, and providing information and advice to 
concerned persons…”

IDENTIFICATIoN AND PRoTECTIoN

Among MerCosur countries, Argentina, Bolivia, Bra-
zil, Ecuador, Peru, and Uruguay, are already State 
Parties to the 1954 Convention relating to the Status 
of Stateless Persons (1954 Convention). Meanwhile, 
it is expected that Colombia will soon register the 
accession instrument. In Paraguay, the Senate ap-
proved accession to the 1954 Convention, leaving 
Chile, Guyana, Suriname, and Venezuela to become 
States Parties. 

As in the case of refugees, it is important to develop 
national protection standards for stateless persons. 
Nevertheless, countries in the region lack national 
norms to regulate protection comprehensively. With-
in this framework, it is crucial to establish stateless-
ness determination procedures in order for the small 
number of stateless persons in the region to be iden-
tified in a timely manner and to be adequately pro-
tected. Such procedures make it possible to enforce 
international obligations in countries that are Party to 
the 1954 Convention. Similarly, identification prevents 
protection risks, such as the following: non-registra-
tion of births or the refusal to issue birth certificates; 
lack of documentation (and therefore difficulties in 
being recognised as a person before the law and in 
civil acts such as contracting marriage); expulsion 
from the country; the refusal to permit stateless per-
sons living in one country to return to it from another 
country; migratory or administrative detention; gen-
der-based discrimination; trafficking in persons and 
sexual violence; limited or nonexistent access to ed-
ucation and health care; lack of access to the labour 
force; difficulties in entering into contracts, obtaining 
a license, opening a bank account, etc. 

MerCosur countries still lack procedures to determine 
statelessness. Thus it is very positive that Brazil, Ecua-
dor, and Uruguay expect to establish such procedures 
in their future normative frameworks. Peru has com-
mitted to adopting a comprehensive law to regulate the 

matter. Similarly, it is noteworthy that Argentina has 
already regulated migratory and documentation as-
pects of statelessness (for example, residency criteria, 
travel documents, etc.), and Bolivia has delegated the 
National Commission for Refugees (ConAre) the neces-
sary authority to conduct said determination. Regional 
experience suggests that the delegation of authority to 
national commissions for refugees, duly fortified with 
resources and structures, could be the most economi-
cal, fastest, and simplest way to have a body that will 
identify, protect, and support the search for durable 
solutions for stateless persons. 

REDuCTIoN 

It is essential to facilitate the naturalisation of the 
small number or stateless persons in order to eliminate 
statelessness. Nevertheless, the legislation of MerCosur 
countries currently does not grant stateless persons any 
ease in processing applications for naturalisation. The 
same requirements and procedures as those applicable 
to other foreign nationals are applied to stateless per-
sons, with no positive distinctions that would enable 
granting more favourable treatment to the latter, as 
indicated in Article 32 of the 1954 Convention. Con-
sidering the difficulties faced by stateless persons, who 
generally only have access to administrative assistance 
from the authorities of the country that recognises 

their statelessness, it is crucial to facilitate naturalisa-
tion throughout MerCosur. 

The acquisition or confirmation of a nationality is the 
culmination of protection activities carried out in fa-
vour of stateless persons or at risk of becoming state-
less, so that it is imperative to focus on both its preven-
tion and its reduction. In recent years, countries such 
as Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, and Peru have sheltered 
migrants, sometimes unaccompanied or separated 
children, who lack personal and travel documentation 
and claim the nationality of a country in which they 
were never registered. Efforts to confirm the nation-
ality with the country of origin can be challenging, es-
pecially where there are structural deficiencies in the 
registration system of said country. 

For the stateless person, the recovery of lost nationality, 
whether by voluntary renunciation or arbitrary with-
drawal, is a solution to a problem. Some legislation, 
such as that of Colombia and Peru, have addressed the 
problem, so that their provisions could be replicated as 
best practices for those South American countries in 
which the problem persists. 

unhCr 
Regional Bureau for the Americas
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conclusIons and recommendatIons

Mercosur
 

I. IntroductIon

The first sub-regional consultation of the commemo-
rative process of the 30th Anniversary of the 1984 Cart-
agena Declaration on Refugees (“Cartagena Declara-
tion”) was held in the city of Buenos Aires, Argentina, 
under the auspices of MerCosur, on 18 and 19 March 
2014.

During the two-day discussion, the consultation 
addressed key challenges in the field of internation-
al protection for the South American region, based 
on the achievements and progress made in the im-
plementation of the 2004 Mexico Plan of Action to 
Strengthen the International Protection of Refugees 
in Latin America (“Mexico Plan of Action”) during 
the last decade and the new situations that prevail in 

the region (for more information see the Agenda of 
the consultation in Annex). Pragmatic and innovative 
actions were recommended to address the major chal-
lenges identified in order to strengthen international 
protection and achieve durable solutions in the next 
ten years.

All participants approved MerCosur document pre-
pared by the Rapporteurship, which served as the 
basis for the preparation of this document, along 
with the notes provided by the Technical Secretari-
at, the presentations of the panelists and other docu-
mentation provided for the consultation. Participants 
and other stakeholders can access the documenta-
tion through the website of the MerCosur process:  
www.acnur.org/cartagena30.

Palestinians resettled refugees  

from Ruweished Camp, Jordan, 

in the local mosque on the day  

of their arrival.

©unhcr / l. f. godinho
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The following conclusions and recommendations, 
agreed upon by the participants, will contribute to the 
formulation and subsequent adoption of a regional 
Plan of Action for the period 2015-2024.

i InternatIonal ProtectIon

II InstItutIonal and legal frameWorks for the ProtectIon of 

asylum-seekers, refugees and Internally dIsPlaced Persons

South America has a solid normative framework for 
the protection of asylum seekers, refugees and inter-
nally displaced persons. The majority of the national 
legislations on refugees incorporates high standards 
of protection consistent with the Inter-American 
human rights instruments and includes provisions 
on the specific protection needs based on gender, 
age and diversity. In addition, the regional refugee 
definition recommended by the Cartagena Declara-
tion has been incorporated in the vast majority of 
countries in the region. Most of the countries also 
have refugee status determination institutions and 
procedures. However, there are still areas that can 
advance further in the development of national leg-
islation, as well as in the application in the States’ 
practice of due process guarantees and institutional 
development.

As part of the discussions, the participants recom-
mended to:

1. Consolidate the space for discussion on policy and 
exchange of best practices in the field of interna-
tional protection of refugees among participating 
States in the MerCosur context, through the meet-
ings of ConAres’ Presidents or equivalent of the 
States parties of MerCosur and associated States, 
in order to harmonize standards, procedures and 
public policies.

2. Consolidate the national refugee status determina-
tion systems, through the effective application of 
the high standards of due process established by 
both the Inter-American system of Human Rights 
and national legislations, in all refugee status de-
termination procedures, including accelerated or 
differentiated procedures. In particular:

•	Ensure effective access to the procedures for the 
determination of refugee status, especially at bor-
ders, airports and ports, while respecting the prin-
ciple of MerCosur;

•	Provide free legal representation to asylum-seekers 
and refugees and suitable interpreters or translators;

•	Respect the right of asylum-seekers to obtain a 
duly reasoned and motivated decision about their 
case within an appropriate time;

•	Establish instances of independent administrative 
appeal and judicial review.

3. Strengthen institutional capacities to support qual-
ity asylum systems through quality management 
mechanisms, such as the MerCosur (qAi), identi-
fying the necessary additional human and finan-
cial resources and the implementation of regional 
training programs under the South-South cooper-
ation perspective, such as the Regional Course on 
International Refugee Law and the Introduction 
to the International System of Refugee Protection’s 
Course within MerCosur and its associated States.

4. Improve inter-agency coordination, also with the 
civil society and other stakeholders, and increase 
bilateral and regional cooperation for the consoli-
dation of national asylum systems.

5. Disseminate guidelines and instructions for the 
interpretation and application of the extended ref-
ugee definition included in the Cartagena Declara-
tion, in order to facilitate the work of refugee status 
determination for those countries that have incor-
porated the regional definition as part of their do-
mestic legislation.

6. Contribute to the development of a progressive in-
terpretation of the refugee definition to respond to 
the protection needs of displaced persons who are 
victims of new forms of violence in the region.

7. Promote the evaluation of the establishment of 
protection mechanisms within the framework of 
immigration or asylum legislation in order to re-
spond, amongst others, to cross-border displace-
ment due to climate change and natural disasters. 
This latter phenomenon is increasingly recognized 
as one of the challenges for the next decade that 
requires attention and study.

8. Analyze and implement practical formulas that al-
low to set a balance between the States’ legitimate 
security concerns and the protection needs of ref-
ugee and asylum-seekers, including the application 
of the exclusion clauses, the cancellation and re-
vocation of refugee status in accordance with the 
1951 Convention and international doctrine.

9. Promote the extraterritorial recognition of refugee 
status for MerCosur purposes, and the use of exist-
ing regional frameworks, such as the Agreement 
on Residency for MerCosur nationals, in order to 
facilitate the residence of refugees, who are also 
nationals of MerCosur, and consider the applica-
tion of these immigration benefits for other refu-
gees in the region.

III  mIxed mIgratory movements and InternatIonal 

 ProtectIon of refugees and other Persons In need  

 of ProtectIon

Migratory movements in South America are mainly 
characterized by intra-regional movements and in-
clude “mixed” movements, some very complex and 
comprising a variety of people, many of whom belong 
to particularly vulnerable groups. The Declaration 
and the Mexico Plan of Action recognized the exis-
tence of mixed migratory movements, within which 
there are people who may qualify as refugees and 
must be identified as such. They also recognized the 

need to strengthen the mechanisms for refugee status 
determination and the technical assistance to those 
countries that still do not have refugee legislation. 
The 2010 Brasilia Declaration on the Protection of 
Refugees and Stateless Persons in the Americas (“the 
Brasilia Declaration”) reaffirmed the importance for 
countries to adopt mechanisms for the identification 
of differentiated protection needs, and for referrals or 
channeling.

In this regard, participants in the sub-regional consul-
tation recommended to:

10. Develop comprehensive and flexible migration pol-
icies that offer greater alternatives to facilitate legal 
migration, including regularization programs, and 
thus help to reduce the pressure on asylum systems 
and the number of claims manifestly unfounded 
or fraudulent.

11. Develop protocols to identify the different protec-
tion needs of persons who are part of mixed mi-
gratory movements, including those with interna-
tional protection needs, and establish procedures 
to refer or channel cases to the competent national 
bodies, paying special attention to asylum-seekers 
and refugees, victims of trafficking and unaccom-
panied or separated children.

12. Abide by the standards of the Inter-American 
Court of Human Rights that prohibit the ad-
ministrative detention of asylum-seekers and 
refugees.

13. Ensure, through education, training and research, 
a deeper understanding by the various State in-
stitutions of the complex dynamics of mixed mi-
gratory movements and the need for protection 
of persons involved in these movements, thus 
improving the effective implementation of the 
protocols.

14. Increase international and regional cooperation 
with the participation of civil society to deal with 
mixed migratory movements.
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15. Promote accession and/or ratification, as appropri-
ate, to the International Convention on the Pro-
tection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and 
Members of their Families, as well as the Conven-
tions on Statelessness.

16. Ensure the effective implementation of the Paler-
mo Protocols to prevent, suppress and punish traf-
ficking in persons and the smuggling of migrants 
by land, sea and air.

Iv border ProtectIon

Border areas are both transit and destination zones for 
persons involved in migratory movements, including 
those in search of international protection. In some 
cases, countries’ borders and points of entry can be 
complex, isolated areas, with precarious socio-eco-
nomic conditions or little presence of State institutions. 
In these situations, obstacles may arise when trying to 
access refugee status determination procedures, as well 
as identification or protection mechanisms; scarce re-
sources for specialized and differential treatment; and 
to limited development possibilities for people in need 
of protection.

In this regard, participants recommended to:

17. Strengthen the development of policies for the refugee 
population and the host communities in border ar-
eas, as well as for refugees at ports and airports, 
evaluating the borders of solidarity programme of 
the Mexico Plan of Action, aimed at its consolida-
tion and define additional actions to be included in 
the future Plan of Action, to be adopted in Brasil-
ia, so that border areas can be seen as integration 
spaces.

18. Guarantee access to refugee status determination 
procedures and competent institutions by means 
of adequate identification or referral mechanisms 
at border areas, reinforcing the presence of the 
ConAres or other bodies duly trained to receive 

and channel requests for asylum and identify per-
sons with protection needs.

19. Analyze and implement practical formulas that 
allow to set a balance between States’ legitimate 
security concerns, especially in border areas, and a 
rights-based approach to ensure the identification 
of international protection needs, access to territo-
ry and adequate attention to differentiated protec-
tion needs.

ii the dIfferentIated aPProach based on age,  
  gender and dIversIty

v strengthen the IncorPoratIon of the dIfferentIated 

 aPProach based on age, gender and dIversIty

The region is at the forefront in ensuring the incorpora-
tion of a comprehensive and differentiated approach of 
age, gender and diversity (EGD) both in its normative and 
legal framework as well as in the implementation of public 
policies. It is important to continue moving forward in the 
attention to the population under this approach to ensure 
a fair and differentiated protection to all persons in need. 
Among the existing challenges are the effective protec-
tion, prevention, identification and response mechanisms 
to victims and survivors of sexual and gender violence, 
and the development of specific programmes, under a 
rights and a community-based approach, that take into 
account the needs of children, adolescents, women, men, 
Afro-descendants, indigenous, and lesbian, gay, bisexuals, 
transgender and intersex persons (lgbti).

In this regard, the participants recommended to:

20. Reinforce the differentiated approach of age, 
gender and diversity in the protection of and as-
sistance to the refugee population and other per-
sons in need of international protection, both in 
the refugee status determination procedure, and 

in the decisions relating to family reunification 
requests. Continue to strengthen its cross-cutting 
application through the allocation of more human 
and financial resources, a better inter-institutional 
coordination and greater efforts in educating and 
training officials.

21. Update national refugee legislation in the MerCos-
ur countries that have not yet done so, to include 
provisions on specific protection needs based on 
age, gender and diversity.

22. Develop and implement differentiated procedures 
to respond to the different protection needs, in 
particular for victims of trafficking, separated or 
unaccompanied children, or victims of physical or 
sexual and gender-based violence.

23. Consider replicating in other countries the good 
practice developed in Argentina of a “Protocol for 
the protection, assistance and search for durable solu-
tions for unaccompanied children or children seeking 
asylum”.

24. Adopt regulations and internal procedures in line 
with the international obligations of States according 
to international human rights law and, thus adapt 
internal legislations to the progressive development 
of the interpretation of the Convention of Belém do 
Pará on the Prevention, Punishment and Eradication 
of Violence Against Women, the Convention on the 
Rights of the Child, as well as the normative advances 
in the combat against trafficking in persons.

iii solutIons

vI challenges In durable solutIons for the benefIt  

 of refugees

The search for durable and sustainable solutions is an 
integral part of the wider refugee protection strategy 
nowadays. The Mexico Plan of Action has been inno-
vative by including solutions’ programmes that created 

a regional framework for all stakeholders. The region 
presents new situations of displacement and instances of 
protracted refugee situations that require greater atten-
tion, cooperation and solidarity to support the receiving 
States and free refugees from forced dependency. Along 
with the traditionally promoted durable solutions (vol-
untary repatriation, local integration and resettlement), it 
is appropriate to consider other temporary or permanent 
alternatives offered by the common migration schemes 
in the South American region. These alternatives may 
be applicable in the absence of options for the local in-
tegration of refugees in the host country or as a measure 
of solidarity to share the burden of large numbers of ref-
ugees on a recipient country, thus becoming a regional 
mechanism of responsibility sharing.

In this regard and in general terms, the participants 
recommended to:

25. Assess the components of cities of solidarity, bor-
ders of solidarity and solidarity resettlement of the 
Mexico Plan of Action, and set priorities, identify 
lessons learned and suggest possible alternatives in 
the future Plan of Action, including the facilitation 
of voluntary repatriation, naturalization and mi-
gratory options for refugees.

vII PromotIon of local IntegratIon

While voluntary repatriation is usually the most pref-
erable solution for refugees, under current conditions 
the solution that represents the major challenges but 
also the greater aspiration for a majority of refugees, 
is local integration. In this regard, participants recom-
mended to:

26. Adopt public policies that promote the local inte-
gration of refugees, highlighting the role that cor-
responds to the State, with the support of unhCr 
and civil society, stressing the important role of 
local municipal authorities and the private sector.
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27. Promote in a more active manner the participation 
of the refugees themselves and their host commu-
nities, both through public and private institu-
tions. In this regard, consider replicating the good 
practice of ConAre in Bolivia, which carries out 
participatory assessments each year.

28. Strengthen the involvement of the ConAres in the 
definition and mobilization of public policies for 
the integration of refugees, beyond its tradition-
al role in refugee status determination, assigning 
them more financial and human resources for local 
integration. The Venezuelan experience was con-
sidered a good practice through the National Co-
ordination of Public Policies for the Refugee Pop-
ulation, which has enabled greater inclusion and 
assistance in social, health, education, economic 
and employment areas.

29. Multiply efforts to guarantee the effective access to 
economic, social and cultural rights, by eliminat-
ing obstacles to their exercise, in order to promote 
the local integration of refugees (legal, socio-eco-
nomic and cultural).

30. Consider formulating national integration plans 
that include refugees, with the participation of 
national, provincial and municipal authorities, fol-
lowing Brazil’s good practice.

31. Recognize the importance of the cities of solidari-
ty programme as a useful tool to promote local in-
tegration and decentralization, and to transform 
agreements into concrete programmes, sensitize the 
authorities on international protection, deepen politi-
cal commitment, strengthen the participation of civil 
society and incorporate the gathering of socio-demo-
graphic and labor data of the refugee population.

32. Promote sensitizing campaigns on the value of and 
respect for differences, intercultural approach and 
access to rights, as well as fostering hospitality and 
non-discrimination policies to strengthen local in-
tegration.

33. Provide more options to those refugees who wish 
to opt for naturalization.

vIII strategIc use of resettlement

Although some countries in the region previously initi-
ated small resettlement programmes, it was the Mexico 
Plan of Action that strategically launched the regional sol-
idarity resettlement programme. Despite the complexities 
and challenges associated with its implementation, this 
programme has been a valuable solidarity initiative that 
deserves an analysis of its implementation and results to 
date. In this regard, participants recommended to:

34. Recognize the value of the regional solidarity re-
settlement programme as a concrete example of 
responsibility sharing and evaluate its continuity 
and/or expansion, according to the possibilities 
and experiences in the respective countries, in 
terms of quotas, the inclusion of extra-regional 
refugees and more State resources in its financing.

35. Urge countries in the region to discuss the pos-
sibility of joining the regional resettlement pro-
gramme, and encourage traditional resettlement 
countries to continue resettling refugees from the 
region, mainly in those Latin American countries 
that continue to receive a high number of refugees.

36. Re-evaluate the design of their solidarity resettle-
ment programmes for those countries that deem 
it appropriate, including profiles, the scope of sup-
port and development of local integration process-
es, considering its adaptation to the regional spe-
cific realities.

37. Consider carrying out awareness campaigns ad-
dressed to the host population for the purpose of 
facilitating the integration of refugees and promot-
ing greater cooperation from local officials and 
support from the civil society.

38. Take into account the States, unhCr, civil society 
and the resettled refugees themselves in the eval-
uation of the regional solidarity resettlement pro-
grammes, so that resettlement becomes a sustain-
able durable solution.

39. Reduce the gaps between the assistance provided to 
spontaneously-arrived refugees and those resettled.

Ix other solutIons or alternatIves based on regIonal 

 mIgratIon frameWorks

South America and MerCosur have advanced signifi-
cantly both at the normative and political level towards 
the goal of creating a common space for all citizens of 
the countries that comprise the region. This framework 
enables to foresee innovative perspectives within the 
field of solutions for refugees that are worth develop-
ing and analyzing to be consolidated as an instrument 
of solutions, solidarity and responsibility sharing in the 
near future. Additionally, this “other solution” could 
become a useful contribution from Latin America to 
other regions of the world with similar regional regu-
lations. In this regard, participants recommended the 
following:

40. Encourage the development of possible alternative 
solutions based on MerCosur’s migration frame-
works.

41. Include protection safeguards so that refugees can 
benefit from these regional migration frameworks, 
including: the extraterritorial recognition of refu-
gee status for the purposes of complying with the 
principle of MerCosur, confidentiality, access to the 
issuance of both identity and travel documents, 
family unity, as well as those related to the validity 
of the refugee status. To this end, it will be nec-
essary to specify the obligations of the country of 
asylum and those of the host country of the refu-
gee who will opt to benefit from these options or 
migration alternatives.

42. Use existing regional processes that encourage 
responsibility sharing and solidarity, aimed at 
the construction of the concept of a regional 
citizenship as a legal framework for establish-
ing migration options that may benefit refugees 
from the region as well as those from other parts 
of the world.

iv statelessness

x. ProtectIon of stateless Persons and the PreventIon  

 and reductIon of statelessness

South America, like no other region of the world, can 
join efforts to eradicate statelessness in the next ten 
years. Although recently there have been remarkable 
advances, important challenges remain for the MerCos-
ur countries in the field of prevention, identification, 
protection and reduction of statelessness. In general, 
countries enjoy appropriate norms for the acquisition, 
loss, renunciation and deprivation of nationality. De-
spite the generous regulations on nationality and the 
existence of some safeguards for prevention, the oc-
currence of cases of statelessness has not been entirely 
eliminated. In this context, accession to international 
treaties is a central issue, as well as the universal birth 
registration to prevent cases of statelessness. The de-
velopment of national protection standards, the estab-
lishment of stateless status determination procedures 
and the assistance for the naturalization of the small 
number of stateless people are key actions to protect 
stateless persons and eradicate statelessness.

Consequently, with regards to the prevention and reduc-
tion of statelessness, the participants recommended to:

43. Promote the eradication of statelessness, in line 
with the overall goal of eradication encouraged 
by unhCr. It is recommended to include a chap-
ter on statelessness in the future Plan of Action, 
which could be divided into three pillars (preven-
tion, protection and reduction), the identification 
of statelessness being a guiding principle of the 
pillars.

44. Encourage States that have not yet done so to 
consider accession and/or ratification, as appro-
priate, to the international conventions on state-
lessness.

45. Review and adapt national legislation to inter-
national standards, as required, to eliminate the 
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possibility of cases of statelessness to occur, rec-
ognizing that the generous combination of the 
principles of MerCosur and MerCosur is not suf-
ficient for this purpose.

46. Improve systems of birth registration and those for 
issuing identity documents.

47. Adopt appropriate measures, as necessary, to con-
firm the nationality of persons with undetermined 
citizenship, or restore nationality to those who 
have lost it as a result of an act of renunciation or 
deprivation incompatible with the norms of inter-
national human rights law or those relating to the 
prevention of statelessness.

In regards to the protection of stateless persons, the 
participants recommended to:

48. Adopt regulatory frameworks that ensure the 
recognition, respect and guarantee of the human 
rights of stateless persons.

49. Establish procedures for stateless status determination, 
considering attributing competence to the current 
authorities responsible for refugee status determi-
nation.

50. Consider directly applying the Convention relating 
to the Status of Stateless Persons of 1954, to ensure 
the protection and determine stateless status, while 
comprehensive policy frameworks are adopted.

51. Facilitate access to naturalization for stateless 
persons.

52. Request unhCr to continue providing learning op-
portunities, such as training courses on stateless-
ness and to disseminate guidelines and regulations 
that provide guidance to States.

Buenos Aires, 19 March 2014.
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cIvIl socIety PosItIon PaPer

Mercosur
We, the civil society organizations from this region are 
pleased that our proposals to strengthen the right to 
asylum in our region are reaching the States and unhCr 
in the framework of the commemoration of the 30 years 
of the Cartagena Declaration and in compliance with 
the monitoring of the Mexico Declaration and Plan 
of Action to Strengthen the International Protection 
of Refugees in Latin America, adopted in 2004. Our 
organisations are interested in continuing with these 
tri-party mechanisms for observation and monitoring 
that involve participation from civil society, academia, 
unhCr and the States and recognise the central role of 
these partnerships in promoting the rights of people in 
need of international protection.

In addition, we believe this is an opportunity to ap-
proach, in an integrated manner, migration in our re-
gion, with the clear conviction that all improvement of 
the general conditions in which people migrate has a 
direct impact on the possibility of offering better and 
timelier assistance to those with specific protection 
needs. In this spirit we urge the States to continue to 
make progress in their co-responsibility and in the con-
formation of a region united for the defence of human 
rights, reaffirming the full validity of the Cartagena 
Declaration. This could be an historic opportunity for 
the Cartagena Declaration to become a binding instru-
ment and to strengthen the regulatory regional frame-
work for asylum.

A Colombian refugee woman  

in a market in sao Paulo, Brazil. 

©unhcr / l. f. godinho
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We note the commitment assumed by the MerCosur 
countries, as highlighted in the Declaration of MerCos-
ur’s Principles on International Protection for Refugees 
that adopts common measures to allow for the iden-
tification of people that are in need of international 
protection in the migration context. In addition, we 
would like to highlight that in various countries from 
the region, the international protection systems have 
improved to include important changes and innova-
tions in the last few years. These are evident in new 
national legislation in accordance with legal guaran-
tees and due process established at regional and in-
ternational levels. In addition, there are exemplary 
programs focused on guaranteeing access to rights 
for people in need of international protection, which 
include the right to work for asylum seekers as well 
as the rights to housing and to access education pro-
grammes. Finally, it is important to note that various 
countries from the region have implemented the Sol-
idarity Resettlement Programme as a strategy that 
supports international co-responsibility in relation to 
people in need of international protection.

Beyond this progress, the region is still facing challeng-
es that should be responsibly analysed by the States in 
order to address the new socio-political problems that 
impact the region. It is particularly pertinent to men-
tion the continual and systematic violation of human 
rights caused by internal armed conflict, the impact of 
organised crime and drug dealing with their multiple 
types and forms of aggression-, economic mega proj-
ects and climate change.

Finally, we urge the States to ratify all of the interna-
tional instruments in the area of Human Rights and 
International Refugee Law, including the Conventions 
on Statelessness.

i democratIzatIon of borders and Ports of entry

The border zones and ports of entry in the region 
are complex scenarios that States haven’t addressed 
correctly. This has caused precarious conditions that 
affect the population in need of international pro-
tection, as well as the population that is already set-
tled in border regions. It is necessary that the States 
modify their security approach to these territories 
and amplify their social presence in such a way that 
it is possible to develop sustainable and long-lasting 
integration actions, as well as to provide appropriate 
assistance to people in need of international protec-
tion and migrants.

In this context, it is necessary to review restrictive en-
try measures, the absence of appropriate information 
available at ports of entry, the precarious resources al-
located to the identification, guidance and protection 
of people in need of international protection and the 
absence of specialised, differential, appropriate and 
timely treatment for cases that require international 
protection which result in a lack of compliance with 
due process.

RECoMMENDATIoNs: 

human rIghts

•	Adopt guided migration policies that are based in a hu-
man rights approach and are consistent with the Dec-
laration of Latin America and the Caribbean as a Zone 
of Peace, signed by the CelAC Member States (January 
2014). For this reason it is necessary to improve and de-
mocratise the migration entry system in an integrated 
manner, creating a broad, diverse and common legal 
framework that is capable of responding, based on the 
recognition of a variety of basic rights. At the same time 
this system would allow for an identification of specific 
protection needs for people, including people asylum 
seekers, as a response to the complex dynamics of mi-
gration flows.

 regIonal IntegratIon

•	Implement accessible and simple procedures, both for 
migratory processes as well as for applications from 
asylum seekers that are based on human rights crite-
ria and are not conditional depending on a person’s 
original nationality. While it is important to highlight 
the regional willingness to eventually create the Mer-
Cosur Citizenship Statute, the Andean Migratory Stat-
ute and the Single Centro-American Visa for the CA4 
countries, these integration processes should ensure 
standards for basic human rights - based on the legal 
principle of equality - for the treatment of all migratory 
phenomena and for all people in a situation of inter-
national mobility. This will favour the construction of 
an inclusive and plural citizenship while respecting the 
principle of diversity.

•	Establish a regional integration instrument that con-
templates the free circulation of refugees and stateless 
people between the different countries and that adopts 
the principle of rights portability, with the person con-
sidered a subject of rights. It is also important to project 
these integration efforts towards the harmonisation of 
legislation in migratory terms in general, and in terms 
of asylum-seekers and stateless people in particular, in 
a way that respects all of the guarantees.

 ensure ProtectIon at the border and Ports of entry

•	The democratisation of borders and ports of entry can’t 
be based on the utilitarian, instrument and security-fo-
cused paradigm that currently dominates migration 
management. It is essential to guarantee the protection 
of the people’s rights including the right to non-return, 
with specific and appropriate measures implemented at 
the border points. The borders should be international 
spaces that are managed through co-responsibility and 
integration, in accordance with the obligations assumed 
by the States in the area of international protection, 
which should be independent from the degree of con-
trol that they can legitimately exercise over their borders.

•	Implement regional strategies that institutionally 
strengthen the group of national entities that are re-
sponsible for refugee status determination, insisting 
that these should be civil, social and humanitarian 
processes.

•	Create a standardised and harmonised protocol, at 
the regional level, that is capable of detecting and 
acting in regards to complex situations in which dif-
ferent violations occur (victims of human trafficking, 
unaccompanied minors, victims of drug-trafficking 
networks, gender-based violence, domestic violence, 
mental health conditions and other types of viola-
tions). This protocol should contemplate the creation 
of a unified migration system, respecting the principle 
of confidentiality and the protection of people, which 
allows them to contemplate the actual state of the sit-
uations in which people migrate in the region in order 
to develop regional strategies.

•	Strengthen coordinated actions between civil society, 
academic centres, unhCr and the States to improve the 
inclusion of a rights-based perspective in decision-mak-
ing processes and for the treatment of the distinct pro-
tection needs of migrants in border areas. Contemplate 
the creation of specialist groups (in human rights, 
social assistance, training in the areas of gender and 
childhood, human trafficking, people smuggling, etc.) 
that can help meet the most immediate protection 
needs of vulnerable groups in border areas.

•	The States should provide appropriate human and finan-
cial resources in order to ensure the protection of people 
in need of international protection in border zones.

•	Eliminate detention and any form of holding a person 
against their will due to migration reasons, given that 
in general terms, this is a violation of human rights that 
affects an individual’s application for refugee status. As 
has been demonstrated in different studies, people that 
are detained and are eligible to apply for refugee status 
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prefer not to do it in order not to spend any more time 
in detention.

•	Ensure that border staff receives appropriate training 
to detect and manage potential cases that require in-
ternational protection. For this recommendation, it is 
necessary that ConAres have an administrative cover-
age of integrated actions in all national territories (per-
manent or itinerant) in terms of the guarantees already 
described, ensuring their presence in the borders and 
different ports of entry.

•	In order to tackle the generalised violence that exists 
in some countries, human rights and litigation mech-
anisms should be enabled to facilitate access to justice 
and reparation for the damage caused to individuals 
and families. States are responsible for the integrated 
protection of all people in their territory, independent 
of their migration status.

•	A mechanism of observance and monitoring of civil 
society organizations and academia is proposed, recog-
nising these groups’ role in the defence of the rights of 
migrants and their right to participation, as well as in 
monitoring the implementation of governments’ public 
policies in this area.

ii Procedures for the refugee status determInatIon

The right to asylum isn’t guaranteed and protected in 
an integrated and sufficient manner in the region. The 
definitions of refugee status included in the legisla-
tion don’t always include the definitions from the 1951 
Refugee Convention, the 1967 Protocol, the Cartagena 
Declaration and the sûr place concept for refugees. The 
procedures for determining an individual’s refugee 
status, as well as for the cancellation, reversal and ter-
mination of said status demonstrate significant gaps in 
terms of guaranteeing due process.

GENERAL PRINCIPLEs

dIgnIfIed treatment:

•	It is the criteria through which all procedures should 
be developed upon entering national territory and with 
the provision of protection and the guarantee of hu-
man dignity as the guiding principle.

access to InformatIon:

•	Information should be available for people who try to 
enter national territory, as well as staff with the capac-
ity to resolve communication barriers (languages, sign 
language, cultural dialects).

gender balance:

•	States should guarantee the criteria of gender balance 
at the ports of entry and during all procedures, in such 
a way that they could respond to the needs of people in 
a human mobility situation in interviews.

humanItarIan and socIal character:

•	The procedure should be social and humanitarian due 
to it being a protection action.

assIstance for chIldren and adolescents:

•	When the procedure includes a child or adolescent as 
an applicant or member of the family group, profes-
sionals with specialised training in childhood should 
be involved.

no-detentIon durIng the Process:

•	Asylum seekers can’t be detained during the proce-
dure. Refugees whose status is being considered for 
cancellation, reversal or termination can’t be detained 
either.

no-return guarantee:

•	States should ensure the implementation of the no-re-
turn principle, which is defined in the 1951 Refugee 
Convention, the Convention against Torture and in 
other instruments.

rIght to asylum:

•	Protect and guarantee the right to asylum at ports of 
entry and within the national territory. Procedures re-
lating to pre-admissibility and time limits on seeking 
asylum should be eliminated. Abbreviated procedures 
should be established that always respect due process, 
particularly in the cases of mass exoduses.

confIdentIalIty:

•	Protection and guarantee of the principle of confiden-
tiality, in particular the prohibition of gathering infor-
mation through diplomatic and consular representa-
tion by the country of origin, as well as the elimination 
of the requirement of producing documents from the 
country of origin that people in need of international 
protection do not possess or have access to.

cultural and ethnIc dIversIty

•	Duly informed consideration of cultural and ethnic di-
versity, with special consideration of the needs of mem-
bers of indigenous communities that travel between 
border zones.

ENTRy AND ACCEss To PRoCEDuREs IN BoRDERs  

AND PoRTs oF ENTRy

Ports of entry:

•	Ports of entry should be safe places for people.

states from WhIch they are rejected:

•	Re-entry should be permitted for a reasonable period 
of time for those people that leave a State and are re-
jected upon trying to enter another.

dIfferentIated recePtIon Protocol:

•	A public protocol should be developed and implement-
ed to determine the entry of foreigners and people in 
need of international protection.

PRoCEDuRE FoR REFuGEE sTATus DETERMINATIoN:  

INCLusIoN AND ExCLusIoN CRITERIA

legal defInItIon:

•	Inclusion of the definition from the Refugees Con-
vention , the 1967 Protocol and the application of the 
broadened definition of refugees established in the 
Cartagena Declaration.

comPosItIon of the elIgIbIlIty commIssIons:

•	The Eligibility Commissions should have a tri-party 
structure with the presence of representatives from 
State institutions, civil society and unhCr.

GuARANTEE DuE PRoCEss IN THE PRoCEDuRE

reasonable tImelIne:

•	The procedure for the refugee status determination 
should be undertaken and decided upon within a rea-
sonable timeline. There shouldn’t be any unjustified 
delays.

comPetency, IndePendence and ImPartIalIty:

•	The people that form the eligibility commissions, as 
well as Eligibility Officers, should be competent, in-
dependent and impartial and use an interdisciplinary 
approach.

In dubIo Pro refugee:

•	The in dubio pro refugee principle should be applied 
when analysing the testimony and information provid-
ed by the refugees.

free legal assIstance:

•	Free legal assistance should be guaranteed from the be-
ginning to the end of the procedure.

the rIght to an InterPreter and Intercultural medIator:

•	The right to an interpreter and intercultural mediator 
should be guaranteed.
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the rIght to InformatIon and to address doubts  

In relatIon to the status that Is granted:

•	Applicants should be informed about the reasons of 
doubt that exist regarding their status as refugees, so 
that they can contribute through information and ar-
guments. The possibility of addressing doubts should 
be guaranteed within the procedure.

the rIght to contrIbute evIdence:

•	A sufficient timeline should be granted for the appli-
cant to contribute evidence related to their refugee sta-
tus determination and to include information regard-
ing psychosocial assistance that they are receiving.

due consIderatIon of PersecutIon due to gender-based reasons:

•	Guarantee that the gender category is duly included in 
the definition of refugee eligibility, understanding that 
this can be a reason for persecution or an issue due to a 
person’s social group.

ProgressIve InterPretatIon:

•	Adopt a progressive interpretation of the definition of 
refugee: including new profiles and contexts of perse-
cution in the framework of the Refugees Convention 
and of generalised violence, foreign aggression, inter-
nal conflicts, mass violations of human rights or other 
circumstances that have seriously disturbed public or-
der in compliance with the Cartagena Declaration. It is 
also necessary to include the concept of sûr place in the 
refugee’s definition.

alWays assume good faIth In the refugees’ testImony:

•	Understand that there is an expected level of errors, 
inconsistencies and contradictions in the accounts giv-
en by refugees, and for that reason, these should not 
be determining factors for denying recognition of their 
refugee status. The possibility of criminal prosecution 
for giving these testimonies needs to be eliminated.

elImInate the requIrement to demand consIstency  

In the accounts gIven by multIPle famIly members:

•	Understand that inconsistencies can be the result of so-
cial and cultural patterns and efforts to protect family 
members.

motIvatIon of decIsIons:

All administrative and legal decisions regarding the 
refugee status determination, its cancelation, reversal 
or termination, should include due motivation that in-
volves an analysis based on the components involved in 
the granting of refugee status.

rIght to admInIstratIve and legal aPPeals:

In the case of having their appeal rejected, applicants 
should be guaranteed a second administrative appeal 
before a higher authority than the one that made the 
decision, as well as the right to a legal appeal.

famIly reunIfIcatIon:

Family reunification should be guaranteed during the 
procedure to determine refugee status.

rIght to documentatIon:

Documentation should be provided to asylum seekers 
as of the commencement of the procedure in order to 
allow them to work and effectively access their rights.

decIsIons related to cancellatIon, reversal and termInatIon  

of status and other actIons (exPulsIon, extInctIon)

States should apply the guarantees of due process and 
the definitions of the 1951 Refugees Convention when 
making decisions related to the cancellation, reversal 
and termination of refugee status.

iii statelessness

rIght to a natIonalIty:

•	The right to a nationality should be protected and 
guaranteed for all people that are born in and are un-
der the jurisdiction of a State.

defInItIon of natIonalIty:

•	The definitions of nationality shouldn’t include inde-
terminate and arbitrary concepts.

non-retroactIvIty:

•	The right to nationality is not retroactive. A legislative 
or constitutional definition and a legal interpretation 
can’t reverse the nationality of someone that received 
this nationality despite changes in current legislation.

ProtectIon agaInst statelessness:

•	Legislation, public policies and measures should be ad-
opted to avoid statelessness.

iv local IntegratIon

Among the countries from the region, there is an un-
equal development in the recognition of guarantees 
and rights to integration. In all cases this constitutes 
a gap between the formal recognition of rights and 
the effective guarantee of these rights, as well as a 
lack of knowledge and lack of coordination between 
government entities that are responsible for issues 
related to integration. These factors have a negative 
impact and generate obstacles for the exercising 
of the asylum seekers and refugees’ rights, making 
their situation of vulnerability more compelling. In 
this context, in the majority of the countries of the 
region there are no government programs that pro-
vide assistance to refugees or asylum seekers, dele-
gating the provision of this assistance to civil society 
organizations.

The States should move from a position of solidarity to 
a position of guaranteeing rights. Integration policies 
are indispensable for making the right to asylum and 
migration effective as well as to guarantee the right to 
remain in a place and not to be obliged to move.

GENERAL RECoMMENDATIoNs:

•	The States from the region should assume the com-
mitment of fully guaranteeing standards for accessing 
rights that are established through the ratification and 
adoption of international instruments. States should al-
ways respect the principle of progressiveness in terms 
of social policy as well as the inclusion of migrants and 
the population in need of international protection in 
these policies.

•	The States should detail in the legislation that refers to 
the treatment of international protection and migration 
their responsibilities for integration as well as for the 
provision of protection and humanitarian aid. In addi-
tion, local integration policies should contemplate the 
singularity and specific nature of the needs of refugees 
and asylum seekers, taking into account the criteria of 
age, gender and diversity.

•	The effective application of integration policies re-
quires hosting States to allocate sufficient resources for 
their implementation.

•	The design, implementation and monitoring of public 
policies for integration should involve the effective par-
ticipation of refugee, asylum seekers and migrant pop-
ulation as well as civil society organizations.

•	People in need of international protection maintain 
their rights to truth, justice and integrated reparation, 
which should be guaranteed by their countries of ori-
gin. The States should allow reparation processes in the 
hosting countries without this affecting an individual’s 
protection status, understanding that this will positive-
ly benefit integration opportunities for this population.
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•	It is necessary to implement actions so that the States 
elevate and harmonize protection standards and inte-
gration conditions based on a human rights perspec-
tive.

•	It is necessary to guarantee the appropriate and timely 
implementation of mechanisms that ensure integration. 
The exchange and systematisation of good practices 
implemented in the region is suggested.

•	Public policies should attend to unavoidable questions 
that concern integrated assistance for health, including 
mental health, unrestricted access to all levels of edu-
cation, dignified housing, employment training and ac-
cess to dignified work, independent of their migratory 
condition.

•	The States should generate inter-ministerial entities 
that are capable of constructing and implementing in-
tegrated policies that address the multiplicity of vari-
ables involved in guaranteeing the rights of these pop-
ulation groups. This recommendation should include 
the principle of facilitating the participation of civil 
society organizations and the affected populations in 
these processes.

•	It is necessary that the States modify their security ap-
proach for border territories and increase their social 
presence in such a way that it is possible to develop sus-
tainable and long-lasting integration actions, as well as 
to provide appropriate assistance to people that are in 
transit.

PARTICuLAR RECoMMENDATIoNs:

documentatIon:

•	It is necessary that there are mechanisms that permit 
the delivery of documentation at short notice and from 
the beginning of the procedure of refugee status deter-
mination. The format should be the same as for the rest 
of the population and shouldn’t indicate the refugee or 
asylum seeker status.

resIdency deadlInes:

•	Refugees should access permanent residencies as part 
of long-lasting solutions and as an indispensable ele-
ment for complete social integration. In addition the 
right to naturalization and/or nationalization should be 
guaranteed for those who request it.

language:
•	The teaching of the language of the hosting country 

supports integration processes and therefore should 
be a responsibility of the State. It is recommended to 
include this component in a broad integration policy.

Work:
•	It is imperative that all of the countries in the region 

guarantee the right to work for asylum seekers.

access to socIal Programs:

•	Access to social programs has been impeded by re-
quirements that demand a particular type of applica-
tion and or a minimum period in which legal proceed-
ings have to start. It is indispensable to eradicate these 
types of requirements that limit the effective exercising 
of rights with the same level of equality as nationals.

dIscrImInatIon:
•	We demand that authorities avoid discriminatory and/

or xenophobic actions by public officials and we also 
propose that training policies are developed, along 
with public campaigns that promote the topics of hos-
pitality, reception and awareness raising campaigns in 
the society in general. These programs will have the 
goal of preventing discrimination and xenophobia.

famIly reunIfIcatIon:

•	We urge the relevant authorities to facilitate the pro-
cesses of family unity while respecting the culture, cos-
movision, life stories, sexual diversity and religion of 
people affected.

v resettlement

In the current worldwide context, each day there are 
more people in need of resettlement and the available 
spaces in resettlement programs are not sufficient. In 
addition, the solidarity resettlement programs are fi-
nanced in large part by the international community 
through unhCr, with limited contributions from the 
States, while their implementation is solely the respon-
sibility of civil society.

RECoMMENDATIoNs:

It is necessary that new States from the region develop 
and establish resettlement programs and also increase 
the current coverage of these programs. In addition 
we request that an evaluation is made of extending the 
resettlement program to new nationalities, including 
those from other continents. Specific programs with a 
differential approach should be designed for this pur-
pose along with the allocation of appropriate resources.

•	The effective involvement of the State is necessary for 
the allocation of economic and human resources in all 
types of migration and asylum-related situations.

•	It is imperative that evaluations and assessments are 
made with the participation of the States, unhCr, civil 
society and the resettled refugees, with the goal of be-
ing able to redesign programs so that they can achieve 
long-lasting solutions.

•	It is necessary that the States contribute economic and 
human resources to provide assistance to refugees for 
their local integration in order to minimize the existing 
disparity between refugees and resettled refugees.

•	Appropriate and sufficient information should be pro-
vided to refugees regarding the resettlement process, 
conditions in the hosting countries as well as reasons 
for rejection, establishing clear and transparent proce-
dures.

•	Choosing the resettlement option shouldn’t result in 
the loss of an individual’s right to apply for protection 
from the first country where they sought asylum.

vi ProtectIon of chIldren, adolescents and Women

Despite the ratification of international legal instru-
ments for human rights, the States from the region con-
tinue to violate standards in relation to the protection 
of refugees and asylum seekers, especially children, 
adolescents and women.

In relation to unaccompanied children and adolescents 
and those who have been separated from their parents, 
it is important to highlight that in the majority of coun-
tries there are no special procedures for the refugees 
status determination, nor have special measures been 
adopted to provide them with assistance. In addition it 
is also notable that staff is not adequately trained in the 
provision of differentiated assistance depending on a 
person’s background or needs.

In terms of providing assistance to females, assistance 
and protection policies for people in need of interna-
tional protection are based on a patriarchal approach, 
which represents the risk of ignoring possible situa-
tions of violence within the family unit. In a dynam-
ic in which the representation of the family is usually 
assumed by the adult male, and only the masculine 
version of events is evaluated, there are multiple risks. 
These include a lack of awareness of internal power 
relationships and domestic violence and weaknesses 
in the integrated assistance provided for the different 
needs of family members.

It is important to take into account that women, 
children and adolescents are those that make up the 
majority of victims of sex crimes, sexual and labour 
exploitation, feminicide and sexual blackmail when 
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they request services from institutions. This situation 
is worsened at the border areas and ports of entry in 
which the risk of being a victim increases. Health care 
is also not guaranteed, especially sexual, reproductive 
and mental health care.

It is important to note that there are patterns of dis-
crimination against the LGTBI population perpetrat-
ed by staff, which reflect prejudices that impede the 
recognition of their condition as refugees. There is 
also no recognition of their particular needs and their 
risk of being victims of sexual violence. In the areas of 
human trafficking, sexual and labour exploitation and 
people smuggling there is a general lack of knowledge 
of these crimes among the population, and especially 
among the staff responsible for providing assistance 
and protection to refugees and asylum seekers.

GENERAL RECoMMENDATIoNs:

•	As a principle of the public duty of the States in the 
region, the assistance and protection of refugees and 
asylum seekers should be guaranteed through the in-
stitutional coordination, co-responsibility of govern-
ments and public spending.

•	The principle of non-detention should be included in 
all of the cases of asylum seekers, with a special con-
sideration for the protection of female victims of the 
armed conflict and generalised violence, pregnant 
women, children and adolescents.

•	In the border zones, the States should reinforce their 
institutional presence with staff trained in providing 
differential assistance, offering efficient information as 
well as required services.

•	In border zones, it is proposed that interdisciplinary 
committees are established with participation from civ-
il society organizations to provide integrated assistance 
to children, adolescents and females as part of the im-
plementation of assistance and protection policies. The 

States are called upon to prioritise public expenses in 
these zones to prevent crimes such as human traffick-
ing, people smuggling, sexual and labour exploitation 
and support the sexual and reproductive health of 
women and children.

CHILDREN AND ADoLEsCENTs

•	Under the principle of the superior interest of the child, 
the States from the region are obliged to review their 
asylum seeker policies with the goal of guaranteeing 
the eradication of any policy of exclusion and expul-
sion from the territory and acts of discrimination. The 
States are also obliged to overcome obstacles in order 
to guarantee the rights of children, including: their 
right to a name; right to a nationality; right to be issued 
with legal documents that facilitate their access to oth-
er rights; and the right to applying for refugee status 
for children and adolescents that have been separated 
from their parents or are unaccompanied.

•	Involve the institutions responsible at both national 
and international levels to address situations with chil-
dren and adolescents in order to guarantee their inte-
grated protection from the first moment of contact.

•	Establish protocols on how to act in relation to unac-
companied minors and those separated from their par-
ents that establishes clear standards and procedures on 
how to act, as well as guaranteeing inter-institutional 
coordination.

•	Differentiate the treatment of children from the treat-
ment of adolescents to determine differentiated as-
sistance policies dependent on age: poor adolescents, 
workers, victims, etc. The objective should be to differ-
entiate between these groups to promote the empow-
erment of adolescents and not to deprive them of any 
freedom’s rights.

•	Strengthen the decentralisation process of the national 
integrated protection system for children and adoles-

cents to ensure the exercising, protection and guaran-
teeing of this population’s rights.

woMEN

•	The States are obliged to design tools and to train staff 
in differential approach and in the identification of 
demographic instances that generate discrimination: 
ethnic and indigenous populations, people with dis-
abilities, sexually diverse identities, victims of conflict, 
victims of mega projects, etc.

•	Guarantee the principle of no-return for victims or 
potential victims of crimes such as human trafficking, 
people smuggling and sexual exploitation through pro-
cedures that ensure an evaluation of the risks of return 
and facilitate access to procedures for applying for ref-
ugee status.

•	Guarantee health care access and assistance in all of 
its specific areas, with a particular emphasis on sexual 
and reproductive health for female refugees and asy-
lum seekers, avoiding discrimination against this pop-
ulation by health workers.

•	Consider the possibility of providing refugee status for 
women accused of the international kidnapping of mi-
nors who have left their countries of origin with their 
children without authorisation from the fathers in situ-
ations in which the fathers are the persecuting agents.

Buenos Aires, 14 May 2014.

 This position statement document is the result of a consultation process, fa-
cilitated by the Norwegian Refugee Council (NRC), carried out in 10 coun-
tries in the Wider MerCosur Region: Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Colombia, 
Chile, Ecuador, Paraguay, Peru, Uruguay and Venezuela. This process cul-
minated with a regional meeting that took place in Buenos Aires on the 13th 
and 14th of March 2014, in which 22 civil society organisations, represent-
ing the civil society organisations from their respective countries, agreed on 
a regional position in the framework of the Cartagena+30 commemoration.
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Dianey and Miguel stand before the two 

paintings she made. The “blue” painting shows 

the city of her dreams, a place in which she was 

happy with her family and friends and where 

she would watch her children grow up. The 

“orange” painting shows the city of her return, 

a place of peace to which she yearns to go back. 

santiago de Chile. Chile.
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Universidad salesiana de Bolivia.
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Pastoral social
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Programa Prisma
Universidad Alberto Hurtado
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Corporación Humanas
Fundación iguales
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Caritas sao Paulo
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bolIvIa

Pastoral de Movilidad Humana - pmh 

colombIa

Project Council services - pcs Colombia
servicio Jesuita para Refugiados- Colombia
Corporación Humanas

chIle

Ciudadano Global - sjm Chile
Clínica de Migrantes y Refugiados de la Universidad Diego Portales

ecuador

Asylum Access ecuador - aae

Fundación esperanza (ec)
servicio Jesuita para Refugiados - sjr ecuador

Paraguay

Comité de iglesias para Ayudas en emergencias - cipae

Peru

Comisión Andina de Juristas
servicio Jesuita para Migrantes sjm-Peru

uruguay

servicio ecuménico para la Dignidad Humana - sedhu

venezuela

Centro de ddhh Universidad Católica Andrés Bello
hias venezuela
Caritas venezuela
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MonDAy, 9 June

12:45 Plenary 
 Reports from working groups (10 minutes each). Additional comments from the floor and summary by the Chair

13:45 lunch break

15:00 Challenges to Resettlement as an expression of international solidarity 
 moderated by a representative of the government of Peru

•	 Panellist 1: Resettlement under unhcr’s Mandate: origins of the solidarity Resettlement Programme and its evolution, 
unhcr (15 min)

•	 Panellist 2: ecuador as a First Country of Asylum (15 min)

•	 Panellist 3: Brazil’s experience and a view to the Future (15 min)

•	 Panellist 4: Chile’s experience and a view to the Future (15 min)

16:00 Debate in two Working Groups

•	 the importance of latin America as a solidarity Resettlement Region  
(moderated by a representative of the government of Norway)

•	 Challenges to Consolidating a latin American solidarity Resettlement Programme  
(moderated by a representative of the government of Uruguay)

16:45 Coffee break

17:00 Plenary 
 Reports from working groups (15 minutes each).  
 Additional comments from the floor and summary by the Chair

18:00 Close of session

19:30 ecuadorian cultural evening

08:30 Registration

09:00 official inauguration 
 Mr. Ricardo Patiño (economist), Chancellor, Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Human Mobility, ecuador 
 Dr. Paulo Abrão Pires, Junior, National secretary of Justice and President of the National Committee for Refugees, Brazil 
 Mrs. Marta Juárez, Director of unhcr’s Regional Bureau for the Americas

09:45 sub-regional Consultation  
 Presided over by María landázuri, vice-Minister of Human Mobility, ecuador

•	 information on the Cartagena+30 Process, methodology for the meeting, presentation of experts,  
and presentation of the technical secretariat  
and Rapporteur, Carlos Maldonado, Cartagena+30 Coordinator, unhcr (15 min)

•	 Presentation of the results of the mercosur sub-regional meeting, 18 and 19 March, 2014 in Buenos Aires, Federico 
Augusti, government of Argentina (30 min)

10:30 Regional Perspective on integration within the Framework of Durable solutions 
 Moderated by Ambassador Rosario Green, senior expert

•	 unhcr panellist: solutions under unhcr’s Mandate and the latin American experience (15 min)

•	 Government of ecuador panellist/vice-minister of Human Mobility: ecuador’s Migratory Policy and the Concept of Human 
Mobility as an integrator of various Forms of Protection and solutions from a local integration Perspective (15 min)

•	 Government of Colombia panellist: Public Policy and a synergy of solutions (15 min)

•	 Government of venezuela panellist: Refugee integration and Possible solutions (15 min)

11:30 Coffee break

11:45 Debate in two Working Groups

•	 local integration: the Role of local Government (moderated by a representative of the government of Nicaragua)

•	 synergy between voluntary Repatriation and local integration (moderated by a representative of the government  
of Mexico)
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tuesDAy, 10 June

12:30 Plenary 
 Reports from working groups (15 minutes each).  
 Additional comments from the floor and summary by the Chair

13:30 lunch break

15:30 Conclusions and recommendations from day two  
 presented by the Chair, and approval by the plenary

17:30 Closing session of sub-regional Consultation (Chair)

09:00 Conclusions and recommendations from day one presented by the Chair, and approval by the plenary

09:15 Challenges in Forced Displacement and solutions from a Perspective of Civil society and Refugees 
 moderated by the ecuador ombudsman’s office

•	 Panellist 1: Refugee Women’s experience (15 min)

•	 Panellist 2: Refugee youth experience (15 min)

•	 Panellist 3: Civil society vision (15 min)

10:00 Coffee break

10:30 international Protection and Migration Alternatives within Regional and National legal Frameworks 
 moderated by senior expert Diego García sayán

•	 Panellist 1: Government of ecuador (15 min)

•	 Panellist 2: Government of Bolivia (15 min)

•	 Panellist 3: Government of Argentina (15 min)

•	 Panellist 4: Government of Brazil (15 min)

11:30 Debate in two Working Groups

•	 Migration Alternatives as a Fourth solution (moderated by a representative of the government of ecuador)

•	 Migration Alternatives and Protection Guarantees (moderated by a representative of unhcr)
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andean subregIonal consultatIon 

(quIto, 9 - 10 june, 2014)

INTERNATIoNAL PRoTECTIoN,  
DuRABLE soLuTIoNs,  
AND INTERNATIoNAL CooPERATIoN

Andean  
Countries

I IntroductIon

This document was prepared by unhCr with the aim 
of informing and guiding discussions among States, in-
ternational bodies, national human rights institutions, 
civil society organisations, and academics during the 
Andean sub-regional consultation to take place in Qui-
to, Ecuador on 9-10 June, 2014.

The purpose of the consultation is to identify the main 
challenges and opportunities in the area of durable 
solutions for refugees, including their contribution to 
the society of their host country, as well as possible re-
sponses and actions in the areas of legislation, public 
policy, and state practices. The deliberations among 
the various actors and the conclusions and recommen-
dations that emerge from the debates will be important 

inputs for drafting and adopting a continental Plan of 
Action for the period 2015-2024, which will provide 
continuity to the Mexico Plan of Action to Strength-
en the International Protection of Refugees in Latin 
America, adopted in 2004.

II regIonal context

Since the adoption of the Mexico Plan of Action in 
2004, there has been a significant increase in the num-
ber of persons needing international protection in 
Andean countries. In 2004 there were 42,402 persons 
in this situation, of whom 10,125 had been recognised 
as refugees; by 2012 that number had increased eight-
fold (to 345,611 persons in need of protection), with six 
times as many recognised refugees (61,198) as in 2004. 

Refugees are informed on their rights,  

as well as asylum procedures in the country.  

Puente Rumichaca. 

©unhcr / f. tovoli
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Of these, the vast majority is concentrated in Ecuador 
and Venezuela.

Persons in need of international protection have pri-
marily tended to stay in the country where they request 
protection. The very small number of voluntary repa-
triations until now confirms this tendency. Thus some 
countries of the region have reached what unhCr calls 
protracted refugee situations. The need to redouble ef-
forts and find new alternatives in the search for durable 
solutions, particularly to support States that host large 
numbers of refugees, was underlined in the 2010 Brasil-
ia Declaration on the Protection of Refugees and State-
less Persons in the Americas. This calls for an in-depth 
analysis to take place during the thematic consultation, 
in order to devise durable solutions and increased in-
ternational cooperation and solidarity to support host 
States and refugees, so that the latter may reach self-re-
liance and thus contribute more broadly to their new 
communities.

The implications and new challenges implied by these 
two tendencies –increases in the number of persons 
needing protection and increases in protracted refugee 
situations– should be analysed within the framework 
of public policy and norms, as well as with a view to 
adapting structures, administrative processes, and 
budgets in response to this regional reality. Likewise, 
a new approach to the search for durable solutions for 
persons in need of international protection should be 
framed within broader public policies of social inclu-
sion, non-discrimination, cultural diversity, the effec-
tive exercise of rights, and an integrated approach to 
security.

The Mexico Declaration and Plan of Action rec-
ognised the existence of mixed migration movements 
that may include refugees who should be identified as 
such. The Andean region also has intra-regional and 
“mixed” migration movements composed of a vari-
ety of people, some of whom are members of groups 

that are particularly vulnerable. On many occasions, 
perceived abuses of refugee status determination pro-
cedures by regional and extra-regional migrants are 
due to the fact that they have no legal alternative for 
formalising their migratory situation or for address-
ing their differentiated protection needs. Unlike ten 
years ago, it is now possible within regional integra-
tion policies, both within MerCosur and the Andean 
Pact, to develop and implement comprehensive and 
flexible migratory policies, including legalisation pro-
grammes, to include alternatives for facilitating regu-
lar migration, and thus help take pressure off asylum 
systems.

With regard to legislative and institutional develop-
ments on the subject of asylum, the region generally 
has a strong normative framework for protecting asy-
lum seekers and refugees. Several national legislations 
on refugees incorporate high protection standards in 
accordance with inter-American human rights instru-
ments, and include provisions on specific protection 
needs based on gender, age, and diversity. Further-
more, the regional definition of refugee recommended 
by the Cartagena Declaration has been incorporated by 
several countries in the region. All countries also have 
refugee status determination bodies and procedures in 
place for providing protection and durable solutions 
for refugees.

Nevertheless, there are still opportunities to continue 
to advance in developing national legislation and State 
practices regarding due process and institutional de-
velopment. To give a few examples: some laws in the 
region relating to refugees are inconsistent in the use 
of exclusion and cessation of refugee status from the 1951 
Convention on the Status of Refugees and it 1967 Pro-
tocol. Some legislation persists in confusing cancelation 
and revocation of refugee status. Furthermore, some 
national norms include provisions regarding admis-
sibility in refugee status determination, which do not 
conform to international standards.

In order to consolidate national refugee status deter-
mination procedures, guarantee access to the same, 
and strengthen due process standards, unhCr has sup-
ported the implementation in some Latin American 
countries, of an initiative to enhance the management 
of asylum systems; this is known as qAi, Quality As-
surance Initiative. Within the framework of the Plan 
of Action to be adopted, unhCr would be very pleased 
if Andean countries would consider joining this ini-
tiative, in order to advance toward a harmonisation 
of legislation, procedures, and practices in the region; 
this is part of a long-range goal outlined in the recent 
sub-regional consultation with MerCosur members and 
associates, held last March in Buenos Aires.

It is equally important to advance toward a comprehen-
sive and differentiated age, gender, and diversity (AgD) 
approach in providing assistance, in order to guarantee 
equitable and differentiated protection of all persons 
in need. Among existing challenges are the follow-
ing: effective protection; prevention, identification, and 
response mechanisms for victims and survivors of sexu-
al and gender-based violence; and the development of 
specific programmes from a rights-based and communi-
ty-based approach, which consider the needs of children, 
youth, women, men, Afro-descendants, indigenous per-
sons, and lesbian, gay, bisexual, transsexual, and intersex-
ual (lgbti) persons.

III challenges to achIevIng durable solutIons for refugees

Through its statute, unhCr was mandated to provide 
international protection and to “seek permanent solu-
tions to the refugee problem”. Traditionally unhCr has 
exercised this international mandate through volun-
tary repatriation, local integration, and resettlement. 
The 1951 Convention confirms this function and 
underscores the need for cooperation among State 
parties in the search for solutions. Member States of 
unhCr’s Executive Committee have gone further in 
affirming that the ultimate goal of international pro-

tection and of unhCr’s mandate is the search for du-
rable solutions.

International protection and refugee status are by defi-
nition extraordinary measures and are temporary by 
nature, given that under normal circumstances, per-
sons are afforded national protection. Thus unhCr’s 
mandate has the high priority and urgent goal of ensur-
ing international protection in the absence of effective 
national protection; the mandate also has the medium- 
and long-term goal of restoring national protection.

The importance or priority given to each of the three 
classical durable solutions has evolved over time. In the 
past, the three solutions were often implemented in iso-
lation, without synergy or strategic or operational rela-
tionships between them. More recently, the protracted 
nature of many refugee situations, the lack of sustain-
ability in many voluntary repatriation movements, the 
small number of refugees who has access to resettle-
ment and local integration, and the impact of globalisa-
tion on human mobility, combined with a recognition 
of the connection between refugee social systems and 
those of other mobility regimens, have led States and 
unhCr to begin to develop comprehensive approaches 
to solutions, inviting other actors with relevant expe-
rience and knowledge to join in the conceptualisation 
and implementation of said solutions.

This new approach recognises the importance of ref-
ugee mechanisms for survival and mobility, the inter-
dependence of several solutions, and the connection 
between human rights and development. The com-
prehensive approach also recognises that solutions will 
be more readily achieved through a broad vision that 
considers the roots and consequences of displacement 
in all its scope (for example, conflict, poverty, discrim-
ination, marginalisation, and exclusion, in both coun-
tries of origin and of asylum), as well as the patterns 
of mobility among refugees and asylum seekers. Fur-
thermore, the comprehensive approach underscores 
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the need to strengthen cooperation among all relevant 
parties in order to optimise capacities and generate re-
sources to reach durable solutions that will lead to the 
end goal: that persons hitherto refugees may enjoy ef-
fective national protection, whether in their country of 
origin or of reception.

Under this new approach, the dynamics of the various 
solutions require that the most appropriate solution 
and the most opportune timeframe be established for 
each situation. In some scenarios, various solutions may 
be implemented sequentially, while in others they may 
occur simultaneously. Furthermore, national strategies 
should be incorporated into regional strategic frame-
works, ensuring synergy with regional plans for pre-
vention, protection, and solutions, thus responding in a 
coherent and overarching way to the needs of refugees 
and repatriates, as well as internally displaced persons 
in countries with repatriation movements.

In 2004, the Mexico Plan of Action broke new ground 
by including programmes for solutions within a re-
gional framework for all stakeholders. In considering 
the next Plan of Action, it would be wise to assess 
the Mexico Plan of Action components of solidarity 
cities, solidarity borders, and solidarity resettlement. 
Furthermore, lessons learnt should be identified, as 
should other possible alternatives for formulating 
comprehensive strategies toward durable solutions, 
including voluntary repatriation, naturalisation, lo-
cal integration, resettlement, and labour migration 
for refugees through migration alternatives. In fact, 
some countries in the region have already developed 
and are beginning to implement some comprehensive 
solutions strategies.

In the current context of new protracted refugee sit-
uations and traditional durable solutions, it would be 
advantageous to promote other temporary or perma-
nent alternatives emerging from common migration 
schemes in the region. Refugee mobility among coun-

tries enables them to gain access to paid work, learn-
ing opportunities, and remittances for their families, 
bringing them closer to self-reliance, self-esteem, and 
greater preparedness for obtaining national protec-
tion. Furthermore, labour migration among countries 
in a region is a very effective show of solidarity and 
cooperation with countries hosting large numbers of 
refugees.

Below are specific opportunities and challenges in An-
dean countries, which complement those identified for 
the broader MerCosur region.

A VoLuNTARy REPATRIATIoN

Refugees are able to make informed and voluntary de-
cisions when repatriation is part of a comprehensive 
strategy of durable solutions. The durability and sus-
tainability of refugee voluntary repatriation movements 
depend, in large part, on the guarantee of non-discrim-
ination for having been a refugee, on the effective exer-
cise and enjoyment of human rights in all their scope, 
and on the possibility of benefiting from legal and so-
cioeconomic reintegration programmes, including ac-
cess to a livelihood and to recovering housing or land 
from which refugees been unduly dispossessed.

In international and regional practice, voluntary repa-
triation processes have been developed and implement-
ed with the participation of refugees, repatriates, the 
governments of countries of origin and of asylum, un-
hCr, other agencies primarily involved in longer-term 
development projects, and civil society organisations.

Tripartite commissions and tripartite cooperation 
agreements between countries of asylum, of origin, and 
unhCr, have served as baseline instruments that have 
proven to be very useful for establishing a common 
framework and a platform for dialogue and discussion 
from which to address fundamental aspects of volun-
tary and sustainable repatriation in conditions of safety 
and dignity.

With a view to the next ten years within the Cartage-
na+30 Process, unhCr encourages governments to con-
duct detailed analyses of current and future opportu-
nities that the regional context offers to carrying out 
meaningful voluntary repatriation movements, as long 
as objectively favourable conditions exist for them to 
take place.

These objectively favourable conditions are generally 
based on substantive changes taking place in countries 
of origin, including strengthening the rule of law and 
the applicability and respect for human rights, or a 
solution to the conflict or to the insecurity that gave rise 
to refugee flight. But in addition to these fundamen-
tal changes, voluntary repatriation processes are built 
through dialogue, mutual trust among all the parties 
–including the refugees themselves– and an agreement 
on the measures that will guarantee and enable volun-
tary repatriation to take place in conditions of safety 
and dignity.

Within the framework of tripartite mechanisms, un-
hCr offers governments in the region its extensive 
experience in facilitating dialogue. In order to create 
the conditions needed to foster planned voluntary 
repatriation movements, unhCr recommends the for-
mal establishment of a tripartite agreement as soon 
as possible.

The following are generally considered measures or 
guarantees that often appear in tripartite agreements 
and communications to repatriation candidates:

a. Guarantees that refugees may return to their 
place of origin or to a place of residence of their 
choice, in conditions of safety which prevent or 
largely reduce the need for future forced dis-
placement;

b. Organised visits to places of origin or choice by 
refugee representatives, in order to ascertain pre-
vailing conditions there;

c. Recognition of the marital status of repatriates, of 
changes that may have taken place in the country 
of asylum (births, deaths, adoptions, marriage, di-
vorce, etc.), and of the documentation or registra-
tion that prove them, issued by competent author-
ities in the country of asylum or another country;

d. Issuing national documentation that may have 
been lost or destroyed during refugee flight;

e. Respect and protection of family unity during 
voluntary repatriation and afterward. In any case, 
the repatriation of unaccompanied or separated 
minors should be avoided, unless family members 
have been sought and found, or unless specialised 
and effective arrangements for reception and assis-
tance are proven to exist in the country of origin, 
if the child is confirmed to be an orphan with no 
other responsible family members;

f. Validation of academic and professional diplomas, 
certificates, and degrees obtained by repatriates 
in countries of asylum, and the recognition of the 
equivalence of primary and secondary education 
studied abroad;

g. The right of repatriates to benefit from nation-
al restitution programmes for housing, land, and 
property, which they may have lost by illegal, dis-
criminatory, or arbitrary means before or during 
asylum; or to receive compensation through fair 
and effective national restitution mechanisms;

h. That any restitution or compensation framework 
consider the situation of returning refugee wom-
en heads of households, as well as the diversity of 
refugees, especially where indigenous or Afro-de-
scendant refugees are concerned, and their collec-
tive ownership of land;

i. Provide refugees with complete, objective, and re-
liable information on the prevailing situation in the 
country and region of origin or choice, regarding 
physical, material, and legal security, before their 
voluntary repatriation, and regarding national pro-
grammes for their legal and socioeconomic reinte-
gration;
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The discussion at the sub-regional meeting may take 
into consideration the following challenges:

1. In the next ten years, during which the future plan 
of action will have effect, what projections can be 
considered with regard to voluntary repatriation 
movements in the region?

2. Within the regional context, what would be the 
best way to implement the various solutions –se-
quentially or concurrently– and what measures 
would need to be considered to avoid unwant-
ed consequences, such as artificial “pull factors” 
when local integration programmes take place 
concurrently with voluntary repatriation process-
es, or even prior to voluntary repatriation?

3. What legal and socioeconomic programmes and 
what compensation or restitution programmes for 
housing and land exist to benefit refugees who opt 
for voluntary repatriation?

B REsETTLEMENT As AN ExPREssIoN oF INTERNATIoNAL 

 CooPERATIoN AND soLIDARITy

For refugees with specific protection needs, consider-
ation should continue to be given to the strategic use of 
resettlement as an effective tool for protection and in-
ternational cooperation. Resettlement of refugees from 
Andean countries takes two forms: to Latin American 
countries through Solidarity Resettlement established 
in the Mexico Plan of Action; and to traditional coun-
tries of resettlement.

The value of Solidarity Resettlement and the need 
to extend and consolidate it have been recognised 
by States participating in the MerCosur consultation 
meeting. Several countries in the region have respond-
ed to the call from the High Commissioner and are 
developing resettlement programmes for Syrian refu-
gees, for example. At the same time, the High Com-
missioner has underscored Latin America’s strategic 
value as a unhCr partner that exemplifies hospitality 
and solidarity as well as high protection standards, 

and on several occasions, has requested through the 
Latin American and Caribbean Group (grulAC), that 
the region take a greater leadership role in interna-
tional humanitarian forums. The consolidation of a 
Latin American Solidarity Resettlement Programme 
could be an important step toward this new leader-
ship, as an expression of solidarity and international 
cooperation.

The current regional consultation serves as an oppor-
tunity to start a discussion between Solidarity Reset-
tlement countries and countries of asylum, in order to 
address common challenges.

At the same time, resettlement to countries outside of 
Latin America is fundamental, both from a numbers 
perspective and as a tangible manifestation of the in-
ternational community’s cooperation with countries 
in the region that host the most refugees. Of all per-
sons resettled from Ecuador, 15% has been through 
Solidarity Resettlement, while the remaining 85% has 
been to countries outside Latin America. Of all reset-
tled persons, the majority (51%) has been resettled to 
countries in North America (Canada and the United 
States), while 34% has been to New Zealand and to 
European countries. In total, 10% of the recognised 
refugee population in Ecuador has been resettled to a 
third country.

It is of utmost importance that countries in Latin 
America assess whether to continue, broaden, or join 
the Solidarity Resettlement Programme, as the case 
may be, by increasing their contribution of national 
and regional resources to guarantee its sustainability. 
Furthermore, it is crucial for traditional countries of 
resettlement to continue to offer quotas for refugees in 
the region, primarily those in situations of urgent pro-
tection.

The discussion in the sub-regional meeting could take 
into account the following challenges:

1. How can the Latin American Solidarity Resettle-
ment programme be revitalised? Is it feasible to 
increase the number of participating countries, 
whether as of resettled refugees or through finan-
cial contributions to a common fund?

2. What mechanism could be established to strength-
en coordination among countries in the region, 
aimed at the strategic use of resettlement as a pro-
tection and regional cooperation tool, and as a tool 
deployed in response to global humanitarian cri-
ses?

3. A recurrent issue among Solidarity Resettlement 
countries is that of financial resources. During 
the early stages of these programmes, unhCr’s tra-
ditional donors were sensitive to the need to col-
laborate financially; however, it is expected that 
host countries will gradually assume the financial 
obligations involved. In recognising that solidarity 
resettlement countries have gradually been taking 
on the costs of integrating resettled refugees, the 
more relevant question today is how many coun-
tries in the region are willing to take on this chal-
lenge by increasing local financial contributions?

4. In this context, is it better to continue with spe-
cific gestures from some countries in response to 
an international crisis, or is it more strategic and 
relevant to maintain a regional, predictable, and 
consistent response through a Regional Solidarity 
Resettlement Programme? In the case of the latter, 
how can additional, regional financial resources be 
channelled to this end?

C LoCAL INTEGRATIoN

In the Mexico Plan of Action, States called for a 
strengthening of refugee local integration processes in 
the region. States further noted that when designing 
local integration projects, due consideration should be 
given to the reality in host communities, and to mech-
anisms aimed at ensuring the participation of civil 
society. The Plan of Action resolved to establish the 
Self-reliance and Integration Programme of Solidarity 

Cities, aimed at integrating refugees in a series of urban 
centres viewed as protection spaces in Latin America. 
At the same time, and particularly in the Andean re-
gion, the Comprehensive Programme of Solidarity Bor-
ders has sought to foster development in border areas, 
to address basic infrastructure needs, and to provide 
access to basic services in those areas, all from a territo-
rial rather than a population approach.

Local integration is a dynamic process in which both 
refugees and the host society participate, in all their 
individual and social circumstances. This process has 
three essential arenas: 1) the economic, that is, the abil-
ity to ensure that an appropriate livelihood and self-re-
liance can be achieved; 2) the socio-cultural that has 
to do with developing a process of social and commu-
nity participation; and 3) the normative or legal, as it 
involves the applicable legal framework, the enjoyment 
of the broadest range of rights held in the host State, 
having adequate and equal access to basic services and 
to the possibility of obtaining permanent residency and 
naturalisation.

Integration should be pursued from a human rights-
based approach, as well as with an age, gender, and 
diversity focus. It should aim to create the conditions 
needed for refugees to enjoy a life of dignity, free of 
violence and discrimination, as well as essential rights 
for personal development and the ability to contribute 
to the development of the host society. This process 
should progressively promote self-reliance in refugees 
and their families, in accordance with their specific cir-
cumstances, and should be directed at consolidating a 
durable solution.

Following this logic, the 1951 Convention and its 1967 
Protocol provide a legal framework for refugee integra-
tion in State Parties to these instruments. unhCr has 
posited that certain rights be ensured on the basis of 
the effective enjoyment of the right to asylum, includ-
ing documentation, administrative assistance, freedom 
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of mobility, the right to work, education and health 
care, the right to family unity, and access to justice. 
Taking into account these minimum essentials, the 
scope and pace of integration in broader terms will de-
pend in part on the social and economic conditions in 
the host society.

Local integration of persons in need of international 
protection fundamentally requires congruence be-
tween the international legal framework and consti-
tutional, legislative, and administrative frameworks 
in order for refugees to effectively enjoy rights and 
fulfil obligations. The same congruence is required 
between the various normative arenas that should 
concur so that persons in need of international pro-
tection can integrate.

Both the increase in the number of persons in need of 
international protection and their protracted stay in 
countries of asylum require the design and implemen-
tation of public policies to enable local integration, and 
that these include the refugees and host communities 
themselves; persons in need of international protection 
should also be included in national development plans 
and in those designed to eradicate poverty. At the same 
time, a key for effective local integration is fostering a 
culture that favours multiculturalism, respect, toler-
ance, and diversity through campaigns on the value 
of, and respect for differences, intercultural exchange, 
and access to rights, as well as through hospitality and 
non-discrimination policies.

More specifically, in order for refugees to achieve 
self-reliance, they must have opportunities to generate 
income, whether through formal or informal employ-
ment, or through self-employment. Toward this end, 
it is necessary to foster social and economic initiatives 
that support refugee stability and their access to live-
lihoods and to public health and education services. 
While refugee integration in the formal sector is pref-
erable so that they may attain adequate social security, 

many in Andean countries will probably join the in-
formal sector. In order to mitigate the possible nega-
tive effects of informal employment, efforts should be 
coordinated so that persons in need of international 
protection have access to social security structures, 
to mechanisms for the prevention of, and response to 
exploitation in labour, to mechanisms for the resolu-
tion of controversies as foreseen in labour laws, and 
to effective access to courts of justice. Furthermore, 
in order to gain access to livelihoods that provide for 
dignified living conditions, refugees should have access 
to professional or vocational training so that they may 
have better opportunities for employment. It is crucial 
for local governments or administrations, civil society, 
and the private sector to participate in all these efforts.

The discussion in the sub-regional meeting may take 
into account the following challenges:

1. To what degree do public policies and programmes 
in Andean countries promote refugee integration 
in national development and anti-poverty plans?

2. How can congruence be reached among the var-
ious applicable legal frameworks, including the 
constitutional framework, in order to foster effec-
tive local integration?

3. Do refugees have access to government pro-
grammes related to basic services such as edu-
cation, health care, housing, and work, among 
others? And how can these rights be exercised, 
specifically?

4. How can access to personal documentation be 
enhanced, and how can costs be significantly re-
duced? This includes documentation needed to 
obtain permanent residency and naturalisation, 
expediting their delivery and renewal, and im-
proving public and private sector understanding 
of their validity.

5. What strategies can be developed and implement-
ed to improve refugee access to formal employ-
ment and job training, as well as their inclusion 

in social responsibility programmes in public and 
private entities?

6. What public policies can lead to strategies in fa-
vour of multiculturalism, respect, tolerance, diver-
sity, and non-discrimination?

7. What other extraordinary measures are States in 
the region willing to take in order to achieve refu-
gee local integration?

8. How can a regional fund be established to pro-
mote local integration with support from the inter-
national community, as an expression of regional 
solidarity and international cooperation, aimed at 
supporting countries in the region that host larger 
numbers of refugees?

D INTERNATIoNAL PRoTECTIoN AND MIGRATIoN ALTERNATIVEs 

  wITHIN NATIoNAL AND REGIoNAL NoRMATIVE FRAMEwoRks

In addition to voluntary repatriation, resettlement, and 
local integration, certain norms in countries of asylum 
and certain regional accords offer migration alterna-
tives for refugees in the region; these are norms and ac-
cords that promote integration, freedom of movement, 
and labour mobility among Andean and MerCosur 
countries. Thus a refugee can opt for a more favourable 
legal status in the country of asylum without losing the 
guarantee against refoulement; likewise, refugees may 
choose to emigrate to another country in the region 
where they have stronger prospects of local integration, 
better possibilities of employment, or sources of work 
in various sectors of the economy.

Considering the economic growth experienced by 
several countries in the region, it would be interesting 
to consider options for refugee regularisation and for 
labour mobility as part of a series of regional mecha-
nisms to foster cooperation and solidarity with coun-
tries in the region that host more refugees.

These alternatives could meet three objectives: (a) to 
enable refugee movement, whether individually or in 
groups, from a country where they have protection to 

another with better integration prospects; (b) to allow lo-
cal integration in the country of asylum but under better 
conditions than those derived from refugee status; and 
(c) to enable people in need of international protection 
who have not yet received it, to obtain legal status that 
would enable them to remain and to integrate locally, 
even without the protection afforded by refugee status.

Within the context of the first objective above, consid-
eration should be given to the fact that some countries 
in the region have stated their intent to advance gradu-
ally toward greater levels of regional integration, partic-
ularly with regard to freedom of movement, for exam-
ple, through the concept of South American citizenship. 
The legal status that a refugee could obtain in the 
country of residence and under national laws regard-
ing foreign nationals or migration, should not lead to 
the loss of the guarantee against refoulement. Toward 
this end, and as recommended at the MerCosur sub-re-
gional consultation, States should consider extraterrito-
rial recognition of refugee status previously recognised 
in the first country of asylum, or other measures that 
maintain respect for the principle of non-refoulement.

The second objective above comes into play where in-
tegration is more feasible with a legal status other than 
that of refugee. In this case, a different legal status 
should guarantee either national protection afforded 
by the host country (through naturalisation, for exam-
ple), or respect for the principle of non-refoulement.

The third objective above would be applicable in cases 
in which new norms are favourable to formalising the 
situation of persons who are without legal status in the 
country where they seek asylum and have no possibility 
of returning to their country of origin. The possibility 
of obtaining a migratory status that would enable such 
persons to integrate locally is clearly a desirable alter-
native to remaining in migratory irregularity; it creates 
legal certainty for the beneficiaries and greater security 
for host States.
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These types of solutions can be based on national leg-
islation, bilateral agreements, or regional frameworks, 
such as specific MerCosur regulations on the subject, 
and can emerge at any time during the individual’s life 
as a refugee. The MerCosur case is an opportunity to 
benefit from a flexible migratory policy framework and 
from the Agreement on Residency for MerCosur Na-
tionals, in order to create better and more work oppor-
tunities for refugees.

Thus frameworks that afford refugees migration 
options could include, inter alia: (a) agreements on 
freedom of movement in the region; (b) special pro-
grammes for specific groups, based on their nationali-
ty; (c) labour mobility programmes; (d) migratory am-
nesty or legalisation programmes that favour regular 
migration and access to a stable migratory status; and 
(e) family reunification.

In order for these migration alternatives to produce 
the desired effects, refugees should find security con-
ditions and socioeconomic opportunities that are more 
favourable to their local integration than those found 
in their first country of asylum. To that end, it would 
help for refugees to have equal access to economic and 
social rights as nationals. Furthermore, host countries 
should commit to guaranteeing access to basic public 
services (education, health care, and social security). 
Crucially, the key to the relevance of these alternatives 
lies in the opportunities they create for obtaining work, 
at least in the first two objectives above.

Discussion during the sub-regional meeting could take 
into account the following challenges:

a. How can current migration agreements and norms 
(such as residency permits in MerCosur, Agree-
ment CAN 545, national norms, and bilateral 
agreements) become opportunities to legalise the 
migratory status of persons needing international 
protection, who, for one reason or another, have 
not availed themselves of refugee status determi-
nation procedures, or have not been recognised as 
refugees?

b. How can States enable refugees to gain security 
and socioeconomic opportunities that are more 
favourable to their local integration, than those in 
their first country of asylum?

c. Do normative frameworks in potential host 
countries guarantee access to basic public ser-
vices, such as education, employment, and 
health care, among others, without linking re-
quirements to a specific legal status, such as per-
manent residency?

d. Would refugees who opt for labour mobility pro-
grammes have the chance to return to the first 
country of asylum, maintaining their status as ref-
ugees? Would refugees have the chance to leave 
their family in the first country of asylum?

e. How can refugees be guaranteed equal treatment 
to that of nationals in access to economic and la-
bour rights?

f. What protection safeguards would be needed for 
refugees recognised in one country of asylum, who 
opt for a labour solution in another country in the 
region?

unhCr 
Regional Bureau for the Americas
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I IntroductIon

The second sub-regional consultation of the commem-
orative process of the 30th Anniversary of the Cartagena 
Declaration was carried out in the city of Quito, Ecua-
dor, on 9 and 10 June 2014.

The sub-regional consultation for Andean countries, 
“International protection, durable solutions and interna-
tional cooperation”, was organized by the Government 
of Ecuador and unhCr, and featured the participation 
of Bolivia, Colombia, Ecuador, Peru and the Bolivarian 
Republic of Venezuela, together with Argentina, Brazil, 
Chile, Nicaragua and Uruguay. The delegation of Cos-
ta Rica also attended in its capacity as pro tempore Pres-
idency of CelAC, and Mexico, as a former host of the 
commemorative process. Canada, Sweden and the Eu-

ropean Union also participated as observer countries 
along with the following international organizations: 
ohCr, iCrC, Inter-American Court of Human Rights, 
unDp and uniCef. The Norwegian Refugee Council 
and representatives of civil society organizations from 
the Andean region, as well as representatives of women 
and young refugees, also attended.

Foreign Minister Ricardo Patiño highlighted in the 
opening session that “Today, we build real regional in-
tegration through hope and effort throughout our con-
tinent, firmly anchored in democracy as a way of bring-
ing citizens together and shielding people against the 
scourge of authoritarianism and State crimes. Today, 
Latin America is a region where peace and an effective 
guarantee of rights are the norm and not the excep-

A colombian refugee woman  

holds her grand-daughter at a house  

they rent near the colombian border. 

©unhcr / d. rochkind
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tion.” He also stated that “Despite the achievements 
made since the inception of the Cartagena Declaration, 
both at State level, and through the coordinated efforts 
of countries and agencies in the region, we continue to 
have an obligation to strengthen the protection of refu-
gees and internally displaced persons, to provide them 
with fair and durable solutions, which safeguard their 
will, dignity and security.”

The Director of unhCr’s Bureau for the Americas, Mrs. 
Marta Juárez, stated that the Cartagena+30 Process is a 
unique opportunity to discuss the challenges of inter-
national protection of refugees, displaced and stateless 
persons, and that the sub-regional consultation would 
focus on the issue of durable solutions for the next 10 
years, taking into account new developments and sce-
narios. She also stressed how important was to have 
input from both refugee women and young refugees in 
this Andean sub-regional consultation.

The Colombian Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs, 
Ambassador Carlos Arturo Morales, also noted the im-
portance of international cooperation and solidarity for 
the international protection of refugees, thanking the 
countries of the region for the support provided to Co-
lombian refugees, and in particular the Government 
of Ecuador for the positive inclusion of its citizens in 
its country, and indicated that the Colombian Govern-
ment is advancing in the implementation of a voluntary 
repatriation plan for the refugee population.

The representative of the Government of Brazil, Mr. 
Virginius Franca, expressed the interest of his Gov-
ernment in sharing good practices in the protection of 
refugees and stateless persons, solidarity resettlement, 
and the national asylum and refugee protection system, 
which may be used as reference to other countries. He 
stressed that at the 20th anniversary of the Cartagena 
Declaration it was possible to generate answers based on 
regional solidarity. Today, he said, Cartagena+30 is an op-
portunity to consolidate the achievements made and the 

opportunity to eradicate statelessness in the near future. 
He mentioned that Brazil has promoted a great social 
dialogue and consultation with refugees, which may be 
a reference for other countries in the region.

Afterwards, the advances of the commemorative pro-
cess across the continent were presented and the del-
egates shared the main conclusions and recommen-
dations of the first sub-regional consultation held in 
Buenos Aires, Argentina, on 18 and 19March 2014. 
This clear and concrete summary provided the con-
text to the Quito consultation sessions. One of the 
thematic issues discussed in Argentina was the search 
for durable solutions, which is the main theme for an 
in depth discussion in the present Andean sub-re-
gional consultation.

The following conclusions and recommendations, 
agreed upon by participants, will contribute to the for-
mulation and subsequent adoption of a regional Plan 
of Action for the period 2015-2024.

 theme 1 

 regIonal PersPectIve on IntegratIon  

 In the context of durable solutIons

As part of the presentations and discussions in rela-
tion to the local integration of refugees in the region 
and other durable solutions, the participants recom-
mended to:

1. Have regulatory and institutional frameworks that 
ensure the international protection and local inte-
gration of refugees.

2. Coordinate joint actions among public actors, host 
communities and refugees when developing pub-
lic policies. In this regard, the experiences of Brazil 
and Ecuador in the formulation of public policies 
for the local integration of refugees, elaborated 
with the wide participation of refugees, were high-
lighted as good regional practices.

3. Secure the coordination of the institutions respon-
sible for local integration in order to improve refu-
gees’ effective access to “solidarity public services” 
and learn from established best practices on access 
to rights in some countries in the region.

4. Create opportunities for dialogue and cooperation 
in the framework of the principle of internation-
al solidarity for the formulation of other durable 
solutions, such as social and economic integration 
and for refugees to exercise their rights under the 
same conditions as nationals of the country where 
they live.

5. Build policies and a regional legal framework that 
respond to the challenges faced by bi-national fam-
ilies regarding the international protection of ref-
ugees, local integration and voluntary repatriation.

6. Design policies and programmes to promote the 
intercultural integration of refugees and host com-
munities at a local level, giving priority to raising 
awareness within society, authorities and the me-
dia about the positive contribution of refugees to 
host communities.

7. Coordinate efforts to achieve a regional harmoni-
zation of refugee status determination procedures 
based on States sovereignty, transparency and the 
good practices in the international protection of 
refugees in Latin America.

8. Strengthen regional cooperation mechanisms in 
the field of international protection, local integra-
tion of refugees and protection of victims of traf-
ficking and smuggling of migrants.

9. Develop a firm commitment of the South Amer-
ican region to eradicate statelessness within the 
timeframe of the future Declaration and Plan of 
Action (2015-2024).

10. Reinforce international cooperation in the search 
for durable solutions in the region, prioritizing tri-
partite mechanisms for voluntary repatriation and 
new initiatives for the local integration of refugees, 
taking into consideration the new migratory oppor-
tunities provided by the South American region.

11. Underline as good practice, the concept of hu-
man mobility used in Ecuador’s migration policy, 
as a way to combine various forms of protection 
and solutions –in particular with regards to local 
integration– which should guarantee coherence 
between the constitutional provisions, domestic 
legislation, national planning and institutional 
practices.

12. Highlight the experience of the Colombian Gov-
ernment of adopting public policies to respond to 
forced displacement, both through the creation 
of the bi-national commission with Ecuador, and 
particularly through the adoption of the Victims 
and Land Restitution Law, which will also benefit 
victims living abroad. Recognize that those initia-
tives are important achievements towards reaching 
durable solutions in a country of origin of refugees 
and displaced persons.

13. Emphasize that much has been achieved regionally 
in the development of legal frameworks that recog-
nise equal rights for foreigners and nationals, but 
that we should aspire to effective equality.

14. Promote local integration of refugees through the 
following actions:

•	Raise awareness within host communities and au-
thorities,

•	Highlight the relevance of personal documenta-
tion, its cost-free and expeditious issuance and re-
newal, without mention or reference to the person’ 
refugee status,

•	Promote the involvement of refugees and civil so-
ciety organizations in public decision-making,

•	Strengthen access to work and all public services: 
health, education and employment.

15. Take note of the proposal brought forward by two 
delegations to consider using the term “return” to 
refer to voluntary repatriation, because the concept 
of “return” has a more positive connotation among 
communities. The Mexican delegation indicated 
that the international community uses the term 
“voluntary repatriation” since the adoption of the 
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Statute of unhCr in 1950, while the concept of “re-
turn” is used in migration processes. unhCr clari-
fied that the term “voluntary repatriation” is used 
in international refugee law since the creation of 
the Agency by the General Assembly of the United 
Nations, while “return” refers to one of the solu-
tions for the internally displaced and the term is 
often used in migratory contexts as a synonym for 
deportation.

16. Highlight the importance that refugees decision 
to opt for voluntary repatriation be free, individ-
ual and informed and be taken under conditions 
of safety and dignity, as part of a comprehensive 
strategy of durable solutions.

17. Stress that voluntary repatriation to the country 
of origin and local integration in the country of 
asylum are not excluding durable solutions for ref-
ugees, they complement within a comprehensive 
strategy of durable solutions.

18. Highlight Mexico’s experience in the area of 
voluntary repatriation as a good regional prac-
tice through the establishment of a quadripartite 
commission to facilitate coordination between the 
countries of origin and asylum, unhCr and the ref-
ugees’ representatives themselves.

19. Emphasize that to ensure the voluntary nature of 
repatriation is necessary to have objective and up-
dated country of origin information, verified with 
other sources of the civil society.

20. Avoid discrimination and prevent social disinte-
gration through activities with local governments 
and direct work with host communities.

21. Highlight the positive contribution that refugees 
can bring to their countries of origin, by the ex-
perience and knowledge acquired in the country 
that has granted them protection, by becoming 
promoters of local development and contributing 
to host communities.

22. Promote refugees’ naturalization as part of a com-
prehensive durable solutions strategy.

 theme 2 

 resettlement challenges as an exPressIon  

 of InternatIonal solIdarIty

On resettlement as an expression of international soli-
darity States recommended to:

23. Aim for the resettlement programme to be strength-
ened within the region as an effective tool of protec-
tion and responsibility sharing.

24. Encourage the promotion of resettlement, together 
with other durable solutions, with the contribution 
of national and regional resources for its consoli-
dation and sustainability. Regarding the proposal 
for the establishment of a regional fund with the 
support of the international community, it was 
highlighted the need to count with sufficient infor-
mation on its form, composition, administration, 
in order to consider its suitability on the basis of a 
structured model.

25. Improve the resettlement procedure between 
countries, taking into account the evaluation of the 
existing programmes in the region, as recommend-
ed in the previous consultation held in Buenos Ai-
res in March 2014, and through a greater discussion 
and coordination in order to prevent returns and 
new movements, and promote a better integration 
of the refugees in the new country.

26. Based on the shared experience of Brazil and Chile 
in the field of solidarity resettlement, develop pub-
lic policies build upon research and the particular 
needs of resettled refugees, highlighting the im-
portance of training host communities on an ef-
fective and full integration.

27. Reinforce the principle of the extraterritorial 
recognition of refugee status for the purpose of 
non-refoulement and assess the impact of the re-
gional legal framework regarding the movement 
of refugees, who are nationals of countries of the 
region.

28. Strengthen cooperation and the exchange of re-
gional information in the context of mixed migra-

tory movements, to prevent trafficking in persons 
and migrant smuggling, to protect these persons 
while preserving the refugee status for those in 
need of international protection.

29. Invite other countries in the region to join the sol-
idarity resettlement programme under the prin-
ciple of responsibility sharing in order to provide 
refugees with a durable solution and harmonize 
regional actions and responses, considering that 
our region offers the best conditions for a peaceful 
and sustainable integration.

 theme 3 

 challenges related to forced dIsPlacement and solutIons 

 from the PersPectIve of refugees and the cIvIl socIety

Participating States highlighted the participation and 
the significant contribution of young refugees and refu-
gee women, as well as the civil society organizations, and 
agreed to strongly support efforts aimed at a long-sought 
and lasting peace in the region. In addition, States un-
derlined the need to consider the dual vulnerability of 
young refugees, particularly for young mothers, and to 
foster greater respect for their workers’ rights.

The young and refugee women made the following rec-
ommendations to ensure effective refugee integration:

30. Develop public policies that facilitate the incor-
poration of young refugees in educational systems 
within their own communities without discrimina-
tion, and for the educational systems to be flexible 
enough to ensure that young people can continue 
supporting their families through income-generat-
ing activities.

31. Establish adequate and effective mechanisms for 
the recognition and homologation of diplomas, 
based on existing regional frameworks.

32. Include refugees in social programmes to facilitate 
access to work and work protection, as well as to 
programmes to eradicate or fight poverty.

33. Issue and renew in a timely and prompt manner 
refugee’s personal documentation to promote lo-
cal integration and the effective exercise of their 
rights.

34. Encourage livelihoods or income-generating proj-
ects, as well as vocational and professional training 
programmes that consider the different protection 
needs of women, boys, girls and adolescent refugees.

Civil society organizations made the following recom-
mendations on durable solutions:

35. Recognize that local integration requires the par-
ticipation of the refugee population, civil society 
and host communities.

36. Review the vulnerability criteria established for 
the resettlement of refugee population in need of 
this durable solution.

37. Highlight the challenges of a new protection agen-
da in the Americas, related to the disproportionate 
impact of internal displacement on women, chil-
dren, Afro-descendants, indigenous peoples and 
lgbti persons.

38. Recognize that migration alternatives may be an op-
tion for people who have not had access to interna-
tional protection, while always preserving the right 
to seek international protection as refugees. This 
requires reliable information about existing alterna-
tive options in the country, including information 
on refugee status determination procedures.

39. Continue promoting the borders of solidarity 
programme, guaranteeing the respect of human 
rights in border areas, including the judilization of 
rights, increasing the presence of State institutions 
in these areas, the respect of due process guaran-
tees in refugee status determination procedures, 
strengthening ConAre’s technical and financial 
capacities in border areas, and highlighting aware-
ness on the invisibility of the trafficking in persons 
and smuggling of migrant and their need for a dif-
ferentiated attention.
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40. Include in the new Plan of Action mechanisms of 
accompaniment and follow-up with the participa-
tion of the civil society, in addition to the States 
and unhCr.

 theme 4 

 InternatIonal ProtectIon and mIgratIon alternatIves 

 WIthIn natIonal and regIonal legal frameWorks

As part of a comprehensive strategy of durable solutions 
which includes other alternatives, States discussed the 
possibility of a fourth solution in South America so that 
refugees and asylum-seekers may benefit from existing 
migratory options within national and regional legal 
frameworks.

States noted the need to deepen the appropriate frame-
works to facilitate human mobility, for example with-
in the MerCosur and the Andean Community. In this 
context, it was stressed that the growing phenomenon 
of south-south and intraregional migration has compo-
nents of trans-border migration, labour migration, and 
movement of refugees and displaced persons.

States highlighted the significant progress made in the 
regional legal frameworks that increasingly influence 
migration and refugee laws, which is leading to a par-
adigm shift in the region. Therefore, it was noted that 
the right to migrate is now part of the dialogue within 
the region, and that at the regional level a person’s spe-
cific circumstances are ceasing to be the decisive issue 
to qualify for residency in another country, whilst na-
tionality is becoming the main factor.

States noted that the difference in the rights and obliga-
tions between migrants and refugees– both population 
mostly originating from countries in the region– is ever 
decreasing and limited in many cases to the principle of 
non-refoulement of refugees.

In order to promote migration alternatives in the re-
gion, States indicated the need to define the protection 

safeguards through a regional framework that guaran-
tees the extraterritorial recognition of refugee status 
and the unrestricted respect for the principle of non-re-
foulement.

The Ecuadorean delegation proposed to re-think the 
refugee concept enshrined in the 1951 Convention 
and the Cartagena Declaration to include emerging 
situations of human mobility, as well as the impor-
tance of removing obstacles to access to refugee status 
determination procedures. Additionally, they recom-
mended improving and harmonizing admissibility 
procedures, not only from the State’s perspective but 
also from that of people in situation of human mobil-
ity, and the need to advance towards policies aimed 
at receiving persons in situation of human mobility. 
The Ecuadorean delegation also noted the desirabili-
ty of having legislation for the protection of migrants 
abroad, to facilitate a return that guarantees their full 
reintegration to the country, as well as the admission 
of populations affected by climate change, all from 
the perspective of human mobility as an integrating 
concept.

The participating States recommended:

41. Consider the option of distinguishing, within the 
legal framework, the status or juridical condition 
of refugee from the migratory category assigned 
to refugees for their residence in the countries of 
the region, as is already done in different Latin 
American countries, by ensuring their stay in the 
territory.

42. Encourage local integration of refugees through 
the change of their migratory status to permanent 
residence, without losing their refugee status, as 
well as ensure the right to naturalization to those 
who wish to do so, through streamlined and ac-
cessible procedures, taking into consideration the 
practices already in place in various Latin Ameri-
can countries.

43. Consider adopting alternative complementary mech-
anisms of humanitarian protection to guarantee that 
those who have crossed an international border for 
reasons not included in the 1951 Convention, and 
who require international protection for different 
motives, may also access such protection, consid-
ering, for example, the experience of Brazil to 
receive Haitian nationals since 2010 and issuing 
them humanitarian visas. Regarding this issue, it 
was noted that humanitarian visas are regulated in 
different Latin American countries and represent 
an important protection tools for these situations.

Quito, 10 June 2014.
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Quito, 6th of June 2014

The civil society organizations from the Andean re-
gion welcome the invitation from the States to honour 
the Cartagena Declaration in its 30th anniversary, a 
regional mechanism that facilitated the protection of 
victims of Central American conflicts. Currently this 
Declaration continues to be fully applicable and valid 
for the events that affect our region, and it is a timely 
moment to apply it to the emerging needs of protection 
that arise form new situations of violence and forced 
migration flows.

Invoking the position of international solidarity as-
sumed by the Cartagena Declaration, as well as the 
Mexico Plan of Action that followed it, we appreci-

ate our participation in this space in which we cele-
brate that our proposals reach the States and unhCr 
with the goals of strengthening the right to asylum 
in our region and of broadening the possibilities of 
protection for forced migrants and internally dis-
placed persons, supported through coordinated re-
gional actions that guarantee integrated assistance 
for victims.

There are many challenges that we are facing and will 
face in the next ten years, and it is for this reason that 
we should contemplate regional protection mecha-
nisms for asylum seekers, refugees, internally displaced 
persons and forced migrants in the framework of con-
temporary migration trends that broaden citizenship, 
strengthening the guarantee of rights.

Refugees celebrated their right  

to diversity during world Refugee Day  

in Guayaquil, Ecuador. 

©unhcr / a. loors 2013
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We acknowledge the important progress that has been 
achieved in the area of protection in the Andean region 
during the last few years and we urge the States to con-
tinue to promote and strengthen the broader definition 
of refugee included in the Cartagena Declaration, as 
well as all of the international instruments in the area 
of Human Rights, International Humanitarian Law 
and International Refugee Law, including Conventions 
on Statelessness.

i durable solutIons

a local IntegratIon

In the Andean region it is necessary that the States im-
plement effective and timely actions that guarantee the 
right of the refugee population to local integration. The 
relevant public entities don’t always develop coordinat-
ed policies, plans and programs that favour the integra-
tion of refugees.

We highlight concerns regarding integration for asy-
lum seekers that face difficulties in accessing their 
rights due to delays in recognising their status.

In the majority of the countries in the region, the lack 
of participation and involvement in the construction of 
public policies that guarantee effective local integration 
among refugee population, civil society and local gov-
ernment is extremely common.

RECoMMENDATIoNs

1. Strengthen the public entities that are responsible 
for providing services to refugees, developing lo-
cal and national inter-sectorial actions that work to 
achieve the integration of refugees. These actions 
should take into account differentiated criteria of 
age, gender and diversity in order to ensure the up-
holding of standards in relation to accessing their 

fundamental rights (work, education, health, hous-
ing, among others) and be timely and effective to 
achieve local integration.

2. Guarantee integrated health care, including men-
tal health services, unrestricted access to all levels 
of education, language courses in the host country, 
access to dignified housing, training for employ-
ment, access to dignified work and to financial ser-
vices, regardless of an individual’s migratory con-
dition, achieved through targeted plans, programs 
and services.

3. Ensure the ratification and adoption of interna-
tional instruments and always respect the principle 
of progressiveness in terms of social policy, as well 
as guaranteeing the inclusion of the population in 
need of international protection and vulnerable 
migrants.

4. Provide appropriate documentation from the be-
ginning of the procedure. The format should be 
the same as for the rest of the population and 
should not mention refugee or asylum seeker on it.

5. Guarantee the right to work for asylum seekers in 
all of the countries in the region.

6. Guarantee that refugees can access permanent 
residency. Also ensure the right to citizenship for 
those who desire it through flexible and accessible 
procedures.

7. Facilitate family unity processes, respecting cul-
ture, cosmovision, life stories and sexual and reli-
gious diversity of the affected people.

8. Allocate sufficient and adequate budgets for the im-
plementation of public policies for local integration.

9. Reinforce actions that encourage intercultural di-
alogue in order to minimize discriminatory atti-
tudes towards the population in need of protection 
and migrants.

THE sPECIFIC PRoBLEM oF INTERNAL DIsPLACEMENT

Situations of internal forced displacement are observed 
in different countries from the Andean region and are 
due to different causes: armed conflict, generalized  

violence, socio-political violence, megaprojects, natural 
disasters, national and transnational organized crime 
and gender-based violence. Associated with these caus-
es are phenomena such as human trafficking, migrant 
smuggling, the recruitment of children, adolescents 
and young people for criminal purposes, social and ter-
ritorial control exercised by armed actors and groups 
and hired murderers, among other violent situations 
that force people from their places of origin and oblige 
them to seek international protection.

The country in the region that has the highest number 
of people that have been internally forcibly displaced 
is Colombia. More than five million people have been 
forced to abandon their homes and many of these are 
not yet living in situations in which they can overcome 
their vulnerability. Subsequently, internal forced dis-
placement in Colombia continues to be one of the 
events with the greatest impact on the humanitarian 
crisis faced by the country. It is an emblematic case in 
the region that can be taken into account as an example 
of all of the challenges that must be addressed in the 
new protection agenda in the Americas.

Internal forced displacement affects in a differenti-
ated manner people based on their gender, ethnicity, 
race and age. This is related to the causes that gener-
ate displacement, the discrimination that victims have 
traditionally suffered and the traditional roles assumed 
by families, communities, organizations and work en-
vironments.

The internal Colombian legislation has made prog-
ress towards the recognition, attention, assistance and 
reparation by the State of the victims of the armed 
conflict, including the victims of forced displacement. 
But neither this recognition nor the negotiation pro-
cess between the Colombian Government and the 
fArC guerrilla group have been able to prevent the 
continuous increase in the number of internally dis-
placed people in Colombia. . This trend responds to 

new actors, flows and scenarios where there is a lack 
of protection, that is shared in some cases by other 
countries from the region: 1) the groups that have 
inherited paramilitary structures or drug-trafficking 
groups are managed by criminal networks and exer-
cise pressure on populations while having a local, na-
tional and transnational presence; 2) the urbanization 
of the armed conflict or the presence of violent actors 
that can coerce populations in the cities and generate 
intra- urban displacement; 3) anthropogenic causes 
(mega projects and extraction of natural resources, 
etc.); 4) increase in the human trafficking and migrant 
smuggling with different goals (sexual or labour ex-
ploitation) in border areas.

All of these factors impede the real local integration of 
the internally displaced population.

RECoMMENDATIoNs

1. Recognise the new actors that generate internal 
forced displacements in the region.

2. Recognise that some causes of forced displacement 
have greater effects on women, children and ad-
olescents, rural and ethnic populations and lgbti 
people. Assistance and reparation policies should 
take into account these particularities and attack 
the causes that generate displacement.

3. Incorporate and make effective, in legal regula-
tions from the States, standards for the provision 
of assistance and reparations to victims of internal 
forced displacement that take into consideration 
the Guiding Principles on Internal Displacement, 
the framework of durable solutions from unhCr, 
the principles of reparations from the International 
Criminal Court and the recognition of a differen-
tial approach to gender, ethnicity and age by the 
Colombian Constitutional Court. For this reason, 
unhCr can be developed as a dynamic leader of 
the process to consolidate standards through ad-
vocacy, monitoring, evaluation and facilitation 
of communication between the actors involved  
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(victims, community-based organizations, civil so-
ciety organizations and State institutions).

4. Share experiences and good practices relating to 
protection, assistance and reparation of internally 
displaced people by national governments with in-
ternational recognised protection standards.

5. Design and execute policies that fulfil the social, 
economic and cultural rights of host communities 
as a vehicle to guarantee the special protection of 
the internally displaced people that arrive to these 
communities.

b resettlement

In the current worldwide context, each day there are 
more people in need of resettlement and the places 
available are insufficient. In addition, the solidarity re-
settlement programs are financed in large part by the 
international community through unhCr with a limited 
contribution from the States of the region.

A reduced number of refugees have access to resettle-
ment and there are challenges in identifying the cases 
that are eligible for these programs, given that many 
don’t comply with the established vulnerability criteria. 
There is also a lack of information exchange and co-
ordination regarding resettlement processes and local 
integration of families that are resettled in the third 
settlement country.

RECoMMENDATIoNs

1. Review the eligibility criteria, in terms of vulnera-
bility, that determine the participation of refugees 
in resettlement programs and their acceptance in 
the third settlement country.

2. Provide adequate information to the population 
regarding resettlement programs and acceptance 
in the third host country.

3. Guarantee that joining the resettlement program 
doesn’t result in the loss of an individual’s right 
to appeal again for protection from the first host 
country.

4. Guarantee the integrity of the family unit in the 
resettlement programs, independent of the nation-
ality or migratory status of family members, which 
involves an unconventional approach to the con-
cept of family.

5. Promote access to rights and local integration in 
the first refuge country as an initial response, in 
such a way that resettlement isn’t perceived as the 
only long-term solution.

6. Guarantee a flow of information exchange be-
tween the first host country, the third host country 
and the organizations involved in the resettlement 
process to achieve an effective monitoring of the 
integration process of the person in their final des-
tination.

7. Achieve a better commitment from the States in 
the region in complying with the agreements from 
the Resettlement Solidarity Programme included 
in the Mexico Action Plan through the conforma-
tion of a common fund that guarantees continuity 
and broadening of the programme, increasing the 
current available places for refugees both within 
and outside of the region.

c rePatrIatIon and voluntary return

Currently in the region there are no minimum, indis-
pensable protection and safety minimum standards for 
the implementation of possible repatriation processes 
or the return of victims that seek protection. It is neces-
sary to carefully evaluate any program or related mea-
sure involving returns and repatriations.

RECoMMENDATIoNs

1. Guarantee that a possible return/repatriation is 
based within an informed, voluntary, safe, digni-
fied, accompanied and assisted process and sus-
tained in an information synthesis of a range of 
sources (international organizations, civil society, 
press, previous visits, etc.) regarding the security 
conditions and the possibilities of reinsertion in 
the country of origin.

2. Don’t force repatriation through the immediate 
termination of refugee status, considering that a 
successful result for the end of the armed confron-
tation between the Colombian government and 
the fArC guerrilla won’t necessarily guarantee an 
end to violence.

3. Use contrasting sources of information for the 
evaluation of risks associated with returning based 
on security and living conditions. This procedure 
doesn’t only consider refugee situations as the 
cause of armed conflicts but also forced migra-
tions associated with human trafficking, migrant 
smuggling, victims of generalized violence or oth-
er situations of violence or displacement caused by 
megaprojects.

4. Accompany voluntary repatriation processes 
through tri-party commissions (States, civil soci-
ety, unhCr) in such a way that data on the situ-
ation of the country of origin is exchanged and 
discussed at a trans-national level in a neutral 
manner. This mechanism will mean that deci-
sions related to people in need of international 
protection are taken in an informed and volun-
tary manner. These processes should be projected 
through mechanisms that monitor the situations 
of those who have been repatriated to guarantee 
their rights.

d alternatIve mIgratIon WIth ProtectIon safeguards

The existence of migration alternatives that comply 
with protection safeguards, both at the national level 
as well as at the regional level, could constitute a prag-
matic solution for people in need of international pro-
tection that haven’t been able to access the procedure 
or are recognised as refugees, especially those that have 
been displaced by new causes of violence. However, 
these alternatives shouldn’t decrease awareness of the 
need for international protection and the right to seek 
asylum, nor represent a step backwards in relation to 
international protection standards and access to re-
spective procedures.

RECoMMENDATIoNs

1. Provide, through authorities located in the ports of 
entry, reliable, neutral and complete information 
about the existing migration alternatives in the 
country, as well as access to refugee procedures.

2. Guarantee effective access to existing alternative 
migration laws. Adapt the costs, requirements and 
procedures according to the real capacities/pro-
files of the populations that migrate to the region. 
There should not be a requirement of having a reg-
ular migration status in order to access a migration 
alternative.

3. Contemplate, both at national level as well as a 
regional one, migration alternatives for people in 
need of international protection, complying with 
protection safeguards (no-return, no criminal or 
financial sanctions) considering the new causes of 
forced migration and guaranteeing unrestricted 
access to rights and services.

4. Incorporate the principle of extra-territoriality of 
the Convention into regional integration instru-
ments, with the goal of achieving adherence to the 
principles of no-return, no-sanctions and ensuring 
the integrity of family units throughout these pro-
cesses.

5. Guarantee the continuity of a person’s refugee 
status and the international protection that this 
entails, independent of the migratory status alter-
native that the person chooses in the host country.

VICTIMs’ LAw

The Victims’ Law in Colombia constitutes an important 
progress in terms of recognition of the armed conflict 
in the country and of the humanitarian consequences 
suffered by the civilian population. Even if this doesn’t 
constitute a durable solution in itself, it is relevant in 
this framework.

This initiative of transitional justice is designed as an 
institutional mechanism of reparation, both for the 
people affected that have remained in Colombian ter-
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ritory, as well as for those who have left the country 
seeking international protection.

However, given that the armed confrontation hasn’t 
ceased, there are still situations of violence that threat-
en reparation processes, particularly in the land resti-
tution process. There are also concerns about specific 
elements within the law, such as for example the dec-
laration that status as a vulnerable person ends once 
ten years have passed since the displacement occurred. 
There is a sub-registration in this process due to the 
distrust that victims have of public institutions, limita-
tions in the format for making declarations that don’t 
allow for the identification of urban migration flows 
and mass expulsions, as well as problems in the as-
sessment process which doesn’t recognise victims from 
other situations of violence.

The processes that victims should follow to access 
mechanisms of assistance and reparations are slow 
and in many cases difficult to access. The humanitari-
an assistance that is available is extremely limited and 
doesn’t provide the minimum necessary circumstanc-
es to survive in dignified conditions. The monetary 
amount of the compensation offered is very small. Ac-
cess to rights such as health, housing and nutrition are 
precarious. There is a sharing of responsibility between 
the national government and territorial governments, 
which imposes unsustainable workloads on both ter-
ritorial entities and public ministries. There is also a 
lack of communication between the symbolic memory 
mechanisms and administrative entities and there are 
no guarantees of no-repetition of victimization in most 
areas of the country. Furthermore, the law has become 
paternalistic, given that it doesn’t have the capacity to 
facilitate reparations as the conflict continues to pro-
duce victims.

Finally, the way in which the land restitution process 
has been conceived, restricts access for the majority 
of dispossessed and displaced victims. The criteria of 

macro-focusing and micro-focusing by those responsi-
ble for dividing land that will be returned in restitution 
processes, strongly reduce the possibility that legal pro-
cesses are used to determine the land restitution.

To summarise, the Victims’ Law has generated valid 
expectations with regards to assistance and repara-
tions, however the problems in its implementation have 
generated delays and obstacles that don’t satisfy expec-
tations, which has produced a revictimization.

RECoMMENDATIoNs

1. Maintain the backing of the peace process devel-
oped between the fArC guerrilla and the Colombi-
an State in La Havana, Cuba and guarantee that 
the rights, needs and proposals of the internally 
displaced and refugee populations in the region 
are taken into account in these negotiations.

2. Recognise that the agreements that arise from this 
negotiation peace process, even though they repre-
sent significant progress in the road towards peace, 
will not necessarily imply a significant and imme-
diate reduction to the violations of human rights 
in the country. On the contrary, it is necessary to 
be prepared for the acceleration of other elements 
of the conflict. It is imperative that high protec-
tion standards are maintained for those who are 
forcibly displaced and seek international protec-
tion during an eventual scenario of post-conflict 
agreements.

3. Urge the States from the region to declare that they 
recognise the Victims’ Law as a reparation mecha-
nism and not a protection mechanism.

4. The Colombian State should share appropriate, 
timely and relevant information with the host 
countries regarding the reparations process for the 
Victims’ Law, its limits and scope.

5. Facilitate, between host countries, access to assis-
tance services and the integrated reparation pro-
cess, which includes compensation, restitution, 
meeting of needs, rehabilitation and guarantees of 

non- repetition, as well as the right to truth and 
justice as defined in the Victims’ Law.

6. Generate in the Colombian consulates appropri-
ate mechanisms for non-revictimization, such as 
privacy, confidentiality, legal and psychosocial 
accompaniment, as well as ensuring that vic-
tims can choose the gender of their interviewer 
through the adoption of a differential approach. 
In particular, we request that awareness raising 
and training processes are implemented for the 
public officials that are responsible for attending 
to this population.

ii ProtectIon gaPs

a borders

The border zones and ports of entry from the region 
are complex scenarios that haven’t been attended cor-
rectly by the States. This has led to the creation of pre-
carious conditions that affect people in need of inter-
national protection, as well as the population that have 
settled in border zones.

Many of the border zones have become trafficking 
routes for drugs, weapons and people and have been 
affected by delinquency and crime, generating contem-
porary forms of violence caused by the presence of ille-
gal groups and actors. The situation is complex, given 
that these are the same routes in which there are mixed 
migration flows, as well as a large number of people in 
need of international protection. The presence of insti-
tutions in the border areas is weak, with a focus on se-
curity while there is insufficient assistance to guarantee 
and protect human rights.

The application of security and migration policies by 
authorities at border points and the lack of knowledge 
and non-provision of information regarding interna-
tional protection and/or the possibility of applying for 

refugee status represent a risk to the people in need of 
international protection present in these areas. In some 
cases refugees and asylum seekers report rejection, un-
just treatment and extortion, carried out by security 
and migration authorities.

In some countries, legislative discussions have begun 
regarding laws relating to human mobility and border 
zones. This highlights the need to strengthen proposals 
to develop sustainable and long-lasting integration ac-
tions, as well as to provide adequate assistance to peo-
ple in need of international protection and migrants.

Civil society considers important to continue with the 
impetus and strengthening of ‘solidarity borders’ in 
which a human rights approach is applied. This implies 
an understanding of a country’s own border dynamics, 
the provision of special assistance to vulnerable groups, 
using a differential approach, and integrated access to 
rights, both for the mobilized population as well as for 
the local population.

RECoMMENDATIoNs

1. Guarantee the protection of human rights in the 
border territories. Enable mechanisms for the in-
vestigation and prosecution of violations of human 
rights to guarantee justice and reparation for the 
damage caused to people in the border zones. The 
States are responsible for the integrated protection 
of all people in their territory, independent of their 
migratory status.

2. Increase the presence of institutions and relevant 
authorities in the border zones with a greater em-
phasis on rural and remote zones to guarantee ac-
cess to rights and basic services.

3. Incorporate protection safeguards in internal legis-
lation related to border security for people in need 
of international protection and outline the specific 
competencies of security, protection, social ser-
vices and migration authorities, among others, that 
are involved in border processes and territories.
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4. Ensure the application of differentiated process-
es of reception and assistance for people in need 
of international protection, observing the princi-
ples of no-return, no-detention, no-punishment 
and family unity. This also includes no-detention, 
no-deportation and no-expulsions related to mi-
gration1.

5. Strengthen the border presence of consular insti-
tutions and public authorities of the host country 
with the goal of providing the necessary admin-
istrative facilities to access protection, migration 
and civil procedures, without generating risks of 
further mobilization or return to the country of 
origin.

6. Generate bi-national initiatives to clarify the situa-
tion in cases of double birth registration, in which 
the pro-homine principle of interpretation is con-
sidered, without generating administrative, finan-
cial or penal consequences for people that are in 
this situation. Guarantee that people in need of 
international protection with double birth records 
aren’t impeded from continuing with the proce-
dure of applying for refugee status.

7. Consolidate bi-national committees located at bor-
ders that involve governmental institutions, region-
al and international organizations with relevant 
mandates and civil society representatives. These 
committees, through the monitoring and analysis 
of territories and border dynamics, could generate 
early warning systems, identify population groups 
that are especially vulnerable and support the de-

1 The Inter-American Court of Human Rights has stated that while the States 
can begin actions when a person does not comply with a national law in the 
area of migration, the States should respect the human rights of the people 
without any form of discrimination, taking into account that “in the frame-
work of international law certain limits to the application of migration policy 
have been developed that impose, in procedures of expulsion or deportation of 
foreigners, a strict following of the guarantees of due process, legal protection 
and respect for human dignity, with independence on the legal or migratory 
status of the migrant”. Inter-American Court of Human Rights (CIDH) – 
Case of the Pacheco Tineo Family vs. The Plurinational State of Bolivia. 
OEA, 2013, Available at: http://www.corteidh.or.cr/docs/casos/articulos/
resumen_272_esp.pdf.

velopment of border plans and programs. It is rec-
ommended that the State assume leadership and 
coordination of this space through Ombudsman’s 
Offices and that their initiatives have a binding au-
thority.

b due Process

It is important to guarantee and protect, in an integrat-
ed and effective manner, the right to apply for refugee 
status in the region. The national legislation relating to 
this area doesn’t always include the broadened defini-
tion contained within the Cartagena Declaration and 
the sûr place concept as it relates to refugees. The exist-
ing procedures for the determination of refugee status 
present gaps in terms of guaranteeing due process. As 
a result of this, a number of people seeking interna-
tional protection don’t have their status as refugees 
recognised, and remain in the host country with an ir-
regular status, which seriously affects their possibilities 
of local integration.

RECoMMENDATIoNs

1. Incorporate and apply the broadened definition of ref-
ugees from the Cartagena Declaration, as well as 
the sûr place definition of refugees in the refugee 
status determination.

2. Revoke possible deadlines for the presentation of 
the application for refugee status determination.

3. Guarantee, through duly motivated decisions, the 
right to legal defence for those applying for refugee 
status. Apply, through the allocation of resources, 
the same deadlines as ordinary administrative le-
gal proceedings.

4. Apply the principle of good faith in the presenta-
tion of evidence.

5. Strengthen the technical and financial capacities of 
the ConAres or their equivalent so that the proce-
dure for refugee status determination can be ex-
pedited.

6. Guarantee appropriate training for public officials 
regarding the refugee status determination, espe-

cially those present in ports of entry and border 
controls, with the goal that they can transmit qual-
ity information about the procedure.

7. Guarantee that the ConAres or equivalent entities 
maintain administrative coverage in a permanent 
manner in the zones where there is the highest 
flow of people in need of international protection 
and provide mobile assistance in zones where there 
are relevant situations.

8. The commissions for the refugee status determina-
tion should have a tri-party structure with the par-
ticipation of public officials, members of civil soci-
ety and unhCr. The people that form the eligibility 
commissions, as well as their officers, should be 
competent, independent and impartial and come 
from a number of different disciplines.

9. Determine in the legal framework of the criteria 
used to review applications for refugee status de-
termination. Guarantee due notification and the 
opportunity to appeal if a person’s refugee status 
is cancelled.

10. In the legal framework covering the refugee sta-
tus determination procedures, specifically define 
what are “reasons of national security or public 
order” that would require the expulsion of a ref-
ugee or asylum seeker to their country of origin in 
accordance with Article 32 of the 1951 Convention. 
Guarantee respect, the right to be listened to, the 
right to appeal, as well as the right to have time to 
apply for legal entry to another country.

11. Guarantee, in the case that there is no permission 
to leave the country of origin by the father/mother, 
access of children and adolescents to the refugee 
status determination procedure, without this af-
fecting the investigation by competent authorities 
of the reasons why they haven’t been able to obtain 
this permission.

c human traffIckIng

Among the diverse migration movements that are pro-
duced in the region, there are cases of human traffick-

ing and sexual exploitation that mainly affect children, 
adolescents and women. These situations can lead to a 
need for international protection when: a) these people 
are refugees or asylum seekers and, for a range of rea-
sons, are in human trafficking situations: b) they are 
victims of trafficking and as a result are in need of in-
ternational protection.

In the region there are deficiencies in terms of policies, 
institutional frameworks, legislation and sufficient re-
sources to combat the trade and trafficking of people. 
While the legal framework for refugees doesn’t contain 
a specific mention of the victims of human trafficking, it 
could be broadened to include them, in accordance with 
the interpretative guidelines offered by unhCr. There is 
less information about the people that are the objects of 
trafficking and as a result the response is very weak.

The invisibility of the problem of human trafficking, 
together with the lack of knowledge among staff that 
attend to victims about the possibility for them to seek 
asylum implies that victims don’t have access to the ref-
ugee status determination procedure.

RECoMMENDATIoNs

1. Incorporate in national and regional public poli-
cies, as well as in policies related to cross-border 
security: a) the strengthening of programs and ser-
vices that provide differentiated and specialized 
assistance to the victims of human trafficking; b) 
guarantee their right to seek asylum, establishing 
minimum criteria and standards.

2. Guarantee the principle of no-return for victims or 
potential victims of crimes such as human traffick-
ing through procedures that ensure an evaluation 
of the risks associated with return and access to 
refugee status procedures.

3. Ensure that staff responsible for refugee status de-
termination procedures refers suspected victims 
of human trafficking to protection specialists and 
assistance mechanisms.
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4. Include the victims of human trafficking that are 
in need of international protection as priority cases 
for resettlement.

5. Promote an investigation implemented by the 
United Nations System and the States regarding 
the phenomenon of human trafficking and mi-
grant smuggling in the region, with the goal of 
generating guidelines for their protection.

The Brasilia Action Plan should include goals, respon-
sibilities, timelines and monitoring mechanisms. It is 
recommended that a tri-party monitoring mechanism 
(governments, unhCr, and civil society) be established 
to facilitate the monitoring of the commitments that 
have been assumed.

Quito, 6 June 2014.

This position statement document from the civil society organizations in the 
Andean Region is the result of a process of consultations, facilitated by NRC – 
Norwegian Refugee Council, carried out in 5 countries from the Andean Region: 
Bolivia, Colombia, Ecuador, Peru and Venezuela. This process culminated with a 
regional meeting that took place in Quito on the 5th and 6th of June 2014 in which 
15 civil society organizations gathered to represent the civil society organizations 
from their respective countries. During this meeting the representatives 
reached a consensus regarding their region’s position in the framework of the 
commemoration of Cartagena+30.
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Refugee child living in a border 

shantytown in the Venezuelan 

border with Colombia. 
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The kuna indigenous people  

have suffered for years the dispossession  

of their lands, compounded by the activities  

of illegal armed groups.
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thursDAy, July 10th

13.15 lunch Break

14.30 international protection considerations in the treatment of mixed migratory movements in the region  
 Chaired by Ms. Águeda Marin, Regional specialist, Combat to trafficking in Persons and voluntary Assisted Return, oim)

•	 Civil society panellist (15 min.): Mr. José Antonio Guevara, executive Director of the Mexican Commission for the 
Defence and Promotion of Human Rights 
Changes in the dynamics of regional migration

•	 expert panellist (15 min.): Pbro. Juan luis Carbajal, Pastoral of Human Mobility, Guatemala 
Protection in the new migration dynamics

•	 Government panellist (15 min.): Dr. Martha Rodríguez, Director of Consular services, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Nicaragua 
shared responsibility for the management of migration movements: good regional practices

•	 Debate in Plenary (45 min.)

16.00 Coffee Break

16.15 special protection needs due to new trends of forced displacement in the region: unaccompanied children and adolescents  
 Chaired by Dr. elizabeth Ferris, senior Fellow and Co-Director, Brookings institution

•	 Panellist academia (15 min.): Dr. Mauricio Gaborit, Head, Department of Psychology, Universidad Centroamericana 
“José simeón Cañas”, el salvador 
Considerations for a comprehensive response to the specific protection needs of boys, girls and adolescents

•	 Government panellist (15 min.): Mr. José Arturo Rodríguez, Director of Migratory Affairs, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 
Guatemala 
Regional initiatives for the identification and protection of non-accompanied boys, girls and adolescents

•	 Government panellist (15 min.): Dr. elva Cárdenas, General Director of Child Protection, Family Development system 
(DiF), Mexico 
identification and protection mechanisms for unaccompanied children and adolescents: the experience of Mexico

•	 Civil society panellist (15 min.): Ms. kristyn Peck, Deputy Director, Children service, United states Conference of 
Catholic Bishops 
the protection needs of Central American boys, girls and adolescent in the United states of America

•	 Debate in Plenary (45 min.)

18.00 Closure

18.00 Cocktail hosted by sica and the Government of Nicaragua

InternatIonal ProtectIon challenges  
and oPPortunItIes for a neW strategIc  
frameWork for regIonal cooPeratIon

08.30 Registration

09.00 opening remarks 
 Ms. Janet lim, Assistant High Commissioner for operations, unhcr 
 Mr. Werner vargas, executive Director, sica 
 H.e. Mr. orlando Gómez, vice-Minister of Foreign Affairs, Nicaragua

09.30 information on the process of Cartagena+30   Mr. Carlos Maldonado, unhcr Cartagena+30 Coordinator 
 Methodology for the meeting: Presidency 
 Civil societý s participation process: Mr. enrique torrella, Coordinator, Norwegian Refugee Council, Panama

Progress and challenges of ProtectIon In mesoamerIca

09:45 Main achievements of the Mexico Plan of Action and current challenges  
 Chaired by Ambassador Rosario Green, Principal expert

•	 unhcr panellist (15 min.): Mr. Juan Carlos Murillo, senior Regional legal officer, Regional legal Unit, unhcr 
Progress and Challenges of the Mexico Plan of Action

•	 Government panellist (15 min.): Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Mexico 
Critical Analysis of the Mexico Plan of Action from the perspective of states in the Mesoamerican region

•	 Civil society panellist (15 min.): Mr. enrique torrella, Coordinator, Norwegian Refugee Council, Panama 
Critical analysis of the Mexico Plan of Action from the perspective of civil society

•	 Debate in plenary (30 min.)

11.00 Coffee Break

neW trends of forced dIsPlacement In mesoamerIca and ProtectIon challenges

11.15 Background: New trends of forced displacement in Mesoamerica 
 Mr. José samaniego, Deputy Representative, Regional Representation for Central America, Cuba and Mexico, unhcr

 Protection challenges due to the new trends of forced displacement caused by transnational organized crime  
 and other forms of violence in Mesoamerica  
 Chaired by Ms. virginie André, Head for Central America and Mexico, european Commission Humanitarian Aid  
 and Civil Protection, echo

•	 Government panellist (15 min.): Ms. yolanda del Carmen Perez Molina, Under secretary for social inclusion, Ministry 
for Development and social inclusion, Honduras 
states’ challenges due to the new trends of forced displacement for reasons related to transnational organized crime 
and other forms of violence

•	 Government panellist (15 min.): Ms. liduvina Magarín, vice Minister for salvadorian Nationals Abroad, Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs, el salvador 
Dynamics of violence and protection of individuals at high risk

•	 sica panellist (15 min.): Mr. Werner vargas, executive Director, sica 
Regional protection platform to address challenges posed by violence

•	 Panellist academia (15 min.): Dr. David Cantor, Director of the Refugee law initiative, University of london 
organized crime and the dynamics of forced migration in latin America: a perspective from the academia

•	 Debate in Plenary (45 min.)
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friDAy, July 11th

14.00 Developments in the prevention of statelessness and the protection of stateless persons in Mesoamerica  
 Chaired by Mr. Diego García sayan, Principal expert

•	 unhcr panellist (15 min.): Mr. Juan ignacio Mondelli, Protection officer, Regional legal Unit, unhcr 
Contribution of Mesoamerica in the prevention and protection of stateless persons in latin America  
(60th Anniversary of the 1954 Convention Relating to the status of stateless Persons)

•	 Government panellist (15 min.): Ms. Ana Cecilia oliva Balcarcel, General Director of Migrant Protection,  
National institute of Migration, Mexico 
Prevention and protection of stateless persons in countries of the region and statelessness status  
determination procedures

•	  Debate in plenary (45 min.)

15.15 Coffee Break

15.30 Climate change, natural disasters and cross-border displacements  
 Chaired by Dr. elizabeth Ferris, senior Fellow and Co-Director, Brookings institution

•	 Governments panellist (15 min.): Ms. kathya Rodríguez Araica, General Director of the General Direction  
of Migration and Alien status of Costa Rica 
Nansen initiative and its relevance to the Mesoamerican region

•	 Civil society panellist (15 min.): Mr. Atle solberg, Head, secretariat of the Nansen initiative

•	 Conclusions of the sub- regional consultation on natural disasters and cross- border displacement  
in Central America: emerging needs, new responses

•	 Debate in Plenary (30 min.)

16.30 Coffee Break

17.00 Conclusions and recommendations of the second day (Chairperson) and approval in plenary session

18.00 Closure 
 Ms. Marta Juárez, Director of the Regional Bureau for the Americas, unhcr 
 Mr. Werner vargas, executive Director, sica 
 H.e. Mr. orlando Gómez, vice Minister of Foreign Affairs, Nicaragua

09.00 Presentation of conclusions and recommendations of first day  
 (Chairperson) and approval in plenary session

mesoamerIca as a regIonal ProtectIon sPace

09.30 Background: Mesoamerica as a regional protection space  
 Mr. Juan Carlos Murillo, senior Regional legal officer, Regional legal Unit, unhcr

 effective access to and strengthening of national refugee status determination procedures and exchange of good practices  
 Chaired by Mr. Rick Jackson, expert, unhcr

•	 Panellist inter-American Court of Human Rights (15 min.): Ms. Romina i. sijniensky, lawyer Coordinator,  
inter-American Court of Human Rights 
Refugee status determination procedures and minimum guarantees of due process of law  
in the inter-American system

•	 Civil society panellist (15 min.): Ms. Gloria Maklouf, Director, Association of international Consultants and Advisors, 
Costa Rica 
Challenges to the access to refugee status determination procedures, legal representation and due process

•	 Government panellist (15 min.): Ms. Cinthia Pérez trejo, Area Director, Mexican Commission for the support of 
Refugees (CoMAR) 
 institutional strengthening and good practices in the determination of refugee status in countries of the 
Mesoamerican region

•	  Debate in plenary (45 min.)

11.15 Coffee Break

11.30 Comprehensive strategy for durable solutions with an emphasis on local integration 
 Chaired by Mr. enrique torrella, Coordinator, Norwegian Refugee Council, Panama

•	 Governments panellist (15 min.): Ms. kathya Rodríguez Araica, Director General, General Direction of Migration, 
Costa Rica 
local integration as public policy

•	 expert panellist (15 min.): Mr. Alfredo Castillero Hoyos, independent expert 
Regulatory framework to promote refugees’ integration in countries of asylum through change of immigration status 
and naturalization

•	 Civil society panellist (15 min.): Ms. Diana Martínez, sin Fronteras, Mexico 
 latin American initiatives to strengthen refugees’ livelihoods through microcredit, vocational training and 
employment

•	  Debate in Plenary (45 min.)

13.00 lunch Break

InternatIonal ProtectIon challenges  
and oPPortunItIes for a neW strategIc  
frameWork for regIonal cooPeratIon
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dIscussIon PaPer

INTERNATIoNAL PRoTECTIoN CHALLENGEs  
AND oPPoRTuNITIEs FoR A NEw sTRATEGIC  
FRAMEwoRk FoR REGIoNAL CooPERATIoN

Mesoamerica
I IntroductIon

1. This document has been prepared by the Office of 
the United Nations High Commissioner for Ref-
ugees (unhCr)1 in order to inform and guide the 
discussions among the States, regional and inter-
national organizations, national institutions for the 
promotion and protection of human rights, civil 
society organizations and the Academia during the 
sub-regional meeting of Mesoamerica organized 
under the auspices of the Government of Nicara-

1 The Nansen Initiative Secretariat prepared the section concerning the pop-
ulation movements generated by climate change and natural disasters.

gua and the Central American Integration System 
(hereinafter, siCA from its Spanish acronym).

2. This sub-regional consultation –the third after the 
meetings in Buenos Aires (MerCosur) and Quito 
(Andean region)– aims to identify the main chal-
lenges and opportunities in the field of internation-
al protection, in order to adopt a regional Action 
Plan for the period of 2015-2024 in the final Min-
isterial event in Brasilia in early December of this 
year. This regional plan, designed with input from 
all the actors, will follow up to the Mexico Plan of 
Action to Strengthen the Protection of Refugees in 
Latin America, adopted in 2004 (hereinafter Mexi-
co Plan of Action or MpA).

salvadorian refugee  

at Ciudad Romero, Panama. 

©unhcr / m. metón
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3. The protection of refugees and displaced persons 
is part of the history of the Mesoamerican region2. 
During the last decades, the States in the region 
have been strengthening the protection mecha-
nisms for asylum-seekers, refugees and stateless 
persons. On the other hand, the issue of refugees 
is also part of the Action Plan of the Regional Con-
ference on Migration (hereinafter CrM or Puebla 
Process). In parallel, with the momentum of the 
Regional Conference on the Protection of Refu-
gees and International Migration in the Americas3, 
specific protection mechanisms in the framework 
of mixed migratory movements have been incor-
porated.

4. In recent years, new dynamics of displacement 
have been found in Mesoamerica. The “Triangle 
of Northern Central America” (or tnAC in Spanish) 
–composed of El Salvador, Guatemala and Hon-
duras– has one of the highest rates of violence in 
the world because of the actions of transnational 
organized crime and other situations of violence4. 
Although the most visible impact of the violence is 
the homicide rate, there are other indicators that 
show the serious humanitarian consequences like 
the number of wounded, the recruitment and mur-
der of children (boys and girls) and adolescents, 
extortion, kidnappings, the problems of access to 
health and education, increasing sexual and gen-
der-based violence, as well as the high social and 
economic cost and the forced displacement of peo-
ple, both inside the countries and across borders.

5. Due to the magnitude and complexity of this new 
regional dynamics, an international and regional 

2 Principles and Criteria for the Protection and Assistance for Refugees, Re-
turnees and displaced Central Americans in Latin America. International 
Conference on Central American Refugees (CirefCA), Guatemala City, 1989.

3 Regional Conference on the Protection of Refugees and International Mi-
gration in the Americas, Protection Considerations in the Context of Mixed 
Migration, oAs, ioM and unhCr, 19-20 November 2009.

4 UNODC, Global Study on Homicide 2013, http://www.unodc.org/gsh/en/
data.html, 2013.

cooperation is being promoted to better under-
stand the problem of displacement and to estab-
lish mechanisms of response and protection. The 
Collaboration Agreement recently signed between 
siCA and unhCr provides a new framework for re-
gional cooperation and coordination in the field 
of protection of refugees and displaced persons5. 
Other important initiatives are being carried out 
for the protection of internally displaced by vio-
lence6 as well as for refugees and other groups with 
specific needs7.

6. Therefore, ten years after the Mexico Declara-
tion and Plan of Action, twenty years after the 
San José Declaration and thirty of the Cartagena 
Declaration, the great challenge for Mesoamerica 
is to consolidate a space for protection while fac-
ing the challenges that new forms de violence and 
displacement originate. We hope that the delib-
erations in this event will result in proposals and 
specific initiatives that allow to outlining a strategy 
de protection, regional and concerted for the next 
decade.

ii neW trends of forced dIsPlacement  
  In central amerIca and ProtectIon challenges

a neW trends of forced dIsPlacement In mesoamerIca

7. Traditionally, Mesoamerica has been characterized 
by being a region of origin, transit and destination 
of different types de migrations. With the refugee 
camps closing in the 1990s, the number of refugees 

5 Collaboration Agreement between the General Secretariat of the Central 
American Integration System and the United Nations High Commissioner 
for Refugees, San Salvador, 7 April 2014.

6 Honduras, Excecutive Decree PCM-053-2013, 26 November 2013, which 
creates the “Inter-agency Commission for the protection of persons dis-
placed by violence”.

7 Regional Conference on Migration (CrM), Seminar on Unaccompanied 
Children and Adolescent Migrants, Antigua, Guatemala, 27 - 28 August 
2013.

and applicants for refugee status dropped drasti-
cally. However, this trend changed in the middle 
of the previous decade with the arrival of migrants 
and refugees from South America (Colombia) 
and the Caribbean (Cuba), as well as from other 
continents (Asia and Africa). Within these mixed 
migratory movements, most people pass through 
the region towards the United States of America, 
although some have requested and obtained inter-
national protection in countries of Mesoamerica as 
refugees or under other forms of complementary 
protection.

8. Since 2009, new dynamics of displacement in Me-
soamerica have been observed. It is fundamental-
ly people from tnAC countries departing de their 
homelands as a result of activities of the transna-
tional organized crime and other situations of vi-
olence. 

9. This is a relatively recent phenomenon and there 
are few specific indicators available on the real 
magnitude of the displacement and its characteris-
tics, particularly with regards to the displacement 
to the countryside of the tnAC countries. So far, the 
working hypothesis is that internal displacement 
coexists with cross-border movements of persons 
in need of international protection.

10. From statistical data and the results of quantitative 
and qualitative studies, an initial approach to the 
problem of displacement can be made.

11. With regards to cross-border movements, at the 
end of 2013 there were more than 18,500 refugees 
from the tnAC8. This trend is accentuated with the 
increased number of asylum claims, which went 
from 6,900 in 2009 to nearly 15,700 in 20139. Cur-
rently, three out of every four applicants seek inter-
national protection in the United States of Ameri-

8 unhCr, Global Trends 2013 (Preliminary Data).

9 Ibid.

ca10; however, each time there are more applicants 
of the tnAC in Mexico, Costa Rica, Nicaragua and 
other neighbouring countries.11

12. On the other hand, there is evidence showing that 
these numbers only represent a small portion of 
the displaced population that requires protection. 
In fact, recent statistical research12 shows that inse-
curity is an important factor in the decision to mi-
grate internally and/or to other countries in search 
of international protection. Most people crossing 
the borders does it in an irregular manner, and 
after being arrested, they are deported and must 
return to situations of vulnerability and victimiza-
tion, thus initiating a new cycle of displacement 
and helplessness. As a reference, the official depor-
tation figures of people from the tnAC, from the 
United States of America and Mexico, increased 
from 127,000 in 2011 to more than 186,000 in 201313.

13. In Mexico, the Documentation Network of the 
Organizations Advocating for Migrants (Red de 
Documentación de las Organizaciones Defensoras de 
los Migrantes) reveals that violence has become the 
second leading cause of migration in the tnAC with 
rates that vary from 3% in Guatemala, to 6% in 
Honduras and 12% in El Salvador14. In addition, 
studies on the “protection needs of returnees,” 
show that a section of those deported arriving in 
El Salvador (5.2 - 5.6% of the total number of de-

10 Ibid.

11 unhCr Global Trends, 2005 - 2013.

12 Hiskey, Malone, Orces (2-14), Violence and Migration in Central America, 
Americas Barometer Insights, Number 101.

13 Data of the General Board of Immigration and Aliens of El Salvador, the 
General Board of Immigration of Guatemala, and the Centre of Assistance 
to Returning Migrants of Honduras.

14 Fifty per cent of the 9,313 migrants registered in seven shelters in Mexico 
were from Honduras. In terms of the factors of migration, violence-related 
causes represent 3% in Guatemala, 6% in Honduras and 12% in El Salva-
dor. Red de Documentación de las Organizaciones Defensoras de Migrantes en 
su paso por México, Narrativas de la Transmigración centroamericana en su 
paso por México, 2013.
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portees)15, Guatemala (2-3 %)16 and Honduras (5.4 
%)17 migrated mainly for reasons of insecurity and/
or threats.

14. Regarding the dynamics of internal displacement 
in the countries of the tnAC, there is very little sta-
tistical information. Several opinion surveys cap-
ture the phenomenon of migration motivated by 
threats and other security problems of both El Sal-
vador18 and at the regional level19. A more specific 

15 Analysis of statistics of the General Board of Statistics of El Salvador and 
interviews to deportees (n=67). Gaborit, UCA–ioM, Diagnosis on Character-
ization of the Salvadoran Population Returnee with Protection Needs, Prelim-
inary Report (2014).

16 Analysis of statistics of the returnee population, General Board of Immi-
gration of Guatemala and registries (n= 3.443) of Guatemala’s Houses of 
Migrants (PMH). González Deras, Characteristics of the la Guatemalan Re-
turnee Population with Protection Needs, Preliminary Report (2014).

17 Analysis of statistics of the returnee population, General Board of Immi-
gration of Guatemala and registries (n= 3.443) of Guatemala’s Houses of 
Migrants (PMH). González Deras, Characteristics of the la Guatemalan Re-
turnee Population with Protection Needs, Preliminary Report (2014).

18 In El Salvador, based on a representative sample of 1.268 persons, 2.1% of 
persons interviewed stated that they had changed their place of residence 
due to threats. A third of these persons changed the place of residence twice 
or more during the year. IUDOP, Survey of Evaluation, Year 2012, Consulta 
de Opinión, UCA San Salvador, 2012.

19 When asked about the need for changing neighbourhood due to fear of 
crime, the population interviewed in the tnAC countries were as follows: El 
Salvador (16%), Honduras (15%), and Guatemala (9.9%). Regional Human 
Development Report 2013-2014, Citizen Security with a Human Face, Ev-
idence and Proposals for Latin America, unDp Latin America Projects of 
Public Opinion (LAPOP), Vanderbilt University.

study was carried out in Honduras20 from the anal-
ysis of secondary sources of information. In this 
preliminary phase of research, a clear correlation 
between violence and migration was established 
and it was possible to identify certain trends of 
forced displacement. This research also concluded 
that for the analysis of internal displacement in the 
countries of the region, a specific gathering of pri-
mary information is required to evaluate its magni-
tude and characteristics.

b ProtectIon challenges due to the neW trends  

 of forced dIsPlacement In mesoamerIca

15. Due to the nature of contemporary displacement 
–in which movements within the countryside alter-
nate with migrations to other countries in the region 
and large deportations’ programmes from Mexico 
and United States of America– it is necessary to ob-
serve what is the current protection response in the 
tnAC countries, as well as the recent developments 
in international protection of refugees.

20 Among the sources of information, the Permanent Households Survey of 
Multiple Purposes (EPHPM), conducted by the Statistics National Insti-
tute from 2008 to 2013. López (2014), Analysis of Existing Sources of Infor-
mation on Migration and Violence in Honduras, 2014.

16. Regarding the protection of internally displaced 
persons, all the institutions created for the protec-
tion of displaced or returnee persons during the 
conflict of the last century fulfilled their mandate 
and ceased to exist21. At a regional level, displace-
ment has not been part of siCA’s22 integration agen-
da. Currently, even though countries have laws and 
programmes for the protection of victims and wit-
nesses23, as well as mechanisms of protection for 
persons in a condition of vulnerability24, there is no 
mention of the prevention of displacement and/or 
to the protection of internally displaced persons in 
the existing regulatory frameworks.

17. However, at the end of last year, the Government 
of Honduras took an important step by estab-
lishing by Executive Decree25, the “Inter-Agency 
Commission for the Protection of Displaced Per-
sons by Violence”, whose members were sworn in 
April 2014 by the President of the Republic. The 
main objective of the Commission is to analyse the 
current trends of displacement in order to identify 
protection gaps and promote public policies for the 
protection of displaced persons, focusing on the 
most vulnerable population affected by the activi-
ties of the transnational organized crime and other 
situations of violence.

18. Regarding the international protection of refugees, 
in the last decade, the States have focused on the 
development of the regulatory and institutional 
framework for protection. All countries of the Me-

21 In Guatemala, this is the case of the National Commission to Assist Return-
ees, Refugees and Displaced (CEAR).

22 The priority objectives of the Central America Security Strategy are: the 
fight against crime, violence prevention, rehabilitation, prison security, and 
capacity building. Humanitarian concerns are only tangentially mentioned 
in regional security and climate change issues. siCA General Secretariat, Se-
curity Strategy in Central America, June 2011.

23 Laws and programmes of Protection for Victims and Witnesses in Guate-
mala, Honduras, and El Salvador.

24 Such is the case of legislation on trafficking in persons in Honduras and 
Guatemala, as well as the existence of Coalitions against trafficking at re-
gional and national level.

25 Honduras, Executive Decree PCM-053-2013, November 2013.

soamerican region have national bodies for refugee 
status determination and are parties to the inter-
national instruments on refugees. Equally, the ma-
jority has included the regional refugee definition 
recommended by the Cartagena Declaration.

19. At a more specific level, there has been progress in 
the legal and contextual analysis of the phenome-
non related to new situations of violence. In 2010, 
unhCr issued a “Note of Guidance on Refugee 
Claims Relating to Victims of Organized Gangs”26 
which presents a typology of gangs’ victims and 
provides elements for a legal analysis in light of the 
1951 Convention relating to the Status of Refugees.

20. Additionally, in 2013, unhCr produced a series of 
documents on Country of Origin Information, 
with analysis from public information sources of 
the Human Rights situation, and profiles with pro-
tection risks. The first studies began in Guatema-
la27, El Salvador28 and Honduras29. To complement 
this information, further investigations have been 
carried out in order to have more quantitative and 
qualitative elements regarding the context and 
trends of displacement in the tnAC. These studies 
provide important information as to areas of ori-

26 unhCr, Guidance Note on Refugee Claims relating to Victims of Organized 
Gangs, 31 March 2010, available at: http://www.refworld.org/docid/4b-
f4e2232.html [last accessed on 5 May 2014].

27 Worby, Paula. Guatemala Background Paper, unhCr, Country of Origin 
Information Series: Guatemala, 2013.

28 Study in progress: “Analysis of Context – Human Rights and the Situation 
of Specific Groups in El Salvador”, PDDH El Salvador, 2014.

29 Study in progress: “Analysis of Context – Human Rights and the Situation of 
Specific Groups in Honduras”, CIPRODEH, 2014.
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gin, migration routes, higher risk profiles and pro-
tection needs30.

21. While it is still premature to confirm the impact 
of these initiatives, we can see that there is a better 
understanding of the problems and a greater rec-
ognition of the specific protection needs of persons 
applying for refugee status. This is reflected in an 
increase in the rates of recognition of applicants 
from the tnAC, both at the level of the Mesoameri-
can region, and in industrialized countries. While 
in 2006, the rate of the refugee claim recognition 
was 13%; the regional average in 2013 is 30%31. In 
addition, in 2013, complementary protection was 
granted to 80 Central Americans–mostly Hondu-
rans and Salvadorians–, and humanitarian visas 
were granted to unaccompanied boys and girls and 
teenagers (hereinafter nnA), victims of trafficking 
and others in condition of vulnerability.

22. In this context, as mentioned in paragraph 5, the 
recently signed Collaboration Agreement between 
siCA and unhCr provides a new framework for co-
ordination and regional cooperation in the area 
of protection of refugees and displaced persons32. 
This Agreement offers new opportunities to incor-
porate the issue of displacement in the regional 
agenda. Both organizations pledged to take actions 
to gather information and promote policies and 

30 In 2012, CIDEHUM made a first regional approach on forced displacement 
and protection needs in Central America (Forced Displacement and Protec-
tion Needs generated by new forms of Violence and Crime in Central Amer-
ica) at the request of unhCr. Currently, in the framework of a cooperation 
project between eCho and unhCr several analyses are under preparation to 
identify the protection needs of migrants from the three countries of tnAC 
(eCho, Humanitarian Implementation Plan (HIP), Central America and 
Mexico, March 2013). Studies of the tnAC deported population (González 
Deras and Silva de Souza (Op cit p. 3)) and research on the situation of 
unaccompanied nnA in Mexico (unhCr Office in Mexico (Op cit p. 3)) and 
the United States of America (unhCr Regional Office in Washington D.C. 
(Op cit, p. 3)) provide important information regarding areas of origin, mi-
gratory routes, heightened risk profiles and protection needs.

31 unhCr, Global Trends 2000 - 2013. Preliminary Results for 2013.

32 Collaboration Agreement between the General Secretariat of the Central 
American Integration System and the United Nations High Commissioner 
for Refugees, San Salvador, 7 April 2014.

programmes that benefit refugee and displaced 
populations.33

23. At the same time, National Committees of Meso-
american Refugees have been created to carry out 
analysis of regional dynamics and the exchange of 
good practices34. The first two meetings focused 
on the issue of the displacement caused by the vi-
olence and on the analysis of the specific protec-
tion needs. Other important initiatives are also 
being carried out for the protection of internally 
displaced persons by violence,35 as well as for the 
protection of migrant children and adolescents.36

24. There are great challenges within the framework 
of these efforts in the area of protection due to the 
magnitude and complexity of the new displace-
ment dynamics in the region.

25. Above all, there is a significant gap in information 
and analysis of the new trends of displacement 
caused by the transnational organized crime and 
other situations of violence.

26. Regarding the cross-border movement, there are 
concrete indicators on how the number of applica-
tions for recognition of refugee and refugee status 
has evolved. However, this information only seems 
to capture a small part of the real magnitude of 
the problem. The lack of quantitative studies is 
even more noticeable in the area of internal dis-
placement. Only in Honduras a specific analysis 

33 In this context, several training activities have been conducted in the region 
with governments and civil society to analyse new trends of displacement 
and protection needs in Central America. These events facilitated the ex-
change of experiences with experts from Mexico and Colombia and orga-
nizations specialized on protection and migration issues. In those work-
shops participated international agencies (ioM, uniCef, eCho) and centres 
specialised in migration and displacement (UCA, of El Salvador; UNAH, 
of Honduras, and the Brookings Institution, of the United States of Amer-
ica). An overview of training activities carried out in November 2013 and 
March 2014 is available in Spanish at: http://www.acnur.org/t3/fileadmin/
scripts/doc.php?file=t3/fileadmin/Documentos/Boletines_Regionales/Bo-
letin_Regional_Octubre-Diciembre_2013.

34 Ibid.

35 Ibid.

36 Honduras, Executive Decree PCM-053-2013, 26 November 2013, which 
created the Inter-agency Commission for the protection of persons dis-
placed by violence.

on violence and migration has been carried out. 
However, one of the main conclusions is to note 
the limitations of this type of analysis that origi-
nate from secondary sources, which only allow 
for the identification of broad, general trends. 
In order to achieve a complete analysis it is nec-
essary to obtain primary information in specific 
areas –those of departure, expulsion and those of 
receiving– to assess the magnitude and character-
istics of the displacement. These specific studies 
would also help to identify the needs of protection 
of displaced persons and would provide inputs to 
define concrete prevention measures, protection 
and assistance for this population. Also, this lack 
of information contributes to the limited visibility 
of the phenomenon and limits the ability to design 
programmatic responses.

27. As mentioned above, the displacement caused by 
violence is very complex and requires a differential 
approach as well as continuous monitoring.

28. In the current context of violence, there has been 
a change of the traditional profiles of people who 
need protection or who are at risk of forced dis-
placement and there is an increasing number of 
registered cases of defenders of human rights, 
journalists and officials of the judicial system, 
transport workers, small and medium-sized entre-
preneurs, as well as lgbti persons, those of rural 
origin such as peasants and indigenous leaders37 
among persons of Central American origin.

29. For these categories there is a need for an analy-
sis adjustment to determine what are the main 
protection needs, as well as those existing and 
effective protection mechanisms in the different 
States. This analysis of the potential protection 
gaps began with a series of papers on Country of 
Origin Information38. However, there is a need for 

37 Worby, Paula. Op cit

38 unhCr, Americas: Country of Origin Series, 2013.

mechanisms that allow updating this information 
on a regular basis. Both, academic institutions and 
observers specialized in human rights and violence 
could assume this function.39

30. Another major challenge is to increase the response 
capacity to protect, assist and promote solutions 
for internally displaced persons.

31. There are no specific protection and assistance 
mechanisms regarding the internally displaced. 
There are only ad hoc on-going information and 
reference systems for people through “networks” 
in which public institutions, civil society organiza-
tions, and international organizations collaborate. 
These networks are particularly active in El Salva-
dor and Honduras. However, for a large number of 
displaced persons or at risk of displacement there 
are no effective and immediate protection options 
in the countryside. Therefore, when requested, 
they are advised about the international protection 
mechanisms they can apply to when they leave the 
country.

32. Generally, most displaced people prefer to remain 
anonymous and do not request protection from the 
authorities of the country of transit or destination, 
due to lack of information about their rights and 
fear of being arrested and removed to their country 
of origin.40 On the other hand, for those who apply 
for refugee status, the procedures are long and, in 
many countries, the institutional capacity for pro-
cessing cases is limited. As evidence, the number 
of pending refugee status applications continues to 
increase. At the end of 2013, 6.366 pending applica-
tions were registered in about 20 countries, which 
represent an increase of 65% compared to figures 
for December 2012.41 These delays may be related 

39 It is the case of the University Institute on Democracy, Peace and Security 
(IUDPAS) in Honduras, which monitors indicators of violence and human 
rights in Honduras.

40 González Deras, Op cit.

41 In 2012 there were 3,845 pending claims of tnAC nationals: unhCr, Global 
trends 2013 (Preliminary data).
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to the sharp increase in the number of applications 
and their complexity.

33. Moreover, the lack of livelihood options, and 
in some cases, a stay in detention centres during 
the procedure, can also contribute to a significant 
number of claimants who prefer to abandon their 
application and continue their journey. In 2013, ap-
proximately 7,000 applications from TNCA nation-
als were closed because the applicants were absent, 
amongst other causes42.

34. Another relevant aspect is the limited institution-
al capacity to provide assistance to people in need 
of international protection in some Mesoamerican 
countries. Government agencies primarily have 
the role and responsibility of analyse and deter-
mine cases, as well as inter-agency liaison, but they 
run few assistance programmes. Therefore, much 
of the material support provided to these people 
rests with networks of shelters established in Mex-
ico and, to a lesser extent, in Guatemala and Hon-
duras. Together with national agencies,43 which are 
supported by the international community, these 
civil society organizations provide limited support 
in the area of legal and psychosocial advice, as well 
as temporary accommodation and material assis-
tance to the most vulnerable cases.

35. Finally, it is important to remember the circular or 
cyclical nature of displacement, which is perpet-
uated by the absence of effective mechanisms of 
protection and the implementation of migration 
management measures, such as deportations and 
removals. As shown by studies of deported pop-
ulation, few migrants have access to international 
protection mechanisms and the vast majority of the 
deportees manifest their intention to migrate again 
as soon as they arrive to their country of origin. 
This leads to a circular displacement in which the 

42 unhCr, Global Trends 2013 (Preliminary data).

43 Pastoral de Movilidad Humana and NGOs specialised in Human Rights is-
sues.

person faces multiple risks and problems of protec-
tion and infringement of rights (abuses, extortion, 
robbery, arbitrary detention, etc.).44

36. Countries of origin also face multiple challenges 
with the return of deportees persecuted by the 
transnational organized crime. States are not al-
ways capable to guarantee the protection required 
against these threats.

c ProtectIon consIderatIons In the context  

 of mIxed mIgratIon In mesoamerIca

37. Mesoamerica has special characteristics in terms of 
international migration, both for its geographical 
location and the humanitarian challenges faced. 
With the United States of America as the main 
country of destination, globally, the immigration 
corridor across the region has become the most im-
portant in the world quantitatively45.

38. The migratory movements across the region have 
an impact in four dimensions: origin, destination 
or asylum, transit and return. This generates a con-
tinuous movement of populations caused by mul-
tiple factors. These movements are characterized 
by being “mixed” and complex46. As it has been 
emphasized in several studies, regular and irreg-
ular migratory movements in the region include a 
variety of people, some of them belonging to par-
ticularly vulnerable groups: asylum-seekers and 
refugees; victims of trafficking; stranded migrants; 
migrants and refugees subjected to violence and 
psychological trauma during the migration process 
or with a disability, and other people in vulnerable 
situations such as older adults, pregnant women, 

44 Documentation Network of Organizations Advocating for Migrants, Op 
cit.

45 ioM. The World Migration Report 2013: Migrant Well-being and Develop-
ment, Geneva, page 62.

46 Currently, the number of international migrants in the world is higher than 
ever in history. In 2010, there were 214 million of international migrants. If 
this population continues to increase at the same rate as in the last 20 years, 
they could reach 405 million worldwide in 2050. See ioM, World Migration 
Report 2000. The Future of Migration: Building capacities for change. Preface.

girls, children and adolescents travelling with their 
families or unaccompanied or separated from their 
families.47

39. A relevant fact at international level: in 2013 more 
than 50% of international migrants were women.48 
Within the framework of this same trend, over the 
last years the profiles of the people who make up 
the migratory movement in Mesoamerica have also 
changed49. Thus, it is increasingly more common 
to find young women (20-30 years of age), adoles-
cents, children and family groups with an average 
of three or four members, sometimes traveling ac-
companied by the mother only. This change in mi-
grants’ profiles merits consideration on the causes 
of migration and, based on this, establish regional 
cooperation schemes to tailor the protection and 
prevention mechanisms to the current four main 
aspects of migration in Mesoamerica.

40. The existence of mixed migratory movements50 
was recognized in the Mexico Declaration and 
Plan of Action, which recommended the identifi-
cation of people who could qualify as refugees, as 
well as to strengthen the determination of refugee 
status’ mechanisms and offered technical advice 
on refugee’s legislation. By the end of 2012, there 

47 See ioM, Irregular Migration and Mixed Flows: IOM’s Approach. Ninety-eight 
meeting, MC/INF/297, 19 October 2009, page 1.

48 See ioM, Gender and Migration. Available at: http://www.iom.int/jahia/
Jahia/developing-migrationpolicy/migration-gender/gender-migration/
lang/es.

49 See, for example, the situation in Mexico’s Southeast border, specifically 
in the border State of Tabasco, where according to the Mexican Migration 
authorities, in the first quarter of 2014 the migratory flow entering Tabasco 
was comprised of 59% men and 41% women and nnA. In 2013 men repre-
sented 72% and women and children 28%. 

50 The total contribution of Latin America and the Caribbean to the glob-
al migratory movements nowadays amount to some 25 million people, 
equivalent to more than 13%, according to estimations (See unhCr/oAs/
ioM, Regional Conference on Refugee Protection and International Migra-
tion in the Americas, Protection Considerations in the context of Mixed 
Migration, 2009, page 2). In 2010, migrants residing in Latin America and 
the Caribbean increased from 6.5 million (in 2000) to 7.5 million, adding 
migrants from the countries of the region to migrants from the rest of the 
world. See ioM, The World Migrations Report 2010. The Future of Migration: 
Building capacities for change. Geneva, 2010, page 157.

were 806,600 refugees51 in the Americas and there 
were 74.213 requests pending resolution52.

41. Today, ten years after the Mexico Declaration and 
Plan of Action, the Mesoamerican regional con-
text faces new challenges. The prevailing trend has 
been to link this migration to an economic moti-
vation, which leads to the invisibility of forced mi-
grations and displacements arising from situations 
of violence, disruption of public order, and natural 
disasters, among others. The movement of people 
in need of international protection to countries 
within the region has transcended the traditional 
forms of persecution linked to the armed conflict 
in Colombia or refugees from other continents 
(still current and with its own protection challeng-
es). As analysed in the previous section, the new 
paradigm of mobility in the region recognizes the 
increase of protection claims of Central American 
nationals due to the actions of organized crime, 
with a tendency to increase. In addition, Mexico 
and the United States of America are not the only 
destinations of this movement, but also Costa Rica, 
Nicaragua and other neighbouring countries in 
the region.

42. Another relevant aspect to emphasize in the migra-
tion within Mesoamerica is the protection of traf-
ficking victims. As it is well known, the American 
hemisphere, and Mesoamerica as such, has served 
as corridor for drug trafficking to the North of the 
continent, and of smuggling of arms to the South. 
This has expanded and promoted the growth of 
trafficking in persons, also under the logic and 
structures of transnational organized crime. Ac-
cording to a report of the Department of Interior 
Security of the Organization of American States 

51 unhCr, Global Trends 2012, Op. cit, III. Refugee population, page 11.

52 Ibid, Table 1. Refugees, asylum-seekers, internally displaced, returnees 
(refugees and internally displaced), stateless persons and other persons of 
concern to unhCr by country and by territory of asylum by the end of 2012, 
page 41.
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(hereinafter oAs), in Latin America more than 
250,000 individuals had been trafficked in 200853.

43. Data from the United Nations Office on Drugs and 
Crime shows that most of the victims identified in 
the 2007-2010 period were women, while children 
accounted for approximately 27% of those traf-
ficking victims. On the other hand, forced labour 
accounted for 44% of trafficking cases registered 
in the continent and nearly 50% of the cases were 
related to sexual exploitation.54 Also in recent 
years, in the border areas of Mexico and the Unit-
ed States of America, organized crime has taken to 
kidnapping of migrants as a new way of financing 
their activities,55 and even for their exploitation in 
trafficking networks. Most of the victims are un-
documented migrants from Mexico, Guatemala, 
El Salvador, and Honduras56.

44. Although human trafficking is not a new phenom-
enon in the region, Governments have committed 
to combating this calamity with increasingly de-
cisive agreements, which is reflected in regional 
policies and national efforts to prevent trafficking, 
protect the victims and improve the capacity of the 
security agencies and the institutions responsible 
for the administration of justice, investigation and 
prosecution of those responsible.57

45. With this in mind, and in a context of mixed 
movements, it is essential to understand that a per-
son can fulfil two or more profiles and have more 
than one protection need. Thus, some victims or 
potential victims of human trafficking may easily 

53 Report submitted by Cristian Taboada in “Briefings on the Combat to Traf-
ficking in Persons”, Mexico, 2008.

54 See for references Office of the United Nations on Drugs and Crime. World 
Report on Trafficking in Persons, Executive Summary 2012, pages 6 and 10.

55 ioM-National Institute of Migration of Mexico, Guide of good practices for 
the assistance and protection to migrants victims of kidnapping in Mexico: In-
ter-agency coordination perspective, 2012, page 8.

56 Ibid.

57 See Center for Strategic & International Studies, Trafficking in Mesoameri-
can Corridor A Threat to Regional and Human Security, Katherine E. Bliss. 
Presentation by Ana Hidalgo, International Organization on Migration 
(ioM), A Report of the CSIS Americas Program, November 2009, page 4.

require international protection as refugees58, as it 
has been highlighted by unhCr.59

46. On the other hand, the United Nations Special 
Rapporteur on the human rights of migrants high-
lighted the particular vulnerability of children and 
adolescents in all stages of the migration process, 
especially those who travel or flee unaccompa-
nied60 or separated61 from their families62 as a chal-
lenge that requires urgent responses. Given the 
humanitarian impact the mobility of children and 
adolescents is having on current Mesoamerican 
stage, the definition of a common Mesoamerican 
agenda to address the protection of this popula-
tion should be fundamental to promote a regional 
joint effort, as featured in the following section.

47. There are already important regional initiatives 
that can serve as a positive reference in the defi-
nition of a regional agenda to address the needs 
of those who travel within mixed migratory move-
ments and are in need of international protection. 
An important breakthrough was the adoption of 
the Regional Guidelines for the preliminary identi-
fication of vulnerable migrant populations adopted 
in June 2013 in the XVIII Vice-Ministerial Meet-
ing of the Regional Conference on Migration (CrM 

58 As good practice, some legislation in the region specifically establishes that 
victims of trafficking are entitled to seek and receive asylum if they meet the 
corresponding conditions. This possibility is implicitly recognised in the 
safeguard clause of article 14 of the Palermo Protocol to Prevent, Supress 
and Punish trafficking in persons, specially women and children, supple-
menting the United Nations Convention against Transnational Organized 
Crime (Protocol of Palermo). 2000.

59 As unhCr has remarked, a claim for international protection submitted by 
a victim or a potential victim of trafficking can arise in many different cir-
cumstances. See Guidelines on International Protection N° 7: The application 
of article 1A(2) of the 1951 Convention and/or the 1967 Protocol relating the 
Status of Refugees to victims of trafficking and persons at risk of being traf-
ficked, par. 13.

60 An unaccompanied child or adolescent migrant is a person under 18 years 
of age who is separated from both parents and is not under the care of any 
adult who, by law or custom, is responsible.

61 A separated child or adolescent is a person separated from both parents 
or legal or customary guardians, but not necessarily from other relatives. 
This category includes boys and girls accompanied by other adults in their 
family.

62 Report of the Special Rapporteur on the human rights of migrants, Mr 
Jorge Bustamante, A/HRC/11/7, 14 May 2009.

or Puebla Process)63 that originated from the mo-
mentum brought by the Regional Conference on 
Refugee Protection and International Migration in 
the Americas.64 The guidelines are a basic guide for 
joint actions in order to identify persons in need of 
protection within regional migratory movements 
(including refugees and asylum-seekers), guaran-
tee their immediate assistance, and their referral to 
specialized care systems in the country.65

48. It is important to emphasize the initiative imple-
mented in Mexico by various agencies of the Unit-
ed Nations system, among them, unhCr, unDp and 
ioM, through the Joint Programme of Migrants 
in Transit, financed by the United Nations Trust 
Fund for Human Security. This programme seeks 
to improve migrants’ safety in transit in the States 
of Chiapas, Oaxaca and Tabasco, in the South of 
Mexico, supporting the federal and State Govern-
ments, improving the capacity response of civil so-
ciety organizations and the participation of local 
communities. 66

49. The introduction of a human security approach,67 
replacing the traditional public security approach, 

63 Regional Conference on Migration (CrM), Regional Guidelines for the Pre-
liminary Identification of Profiles and Referal of Vulnerable Migrant Popula-
tions, 2013.

64 Regional Conference on Refugee Protection and International Migration in 
the Americas – Protection Considerations in the Context of Mixed Migra-
tion, unhCr/oAs/ioM, 19-20 November 2009.

65 As a good practice, in Costa Rica is noteworthy the creation and the work 
carried out by the Special Migratory Situations Team (ESME) for the appli-
cation, identification y priority treatment of vulnerable persons identified in 
the country. Also, in Mexico in April 2013, unhCr and representatives of the 
State of Chiapas signed an agreement in order to jointly assist asylum-seek-
ers entering Mexico within the Central American migratory movements.

66 For more information and access to available tools, see: http://www.acnur.
org/t3/donde-trabaja/america/mexico/la-proteccion-de-las-personas-refu-
giadas-y-la-seguridad-humana/.

67 The definition of human security extends the notion of national security to 
give primacy to the human person, their lives and freedom, and also implies 
the establishment of appropriate protection structures to respond to threats 
that individuals and groups face. Under this approach, the structures must 
ensure institutional protection frameworks instead of ad-hoc measures; be 
sensitive and not rigid; be preventive rather than reactive. See Alkire, Sabi-
na, A conceptual framework for Human Security, Working Paper 2, Center 
for Research of Inequality, Human Security and Ethnicity (CRISE), Univer-
sity of Oxford 2003.

could prove essential in the consolidation of an 
agenda of international protection in Mesoamerica 
to respond to the contemporary needs. 68

50. Another development to be highlighted is the in-
corporation of complementary protection schemes 
for people who do not qualify as refugees and 
could be at risk of losing their lives or suffer torture 
or inhuman, cruel or degrading treatment should 
they be returned to their country of origin.69 Some 
countries in the region have also established hu-
manitarian visas for people who are not refugees 
but need international protection under other hu-
man rights instruments.70

51. In an effort to raise a joint action strategy, unhCr 
has pointed out in the document “Refugee protec-
tion and mixed migration: The 10-point Action Plan” 
some key areas of intervention for the protection 
of refugees and asylum-seekers travelling in migra-
tory movements of mixed nature, which continues 
to represent a major regional challenge:

•	The cooperation of concerned stakeholders: the 
States involved, governmental institutions, region-
al organizations, international organizations with 
relevant mandates, and civil society.

•	Collection, analysis and exchange of information 
on the characteristics of the movements.

•	The creation of a reception system that establish-
es practical safeguards of protection, adequate 

68 Human security promotes empowerment of the person to consolidate op-
portunities and protection schemes that enable the development of his/her 
skills, maintain their dignity and a life free of fears ands needs. Given the 
preventive and institutional character of the human security, the freedoms 
of the person and life assurance are results of the harmonization of political, 
economic, social, cultural and natural environments, instead of the execu-
tion of a series of reactive administrative procedures.

69 Is the case, for example, of Mexico and Nicaragua.

70 Such is the case of Mexico, Honduras, Nicaragua, Costa Rica, and Pana-
ma, for example.
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mechanisms, identification of profiles and refer-
ence cases71.

•	The establishment of a reception system that estab-
lishes practical safeguards of protection, adequate 
mechanisms, identification of profiles and refer-
ence cases.

•	Information campaigns in countries of origin, 
transit and destination on the rights of persons and 
the risks on the migratory routes.

•	Differentiated quality processes and procedures 
for the determination of refugee status, that take 
into account the particular protection needs of 
claimants and observe the rules of due process in 
its proceedings;

•	Persons recognized as refugees or in need of inter-
national protection require a protection response 
that includes a durable solution (such as local in-
tegration, resettlement or voluntary repatriation). 
The nature of the response will depend on the op-
portunities and inherent limitations of each situa-
tion, without any kind of discrimination towards 
the refugee for having this condition. 72 This aspect 
will be further analysed later on.

d sPecIfIc ProtectIon needs and neW trends  

 of forced dIsPlacement In the regIon:  

 the case of chIldren and adolescents

52. Since the adoption of the Mexico Declaration and 
Plan of Action, the States in the region began to 
address the situation of children and adolescents 
travelling in mixed migratory movements with a 
protection approach, stressing the need to adopt 

71 In this regard, article 31.1 of the 1951 Convention relating the Status of 
Refugees clearly states the prohibition of penalties or sanctions for illegal 
entry or presence. As good practice of several States in the region: criminal 
or administrative procedures for illegal entry will be suspended until the 
claimant’ status is determined.

72 In several States of the region the identification document does not mention 
the refugee status of its owner, to prevent discrimination; some legislation in 
the Americas also recognise both the refugees and asylum-seekers’ right to 
work. For more information and access to available tools, see: http://www.
acnur.org/t3/donde-trabaja/america/mexico/la-proteccion-de-las-perso-
nas-refugiadas-y-la-seguridad-humana/.

differentiated measures for this group, taking in 
account their gender and age. At the same time, 
the Plan of Action called for authorities to adopt 
sensitive receiving systems for protection as well 
as differentiated procedures, and processes that 
would enable them to respond to refugee claims, 
meeting at the same time the needs of unaccom-
panied children, victims of trafficking and other 
groups with specific needs.

53. Ten years after the approval of the Mexico Plan of 
Action, the pattern of displacement of boys, girls 
and adolescents in the Mesoamerica has changed 
significantly. As mentioned in previous sections, 
in recent years the threats, extortion, assaults or 
attacks on their life, their freedom or their integ-
rity, coupled with the prevalence of poverty and 
high social exclusion, have exposed children and 
adolescents to alarming levels of violence and 
criminality registered in different regions of Cen-
tral America, and particularly vulnerable to forced 
recruitment by transnational organized crime, es-
pecially the maras and gangs.

54. Because of this and the difficulties encountered by 
State security bodies to ensure their protection, as 
well as lack of protection from their own families, 
children and adolescents have been forced to move 
to other cities and communities within their coun-
tries in search for security, or even to cross interna-
tional borders with their parents, with other family 
members or without any company, primarily to the 
United States of America and increasingly to Mex-
ico. The displacement has been increasing each 
year and has intensified in the last three years.73

73 Consistently with data from Mexico, the USA has registered a significant 
rebound in the arrival of unaccompanied adolescents, girls and boys since 
2011, coming from El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, and Mexico. The 
situation is clearly reflected in the number of detentions: 4,059 in 2011; 
10,443 in 2012, and 21,537 in 2013, more than double. In this regard, the 
Department of Homeland Security estimated that this flow could reach 
60,000 or more unaccompanied migrants boys, girls and adolescents by the 
end of 2014.

55. One of the main challenges that hinder a better 
protection of children and adolescents in this 
scenario, as stated by the Special Rapporteur on 
the human rights of migrants, is that “age is not 
a common variable of disaggregated statistical 
data on international migration, which remains 
as the most difficult component of population 
change to measure”74. This lack of disaggregated 
information makes the particular problems faced 
by children and adolescents in the context of in-
ternational migration to be left aside, due to the 
lack of visibility of its magnitude.75 However, an 
analysis of official information and some studies 
on the subject can provide some clues about the 
situation of this population in the Mesoamerican 
migration scenario.

56. In this regard, it stands out the 137% increase in 
the number of events of boys and girls alone or 
with families, detected in Mexico and repatriated 
between 2011 and 2013. According to the National 
Institute of Migration (inM) in Mexico, in the past 
seven years there have been nearly 30,000 depor-
tations of unaccompanied children and teenagers 
to their countries of origin. Only in 2013 the inM 
reported 5,477 deportations of persons under 18 
years of age travelling unaccompanied in Mexi-
co, which represents the highest number of unac-

74 See: Report of the Special Rapporteur on the human rights of migrants, Mr 
Jorge Bustamante. Op. cit.

75 In Mesoamerica, there is limited information on the profile of girls, boys 
and adolescents disaggregated by gender and age; trends and access to child 
protection systems; access to the right to seek and y receive asylum (even to 
eligibility procedures to determine refugee status); the mechanisms used to 
travel; the abuses and specific risks during the entire cycle of displacement; 
the causes and individual grounds to migrate; etc. Likewise, there are few 
analyses of the information about the whereabouts and living conditions 
of those recognised as refugees, or who have been granted other forms of 
complementary protection. In some countries the cases of boys, girls and 
adolescents are not accounted for separately from adults. In general, statis-
tics are only disaggregated by sex.

companied boys and girls detected and deported 
to their countries of origin.76

57. A recent investigation at the end of 2013 in Mex-
ico, supported by unhCr, highlights that 36% of 
children and adolescents interviewed, identified 
issues associated with forms of violence as indi-
cators of international protection needs. During 
the last five years, 30,000 children and adolescents 
detected in Mexico, mostly coming from the tnAC 
have pointed out violence as the main reason for 
migrating (50%). The largest group of children 
and adolescents (50%) come from Honduras, and 
45% on average stated to have migrated because 
of the violence. In other words, almost half of the 
Honduran children and adolescents interviewed 
could have had need of access to the procedure for 
the recognition of refugee status and internation-
al protection in Mexico,77 Although other factors 
intervene significantly –as family reunification and 
the economic situation– violence was also identi-
fied as an important reason to migrate in the case 
of El Salvador (30%) and Guatemala (20%).

58. Likewise, the study “Children on the Run (2013)” 
published by the Regional Office of unhCr in 
Washington D.C., collects the individual percep-
tion of children from these three Central Amer-
ican countries and Mexico coming to the United 
States of America. The answers show the complex-
ity of the phenomenon where there is a multiplicity 

76 In 2008, unhCr published in Mexico the findings of the research “Interna-
tional protection of unaccompanied or separated boys and girls in the South-
ern border of Mexico.” The research established the reasons of the foreign 
children’s journey through Mexican territory. The report highlighted the 
urgent need to improve the mechanisms to identify and refer the separated 
or unaccompanied children requiring international protection, and pointed 
out that only 13% of the interviewed children had arguments to justify a 
more in-depth evaluation of a possible international protection need. The 
findings of such research significantly contrast with the most recent find-
ings supported by unhCr in Mexico at the end of 2013, which state a multi-
plicity of causes for the migration of unaccompanied or separated Central 
American boys, girls and adolescents.

77 unhCr Office in Mexico, Causes originating the migration of unaccompanied 
or separated boys and girls from Central America to Mexico and their protec-
tion in Mexico, 2014 (Preliminary report).
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of causes justifying the exit of children and adoles-
cents from their places of origin. The main find-
ings were conclusive: 58% of the total number of 
children interviewed had been forced to migrate, 
which indicated the potential or actual need for 
international protection. 78

59. In the United States of America, the number 
of non accompanied children and adolescents 
(nnA) from Central America and Mexico has in-
creased from an average of 6,000 per year in 2010 
to more than 24,000 in 2013, with an estimated 
60,000 nnA for 2014. Currently, the highest per-
centage of nnA comes from the three tnAC coun-
tries (51%).79

60. This specific population is in a highly vulnerable 
situation during the different stages of displace-
ment, from the departure, transit and arrival to 
the recipient country. Children and adolescents 
are at risk of being victims of transnational or-
ganized crime (victims of smuggling and human 
trafficking networks), of suffering accidents, of 
being subjected to sexual or labour exploitation, 
being mistreated or suffering physical and sexu-
al abuse. They can also suffer abuse and violence 
by discriminatory and xenophobic attitudes and 
practices, and encounter obstacles and difficul-
ties in their access to basic rights such as health, 
education and an adequate standard of living. 
In many cases, even if they are able to enter the 
country of destination violating immigration 
rules, they could be deprived of their liberty and 
subject to deportation without due process, with-

78 According to the research, the methodology was developed to project in the 
same proportion the conclusions regarding the number of unaccompanied 
boys, girls and adolescents in the same age range of those four countries.

79 unhCr, Children on the Run: Unaccompanied Children Leaving Central 
America and Mexico and the need for International Protection, 13 March 
2014, available at: http://www.refworld.org/docid/532180c24.html [ac-
cessed 14 April 2014].

out taking into account the determination of their 
best interests.80

61. Article 22 of the Convention on the Rights of the 
Child (hereinafter CRC) deals with the protection 
of refugee children, noting that States should take 
appropriate measures that a child who is seeking 
refugee status or who is considered a refugee in ac-
cordance with applicable international or domestic 
law and procedures shall receive appropriate pro-
tection and humanitarian assistance. Some of the 
major contemporary challenges for the protection 
of children, girls and adolescents with needs of in-
ternational protection in the Mesoamerican region 
to be highlighted are:

•	The non-restrict respect of the best interests of the 
child, as the primary consideration in all actions 
that affect children and adolescents, including ref-
ugees and asylum-seekers.

•	The eradication of discrimination on grounds of 
race, colour, sex, language, religion, political or 
other opinions, national, ethnic or social origin, 
economic position, physical impairments, birth 
or any other condition of the child or adolescent, 
or because of the status, activities, expressed 
opinions or beliefs of their parents, guardians or 
relatives.

•	Respect for their inherent right to life, survival and 
development, to the maximum extent possible.

•	Respect for the right to express their opinion free-
ly, and “properly consider” their opinions, depend-
ing on their age and maturity.

•	Early identification of children and adolescents 
and their needs, as soon as possible after their ar-
rival, with a regular and continuous monitoring. In 
this sense, individual, thorough and prompt regis-
tration of children can be useful for the States, for 
unhCr and other agencies and competent partners 

80 See the Special Rapporteur Report on the human rights of migrants, Mr 
Jorge Bustamante. Op. cit.

in the task of identifying those exposed to height-
ened risk.81

•	Have adequate reception measures, meaning the 
appropriate access of children and adolescents 
to government entities and civil society organiza-
tions, when they need assistance to fulfil their basic 
needs, like food, clothing, accommodation, health, 
education, recreational activities, medical and psy-
chological care, as well as respect for their privacy.

•	The immediate assignment of a tutor to unaccom-
panied and separated minors.

•	Take into account the specific needs of victims of 
abuse and sexual exploitation, torture and trauma, 
as well as other vulnerable groups, provide them 
with the required professional treatment and allow 
the unity of the family present in the territory, es-
pecially in the reception centres.

•	Apply the detention of asylum applicants, a mea-
sure inherently undesirable and as a last resort, 
only when it has been determined that it is neces-
sary in an individual case, and where international 
standards are met. An ethic of care –and not de-
tention– should govern all interactions with chil-
dren and adolescents requesting the recognition of 
refugee status and the primary consideration must 
be to best serve the best interests of the child.

•	Establish appropriate and sensitive asylum pro-
cedures where priority is given to their cases, to 
ensure a legal representative and the participation 
of a guardian in the case of the unaccompanied 
and separated, taking into account their age, gen-

81 In Mexico, for example, the Child Protection Officers (OPIs) are respon-
sible for implementing the mechanisms of identification and referral of 
children with international protection needs. There are efforts to region-
alize and export this experience and its effective implementation to other 
countries of the region. Furthermore, in Guatemala recently was created 
the Commission for the Comprehensive Care of Migrant Children and Ad-
olescents that is aimed at “coordinate, evaluate, promote, and follow up the 
fulfilment of institutional or inter-agency strategies, plans and programmes 
related to migrant childhood and adolescence, to provide them protection, 
assistance and care.” In Costa Rica, there is a Tripartite Commission com-
prised of the Board of Immigration and Aliens, the National Child Welfare 
and the Ministry of Labour, in order to coordinate actions aimed to protect 
migrant children. unhCr participates as an observer.

der, cultural background and maturity, and the 
circumstances of life and the entry mode, and to 
guarantee their participation according to their 
age and maturity.

•	Identification of the most appropriate and durable 
solution, with particular attention to the unaccom-
panied and separated. To do this analysis usually 
requires to carefully weigh various factors in the 
process of determining their best interests, consid-
ering the best solution and the right time to apply 
it, since decisions on voluntary repatriation, reset-
tlement, or local integration will most likely have a 
fundamental and long-term impact on the minor.

iii mesoamerIca, a sPace for regIonal ProtectIon

a mexIco Plan of actIon as regIonal strategIc frameWork

62. Mesoamerica is a pioneer region in the adoption of 
regional approaches for the protection of uprooted 
people since the adoption of the “1984 Cartage-
na Declaration on Refugees”,82 the commitments 
on refugees of the “Contadora Act for Peace and 
Cooperation in Central America”83, the “Peace Ac-
cords and CirefCA process”84, up to the “1994 San 
Jose Declaration on Refugees and Displaced Per-
sons” 85, and the adoption of Mexico’s Declaration 
and Plan of Action. Often in this region the prag-
matism of non-binding instruments (soft law) have 
been chosen to innovate and advance international 
refugee law.

82 1984 Cartagena Declaration on Refugees: http://www.unhcr.org/cgi-bin/
texis/vtx/home/opendocPDFViewer.html?docid=45dc19084&que-
ry=1984%20Cartagena%20DEclaration.

83 1986: Contadora Act for Peace and Co-operation in Central America, in 
Spanish at: http://www.sela.org/Acta_de_Contadora_para_la_Paz_y_la_
Cooperacion_en_Centroamerica.pdf. 

84 International Conference on Refugees in Central America (CirefCA): 
https://www.oas.org/dil/esp/cirefca_89-9_esp.pdf.

85 1994 San José Declaration on Refugees and Displaced Persons: http://www.
refworld.org/docid/4a54bc3fd.html.
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63. Within this context, the Mexico Plan of Action 
(MpA) of 200486 has become a regional strategic 
framework for providing protection to refugees 
and for seeking durable solutions, through specific 
programmes (borders of solidarity, cities of soli-
darity and solidarity resettlement). Likewise, the 
MpA has preserved an internal humanitarian space, 
based on the recognition that the region continues 
to provide protection to refugees, mostly refugees 
from Latin America. The MpA has also been a plat-
form to promote south-south cooperation amongst 
the countries of the continent on the basis of re-
gional solidarity cooperation, highlighting the role 
of Latin America in the protection of its own ref-
ugees.

64. The advances in refugee protection date back to 
the consecration of the right to seek asylum at a 
constitutional level in 15 Latin American coun-
tries, including eight of Mesoamerica and the Ca-
ribbean,87 and more recently to the existence of 
a procedural framework and national bodies re-
sponsible for the determination of refugee status; 
some of them include civil society organizations.88 
As a major advance in the regional agenda, most 
of the Mesoamerican countries have recognized in 
their legislation that persecution may be related to 
gender, age and diversity, and have established spe-
cific provisions on gender persecution and refugee 
children (both accompanied and unaccompanied). 
The refugee protection is high on the agenda of the 
Inter-American system, whose case law has set the 
standards that must be regionally respected. Also 
the siCA and national agencies for the promotion 

86 Mexico Declaration and Plan of Action to Strengthen International 
Protection of Refugees in Latin America: http://www.refworld.org/do-
cid/424bf6914.html.

87 The right to seek asylum is regulated in Mesoamerica and the Caribbean in 
the following countries: Costa Rica, Cuba, El Salvador, Guatemala, Hon-
duras, Mexico, Nicaragua, and Dominican Republic, which regulated the 
right of asylum for the duration of the Mexico Plan of Action of 2004.

88 Such is the case of Nicaragua and Panama.

and protection of human rights in most countries 
in the region have included refugee protection 
within their competence.89

65. State practice also accounts for the recognition of 
differentiated protection needs of persons because 
of their diversity (African descent groups, indige-
nous peoples and lgbti groups). The understand-
ing that trafficking victims may have international 
protection needs, as refugees, has also been im-
proved.

66. Once refugee status has been determined and the 
immediate protection needs have been met, refu-
gees also need support to find durable solutions 
and to undertake a sustainable living project that 
allows them to break or end the cycle of forced 
displacement. Traditionally unhCr has promoted 
three durable solutions for refugees: 1) local inte-
gration, 2) resettlement, and 3) voluntary repatri-
ation.

67. The Mexico Plan of Action emphasized the need 
to promote durable solutions through three strate-
gic programmes: “Borders of Solidarity,” “Cities of 
Solidarity,” and “Solidarity Resettlement.” These 
programmes emphasize the integration in coun-
tries of asylum and recommend resettlement, as 
a strategic tool for cases with specific protection 
needs.

68. In regard to Mesoamerica, Mexico City and the 
municipality of Desamparados in San José, Cos-
ta Rica, became part of the programme of “cit-
ies of solidarity” developing specific activities to 
facilitate refugees’ access to livelihoods through 
micro-credit mechanisms, vocational and profes-
sional training as well as ensuring access to health 
services and education.

69. “Borders of Solidarity” was implemented mainly 
in Panama and Costa Rica. In the case of Pana-

89 Letters of Understanding have been signed with the national bodies for the 
promotion and protection of human rights in Mexico, Guatemala, Hondu-
ras, El Salvador, Nicaragua, Costa Rica, and Panama.

ma, this programme mainly benefited populations 
in El Darien area, trying to address some of the 
basic needs of people, in infrastructure, sanitation 
and access to basic health services and education, 
and supporting both people with international 
protection needs and local population. In the case 
of Costa Rica, together with the Ombudsman, the 
programme facilitated border monitoring in the 
South in order to identify and care for Colombians 
in need of international protection.

70. Resettlement has also been an important protec-
tion strategy in the case of Costa Rica, Ecuador 
and, to a lesser extent, in Panama. The strategic 
use of resettlement as a durable solution has been 
used for special needs cases of legal and physical 
protection, survivors of torture, medical cases 
and people without local integration prospects in 
countries like Costa Rica and Panama. Costa Rica 
and Ecuador were selected as beneficiaries of the 
“Solidarity Resettlement” programme and both 
countries, along with Venezuela, are the main 
countries of asylum of Colombian refugees. How-
ever, this durable solution has benefited only very 
few refugees because of the characteristics of the 
profiles and the specific requirements of the reset-
tlement countries.

71. Currently it has only facilitated the voluntary repa-
triation of a very small number of individual cases. 
However, considering the current peace negotia-
tions in Colombia, this solution may gain relevance 
in the case of Panama and Costa Rica where major 
groups of Colombian refugees reside.

72. Overall, the Mexico Plan of Action has made   
significant progress in protection and solutions 
issues in Mesoamerica. However, there are still 
some important challenges for strengthening the 
policy and institutional framework in two key as-
pects that should underpin efforts to consolidate 
Mesoamerica as a genuine area of   regional pro-
tection.

b effectIve access and strengthenIng  

 of natIonal Procedures for the determInatIon  

 of refugee status

73. Besides being incorporated into most of the Con-
stitutions of the Mesoamerican States, the right to 
seek and enjoy asylum is part of the American legal 
system90.

74. For unhCr and the Inter-American System of Hu-
man Rights, the right to seek and receive asylum, 
is primarily addressed by respecting the principle 
of non-refoulement and ensuring effective access to 
the eligibility procedures of each national jurisdic-
tion with adequate guarantees of due process (i.e. 
the right to defence, to have legal representation, 
the right to receive a reasoned resolution, appeal, 
etc.). It is, therefore, through an effective process 
or channelling and referral of an application of ref-
ugee status to the appropriate national institution 
–with appropriate and applicable guarantees– that 
the right to seek and receive asylum in the region is 
guaranteed and becomes effective.

75. Most of the laws in the region adopt administra-
tive procedures for determining refugee status, ei-
ther through interagency committees or national 
agencies created for that function. Some of these 
instances involve civil society organisations, which 
is a major regional advance in this field.

76. Among the actions taken to strengthen the proce-
dures for determining refugee status it is import-
ant to highlight the Quality Assurance Initiative 
(qAi) for quality management and strengthening 
of eligibility procedures in the region. The first 
agency to implement the initiative was the Mexi-
can Commission for Aid to Refugees (CoMAr), and 

90 In Mesoamerica, all countries have acceded to the American Convention 
on Human Rights, which includes in its Article 22.7 the right to seek and 
be granted asylum among the protected rights by the Inter-American Hu-
man Rights System (http://www.oas.org/dil/treaties_B-32_American_Con-
vention_on_Human_Rights.htm). It is worth noting that all the countries 
acknowledge the Inter-American Court of Human Rights jurisdiction, and 
also are parties to the 1951 Convention relating to the Status of Refugees 
and its 1967 Protocol.
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later joined in the authorities of Costa Rica, Pana-
ma, Argentina, and Brazil. The initiative seeks to 
strengthen methodological tools with the author-
ities to increase the degree of compliance of the 
minimum guarantees of due process in eligibility 
procedures, promoting a quasi-judicial system.

77. Another important development has been the es-
tablishment of the Administrative Immigration 
Tribunal in Costa Rica (administrative body of 
technical nature that hears appeals in the proce-
dures for refugee status determination), as well as 
the technical expertise of the Refugee Unit of the 
Directorate General of Immigration and Aliens, a 
good regional practice that facilitates the gradual 
incorporation of the minimum guarantees of due 
process in the context of eligibility procedures.

78. Despite significant regional developments, some of 
the rules or practices adopted are not entirely con-
sistent with the provisions of the 1951 Convention 
relating to the Status of Refugees (“1951 Conven-
tion”) and its 1967 Protocol. Important challenges 
still prevail, such as:

•	The need for special mechanisms for early iden-
tification of persons in need of international pro-
tection and referral procedures for refugee status 
determination.

•	The existence of screening procedures that hinder 
effective access to the procedures for refugee sta-
tus determination.

•	Excessively short deadlines for filing applications.91

•	Accelerated procedures without adequate proce-
dural safeguards for applications deemed as fraud-
ulent or manifestly unfounded or abusive.

91 In this context, it is important to highlight as a good practice in the region’s 
national legislations those of Guatemala, Honduras, and Nicaragua, which 
do not establish a deadline for the submission of asylum applications. While 
the Mexican legislation on international protection of refugees determined 
that the application must be submitted within a period of thirty days, it is 
important to consider the opportunity that an applicant has in Mexico to 
present justifications for any breach of such provision.

•	Difficulties in ensuring the operation of the na-
tional authorities responsible for determining ref-
ugee status in countries where the Technical Secre-
tariats do not have sufficient human and financial 
resources, or where a small number of applications 
for recognition of refugee status is presented each 
year. The challenge is how to ensure the effective 
functioning of these procedures to a limited num-
ber of applications and the frequent changes in the 
composition of the members of the Technical Sec-
retariats and the governments’ commissions.

•	The lack of legal representation and advice for people 
seeking international protection hinders the effective 
access to refugee status determination procedures.92

•	A better understanding of the issues related to age, 
gender and diversity through the procedures for 
determining refugee status.

•	There is a perception that mixed migration 
(extra-continental and Central American) uses 
national mechanisms for determining refugee 
status to avoid migration controls or to try to 
regularize the migratory situation in a country. 
In fact, there is a need to implement national 
mechanisms to identify the different protection 
needs of persons involved in such movements 
and to channel or reference these persons to 
the relevant procedures (i.e. trafficked, nnA, 
victims of physical or sexual violence, strand-

92 Considering that violence caused by criminal actors is still affecting in par-
ticular and differentiated ways women and children, Nicaragua decided to 
extend more favourable treatment and prioritize the decision-making on 
refugee status relating to non-accompanied children and adolescent asy-
lum-seekers, as well as women victims of violence and persecution carried 
out by criminal non-state actors. This prioritization of applications filed by 
persons with special protection needs is a good practice which incorporates 
unhCr recommendations for the adoption of differentiated and sensitive 
procedures to considerations of age and gender of applicants, ensuring ef-
fective access to inclusive eligibility procedures.

ed migrants, humanitarian visas, regularization 
schemes, etc.).93

79. Another important regional challenge is to ensure 
that national institutions responsible for deter-
mining refugee status and defining public policies 
for their protection and durable solutions have a 
permanent Mesoamerican forum dedicated to di-
alogue, cooperation and exchange of good prac-
tices between peers from different countries. It is, 
therefore, extremely important that these national 
institutions, with the help and support of unhCr, 
make the effort to keep this forum beyond the two 
regional meetings that have been held in the recent 
past (2012 in El Salvador and 2013 in Nicaragua).

c comPrehensIve durable solutIons strategy, 

  WIth emPhasIs on local IntegratIon

80. With the exception of Costa Rica, Mexico and Pan-
ama, the vast majority of countries in the region 
provide protection to a small number of refugees 
immersed within mixed migratory movements 
across the region. In this context, although good 
practices for local integration can be recorded, the 
traditional emphasis of States has been to deter-
mine refugee status.

81. In terms of local integration, among regional best 
practices, we can highlight the exemption or de-
creased rate for refugees in issuing individual per-
sonal documentation94 and recognition of the right 
to family reunification in the case of Guatemala, 
Nicaragua and El Salvador.

93 The development and implementation of the “regional guidelines for the 
preliminary identification of profiles and referral mechanisms of vulnerable 
migrant populations” adopted in June 2013 during the XVIII Meeting of 
Vice-ministers of the Regional Conference on Migration (Puebla Process) 
is necessary in this context, as mentioned earlier.

94 In El Salvador the process to obtain ID and its replacement also are exempt. 
In Nicaragua temporary residence of refugees is free of charge and they 
pay only 50% of the cost of the rate for permanent residence. In Costa Rica 
the immigration category change and the deposit of guarantees are exempt 
from taxes. Refugee children are exempt from payment of refugee docu-
mentation.

82. Another important development is that the right 
of access to paid work is guaranteed once the ref-
ugee condition is recognized. As in most South 
American countries, this right also extends to asy-
lum-seekers in Costa Rica and Nicaragua, which is 
a good regional practice.

83. In most countries of the region, refugees have 
the opportunity to become permanent resi-
dents through the change of migratory status 
and access to naturalization. In this regard, it 
is considered good practice that Mexico grant 
recognized refugees permanent residence di-
rectly, and that Panama has adopted domestic 
legislation95 to promote the change of migra-
tory status of longstanding refugees, beneficia-
ries of temporary humanitarian protection and 
refugees with at least three years of residence 
in Panama after the recognition of their status. 
To facilitate the naturalization of refugees, it 
is necessary to promote a waiver of the proce-
dures they cannot meet because of their partic-
ular vulnerability and significantly reduce the 
cost of the procedure.

84. In terms of public policy, in the case of Costa Rica, 
with the enactment of the General Law on Immi-
gration No 8764 in 2010, the government took an 
important step in promoting the integration of 
migrants and refugees. This legal framework is a 
milestone, as it sets a new paradigm transcending 
the approach of regulating migratory movements, 
a clear promotion of integration, declaring for the 

95 Law 81 of 2011 (regularization of persons with temporary humanitarian 
protection, or PTH since 1998) and Law 74 of 2013 establish the require-
ments for refugees to have access to permanent residence. Local integration 
is promoted with permanent residence status as well as effective access to 
rights conducive to naturalization, for those refugees wishing so and meet 
the criteria established in the Political Constitution.
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first time migration as of public interest for the 
development of the country.96

85. Another regional good practice to promote local 
integration is to strengthening partnerships with 
the private sector to facilitate the search for em-
ployment opportunities for refugees and other per-
sons of concern to unhCr, through the promotion 
of programmes of Corporate Social Responsibility 
(Csr). Likewise, the incorporation of refugees to mi-
cro-credit schemes and micro-finance97 is a favour-
able tool to promote their integration in countries 
of asylum. Some experiences in Costa Rica98 and 

96 This regulation has also been reflected in institutional changes, since the 
Directorate of Integration and Human Development was created within the 
Office of Migration and has become a central partner of unhCr in differ-
ent lobbying tasks to facilitate the integration of refugees. In addition, the 
General Law on Immigration and Aliens No 8764, sets the Migration So-
cial Fund generated by taxes paid by any foreigner for migratory processes. 
With this same approach aiming to integration, in December 2013 entered 
into force by Executive Decree 38099-G the first comprehensive Public Pol-
icy on Migration 2013-2023, which incorporates important strategic axis of 
action for the integration of refugees, in terms of the process of recognition 
of the refugee status, equal access to the labour market, recognition of stud-
ies completed in the country of origin, and access to health and education 
services, among others.

97 Also in Costa Rica is noteworthy the Micro-credits Programme of APRODE, 
implementing partner of unhCr, which provides and facilitates loans for 
creating self-employment and small business, among others.

98 Several initiatives have been launched in this country such as the pro-
gramme “Living the Integration”, which promotes innovative practices of 
Corporate Social Responsibility, a public-private partnership amongst un-
hCr, Business Association for Development (AED), the General Directorate 
of Migration and Aliens and ACAI, unhCr’s implementing partner. This 
programme promotes the inclusion of refugees into the labour market, and 
thereby their integration into Costa Rican society. Another important de-
velopment is the Model of Graduation, a pilot project implemented by un-
hCr in Egypt, Ecuador and Costa Rica through the identification/selection 
of candidates (the most vulnerable but with high motivation and potential 
of success) to complete their training, family and social monitoring and sup-
port for inclusion in the labour market and the pursuit of self-sufficiency. 
In Costa Rica those steps are carried out simultaneously to the Programme 
of job opportunities implemented by ACAI, which manages a data base of 
persons of concern looking for job and companies offering vacancies, facil-
itates interviews, placement of jobs, training and personalized follow-up.

Mexico99 could serve as a platform for a coordinat-
ed regional action in the search for durable solutions 
for refugees.

86. Despite these important developments, the Meso-
american region still lacks comprehensive strate-
gies to promote the legal, economic and cultural 
integration of refugees. Among the main challeng-
es we highlight the following:

•	As an axis of local action, it is necessary to advance 
in the definition and adoption of public policies 
for refugees that go beyond the determination of 
refugee status and redouble efforts to find durable 
solutions through comprehensive strategies that 
address local integration, in socioeconomic, legal 
(change migratory status and naturalization) and 
cultural terms, as well as voluntary repatriation 
and the strategic use of resettlement.

•	Effective access to sources of employment and 
decent housing remain the two main restrictions 
to the refugee population, as well as for the less 
favoured sectors of host societies. In general, coun-
tries do not have specific care programmes for the 
refugee population and their inclusion in national 
programmes to combat poverty has had various 
limitations.

•	It is important that personal refugee documen-
tation from many countries of the region do not 
explicitly refer to refugee status, in order to avoid 
discrimination and to promote access to basic ser-
vices and, in particular, to sources of employment.

99 In Mexico, several activities are addressed to refugee women focused main-
ly on self-management, participation and self-sufficiency, including Spanish 
learning programmes. Guidelines are provided to start the job search, to 
initiate, continue, and validate studies in Mexico, with the help of a network 
called “Abriendo Puertas” (Opening Doors) which includes churches, sev-
eral types of groups, co-operatives, professionals and companies willing to 
provide services and job opportunities to the refugee population. Refugees 
have been included as a population category “in situation of vulnerability” 
in the programme “Inclusive Company”, dependent of the Secretariat of 
Labour in the city of Tapachula, state of Chiapas, which keeps a job notice 
board. The Secretariat shares the information and, with the support of the 
civil association Fray Matías de Córdova, couches refugees to prepare Re-
sumes and job interviews.

•	Time must be reduced to issue requests resolutions 
of applications for recognition of refugee status, so 
that asylum-seekers should not remain in uncer-
tainty for long periods.

•	In some cases, the high cost of individual personal 
documents make it difficult to receive adequate in-
ternational protection for either the issuance or re-
newal of refugee card, or to start the application for 
migratory change status to permanent residence, 
or naturalization. In many cases, the high costs of 
these procedures have become a serious obstacle 
for refugees to renew their personal identification 
documents or opt for a process of naturalization.

•	There are still challenges for the recognition of 
personal identification documents of refugees by 
the public institutions in the country.

•	Difficulties persist to access the labour market and 
this leads to economic instability, coupled with the 
lack of knowledge of labour rights by refugees. In 
some countries even the document of refugees is 
not accepted or recognized by employers as a valid 
personal identification document, which further 
hinders access to work.

•	Limited access to educational opportunities and 
difficulties for the recognition of academic qual-
ifications is a challenge for local integration. It is 
extremely important to facilitate and promote the 
educational development of refugees and their 
families to facilitate their local integration and per-
sonal development.

•	There are significant difficulties in accessing bank-
ing services: the non-recognition of iD of refugees 
in most banking institutions complicates the open-
ing of bank accounts and access to credit. Not hav-
ing bank accounts, in turn, makes it more difficult 
to be hired because refugees cannot receive wages 
through bank transfers, payment method used by 
many employers.

•	Discrimination is a fact, as well as the need for psy-
chosocial support for people who have fled their 
home country because of violence or persecution. 

There is great ignorance and / or misperceptions 
about the situation of refugees and their needs.

•	It is necessary to consider quicker and cheaper pro-
cedures, including exemption from requirements, 
to facilitate the process of naturalization of refu-
gees who may aspire to that benefit, in accordance 
with current applicable legislation. 100

•	It is important to consider a greater involvement of 
the private sector in the generation of employment 
opportunities for refugees.

d PreventIon of statelessness and ProtectIon  

 of stateless Persons In mesoamerIca

87. Thanks to generous legislations on nationality 
in most countries, the humanitarian dimension 
of the problem of statelessness has been reduced 
in the region, although not completely eliminat-
ed. In view of this, the Mesoamerican countries 
could, even with limited resources, eradicate 
statelessness in the next ten years by supporting 
the inclusion of a chapter on statelessness in the 
future Brazil Plan of Action (2015-2024),101 as did 
participating countries of the MerCosur sub-re-
gional consultation.

88. The adoption of this chapter would allow: 1) to 
define a regional agenda that identifies the chal-
lenges, actions and goals relating to statelessness, 
which could be reflected in national policies on 
human rights; 2) to strengthen the impact of exist-
ing initiatives on prevention, identification, protec-
tion and reduction; 3) to deepen the commitment 
of the countries of the region to the global goal of 
eradication of statelessness driven by unhCr.

100 In this sense, it is noteworthy the agreement signed between unhCr and the 
Costa Rican Electoral Supreme Tribunal (TSE) to facilitate the naturaliza-
tion of refugees.

101 Summary Conclusions, Sub-regional MerCosur Consultations; the celebra-
tion of the 30th Anniversary of the Cartagena Declaration on Refugees 
“Cartagena+30”, Buenos Aires, 18 - 19 March, 2014.
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89. Since the regional refugee instruments did not 
address the problem of statelessness,102 the region 
lacks a strategic framework to boost its efforts 
against this scourge. However, the guidelines of 
the Brasilia Declaration on the Protection of Ref-
ugees and Stateless Persons (2010)103 and the reso-
lutions on statelessness of the General Assembly of 
the Organization of American States (oAs)104 could 
guide the development of this chapter, which 
would address the following challenges:

PREVENTIoN oF sTATELEssNEss

90. Accession to the 1961 Convention on the Reduction 
of Statelessness, is a central hub to prevent and re-
duce statelessness in the region. Costa Rica (1977), 
Guatemala (2001), Honduras (2012), Nicaragua 
(2013) and Panama (2011) are now States Parties, 
while Belize, El Salvador and Mexico still are not. 105

91. Countries often do a proper balance between the 
human right to a nationality and their broad powers 
to regulate it.106 The political constitutions, which 
combine the criteria of jus soli and jus sanguinis, and 

102 The 1984 Cartagena Declaration on Refugees, the San José Declaration on 
Refugees and Internally Displaced Persons (1994) and the Mexico Declara-
tion and Plan of Action to strengthen the Protection of Refugees in Latin 
America (2004) focused primarily on the assistance and protection needs of 
asylum-seekers, refugees, displaced persons and returnees.

103 In the Brasilia Declaration on the Protection of Refugees and Stateless Per-
sons in the Americas (2010), Costa Rica, El Salvador, Guatemala, Mexico, 
Nicaragua, Panama, and Dominican Republic urged the countries of the 
Americas to “consider acceding to the international instruments on state-
lessness, reviewing their national legislation to prevent and reduce situa-
tions of statelessness, and strengthening national mechanisms for compre-
hensive birth.” (http://www.unhcr.org/4ec12c4f9.pdf.)

104 Resolutions AG/RES. 1693 (XXIX-O/99), AG/RES. 1762 (XXX-O/00), 
AG/RES. 1832 (XXXI-O/01), AG/RES. 1892 (XXXII-O/02), AG/RES. 
1971 (XXXIII-O/03), AG/RES. 2047 (XXXIV-O/04), AG/RES. 2511 
(XXXIX-O/09), AG/RES. 2599 (XL-O/10), and AG/RES.2665 (XLI-0/11), 
AG/RES. 2787 (XLIII-O/13) on Prevention and reduction of statelessness 
and protection of stateless persons in the Americas.

105 In 2013, El Salvador organized, with support from unhCr, a government 
workshop to discuss several legal issues relating to accession.

106 All countries are Parties to the un Convention on the Rights of the Child, 
which in Article 7 recognizes the child’s right to a nationality. With the ex-
ception of Belize, all countries are Parties to the American Convention on 
Human Rights, which recognizes the right of every person to a nationality, 
to obtain the nationality of the State in whose territory he/she was born if 
not entitled to another, and not to be arbitrarily deprived of such nationality 
(Article 20).

the generous nationality laws significantly reduce 
the possibility of statelessness in the region. Howev-
er, this possibility has not been completely removed.

92. For example, in El Salvador107 and Mexico108 the 
nationality acquired by naturalization may be lost 
for 5 years of residence in a foreign country, which 
would be contrary to international law if it applies 
equally to people who have another nationality and 
those who could become stateless.109 Also, some 
jurisdictions have regulatory gaps and not clearly 
resolve the issue of the nationality of foundlings, 
which depend of variables administrative practic-
es or judicial decisions. On the other hand, some 
countries allow the renunciation of nationality 
without any security that the person has acquired 
or will acquire in fact, another nationality.

93. Another aspect regarding prevention refers to universal 
birth registration. Although the lack of birth regis-
tration does not imply that the person is a stateless 
person, the record is often essential to demonstrate 
the acquisition of nationality. In the Americas there 
are 1.3 million of unregistered births each year and 
6.5 million children without birth certificates. Al-
though the level of lack of birth registration among 
children from 1-5 years of age has decreased from 
18% to 7%, 11% of boys and girls under 5 years of 
age in rural areas are not yet registered.110

107 According to article 94.1 of the Political Constitution (1983) the status of 
naturalized Salvadorans is lost by residing more than two consecutive years 
in the country of origin, o by absence from the territory for more than five 
consecutive years, except in case of permission granted in accordance to 
law.

108 Article 37, paragraph B, Political Constitution of Mexico, Article 27 of the 
Law of Nationality (1998) (last amendment published on 23/04/2012, Dia-
rio Oficial de la Federación). According to Article 37.B).II, Mexican nation-
ality by naturalization is lost by residing for five consecutive years abroad.

109 According to article 7.4 of the 1961 Convention, a naturalized person may 
lose his/her nationality on account of residence abroad for a period spec-
ified by the law of the contracting State. However, the term should not be 
less than seven consecutive years, and operates if the person fails to declare 
to the appropriate authority his/her intention to retain her nationality.

110 Parliamentarian Workshop on the right to identity and protection: promotion 
of the universal birth registration in Latin America and the Caribbean, re-
gional meeting in the Congress of the Republic of Peru organized by the 
Inter-Parliamentary Union and uniCef, Lima, 7 - 8 June 2013.

94. Under certain circumstances, people whose birth 
is not registered may be at risk of statelessness as 
a result of the difficulties they might face to show 
their ties with a State.111 For this reason, at the 
initiative of grulAC, in 2013 the unhCr Executive 
Committee adopted a “Conclusion on civil regis-
tration” in which States are encouraged to apply, in 
collaboration and with the support of unhCr, the 
legal and practical measures necessary to overcome 
difficulties to make entries in the civil registry.112 In 
the framework of the oAs, the Inter-American Pro-
gram for Universal Civil Registry and the “Right 
to Identity” was also designed for this purpose.113

IDENTIFICATIoN AND PRoTECTIoN oF sTATELEss PERsoNs

95. Accession to the 1954 Convention relating to the 
Status of Stateless Persons is equally important to 
eradicate statelessness. Belize (2006), Costa Rica 
(1977), Guatemala (2000), Honduras (2012), Mexi-
co (2000), Nicaragua (2013), and Panama (2011) are 
now States Parties. Although not yet State party, 
El Salvador has signed the 1954 Convention and 
has moved towards ratification. In 2014 Mexico ap-
proved the lifting of reservations to Article 31 of 
the 1954 Convention and Article 32 of the 1951Con-
vention relating to the Status of Refugees, relating 
to the expulsion of stateless persons and refu-

111 For instance, the following categories of persons may be at risk of state-
lessness due to the non-registration of their birth: 1) migrants who can not 
demonstrate the nationality of the country of origin; 2) individuals living 
in border areas, where the non-registration of birth can lead to confusion 
whether the person is national of one country or another; 3) nomadic or 
semi nomadic populations whose territories cross national borders; etc.

112 Conclusion on civil registration, Report of the 64th session of the Executive 
Committee of the High Commissioner’s Programme, A/AC.96/1132, 2013, 
at: http://www.unhcr.org/525baeae9.pdf.

113 Resolution AG/RES. 2362 (XXXVIII-O/08), Inter-American Program 
for Universal Civil Registry and the “Right to Identity”, General Assembly 
(oAs), 3 June 2008. Currently, the Program for Universalization of the Civil 
Identity in the Americas (PUICA) supports the oAs State Members in the 
eradication of underreporting to ensure the recognition of the right to civil 
identity and the fulfilment of the objectives set out in that resolution.

gees.114. In the same spirit, Mexico could consider 
lifting reservations to articles 17 and 32 of the 1954 
Convention.115

96. As with refugees, the development of regulato-
ry frameworks is important for the protection of 
stateless persons. However, most countries lack 
regulations that comprehensively address the is-
sue. It is positive that Costa Rica,116 Honduras, 117 
and Mexico118 have regulated migration and of 
personal documentation issues. Similarly, Costa 
Rica and Panama have made progress in develop-
ing draft presidential decrees, based on the draft 
Model Law prepared by unhCr.119

97. Also, unlike other countries, Costa Rica, Hon-
duras and Mexico have procedures to determine 
statelessness, which are decisive to ensure that the 
reduced number of stateless people in the region is 
properly identified and protected, preventing pro-
tection risks such as indefinite immigration deten-
tion, deportation and refusal to allow the return 
from abroad. To that end, the allocation of com-
petence to the National Commissions for Refugees 
could be the cheapest and easiest way for a techni-
cal body, equipped with a minimum of resources 
and structure, to identify, protect and support the 
search for a solution to stateless persons. This may 

114 Decree of 6 February 2014, which approves the withdrawal of the reser-
vation expressed to article 31 of the Convention relating to the Status of 
Stateless Persons (20/03/2014, Diario Oficial de la Federación).

115 At the time of accession, Mexico stated that it is not obliged to guarantee 
stateless persons more facilities for their naturalisation or obtaining paid 
employment than those who, in general, granted to foreigners. Mexico is 
the only State party that maintains a reservation on article 32. As regards 
article 17, although Italy considered it a mere recommendation and Philip-
pines expressly reserved it, none of the remaining 77 States parties noted.

116 Law 8.764 (2009), General Law on Migration and Aliens of Costa Rica; 
Decree 37.112-G (2012), Regulations on Aliens.

117 Decree 208 (2003), Law on Migration and Aliens of Honduras; Regulation 
of Migration and Aliens Act (2004).

118 Mexico’s Law on Migration (2011) (as per amendment published 
07/06/2013, Diario Oficial de la Federación); (2012) Regulation of Law on 
Migration.

119 During the Ministerial Intergovernmental Event on Refugees and Stateless 
Persons, held in Geneva in December 2011, Costa Rica agreed to “adopt a 
procedure for the determination of statelessness.” Also, Panama committed 
to “ensure the protection of stateless persons in its territory.”
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require the strengthening of Commissions and 
Technical Secretariats.

REDuCTIoN oF sTATELEssNEss

98. According to Article 32 of the 1954 Convention, 
States shall as far as possible facilitate the natu-
ralization of stateless persons, make every effort 
to expedite naturalization proceedings and to re-
duce as far as possible the charges and costs of 
such proceedings. In the region, however, the leg-
islation does not recognize facilities. Thus, state-
less persons must comply generally with the same 
requirements for foreigners who have a nation-
ality. Since the solution of statelessness is linked 
to the acquisition or reacquisition of nationality, 
such facilities are key to eradicating the problem. 
It would therefore be important for countries to 
grant certain facilities, introducing regulatory 
changes, as needed.120

99. Increasingly, the region is witnessing migratory 
movements of people, including children and 
teenagers who are unaccompanied or separated, 
lacking identity or travel documents. A small num-
ber of these people were not properly registered at 
birth, nor after, and can not prove their ties with 
their country of origin.

100. The confirmation of nationality through the late 
registration of births and the granting of person-
al documents is important for those people who, 
in a migratory or trans-boundary context, are at 
high risk of becoming stateless. Efforts to con-
firm the nationality, however, can be a challenge 
when the country faces structural deficiencies in 
its registration system, or lacks communication 
mechanisms or bi-national projects to respond to 
the problem.

120 The type of facilities may vary from country to country. Depending on the 
requirements for foreigners, in general, could consist of the reduction of the 
period of stay in the country, the exemption from payment of fees or exam-
ination of knowledge of language or history of the country, among others.

101. Similarly, in America the legal standards are not uni-
form with regard to the restoration or reacquisition of 
a nationality. From the perspective of prevention and 
reduction of statelessness, nationality laws prohibit-
ing deprivation of nationality are positive, do not ac-
cept the resignation without appropriate safeguards, 
or state that nationality is not lost by naturalization in 
another country, eliminating the possibility of state-
lessness in cases of persons who acquired or seek to 
acquire the nationality of the country to which they 
migrated. Likewise, there are laws that regulate as-
pects of reacquisition of nationality.

102. Therefore, the regulatory systems of these coun-
tries that have regulated the issue properly, 
should be highlighted as good practice and guide 
the nationality laws and policies of those coun-
tries where the issue of recovery of nationality is 
still pending.121

e the nansen InItIatIve and the cross-border dIsPlacement 

 In the context of clImate changes and natural dIsasters: 

 oPPortunItIes and challenges of ProtectIon  

 In mesoamerIca122

BACkGRouND oF THE NANsEN INITIATIVE

103. Each year, millions of people are forcibly displaced 
worldwide due to natural disasters. Central Amer-
ica and Mesoamerica in general as a region do not 
escape this growing reality as they are exposed to a 
wide variety of natural disasters, including floods, 

121 The un Human Rights Council called upon States to “ensure the access of 
persons arbitrarily deprived of their nationality to effective remedies, in-
cluding, but not limited to, the restoration of nationality,” Resolutions N° 
20/5, Human Rights and arbitrary deprivation of nationality, Human Rights 
Council, A/HRC/RES/20/5, 16 July 2012, at 12. Similarly, the un Secre-
tary-General has stated “the States must ensure that there is an effective 
remedy when it is concluded that the decision concerning nationality is il-
legal or arbitrary. Among other solutions, this resource should include the 
possibility of restoring the nationality.” Human Rights and arbitrary depri-
vation of nationality, Report of the Secretary- General, A/HRC/25/28, 19 
December 2013, par. 34.

122 Section prepared by Atle Solberg, Head of the “Nansen Initiative” Secretar-
iat, at the request of the States participating in the Sub-regional meeting. It 
does not represent unhCr official position on the specific subject.

hurricanes, droughts, tsunamis, earthquakes, vol-
canic eruptions, and landslides, each of which have 
the potential to generate population movements. 
Undoubtedly, the region has also begun to face 
the negative impacts of climate change, including 
rising sea level. To date, as in other regions of the 
world, most of the displacement in Mesoamerica 
is internal followed by abrupt disaster, and people 
usually return to their homes soon after the di-
saster. In light of the projected growth in popu-
lation, continued environmental degradation and 
an anticipated increase in the frequency and / or 
intensity of disasters, the likelihood of an increase 
in the displacement in Mesoamerica, including the 
borders is anticipated.

104. However, as stated in a broad and general way, 
unlike refugees, there is no regime of interna-
tional or regional protection that specifically ad-
dresses cross-border movement in the context of 
disasters. Nor have steps been taken to systemat-
ically attend regular or irregular migrants, either 
trapped in disaster situations, or who cannot re-
turn in safety and dignity to a country devastated 
by a disaster. Although human rights law estab-
lishes “an indirect right to be admitted or remain 
where expulsion of the person to the country of 
origin would amount to inhuman treatment”,123 
this would not address all situations of displace-
ment. Finally, although the International Con-
vention on the Protection of the Rights of All 
Migrant Workers and Members of Their Families 
provides some protection for migrant workers, 
does not give them the right of admission and 
continued stay in the country.124

123 Kälin and Schrepfer (2012) at 35. See also chapter three: McAdam, Climate 
Change, forced migration and international law (2012).

124 International Convention on the Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Work-
ers and Members of their Families (adopted by General Assembly resolution 
45/158 of 18 December 1990, entered into force on 1 July 2003), 1 UNTS 93.

105. In this context, the objective of the Nansen Ini-
tiative125 is to achieve consensus on a “protection 
agenda” to address the needs of displaced persons 
across borders in the context of disasters, includ-
ing those caused by the effects of climate change.

106. The Nansen Initiative process began with a series 
of regional consultations (Pacific, Central America, 
the Horn of Africa, Southeast and South Asia) that 
try to gain a better understanding of the dynamics 
of displacement in each region, identifying the pro-
tection and assistance problems, and highlighting 
good practices and policies. By sharing experiences 
from a wide range of stakeholders, including States, 
international organizations, affected populations 
and civil society, the foundations for the global in-
tergovernmental meeting of the 2015 Nansen Initia-
tive protection agenda shall be established.

THE NANsEN INITIATIVE AND THE CENTRAL AMERICA  

REGIoNAL CoNsuLTATIoN

107. More than 100 participants from the countries of 
Central America, Mexico, Colombia, Haiti and the 
Dominican Republic, representatives of the Nan-
sen Initiative, as well as representatives of regional 
and international organizations, civil society and 
research institutions met in San José, Costa Rica, 
on 2-4 December 2013 for the second of the Nan-
sen Initiative’s Regional Consultation on “Disasters 
and cross-border displacements in Central America: 
Emerging needs, new responses.”126

125 The governments of Norway and Switzerland fund the Nansen Initiative, 
with additional financial support from the European Commission. A steer-
ing group, which at the time of writing this document consisted of nine 
State Members, governs it: Australia, Bangladesh, Costa Rica, Germany, 
Kenya, Mexico, Norway, Philippines and Switzerland. An Advisory Com-
mittee reports on the process through the expertise provided by represen-
tatives of the international organizations dealing with migration and dis-
placement issues, climate change and development researchers, committees 
of experts and NGOs. The envoy of the Presidency represents the Nansen 
Initiative throughout the process, providing strategic guidance and inputs. 
Finally, the secretariat of the Nansen Initiative, based in Geneva, supports 
the process with strategy, research and additional management capacity.

126 Please, see the conclusions of the Regional Consultation of Central Ameri-
ca, available at: http://www.nanseninitiative.org/
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108. During the Regional Consultation, participants 
recognized the extreme importance for the region 
of trans-boundary movement in the context of di-
sasters. They recognized that while most of those 
displaced by the disaster remain in their home 
countries under the protection of national legisla-
tion, there is a legal gap with regard to the protec-
tion of displaced persons across borders.

109. Although several countries in Central America and 
North America have admitted and have provided 
various forms of protection for victims fleeing di-
sasters such as granting them temporary protect-
ed status, subsidiary protection or humanitarian 
visas, experience has shown that such agreements 
are generally developed as ad hoc responses to ex-
traordinary emergency situations, determined case 
by case and often unilaterally implemented, unlike 
a more coordinated regional response.127

110. In addition, the mechanisms do not necessarily ad-
dress all the specific protection needs of migrants 
residing or in transit through a country when di-
saster strikes, and the challenges that faces a per-
son who is not a citizen and / or is an undocument-
ed person for access to protection and assistance of 
the State. In addition, some temporary protection 
mechanisms have been used for long periods, leav-
ing the people with temporary arrangements for a 
long time, while others have been ended abruptly, 
leaving people at risk of premature return.

127 For example, after the 2010 earthquake in Haiti, the Dominican Republic 
adopted a humanitarian multiple entry visa for a year, allowing caregivers 
of the most severely injured, accompanied by relatives, crossing legally 
round-trip the border in search of medical attention. The Government of 
Mexico established a humanitarian programme of immigration from May 
to February 2010, which allowed residents in Mexico travel to Haiti to bring 
back their relatives and also sent three boats during the period of March to 
June 2010 to rescue a total of 511 Haitians. All received visas for non-im-
migrants for one year, issued by “humanitarian reasons or public interest,” 
which were subsequently extended until the end of 2011. It should be noted 
that the Government of Canada and in particular the province of Québec, 
mainly streamlined and expanded existing mechanisms for immigration 
processing. Québec also applied humanitarian reasons to facilitate the im-
migration of a small number of people in “especially serious” conditions.

111. Seeking to address these protection gaps, par-
ticipants in the Regional Consultation identified 
several processes such as the Central American 
Commission of Migration Directors (OCAM), the 
Regional Conference on Migration (rCM) and the 
Cartagena+30 Process, as appropriate forum for 
continuing a regional dialogue on how to compre-
hensively address the protection needs of displaced 
persons across borders in the context of disasters 
and the adverse impact of climate change.

112. Regarding temporary protection mechanisms in 
disaster situations, the following actions are rec-
ommended:

•	Promote and harmonize the use of humanitarian 
visas for the admission of persons displaced by di-
sasters.

•	Develop criteria to identify eligible persons to re-
ceive humanitarian visas.

•	Explore possibilities to ensure that the beneficia-
ries of humanitarian visas have access to compre-
hensive and durable solutions when their visas ex-
pire.

•	Consider measures to protect all migrants when 
their home countries face emergencies caused by 
disasters.

•	Develop regionally applicable guidelines.

3. ToPICs FoR FuRTHER DIsCussIoN IN THE CoNTExT  

oF THE CARTAGENA+30

113. The 1984 Cartagena Declaration and the subse-
quent monitoring mechanisms such as the San 
Jose Declaration (1994) and the Mexico Plan of 
Action (2004) are important examples of inno-
vative action, solidarity, and international coop-
eration in a search to better protect displaced 
people. At that time, those initiatives sought to 
find pragmatic solutions to emerging and contem-
porary protection concerns of displaced persons, 
mainly for those whose needs were not adequate-
ly covered by international and national laws, 
such as iDps.

114. Therefore, the Nansen Initiative is of immediate 
and direct importance to the Cartagena +30 Pro-
cess, because it also addresses an emerging issue 
of forced displacement, how to reduce the protec-
tion gap for people displaced across borders in the 
context of disasters, where national, regional and 
international responses for protection and assis-
tance are insufficient. The Cartagena+30 Process 
has generated a significant body of experience 
and knowledge from which States can build and 
contribute as appropriate, while discuss adequate 
measures to address this new and emerging chal-
lenge on displacement.

ACnur/unhCr 
Regional Bureau for the Americas.

Children, many of them Colombian, sit in a classroom in urena,  

a town on the border with Venezuela. 

©unhcr / d. rochkind
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conclusIons and recommendatIons  I IntroductIon

The third sub-regional consultation of the commemo-
rative process of the 30th Anniversary of the 1984 Cart-
agena Declaration on Refugees (“Cartagena Declara-
tion”) was held in the city of Managua, Nicaragua, on 
10 and 11 July 2014.

The Governments of Belize, Costa Rica, El Salvador, 
Guatemala, Honduras, Mexico, Nicaragua, and Pana-
ma attended the sub-regional consultation, organized 
by the Government of Nicaragua and unhCr and spon-
sored by siCA. Representatives of the Governments of 
Brazil, Cuba, Spain, the United States of America and 
the European Union attended as observers. The fol-
lowing international organizations were also present: 
unfpA, oChA, wfp, unDp, uniCef, ioM, siCA, eCho, iCrC, 

ifrC, the Inter-American Court of Human Rights, the 
Central American Court of Justice and the Technical 
Secretariat of the Regional Conference on Migration 
(CrM). Also participated in this event the Offices of the 
Ombudsman of El Salvador, Guatemala and Nicara-
gua, the National Commissioner for human rights in 
Honduras, the Norwegian Refugee Council, and rep-
resentatives of civil society organizations from the Me-
soamerican region, including the Academia.

The Deputy Minister for Foreign Affairs of Nicara-
gua, Mr. Orlando Gómez; the unhCr Assistant High 
Commissioner for Operations, Ms. Janet Lim, and the 
Executive Director of siCA, Mr. Werner Vargas, inau-
gurated the event. In their opening remarks they re-
ferred to the long journey made by Central America 

Mesoamerica

Guatemalan refugees.  

La Gloria settlement, 

Chiapas state.

©unhcr / r. ramírez
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from the Cartagena Declaration to date, highlighting 
the important contribution of the Mesoamerican re-
gion to the development of International Refugee Law, 
and the new challenges facing the region. They high-
lighted the forced displacement generated by violence 
of transnational criminal groups that is causing thou-
sands of men, women and unaccompanied minors to 
flee. They also reiterated the willingness and need to 
strengthen regional cooperation and joint work among 
all Governments, siCA, unhCr and other international 
organizations and civil society.

During the two days consultation, participants dis-
cussed the new trends of regional migration, including 
forced displacement generated by transnational orga-
nized crime. Recognizing Mesoamerica as a regional 
protection space, they also addressed the challenges 
of international protection of refugees and stateless 
persons, as well as the possible protection responses to 
cross-border movements generated by climate change.

The sub-regional consultation approved a document 
prepared by the Rapporteurship, which, together with 
the notes of the Technical Secretariat, the presenta-
tions of the panelists and the reference documentation 
shared with the participants, has served as the basis for 
the preparation of this document that summarizes the 
main conclusions and recommendations. The back-
ground paper of this sub-regional consultation can 
be found on the website of the Cartagena+30 process: 
www.acnur.org/cartagena30.

The following conclusions and recommendations of 
the Mesoamerican sub-regional consultation will serve 
as an input for the formulation and adoption of a Dec-
laration and a regional Plan of Action for the period 
2015-2024.

 ProtectIon Progress and challenges In mesoamerIca

As part of the discussion on the achievements and 
progress made in the implementation of the Mexico 
Plan of Action to Strengthen International Protection 
of Refugees in Latin America in 2004 (“Mexico Plan 
of Action”), it was reiterated the important contribu-
tion made by the Mesoamerican region through the 
implementation of pragmatic and innovative responses 
to address the international protection needs and the 
new challenges posed by forced displacement of peo-
ple in need of protection. Following this line of action, 
participants were called to make practical proposals on 
this consultation, always keeping in mind the human 
person as the main focus of attention.

The first panel addressed the changes in the global 
context that have influenced the increase in people in 
need of international protection. It was highlighted 
that despite the advances in the development of specific 
legal frameworks and the strengthening of the existing 
ones, in the ten years since the adoption of the Mexico 
Plan of Action there are new challenges to attend to. 
Among them: the forced displacement generated by 
transnational organized crime and its impact on the 
most vulnerable groups, such as women, unaccompa-
nied children and adolescents. To address this new 
regional challenge, it was recommended to follow the 
principles of responsibility sharing and regional soli-
darity, highlighting the importance of applying a dif-
ferentiated protection approach and the need for syn-
ergies and close cooperation between State authorities, 
civil society and international organizations.

It was recommended that the new Plan of Action, to be 
adopted in Brazil, should have a shared regional vision, 
more financial resources, tripartite follow-up mecha-
nisms, the active participation of government author-
ities, unhCr and other relevant international bodies, 
and the civil society, a proper balance between human-
itarian needs and legitimate security considerations to 
prevent abuses of the asylum system, provide for the 

exchange of experiences among the ConAres within 
the institutional framework of siCA, and the establish-
ment of linkages with other regional fora, such as the 
rCM and MerCosur.

ii neW trends of forced dIsPlacement In mesoamerIca 
  and ProtectIon challenges

The sub-regional consultation highlighted the plural 
causality of regional migration, which involves differ-
ent factors, such as economic considerations and family 
reunification, as well as increasing violence and inse-
curity. These last two causes mainly correspond to the 
action of transnational organized crime.

The Governments of El Salvador and Honduras re-
ported on their national policy and institutional 
frameworks to respond to forced displacement and 
shared their experiences in the context of their im-
plementation.

It was confirmed that the actions of transnational orga-
nized crime in Mesoamerica generate in some instanc-
es forced displacement, which is characterized by its 
atomization and invisibility. The delegation of Brazil 
recommended not to generalize this phenomenon for 
the whole continent, suggesting that the particular 
circumstances observed in the Mesoamerican region 
should be noted, and referred to in the geographical 
framework in which evolves. The delegation of Brazil 
also expressed its willingness to consider cases of refu-
gees affected by this situation as possible beneficiaries 
of the solidarity resettlement programme.

Due to the new trends of forced displacement within 
the region, the sub-regional consultation found an in-
crease in the number of refugee applications, as well as 
an increase in the recognition of this condition in sev-
eral countries of the continent. It was also highlighted 

with concern, an increase in the number of pending 
applications for refugee status in various countries.

The sub-regional consultation made the following rec-
ommendations to address this phenomenon within a 
framework of close regional cooperation:

1. Highlight the fact that displacement caused by 
organized crime in Mesoamerica is a complex 
problem that must be addressed with a focus on 
human rights, responsibility sharing and solidar-
ity. Regardless of whether people move within 
their countries or across international borders and 
recognize that, in the latter case, it can lead to the 
recognition of refugee status.

2. Confront the causes generating forced displace-
ment in the region with the cooperation of States, 
civil society and international organizations, with-
in a framework of responsibility sharing.

3. Develop an early warning system for forced dis-
placement within siCA.

4. In the framework of the cooperation agreement 
signed between siCA and unhCr, consider the cre-
ation of an Observatory of human rights for the 
migrant population subjected to forced displace-
ment, with the active participation of civil society 
and Academia and the support and supervision of 
the Human Rights Ombudsmen at regional level. 
The aim would be to implement a common system 
of collection and analysis of quantitative and qual-
itative information on the phenomenon, which will 
facilitate the formulation of public policies and re-
gional coordination and cooperation.

5. Develop a comprehensive regional policy to re-
spond to forced displacement and provide assis-
tance to victims with the support of international 
cooperation, without prejudice to the adoption of 
immediate national responses.

6. Prepare a harmonized protocol for registration to 
measure the levels of forced displacement and in-
formation for the displaced population.
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7. Strengthen the work of existing networks of States, 
international organizations and civil society to ad-
dress the issue of forced displacement, focusing 
on border monitoring, with the participation of 
national institutions for the promotion and protec-
tion of human rights.

8. Consider the establishment of a regional human-
itarian evacuation mechanism to third countries, 
defining the criteria for their beneficiaries and the 
modalities of cooperation.

9. Strengthen national judicial systems and other na-
tional protection mechanisms, such as victims and 
witnesses protection programs.

10. Influence the authorities of the host countries of 
migrants or people who need asylum or interna-
tional protection as refugees and a regional visa, 
in order to ease and streamline response mecha-
nisms to applications originated by situations of 
violence.

11. Take into account unhCr’s guidance notes for asy-
lum applications filed by victims of gangs or maras.

12. Promote a permanent regional forum of refugee 
commissions for the exchange of good practices 
within the framework of siCA and find its connec-
tion with the Regional Conference on Migration 
(rCM), the Central American Court of Justice and 
other similar forums in Latin America.

13. Include the networks of civil society within siCA’s 
Consultative Committee framework.

iii InternatIonal ProtectIon consIderatIons  
  In the treatment of mIxed movements In the regIon

The sub-regional consultation reiterated the need to 
recognize the changes within the dynamics of the re-
gional migration, where mixed migratory movements, 
including economic migrants as well as people fleeing 
violence and insecurity, are mainly affecting children, 
adolescents and women.

However, it was found that the response to migratory 
movements continues to emphasize security and not 
the protection needs of the people. It was mentioned 
that, in order to preserve the institution of asylum and 
ensure the protection of refugees, it is necessary that 
States have different mechanisms to identify needs and 
provide protection to those who require it, including 
among others migratory options.

Within the recommendations formulated by the 
sub-regional consultation to address mixed migration 
movements, the following are highlighted:

1. Promote the national implementation of the Re-
gional guidelines for the preliminary identification 
of profiles, and referral mechanisms of migrant 
populations in conditions of vulnerability, bearing 
in mind the differentiated protection responses.

2. Reiterate the commitment of States to ensure ac-
cess to asylum procedures and to apply the refugee 
definitions recognized in their internal regulations.

3. Strengthen differentiated and quality procedures 
for refugee status determination, which take into 
account the particular protection needs and re-
spect for due process guarantees.

4. In border areas, promote a better understanding 
of the right to seek international protection and of 
migration officials on the national mechanisms for 
refugee status determination, with the aim to en-
sure that protection safeguards are in place, such 
as: non-refoulement, non-penalization, for irregu-
lar entry, the right to seek and receive asylum and 
non-discrimination.

5. Recognize the important assistance and protec-
tion work that civil society conduct in the shel-
ters for migrants and promote the cooperation of 
unhCr and other international organizations to 
strengthen and increase these networks of shel-
ters, especially in border and transit areas, and 
encourage better care for migrants, asylum-seek-
ers and refugees.

6. Seek alternatives to administrative detention and 
eliminate such measure for asylum-seekers and 
refugees.

7. Proscribe the administrative detention of migrant, 
asylum-seekers, refugee children and adolescents.

8. Recognize the importance of the regulation of 
complementary protection and humanitarian vi-
sas by States based on their internal laws, consid-
ering a possible harmonization of criteria within 
the Central American Commission of Migration 
Directors (OCAM), and without prejudice to the 
protection which owe to be granted to whoever re-
quires international protection as a refugee.

9. Conduct information campaigns in countries of 
origin, transit and destination on the rights of per-
sons and the risks of the migratory routes.

iv  sPecIfIc ProtectIon needs due to the neW trends 
  of forced dIsPlacement In the regIon:  
  unaccomPanIed chIldren and adolescents

The regional consultation emphasized the humanitar-
ian crisis caused by the increase in the presence of un-
accompanied children and adolescents in the regional 
migration, among them, victims of forced displacement 
due to violence and insecurity. They also reiterated that 
any consideration in this matter should be governed by 
the principle of the best interest of the child, consider-
ing children as subjects of rights, where the logic that 
prevails is one of care and protection.

The importance of incorporating specific provisions 
on the basis of gender, age and diversity in the nor-
mative frameworks was emphasized, as well as the 
need to strengthen preventive actions, aimed at pro-
moting family and community links, institutional 
strengthening and operating procedures by which 
protection is provided to groups in situations of vul-
nerability.

Based on the identified challenges, the sub-regional 
consultation made the following recommendations:

1. Highlight the interest within the rCM to create 
a comprehensive regional mechanism (ad hoc 
working group) to meet the protection needs of 
children, adolescents, migrants and refugees, and 
to complement the “Regional guidelines for the 
preliminary identification of profiles and referral 
mechanisms of migrant populations in conditions 
of vulnerability,” the “Regional guidelines for the 
care of unaccompanied migrant children, and ado-
lescents in case of repatriation,” and the “Regional 
guidelines for special protection in cases of repatri-
ation of children and adolescent victims of human 
trafficking.”

2. Redouble efforts and cooperation of all concerned 
institutions to develop and implement national as-
sistance mechanisms with the highest protection 
standards, including an approach to age, gender, 
diversity and the best interests of the child, and 
to include the areas of prevention, protection and 
solutions.

3. Respond to the humanitarian crisis of unaccompanied 
children and adolescents, bearing in mind the ex-
perience shared by Guatemala, through improve-
ments in detection and preliminary assessment 
at the U.S.-Mexico border, strengthening of the 
training of border officials to identify protection 
needs and the implementation of community alter-
natives to administrative detention; all this on the 
basis of the best interest of the child.

4. Address the fundamental causes of this irregular 
regional migration, through the strengthening of 
national and regional systems for the protection 
of children and adolescents; the implementation 
of mechanisms for the identification, protection 
and durable solutions; the strengthening of con-
sular protection; the improvement of the reception 
conditions and of the procedures to determine the 
best interest of the child and to access the asylum 
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systems for those who are in need of international 
protection as refugees.

5. Provide more human and financial resources to 
national institutions responsible for the protection 
of children and adolescents, as well as to the com-
missions for the determination of refugee status to 
promote they act in accordance with the high stan-
dards of human rights prevailing in Latin America.

6. Improve the implementation of preventive mea-
sures in the communities of origin, bearing in 
mind the vulnerability factors of minors, ensur-
ing access to education and working to decrease 
school dropout rates, as well as gaining a better 
knowledge of the phenomenon of internal forced 
displacement (primary prevention).

7. Strengthen monitoring by human rights institu-
tions and relevant State bodies, in collaboration 
with civil society and international organizations, 
on the situation of returned or deported children 
and adolescents and those reunited with their fam-
ilies, for the purpose of improving their safety, se-
curity and their general care, thus avoiding when 
possible, their re-victimization and a new cycle of 
forced displacement.

 mesoamerIca as a sPace for regIonal ProtectIon

The sub-regional consultation underlined the importance 
of maintaining and strengthening Mesoamerica as a space 
of protection for refugees, stateless and other persons in 
need of international protection. As part of the discus-
sions on the effective access and strengthening of national 
refugee status determination procedures, comprehensive 
strategies for durable solutions, progress in the actions 
of prevention of statelessness and protection of stateless 
persons, and the impact of climate change and natural 
disasters on cross-border displacement, the participants 
highlighted regional good practices and the existing gaps 
to be addressed in the Brazil Plan of Action, the applica-
ble standards in Mesoamerica and the better use of the 
regional forums for their dissemination and promotion.

v effectIve access and strengthenIng of natIonal 
  refugee status determInatIon Procedures  
  and exchange of good PractIces

The sub-regional consultation discussed different mo-
dalities to strengthen national procedures for refugee 
status determination, such as the quality assurance ini-
tiative (known as qAi), implemented in Mexico, Costa 
Rica and Panama; the support to the Technical Secre-
tariats; bilateral cooperation or South-South twinning 
programs. The work of the civil society was recognized 
in the provision of advice and legal representation of 
asylum-seekers and refugees, and their participation 
as members of some of the national commissions for 
refugees (as it is the case of Nicaragua) was noted. The 
importance of including international refugee law in 
the training programmes of civil servants, as it is done 
in Guatemala for the national police officers, was also 
stressed.

Participants highlighted the importance of adopting a 
progressive interpretation of the refugee definition of 
the 1951 Convention and its 1967 Protocol, and of in-
corporating and implementing in national legislations, 
in those countries which have not done so, the expand-
ed regional definition recommended by the Cartagena 
Declaration. With regards to the regional refugee defi-
nition, it was recognized that it is necessary to provide 
guidelines to States and civil society organizations for 
its correct application.

The standards developed by the Inter-American Court 
of Human Rights on the principle of non-refoulement, 
the scope and content of the right of asylum and its 
links with the international protection of refugees, as 
well as the incorporation of the standards of due pro-
cess guarantees in the refugee status determination 
procedures were also shared with participants.

As part of the due process guarantees developed by 
the Inter-American Court of Human Rights, to be 
respected in all refugee status determination proce-

dures, the following were highlighted: 1) the exercise 
of the right to seek and receive asylum, which presup-
poses that the applicant will be heard in a predeter-
mined and objective procedure; 2) the right to legal 
representation and advice; (3) the right to be informed 
about the procedure; 4) the right to contact unhCr; 
5) the right to be heard, and thus the need for an in-
dividual interview of the applicant; 6) the State ob-
ligation to adopt a reasoned and objective decision, 
within the time limits established by law and by an 
authority competent and duly identified; 7) the obli-
gation to respect the principle of confidentiality of the 
applicant and the application; and 8) the entitlement 
of the applicant to be notified of the decision to be ad-
opted, including a remedy with suspended effect (ap-
peal or review) until the competent authority adopts 
a final decision.

Additionally, in the case of children and adolescent 
asylum-seekers and refugees, the Court indicated that 
the guarantees provided for in article 19 of the Amer-
ican Convention on Human Rights have to be applied 
and, in particular, the right to participate, to be heard 
and the best interest of the child.

To respond to the main challenges posed by the 
strengthening of refugee status determination proce-
dures in the region, the sub-regional consultation made 
the following recommendations:

1. Strengthen national commissions for the determi-
nation of refugee status.

2. Ensure respect for due process guarantees and ac-
cess to justice, including free legal representation 
and the use of interpreters when required.

3. Consider the possibility that no time limit is estab-
lished in order to submit an asylum request.

4. Establish and respect reasonable time limits to re-
solve asylum claims and consider, as a good prac-
tice, the introduction of positive administrative 
silence, as is done in Nicaragua.

5. Incorporate due process standards developed by 
the Inter-American Court of Human Rights, in-
cluding the need to adopt reasoned decisions, and 
the application of the principle of good faith and 
the benefit of the doubt.

6. Consider assistance and legal representation ser-
vices through agreements with public and private 
universities, other instances of civil societies and 
lawyers’ bar associations to carry out professional 
practices.

7. Eliminate pre-admissibility procedures in those 
countries where they exist.

8. Consider the benefits of replicating in other 
countries of the Mesoamerican region the meth-
odology of the quality assurance initiative (qAi) 
that has been implemented in Mexico, Costa Rica 
and Panama.

9. Move towards a regional harmonization of pro-
cedures, rules and standards on the protection of 
refugees.

10. Generate and strengthen mechanisms and pro-
tection networks of civil society organizations at a 
regional level in order to exchange best practices, 
share information, contribute to the representation 
of cases and ensure respect for human rights stan-
dards for the protection of refugees.

vi comPrehensIve strategy for durable solutIons 
  emPhasIzIng local IntegratIon

Different initiatives to promote refugees local integra-
tion were shared, such as the need for public policies 
that promote this durable solution (i.e. Living the In-
tegration programme in Costa Rica); the active partic-
ipation of the public and private sectors in generating 
employment for refugees (i.e. in Costa Rica, through 
the corporate social responsibility); access to produc-
tive projects and technical training, for both refugees 
and beneficiaries of complementary protection (i.e. in 
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Mexico); specific agreements to guarantee access to 
university education for refugees through grants (i.e. 
Cuba and Brazil); the promotion of the change of mi-
gratory status of refugees from temporary residents to 
permanent residents, as well as programmes of regu-
larization of migrants (i.e., Panama), and the facilitation 
of naturalization through fast, accessible and low-cost 
processes.

The sub-regional consultation underlined the im-
portance that these initiatives be adopted in consul-
tation with the refugee population, considering the 
special vulnerability of children, adolescents and 
women.

In terms of local integration, the most important 
challenges are effective access to sources of em-
ployment and the validation of diplomas obtained 
abroad. It was also mentioned the importance of 
awareness-raising campaigns that promote diversity 
and equality between nationals and foreigners, and 
of the existence of migratory regularization pro-
grammes to respond to the needs of other migrants 
and thus safeguard the integrity of the asylum sys-
tem and refugee protection.

In terms of durable solutions with an emphasis on local 
integration, the participants to the sub-regional consul-
tation recommended the following:

1. Reiterate the importance of public policies that 
promote local integration of refugees and migrants 
in host countries.

2. Seek synergies with the public and private sectors 
and international cooperation for the implementa-
tion of public policies.

3. Facilitate the local integration and access to live-
lihoods opportunities of asylum-seekers and refu-
gees in the region, through the granting of work 
permits to asylum-seekers, as it is done in different 
Latin American countries.

4. Omit any reference to the legal status as asy-
lum-seekers and refugees in their personal docu-
mentation.

5. Implement vocational and professional training 
programs for refugees.

6. Promote microcredit schemes and seed capital, 
projects for livelihood, grants and State social pro-
grams for refugees.

7. Facilitate refugee access to bank credits.
8. Promote the recognition of refugees’ personal doc-

umentation and travel documents by the national 
banking system.

9. Facilitate access to housing, health and education 
for asylum-seekers and refugees.

10. Promote the issuance of fast and free documenta-
tion to asylum-seekers and refugees.

vii Progress In the PreventIon of statelessness  
  and ProtectIon of stateless Persons In mesoamerIca

The sub-regional consultation took note that there are 
between 10 and 12 million stateless people worldwide, 
and the Mesoamerican region is no exception to this 
problem, as long as there are still situations that give 
rise to this humanitarian problem. It was noted with 
satisfaction that, in recent years, various countries in 
the region have acceded to the 1954 Convention Relat-
ing to the Status of Stateless Persons (“1954 Conven-
tion”) and the 1961 Convention on the Reduction of 
Statelessness (“1961 Convention”). Several countries 
shared their progress in this regard. On the issue of 
protection of stateless persons, Mexico shared its expe-
rience in the establishment of a stateless status determi-
nation procedure, granting permanent residency and 
providing access to naturalization, which constitutes 
good practice for the region.

Participants were reminded that the great challenge in 
the region is the eradication of statelessness, as it is a 

problem that affects children in particular, for which 
it must be carry out measures of prevention, protection 
and resolution of existing cases. In this regard, there is 
still the need to regulate stateless status determination 
procedures and the harmonization of domestic legisla-
tion of States to prevent statelessness. The regulation of 
ius sanguinis and ius solis does not resolve all the situa-
tions that may give rise to statelessness in the Americas.

For the purposes of eradicating statelessness, it is rec-
ommended to focus on prevention, protection and res-
olution. In relation to prevention, it was recommended 
the accession to the 1961 Convention, as a central in-
strument to prevent statelessness. It was also recom-
mended reviewing and, if necessary, adapting national-
ity legislations to address vacuums and gaps. It was also 
stressed the need to improve civil registration systems 
in order to ensure the immediate birth registration and 
documentation.

In relation to the protection of stateless persons, it was 
recommended the accession to the 1954 Convention 
and the adoption of legal frameworks, including the es-
tablishment of national mechanisms for stateless status 
determination.

Regarding the resolution of existing cases, it was 
recommended adopting measures aimed at the res-
toration of nationality of those persons who were 
deprived of it, or had renounced or lost it without ac-
quiring another nationality. Likewise, it was stressed 
that persons recognized as stateless should have facil-
ities for their naturalization, and that those persons 
whose nationality is undetermined have their nation-
ality confirmed.

Representatives of the civil society also recommend-
ed providing documentation to prevent statelessness, 
developing protocols to deal with situations of move-
ments across border; that recognized stateless persons 
be granted permanent residence; to incorporate the 

standards developed by the Inter-American Court of 
Human Rights in the area of nationality, as well as 
combating racism, xenophobia and discrimination 
that may affect stateless persons or persons at risk of 
statelessness. In addition, civil society urged States to 
participate actively in unhCr’s campaign to eradicate 
statelessness in the next 10 years.

viii clImate change, natural dIsasters  
  and cross-border movement

In the last segment of the consultation the Nansen Ini-
tiative was presented as a consultative global process 
led by States, which seeks to offer a response to the 
existing legal vacuum in order to provide protection to 
persons who are displaced as a result of climate change 
and natural disasters, since they cannot be recognized 
as refugees under international law. The main con-
clusions of the Government consultation, which took 
place in December 2013, in San José, Costa Rica, within 
the scope of this Initiative, were also shared.

In Latin America, there are examples of cross-bor-
der movement caused by natural disasters or climate 
change and practical responses taken by the States to 
provide protection. Thus, within the scope of the rCM, 
States recommended developing guidelines for grant-
ing temporary protection or humanitarian visas to 
people affected by cross-border movement, for which 
a regional workshop will be held. The humanitarian 
visas granted by the Government of Brazil to people 
of Haitian nationality who arrived to its territory was 
recognized as a good regional practice.

It was highlighted that different countries from the 
region have shown solidarity with people who have 
been forced to move as a result of natural disasters, 
and that there are various efforts displayed by coun-
tries in the prevention and risk analysis, mainly by 
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civil protection authorities. The delegation of Mex-
ico mentioned that during the regional consultation 
of the Nansen Initiative, held in San José, Costa Rica, 
there was wide agreement that it is not necessary to 
create new legal instruments to assist persons dis-
placed across borders due to climate change and nat-
ural disasters, and that it was agreed to strengthen ex-
isting cooperation schemes in the areas of prevention, 
coordination and mitigation.

Finally, the participants expressed their gratitude to 
the Government and the people of Nicaragua for the 
warm welcome and their willingness to co-sponsor this 
sub-regional consultation.

Managua, 11 July 2014.

The kuna population have  

suffered the loss of their land,  

exacerbated by the activities  

of illegal armed groups.  

The elderly are the ones who keep  

their traditions such as the use  

of traditional medicine.

Arquía. 

©unhcr / b. heger
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cIvIl socIety PosItIon PaPer
 

We, the civil society organizations of Mesoamerica are 
celebrating and embracing the invitation of the States 
and unhCr in the framework of the commemoration of 
the 30 years of the Cartagena Declaration. We appreci-
ate the opportunity to share our proposals in order to 
strengthen the protection system in our region, which is 
currently very nowadays due to new challenges caused 
by the different situations of violence and the subse-
quent humanitarian impact on the population of some 
of our countries.

This is why the Cartagena Declaration, and the Mex-
ico Plan of Action adopted in 2004, are not just still 
applicable and valid, but represent indispensable tools 
to protect people affected by the violence that occurs 
in our region.

During the last few weeks the humanitarian situation 
of non-accompanied minors at the u.s. border is be-
ing discussed, but what about our women suffering 
all kinds of abuse and violence, or our young people 
being recruited against their will, or the citizens that 
feel threatened and deprived of their most basic rights? 
All of these groups deserve integrated protection both 
within their own territories as well as outside their ter-
ritories, when they cross their borders seeking asylum.

It is in our organizations’ interest to contribute with ac-
tions to achieve the effective protection of the people, 
and this is why we are interested in continuing with these 
tri-party mechanisms of observation and monitoring 
that involve participation from civil society, academia, 
unhCr and the States. These mechanisms recognize the 

Mesoamerica
Voluntary repatriation  

of guatemalan refugees.  

Beginning of the journey  

from Mexico to Guatemala. 

©unhcr / a. serrano
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central role of these partnerships in fulfilling the rights 
of people in need of international protection.

Taking into account the important advances made in the 
area of protection in recent years, new and important chal-
lenges still exist for the region: forced displacement –inter-
nal and cross-border– caused by transnational organised 
crime and other situations of violence, the violation of hu-
man rights, circular cycles of a lack of protection –in the 
place of origin, transit, and the destination, and displace-
ments caused by natural disasters and climate change.

Finally, we urge the states to carry out a progressive 
application of the 1951 Refugee Convention, the effec-
tive implementation of the Cartagena Declaration, as 
well as all of the international instruments in the areas 
of Human Rights, Humanitarian Law and the Interna-
tional Refugee Law, including Conventions on State-
lessness. In addition, the Guiding Principles on Inter-
nal Displacement and other instruments of protection 
should also be included, which should be reflected 
practically in the Action Plan of Brazil 2015-2024.

a forced dIsPlacement related to transnatIonal  

 organIzed crIme and other sItuatIons of vIolence

Since 2009, new dynamics of displacement have occurred 
in Mesoamerica, mainly in the countries located in the 
northern triangle of Central America (ntCA), where peo-
ple are forced to leave their place of origin due to the 
consequences of transnational organized crime activities 
(toC) and other situations of violence (osv1).

Due to an increase of the violence rates, the absence of 
the State services, the lack of access to the justice sys-

1  The term Other Situations of Violence (osv) is used to define civil disorder, 
disturbances, State-based repression, post-electoral violence, gang violence 
and demonstrations. These are situations in which authorities often use ex-
tensive military or police force to maintain or restore law and order. While 
these aren’t classified as armed conflict, the humanitarian consequence can 
be as serious as those that arise from conflict (iCrC, 2011).

tem and impunity there is widespread fear among the 
population, which provokes internal forced displace-
ment and sometimes leads to affected people seeking 
international protection.

Being an invisible phenomenon, it is difficult for the 
States to recognise the phenomenon of internal dis-
placement because there are no institutions or norma-
tive frameworks responsible for preventing it and/or to 
provide protection and assistance using a differentiated 
approach for distinct populations.

The people being forcibly displaced, whether at an in-
ternal or transnational level, in which there has been 
an increase of non-accompanied women, children and 
adolescents, are facing a series of vulnerabilities during 
their displacement cycle: in their departure, during tran-
sit and upon arrival, and in some cases on their return 
(whether it is voluntary or forced). Particular assistance 
needs to be placed on the lack of an integrated public 
policy for the people that are systematically deported 
back to their country of origin; unfortunately, stigma-
tization and penalization for these people still exists, re-
ducing their opportunities to be reinserted into society.

To conclude, it is important to note that host States 
don’t always value the causes and dimensions of the 
forced displacement phenomenon, and by not guar-
anteeing their protection they expose these people to 
situations where their freedom or lives are at risk.

PRoPosALs

1. Urge States from the region to acknowledge the phe-
nomenon of forced displacement (internal or transna-
tional) in the region caused by toC and osv in order 
to guarantee scenarios of prevention, assistance and 
protection with a rights-based approach.

2. Strengthen regional dialogue spaces such as the 
Central American Integration System (siCA), the 
Central American Parliament (pArlACen), the Re-
gional Conference for Migration (rCM), the Region-

al Parliament Committee on Migration (CopAreM), 
and the Central American Court of Justice, in co-
ordination with civil society organizations and in-
ternational organizations to guarantee fulfilment of 
the rights of the people that are forcibly displaced. 
These entities from the region should consider in-
cluding a specific chapter on the prevention, assis-
tance and protection of forcibly displaced people 
that involves the responsibility of all of the States.

3. Generate a national and regional information and 
statistical records system, reporting on forced dis-
placement in Mesoamerica, which allows for an 
understanding of the causes, and identifies profiles 
and needs of victims and considers the experience 
of the civil society in the documentation and assis-
tance provided to these cases.

4. Establish legal frameworks, public policies and 
protocols about the phenomenon of internal dis-
placement, which allows for the development of 
prevention, protection and assistance programs 
for victims. All branches of government should 
have an active role in the design and effective 
application of the mentioned programs to pro-
tect the displaced population. The role of local 
government can be developed by incorporating 
the topic of internal displacement in their public 
policies.

5. Strengthen national justice systems to guarantee 
access and avoid impunity, with effective judicial 
processes able to provide protection and guarantee 
rights. Likewise, it is necessary to offer guarantees 
of protection to those that operate the justice system 
so they can carry out their duties, as well as provid-
ing the same guarantees to victims and witnesses.

6. Incorporate into the Ombudsman’s Offices (or the 
equivalent) from the region the topic of forced dis-
placement in order to contribute to the strengthen-
ing of citizen protection, governance and the rule 
of law.

7. Allocate resources in training of migration officers 
agents in protection and human rights, focused on 

forced displacement caused by the phenomena of 
Cot and osv.

8. Implement strategies and programs for the recep-
tion of people that have been deported from other 
countries and returnees in order to avoid circular 
forced displacement caused by the absence of as-
sistance, protection and reintegration mechanisms 
in their communities.

9. We call upon the international community to rec-
ognize the phenomenon of forced displacement 
and its humanitarian impact on the region, and 
to allocate resources for the prevention, assistance 
and protection of the victims.

b sPecIfIc ProtectIon needs of chIldren and adolescents

During the last few years, children and adolescents 
from the ntCA and Mexico are being exposed to forced 
recruitment, extortion, threats and other types of ag-
gression resulting in an alarming increase of children 
and adolescents that are forced to displace within their 
countries and even cross borders in the company of 
their parents, with other family members or alone.

Unfortunately most of them are deported, alone or 
with family members, to their countries or origin, 
where they are again exposed to violence and a lack 
of protection. In 2014 it is expected that there will be 
an estimated 60.000 unaccompanied minors in the USA 
from Central America and Mexico2.

Children and adolescents are especially vulnerable and 
during different stages of the displacement they run 
the risk of becoming victims of human trafficking, sex-
ual or labour exploitation, suffering accidents or phys-
ical and sexual abuse. During their travel and arrival 

2  unhCr, Children on the Run: Unaccompanied Children Leaving Central 
America and Mexico and the need for International Protection, March 13th 
of 2014
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they also face difficulties in accessing basic services 
that guarantee minimum protection standards.

Upon their arrival to the transit or destination coun-
tries, many of these children and adolescents are de-
tained in migratory shelters, where there are no mini-
mum requirements so that they are accommodated in a 
dignified manner and have access to their basic rights. 
In addition, there are no alternatives for detention for 
this population3, not even for those applying for refu-
gee status. This factor influences the decision made re-
garding their applications, given that the waiting time 
is very long and these places don’t meet the minimum 
standards. There are no clear assistance or coordina-
tion protocols within the different State institutions 
responsible for attending to this vulnerable population.

The legal frameworks for migration and asylum in 
some countries of the region specifically refer to these 
groups and identify their particular protection needs 
and the principle of the superior interest of the child; 
however, in practice actions that contradict these laws 
and principles are common, and there are no operative 
mechanisms so that this population can fully access 
and exercise their rights.

PRoPosALs

1. Urge governments to review the application and 
harmonization of the Convention on the Rights 
of the Child within their legislation relating to mi-
gration and international protection, including an 
absolute compliance with the principle of the supe-
rior interest of the child.

2. Develop and implement public policies and proto-
cols in the area of childhood, especially for unac-
companied and/or separated children and adoles-
cents, victims of human trafficking and migrants 

3  Understanding detention as imprisonment or confinement within a closed 
place in which the person is not able to leave at will (unhCr, 2012).

smuggling that require international protection, 
involving competent authorities and respecting 
the superior interest of the child and the principle 
of family reunification. Ensure that a differential 
approach in the provision of assistance is applied 
with this population.

3. Provide alternatives to the detention of children 
and adolescents, guaranteeing their protection, 
respect for their rights and the provision of legal, 
psychosocial and health assistance, and also ensur-
ing permanent communication with their parents 
or family when it is requested.

4. Ensure the correct detection and reference of un-
accompanied children and adolescents in need of 
international protection. Guarantee effective ac-
cess to the procedure to determine their refugee 
status.

5. Allocate sufficient resources for the integrated as-
sistance and protection of children that are victims 
of forced displacement, especially for the unac-
companied minors.

6. Strengthen coordination between the competent 
authorities and civil society organizations assisting 
this population in origin, transit and destination 
countries.

7. Strengthen consular protection policies, especially 
those directed at providing assistance to the popu-
lation of unaccompanied children and adolescents 
with the goal of guaranteeing due process and ac-
companiment in cases in which they are returned 
and/or deported.

8. Reinforce programs for the integrated prevention, 
assistance and integral compensation/reparation of 
children and adolescent victims of forced recruit-
ment caused by different actors from toC and osv, 
including the coordination of different state insti-
tutions (education, health, housing and security, 
among others).

9. Generate conditions for the provision of reception, 
assistance and protection in the countries of ori-
gin, avoiding the re-victimization of children and 

adolescents and guaranteeing non-return to places 
where their lives, human dignity and freedom are 
in danger.

10. Promote protection mechanisms and/or the regu-
lation of migratory processes for unaccompanied 
children and adolescents that for different reasons 
cannot return to their countries of origin.

11. Waive documentation costs for children and ado-
lescents and their families who are in vulnerable 
conditions due to the humanitarian situation that 
the region is currently facing, guaranteeing the 
fundamental rights of these people.

c mIxed mIgratIon floWs

The migratory movements from the Mesoamerican 
region are characterized for being very complex, due 
to the multiple causes that are generating forced dis-
placements. Also because of the high levels of vulner-
ability experienced by these people, whether they are 
internally displaced, asylum seekers or refugee appli-
cants, victims of human trafficking, pregnant women, 
unaccompanied children or adolescents, people with 
diverse sexualities, people with distinct capacities, 
from other continents, from indigenous populations 
and others. Within this context, a person could com-
ply with two or more profiles and have more than one 
protection need.

The trend for reducing the causes of migration in the 
region to a merely economic matter has resulted in the 
invisibility of forced migration and the displacements 
caused by osv, toC, natural disasters, climate change, 
mega projects, etc.

In situations of war and generalized violence, people 
can be forced to flee due to well-founded fears of per-
secution, as established in the definition of refugees in 
the 1951 Convention as well as in the definition from 
the Cartagena Declaration. As a result, these circum-
stances require the development of an integrated and 

updated understanding of the challenges related to in-
ternational protection that the region is facing.

The border areas of the region continue to be complex 
scenarios where States haven’t provided an appropriate 
response. This has caused the development of precar-
ious conditions that affect the population who transits 
between these countries, with some of these people in 
need of international protection.

The border areas, migration control points and migra-
tory routes in which mixed migration flows transit have 
become drug, human and arms trafficking routes, as 
well as scenarios of general crime that generate vio-
lence due to the presence of illegal groups and crim-
inals. The institutional presence along the borders is 
weak, with a strong focus on national security without 
providing sufficient assistance to guarantee and protect 
human rights.

The non-differentiated implementation of security and 
migration laws by border authorities, the lack of knowl-
edge and non-provision of information on international 
protection or the possibility of applying for refugee sta-
tus create significant risk for the population in need of 
international protection in these zones. There is a lack 
of knowledge or a lack of application of mechanisms 
that allow an appropriate identification of the specific 
protection needs of the people in relation to the com-
plex dynamics of migration flows.

In the area of people trafficking, while there has been 
an improvement in legislation and public policies in 
some countries such as Costa Rica, there is still a lack of 
resources for the provision of appropriate assistance to 
victims. For example there is no temporary accommoda-
tion available that would provide shelter and protection.

In some countries there are complementary protection 
mechanisms, such as humanitarian visas for people 
who have protection needs. However, these visa cate-
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gories should not be used as substitutes or affect the 
provision of refugee status to those people that qualify 
as refugees.

The detention of the people requesting refugee status 
is still a common practice that is observed within the 
region. The use of different euphemisms (personal se-
curity, temporary custody, administrative detention) 
for being held against their will has negative effects on 
the recognition and defence of their right to freedom. 
This results in the normalization and social invisibility 
of being held against their will, increasing its repetition 
and excessive use.

PRoPosALs

1. Immediately adopt migration policies that respect 
human rights, and adhere to the Proclamation of 
Latin America and the Caribbean as a Peace Zone, 
signed by the members of the Community of Latin 
American and Caribbean States (CelAC) in January 
of 2014.

2. Transform the national security approach that 
States implement in their migration policies into 
a human security approach, which favours actions 
for the prevention, protection and assistance for 
asylum seekers, refugees, internally displaced peo-
ple and migrants.

3. Establish public policies and procedures that strength-
en the detection and referral of people according 
to their profile - asylum seekers, victims of human 
trafficking and smuggling, unaccompanied minors 
and others - in border areas and migration routes, 
guaranteeing access and exercising of their rights, 
including people detained in migration detention 
centres.

4. Guarantee the application of protection safe-
guards at borders and ports of entry, such as 
the principle of no-return, non-punishment for 
illegal entry, non-discrimination and the right to 
seek asylum. Train migration authorities in the 
border zones and ports of entry in best practices 

relating to the detection and treatment of asy-
lum seekers through appropriate assistance and 
reference protocols. Provide permanent infor-
mation at borders, ports of entry and migration 
stations/detention centres regarding the proce-
dure to determine refugee status and people’s 
rights in this situation. Strengthen the presence 
of State institutions and public services in bor-
der zones.

5. Implement liberation measures and alternatives to 
migratory detention that allow asylum seekers to 
live within the community with freedom of move-
ment while their migratory situation is resolved, 
favouring the legal recognition of the principle of 
non-detention.

6. Apply the Regional Guidelines for the Prelimi-
nary Identification of Profiles and Referral Mech-
anisms for Migrant Populations in Vulnerable 
Conditions across the region, which were agreed 
upon in the xviii Vice-ministerial Meeting at the 
Regional Conference on Migration held in 2014, 
as well as the Guiding Memo on Refugee Status 
Determination related to Victims of Organized 
Crime.

7. Standardize the crime of people smuggling in na-
tional criminal law.

8. Ratify the International Convention on the Pro-
tection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and 
Members of their Families and the incorporation 
of the Brasilia Regulations Regarding Access to 
Justice for Vulnerable People within internal leg-
islation.

9. Apply complementary protection measures when 
required, but not as a substitute or in detriment to 
the actual recognition of the need for international 
protection for those who qualify as refugees.

10. Encourage the States to identify and attend to the 
lack of birth registration, documenting the popu-
lation to avoid the risk of statelessness, especially 
in border areas.

d Procedures to refugee status determInatIon

In the last decade there has been significant progress 
in the protection of refugees in the Mesoamerican re-
gion with the recognition of the right to seek asylum 
in different legal national frameworks. However, there 
are still important challenges in strengthening the legal 
and institutional frameworks in order to consolidate 
Mesoamerica as a true protection space.

It is important to mention that some of the national 
legal frameworks or practices in the area of asylum are 
not always consistent with the 1951 Refugee Conven-
tion and its 1967 Protocol , and unfortunately they don’t 
always include the broader definition of refugees in-
cluded in the Cartagena Declaration. The procedures 
in place for the refugee status determination have sev-
eral gaps related to the guarantee of due process. As a 
consequence, many of the people seeking international 
protection may not have their application approved, re-
maining in the host countries with no regular status 
and without access to protection mechanisms.

There is also a weak handling of the cases of asylum 
seekers in the borders and ports of entry –there is a 
lack of information and there isn’t sufficient identifi-
cation provided to applicants– and the principle of 
non-return is not always respected. In some cases the 
asylum seekers report rejection, unfair treatments, and 
extortion by security and migration authorities.

In many cases, administrative detention prevents peo-
ple in need of international protection from accessing 
procedures. In some countries, when they apply for ref-
ugee status they are detained in migration stations for 
the duration of the procedure. Some countries crimi-
nalize and punish people in need of international pro-
tection for not having a regular migration status.

In some other countries there are no updated and reli-
able records or databases regarding the population that 
is in need of international protection, which makes the 

phenomenon invisible and creates difficulties for the 
planning of protection programs.

The centralization of the National Commissions re-
sponsible for the process of refugee status determina-
tion (ConAres or their equivalent) represents an obsta-
cle in accessing this procedure, whether applicants are 
located in border areas or other parts of the country. 
Finally, in several countries we noted discrimination 
and stigmatization addressed to the refugee population 
by authorities and the general population.

The biggest challenges include:
•	The strong national security approach that im-

pedes investigations/information requests about 
applications, as well as the lack of information 
from countries of origin.

•	The adherence to deadlines (or the absence of 
them) for responding to the applications to refugee 
status determination.

•	The low existing rates of refugee status recognition 
in the region.

•	The existence of pre-admission requirements that 
impede effective access to procedures to refugee 
status determination.

•	The excessively short deadlines for submitting ap-
plications.

•	The lack of representation and legal assistance for 
people that request international protection.

•	The lack of appropriate reasons given for the deci-
sions made.

•	The high cost of documentation for asylum seekers 
and refugees in some countries.

PRoPosALs

1. Guarantee a progressive interpretation of the 1951 
Convention and the 1967 Protocol and incorporate 
and apply the extended definition of refugee in the 
Cartagena Declaration within national legislations 
in those countries where this has not yet occurred, 
providing guidelines for its correct application.
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2. Make progress in the harmonization of legislation 
relating to asylum and statelessness across the region.

3. Adopt standards established by the Inter-Amer-
ican Commission on Human Rights and the In-
ter-American Court of Human Rights in regards 
to asylum, statelessness and migration matters, and 
for all groups of people with protection needs in 
the context of human mobility. Ensure compliance 
with the regional and international commitments.

4. Establish –in countries where they don’t exist– 
and strengthen Eligibility Commissions, including 
civil society members and unhCr representatives, 
with the right to be heard and vote in these Com-
missions.

5. Each national government should create informa-
tion and registration systems for asylum seekers 
and refugees.

6. Guarantee due process and access to justice:
•	Establishing more reasonable maximum deadlines 

for the refugee status determination and comply-
ing with them. Apply administrative exceptions 
in favour of asylum seekers when deadlines are 
missed.

•	Eliminate the pre-admission procedures that exist 
in some countries.

•	Ensure an integrated assistance system that in-
clude free legal assistance, translators, interpreters 
and psychosocial assistance.

•	Guarantee the equality, human dignity and 
non-discrimination during the refugee status de-
termination procedure.

•	Demand the reasons behind the decisions made by 
ConAres or equivalent entities, to be able to guar-
antee the defence of asylum seekers.

•	Take into account local contexts of countries of 
origin in the analysis of the application, incorpo-
rating the principles of goodwill and guaranteeing 
the benefit of the doubt for applicants.

7. Ratify, in the countries where this has not yet oc-
curred, the 1961 Convention on the Reduction of 
Statelessness.

8. Generate and strengthen networks and mecha-
nisms at a regional level between civil society or-
ganizations, to exchange best practice, share infor-
mation, contribute to the defence of the cases and 
advocate for the respect of the human rights of this 
population.

e local IntegratIon

In the area of local integration, progress and good prac-
tices have been observed during the last few years. It 
is important to note that Mexico is directly granting 
permanent residence to people recognized as refugees, 
and that Panama has adopted legislation to regulate 
population with Temporary Humanitarian Protection 
(THP). Panama is also granting permanent residence 
to those who have been resident in the country for at 
least three years. It is also notable that in some coun-
tries in the region there have been exemptions or the 
lowering of fees for the issuing of personal documenta-
tion for refugees, as well as the recognition of the right 
to family reunification.

Despite these advances, there are still multiple chal-
lenges in guaranteeing the integration of the refugees 
in Mesoamerica, and there are still no integrated strat-
egies to promote the local, socioeconomic and cultural 
integration of refugees.

The main challenges include:
•	Concern for the integration of the asylum seekers 

facing difficulties accessing to rights due to delays 
in the recognition of their status.

•	Problems related to accessing employment, wheth-
er it is due to the lack of a work permit or because 
the documentation provided isn’t recognised by 
the institutions involved in employment require-
ments (social security, banks, private sector), or 
because the word “refugee” causes discrimination. 
In addition there are difficulties in accessing the 
banking system.

•	Difficult access to dignified housing, whether it is 
due to elevated costs of rent and/or due to difficul-
ty in obtaining a stable income. The States do not 
have a housing policy that favours this vulnerable 
population. Refugees and asylum seekers are also 
excluded from national policies in the fight against 
poverty because they are foreigners.

•	 Difficulties in validating qualifications and access-
ing primary, secondary or higher education. There 
is also a lack of scholarships or professional train-
ing programs provided by the State.

•	High costs in obtaining personal documentation 
and accessing naturalization procedures.

•	Refugees are often subject to discrimination and 
stigmatization as a result of general stereotypes.

•	Lack of access to psychosocial assistance that 
helps in overcoming the pain produced by forced 
displacement and in adapting to a new environ-
ment.

To conclude, there is no existing public policy that 
promotes and supports the local integration of refu-
gees and there is a notable absence of political will to 
allocate resources and implement actions in this area. 
Discriminatory and xenophobic behaviour do not help 
to improve this situation.

PRoPosALs

1. States should assume their responsibility and allo-
cate increased human and financial resources for 
the protection and assistance of asylum seekers, 
refugees and stateless persons, guaranteeing that 
resources planning and implementation is coordi-
nated between: government, international agen-
cies, civil society and the targeted population.

2. Guarantee the provision of documentation that 
is approved at a regional level to refugees, asylum 
seekers and stateless persons and guarantees the 
exercising of their rights, equal opportunities and 
non-discrimination, independent of their status.

3. Guarantee that the population subject to interna-
tional protection has access and benefits from pro-

grams and government subsidies that have already 
been established (health, education, employment, 
housing etc.) under equal conditions.

4. Guarantee work permits for people applying for 
refugee status. Develop national employment pro-
grams, professional training and productive proj-
ects (including credit) that allow for the integra-
tion of asylum seekers and refugee population.

5. Combat employment inaccessibility, instability 
and exploitation, guaranteeing the rights of work-
ers, independent of their migratory status, in ac-
cordance with Advisory Opinion 18/03 of the In-
ter-American Court of Human Rights. We urge 
the governments to ratify the International Con-
vention on the Protection of the Rights of All Mi-
grant Workers and Members of their Families –or 
increase the existing legislation of Member States– 
and Convention 189 of the International Labour 
Organization.

6. Facilitate the mobility of people in need of Interna-
tional protection between countries in the region, 
promoting the feasibility of maintaining their 
rights (portability of refugee status), recognising 
the individual as a subject of rights.

7. Promote mass awareness raising campaigns di-
rected at the general population, encouraging the 
creation of a culture of respect for diversity and 
solidarity with the asylum seekers, refugees and 
migrant population.

8. To develop measures that facilitate access of asy-
lum seekers and refugees to the educational sys-
tem, including specific actions that support the 
validation of qualifications and non-differentiation 
in the payment of education costs.

9. To promote participation and consultation pro-
cesses with asylum seekers and refugees to create 
and develop public policies relating to integration.

10. Guarantee access to permanent residence and the 
possibility of accessing naturalization for those 
who wish to obtain citizenship through flexible 
and accessible procedures.
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f dIsPlacement due to clImate change  

 and natural dIsasters

Mesoamerica is one of the regions with the highest 
probability of experiencing natural disasters –floods, 
earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, landslides, droughts 
and others– that have the potential to generate dis-
placements of populations at both local and cross-bor-
der levels. The impact of climate change can also gen-
erate displacements within the region.

Most of the Mesoamerican countries have achieved 
great success in the development of legislation, pub-
lic policies and prevention and assistance programs 
for the population affected by natural disasters. 
However, it is necessary to identify gaps during the 
application of these policies to generate national and 
binational mechanisms that adopt a regional per-
spective to ensure the protection of displaced pop-
ulations. As a result, we have observed challenges 
in providing shelter for people that have been dis-
placed for these reasons.

Consequently, different mechanisms should be gener-
ated to recognise the protection needs of people dis-
placed by these causes. Undertaking a risk analysis will 
improve understanding of the effects of these process-
es with the goal of mitigating these risks and attending 
to the affected population. These include attending to 
displacements caused by nutritional crises (starvation, 
malnutrition) that are the result of climate change. It is 
also necessary to generate awareness raising processes 
related to the provision of assistance and integration of 
these people at local and international levels.

Finally, it is important to mention the megaprojects 
and exploitation of natural resources carried out by 
governments and large companies that are generat-
ing a growing number of internally displaced persons 
as a consequence of those activities. It is concerning 
that when implementing these megaprojects the needs 
of affected communities are not taken into account. 

There hasn’t just been an increase in social protests as a 
consequence of these initiatives but also a criminaliza-
tion of the protestors and their human rights affected.

PRoPosALs

1. Establish concrete protection mechanisms for the 
population displaced by natural disasters, climate 
change and megaprojects both within a country as 
well as in cross-border areas.

2. Develop a “humanitarian protection visa in the 
case of natural disasters” that guarantees the doc-
umentation of people that are subject to cross-bor-
der displacement due to climate change or natural 
disasters, in compliance with regional and interna-
tional standards.

3. Establish assessments, information systems and 
national action plans with regional perspective, 
generating specific protocols for the assistance and 
protection of the displaced population in short, 
medium and long term timeframes.

4. unhCr should promote the study of this phenome-
non and the possible responses, together withthe 
States, the international community, civil society 
and the communities affected by these situations.

5. States should facilitate safe conditions for the co-
ordination of the work of humanitarian organi-
zations in the prevention and response to natural 
disasters in high risk zones.

6. Generate awareness raising processes with com-
munities and authorities to adequately receive in-
ternally displaced populations.

7. States should guarantee the right to consultation 
and free, prior and informed consent of indigenous 
and native communities that will be displaced as a 
consequence of the implementation of mega proj-
ects. Truthful, transparent and appropriate infor-
mation mechanisms should be created with the 
goal of informing the affected population about 
the real impact of these projects.

8. Guarantee that the diagnostics of the feasibility 
and social and environmental impact that are is-

sued in the process of authorizing the mega proj-
ects are external and independent from the com-
pany that is implementing the project.

9. That the States, along with civil society organiza-
tions and the affected population, develop proto-
cols and criteria to identify long-lasting solutions 
–return, relocation or integration– that occurs in 
safe conditions and is accompanied by monitoring 
and evaluation mechanisms.

The Brazil Action Plan should include goals, respon-
sibilities, timeframes and monitoring mechanisms. 
It is recommended that a tri-party accompaniment 
mechanism (governments, unhCr and civil society) is 
established that would allow for the monitoring of the 
agreed commitments.

Panama, 7 July 2014.

 This position statement document is the result of a consultation process 
facilitated by the Norwegian Refugee Council (NRC) and undertaken in 8 
countries in the Wider Mesoamerican Region: Belize, Costa Rica, El Salva-
dor, Guatemala, Honduras, Mexico, Nicaragua, and Panama. This process 
culminated with a regional meeting that took place in Panama on the 1st 
and 2nd of July 2014, in which 24 civil society organisations, representing 
other civil society organisations from their respective countries, agreed on 
a regional position in the framework of the Cartagena+30 commemoration.
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Cuban refugee in Mexico  

where he works  

as a carpenter. 
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Working Group on Migration Policy (Grupo de trabajo sobre Política 
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Caribbean
s u B r e g i o n A l  Co n s u ltAt i o n 
GR AND C AiMAN   10 -11 sePteMBeR   2014

carIbbean regIon  

Pre-mInIsterIal meetIng

on mIxed mIgratIon and  

the ProtectIon of refugees 

and stateless Persons

Haiti. unhcr provides  

humanitarian assitance  

to the victims of the earthquake. 
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AGENDA
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septeMBer 10th 2014

14:30  sessioN 2: Refugee status Determination

15:30 Paragraph 33 in the Discussion Paper 

•	 Protection-sensitive entry Mechanisms Alternatives to Detention

•	 effective Refugee Protection

•	 Regional Cooperation and Capacity-Building in the Field of RsD Development of Roadmaps

 Moderator 
 Ambassador emeritus Rosario Green, Ambassador emeritus

 Governments 
 Ms. linda evans, Chief immigration officer, Department of immigration,  
 Government of the Cayman islands 
 Ms. Charmaine Gandhi-Andrews, Deputy Chief immigration officer, Ministry of National security,  
 Government of trinidad and tobago

 unhcr 
 Ms. simone schwartz Delgado, senior Regional Protection officer, Caribbean Protection Unit, unhcr Washington, DC

 Discussion in plenary

 Coffee Break

15:45 Continuation of session 2, Discussion in plenary

18:30 Reception

08:15  Registration & Breakfast

09:00 Adoption of the Agenda

 Welcoming Remarks

•	 Mr. Franz Manderson, Acting Governor of the Cayman islands

•	 Ms. Marta Juárez, Director of unhcr’s Regional Bureau for the Americas

•	 introduced by Mr. Buti kale, Deputy Regional Representative for the UsA and the Caribbean, unhcr Washington, DC

09:45 summary of Caribbean Regional Conference on the Protection of vulnerable Persons in Mixed Migration Flows  
 held in the Bahamas, May 2013 
 Mr. shelly Pitterman , Regional Representative for the UsA and the Caribbean, unhcr Washington, DC

10:00 summary of Caribbean Civil society Pre-Meeting convened by the Norwegian Refugee Council 
 Ms. Rochelle Nakhid, living Water Community, trinidad and tobago

10:15 Coffee Break

10:30  sessioN 1: Mixed Migration

 Paragraph 24 in the Discussion Paper

•	 issues Relating to Protection-at-sea

•	 safeguards against Refoulement in the context Multilateral Bilateral Agreements on the Return of irregular Migrations

•	 Contingency Plans

•	 Regional Consultative Process

 Moderator 
 Judge Antônio Cançado trindade, international Court of Justice

 Governments 
 Ms. Jewel Major, Counsel, office of the Attorney General and Ministry of legal Affairs,  
 Government of the Commonwealth of the Bahamas 
 Ms. Doreen Missick, Director, Human Rights Commission, Government of the turks and Caicos islands

 unhcr 
 Ms. Janice Marshall, Deputy Director (Policy and law), Division of international Protection, unhcr Geneva

 Discussion in plenary

13:15 lunch
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AGENDA
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septeMBer 11th 2014

14:00 sessioN 4: statelessness

 Paragraph 56 in the Discussion Paper 
 Development of a Regional Framework to eradicate statelessness

 Moderator 
 Ambassador emeritus Rosario Green, Ambassador emeritus

 Governments 
 Ms. Joan thomas edwards, Director, international organizations Department Ministry of Foreign Affairs  
 and Foreign trade, Government of Jamaica 
 Ms. Anna stuger, senior legal officer of the Department of legal Affairs and treaties,  
 Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Government of suriname

 unhcr 
 Mr. Juan ignacio Mondelli, Regional statelessness officer, Regional legal Unit, unhcr san Jose, Costa Rica

 Discussion in Plenary

15:30 Coffee Break

16:15 Adoption of Conclusions and Recommendations 
 Chairperson and Mr. shelly Pitterman, unhcr Washington DC

17:00 Closing Remarks

•	 Representative of the Government of the Cayman islands

•	 Ms. Marta Juárez, Director of unhcr’s Regional Bureau for the Americas

09:00 sessioN 3: Durable solutions

 Paragraph 43 in the Discussion Paper 
 local integration 
 Development of Regularization schemes Regional transfer Mechanism 

 Moderator 
 Judge Antônio Cançado trindade, international Court of Justice

 Government 
 Ms. Candelaria saldivar-Morter, Chief executive officer, Ministry of labour, local Government, Rural Development,  
 NeMo and immigration, Government of Belize

 unhcr 
 Mr. Juan Carlos Murillo, senior legal officer, Regional legal Unit, unhcr san Jose, Costa Rica

 Discussion in plenary

10:30 Coffee Break

10:45 Continuation of session 3

12: 30 lunch
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dIscussIon PaPer

 
Caribbean

I background

1. This document has been prepared by the Office of 
the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees 
(unhCr) to inform and help structure the discussions 
among States and Territories, regional and internation-
al organizations, NGOs and other civil society actors, 
as well as academia, during the meeting for the Carib-
bean region to be held in Grand Cayman, Cayman Is-
lands, in the framework of the commemoration of the 
30th Anniversary of the 1984 Cartagena Declaration on 
Refugees (“Cartagena Declaration”).

2. This regional consultation is the fourth meeting in 
the Americas: including meetings in Buenos Aires, Ar-
gentina, in March for the region of Southern America; 

in Quito, Ecuador, in May for the Andean region; and 
in Managua, Nicaragua, in July for the Mesoamerican 
region. The regional consultations seek to identify the 
most significant challenges and opportunities in the 
field of international protection of refugees and state-
less persons. The outcomes of the four Cartagena+30 
consultations will contribute to the development of a 
Declaration and Plan of Action for the period of 2015-
2024 to be adopted at a ministerial- level meeting in 
Brasilia, Brazil, on 1-2 December 2014.

3. It is worth mentioning that this is the first time the 
Caribbean region will host its own sub- regional event 
surrounding the commemoration of the Cartagena 
Declaration. This reflects an increasing appreciation 
for the perspective of the Caribbean States in the 

A protection workshop run for young children  

by Plan international on behalf of unhcr  

at the remote town of elias Pina  

near the Dominican-Haiti border área. 

©unhcr / j. tanner
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wider region. As such, the Caribbean Regional Con-
sultation can serve to launch a new decade of intensi-
fied regional cooperation and a plan of action for the 
Americas that will better reflect the realities, not only 
of larger States with land borders, but also of smaller 
island States in the region.

4. The Caribbean Regional Consultation will also pro-
vide important inputs for the High Commissioner’s 
Dialogue on Protection Challenges on the theme of 
‘Protection at Sea’, which will be held in Geneva on 
10-11 December 2014.

ii IntroductIon

5. As mentioned above, the Caribbean Regional Con-
sultation provides an important opportunity to review 
the specific protection challenges for asylum-seekers, 
refugees and stateless persons in the Caribbean, as part 
of the wider Americas region. It will achieve this nota-
bly by:

•	Analysing the scale and impact of mixed migration 
movements and the challenges they present;

•	Reviewing developments related to the building 
of asylum systems and the promotion of durable 
solutions for refugees and stateless persons, while 
considering proposals for the way forward; and

•	Exploring fresh opportunities for regional coop-
eration, technical assistance and financial support.

6. In this regard, it is hoped that the Caribbean Re-
gional Consultation will build upon the Caribbean 
Regional Conference on the Protection of Vulnerable 
Persons in Mixed Migration Flows-Promoting Cooper-
ation and Identification of Good Practices (Bahamas 
Conference), organized by unhCr and the Internation-
al Organization for Migration (ioM) in Nassau, The 
Bahamas, in May 2013. The meeting brought together 

98 representatives from governments, international 
organizations and the civil society of 24 countries and 
territories1. The 2013 Bahamas Conference centred 
upon the following main themes: 1) regional cooper-
ation and the development of a protection-sensitive 
and solution-oriented approach to mixed migration 
management in the region; 2) the protection needs 
of those travelling within mixed migration flows and 
how to address these in a comprehensive manner, and 
3) identification and sharing of good practices in man-
aging mixed migration flows in the Caribbean.2

iii mIxed mIgratory movements In the carIbbean

7. States and territories in the Caribbean are confronted 
with an increasingly complex phenomenon of mixed 
migration that involves persons who may be in need 
of international protection, including asylum-seekers3, 

1 unhCr’s Regional Office in Washington covers 27 Caribbean countries and 
territories, with offices in the Dominican Republic and Haiti. This includes 
15 countries (Antigua and Barbuda, Commonwealth of the Bahamas, Bar-
bados, Belize, Commonwealth of Dominica, Dominican Republic, Grena-
da, Guyana, Haiti, Jamaica, Republic of Trinidad and Tobago, Saint Kitts 
and Nevis, Saint Lucia, Saint Vincent and the Grenadines and Suriname), 
and 12 overseas territories of the United Kingdom (Anguilla, Bermuda, 
British Virgin Islands, Cayman Islands, Turks and Caicos Islands (TCI) and 
Montserrat), and The Netherlands (Aruba, Curacao, Sint Maarten, Bonaire, 
St Eustatius and Saba). The French départements d’outre-mer (Martinique, 
Guadalupe, Saint-Barthélemy, Saint-Martin and French Guyana) are cov-
ered by unhCr Paris.

2 un High Commissioner for Refugees (unhCr), Caribbean Regional Confer-
ence on the Protection of Vulnerable Persons in Mixed Migration Flows - 
Promoting Cooperation and Identification of Good Practices, 23 May 2013, 
available at: http://www.refworld.org/docid/51e3c0384.html

3 An asylum-seeker is an individual who is seeking asylum, whose claim has 
not yet been finally decided. Asylum is the grant, by a State, of protection 
on its territory to persons who are fleeing persecution, serious or irreparable 
harm, or for other reasons defined in national law. Asylum encompasses a 
variety of elements, including protection against non-refoulement and per-
mission to remain on the territory of the asylum country, possibly with a 
view to local integration. The 1951 Convention, supplemented by interna-
tional human rights law, lays down the standards of treatment to which 
refugees are entitled in the country of asylum.

refugees4, victims of human trafficking5 and stateless 
persons, 6 along with other categories of migrants.7 
The States and territories in the Caribbean are source, 
destination and transit countries for thousands of mi-
grants, including persons in need of international pro-
tection, each year. The region also produces refugees 
and is a transit gateway for refugees and asylum-seekers 
trying to reach North America within larger groups of 
migrants by land, air and sea.8

4 A refugee is a person who meets the eligibility criteria in the refugee defi-
nition provided by relevant international or regional refugee instruments, 
unhCr’s mandate, and/or national legislation. According to many of these 
instruments, a refugee is a person who cannot return to his/her country 
of origin owing to a well- founded fear of persecution or serious and indis-
criminate threats to life, physical integrity or freedom.

5 A victim of human trafficking is a person who is subject to the recruitment, 
transportation, transfer, or harboring, by means of the threat or use of force 
or other forms of coercion, of abduction, of fraud, of deception, of the abuse 
of power or of a position of a vulnerable individual or of the giving or re-
ceiving of payments or benefits to achieve the consent of a person having 
control over another person, for the purpose of exploitation. See further the 
un General Assembly, Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in 
Persons, Especially Women and Children, supplementing the United Nations 
Convention against Transnational Organized Crime, 15 November 2000, 
available at: http://www.refworld.org/docid/4720706c0.html

6 A stateless person is an individual who is not considered a national under 
the operation of the law of any State, either because s/he never had a nation-
ality or because s/he lost it without acquiring a new one.

7 There is no universally accepted definition of the term “migrant”. It is usu-
ally understood to cover all cases where the decision to migrate is taken 
freely by the individual concerned for reasons of “personal convenience” 
and without intervention of any coercive external factors. Migration refers 
to any movement of persons that is not intended to be merely of short or 
temporary duration, either across an international border (“international 
migration”) or within a State. It is often employed to include both forced 
and voluntary movements.

8 In 2013, unhCr identified around 250 new asylum-seekers in at least 20 
States and territories in the Caribbean. This is compared to around 190 
new asylum-seekers in 2012, which is an increase of nearly one third over 
last year. In 2013, the unhCr Regional Office in Washington conducted ref-
ugee status determinations under Mandate for over 100 individual cases 
in the Caribbean and resettled around 75 individuals. Most of the asylum- 
seekers in the region came from Cuba and Haiti. Asylum claims were also 
lodged by nationals from the following countries: Afghanistan, Bangladesh, 
Cameroon, Colombia, Côte d’Ivoire, Democratic Republic of the Congo, El 
Salvador, Egypt, Gambia, Honduras, Iran, Iraq, Jamaica, Kenya, Liberia, 
Mexico, Nigeria, Sierra Leone, Sri Lanka, and Syria. Another notable trend 
in the Caribbean is the gradually increasing number of asylum-seekers orig-
inating from North Africa and the Middle East.

8. This poses a number of challenges.9 The relatively 
significant arrival of persons, mostly in an irregular 
manner, prompts many countries and territories to 
view asylum safeguards as cumbersome or incompati-
ble with immigration control and national security im-
peratives. At times, those who arrive irregularly in the 
region face negative attitudes by the host societies, and 
are generally perceived to be ‘economic migrants.’ This 
situation may adversely affect the ability of persons in 
need of international protection to apply for asylum, a 
concern that is compounded by the scarcity of national 
mechanisms to identify refugees within mixed migra-
tory movements.

9. The ultimate challenge is how to manage migratory 
movements in a way that upholds human rights and 
humanitarian principles, while addressing the legiti-
mate concerns of States regarding irregular migration. 
The Caribbean Regional Consultation offers an oppor-
tunity to consider how measures aimed at combating 
irregular migration, human smuggling and traffick-
ing in persons can be accompanied by safeguards and 
measures to avoid the detrimental effects on refugees 
and asylum-seekers.10 The fact that the large majority 
of States and territories in the Caribbean are parties 
to the 1951 Convention relating to the Status of Refu-
gees (“1951 Convention”) and its 1967 Protocol already 

9 These are movements in which different categories of persons are travelling 
together, generally in an irregular manner, using the same routes and means 
of transport. Persons travelling as part of mixed movements have varying 
needs and profiles and may include asylum-seekers, refugees, trafficked 
persons, unaccompanied/separated children, and migrants in an irregular 
situation.

10 Measures which restrict channels for legal migration risk exacerbating 
both, human trafficking and human smuggling, as well as the human rights 
violations which surround them. A disproportionate focus on tighter mi-
gration controls also risks exacerbating the situation further along the traf-
ficking cycle. Studies have noted that traffickers often exploit victims’ fear 
of possible deportation and their irregular status to prevent victims from 
escaping. “It is necessary to ensure that anti-trafficking measures do not ad-
versely affect the human rights and dignity of persons, in particular the rights 
of those who have been trafficked, migrants, internally displaced persons, refu-
gees and asylum-seekers.” Report of the Special Rapporteur on trafficking in 
persons, especially women and children, Joy Ngozi Ezeila, A/HRC/23/48 
of 18 March 2013, available at: http://www.refworld.org/pdfid/51a5cfa24.
pdf
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reflects a shared commitment to providing protection 
to refugees. Given the increasing number of persons 
in need of international protection11 registered in the 
region, progress towards more rights-respecting migra-
tion and refugee protection systems could be one of the 
goals set during this Caribbean Regional Consultation.

10. A particularly salient characteristic of migration in 
the Caribbean is travel by sea. As part of a Protection 
at Sea Initiative,12 unhCr is urging States to undertake 
coordinated action to improve search and rescue, ease 
disembarkation, ensure protection for refugees and 
stateless persons as well as refrain from arbitrary de-
tention. Additionally, mixed migratory movements by 
land take place in a small number of countries in the 
region,13 and usually involve irregular (onwards) sec-
ondary movements of refugees and asylum-seekers.14

11. In stark contrast to the world of cruise ships and 
holiday travel, mixed movements by sea occurs on un-
seaworthy vessels, in many cases, operated by people in 
smuggling and human trafficking networks. They are 
not at all concerned with ‘passenger safety’ and instead 
place their passengers at high risk at exorbitant costs. 
As a result, deaths at sea and rescue-at-sea operations 

11 International protection refers to the protection that is accorded to individ-
uals or groups by the international community on the basis of international 
law. The State is primarily responsible for providing protection to its citi-
zens. The need for international protection arises where such State protec-
tion is lacking either as a matter of law or as a matter of fact so that basic 
human rights are seriously at risk. This classically results from persecution, 
threats to life and personal security, armed conflict, serious public disorder 
or other man-made situations. Natural or ecological disasters or insecurity 
due to statelessness are additional causes. Frequently, these elements are 
interlinked. Persons who are in need of international protection and are 
outside their country of origin are afforded protection against refoulement.

12 Further details on the Protection at Sea Initiative can be found at: http://
www.unhcr.org/5375db0d9.html.

13 The phenomenon of mixed migratory movement by land is observed par-
ticularly in Belize, Guyana Suriname and Hispaniola, whereas irregular 
secondary (onwards) movement is experienced throughout the Caribbean 
region.

14 Irregular secondary (onwards) movement of refugees and asylum-seekers 
refers to such movement from a country where they have already found 
protection in order to seek asylum or settlement in another country.

in the Caribbean are regrettably common15 and critical 
incidents at sea have been on the rise. Many incidents 
go unreported and, in the absence of a comprehensive 
data collection system, the actual dimensions of the 
problem are likely to be even higher than suggested. 
Moreover, maritime interception, disembarkation and 
return procedures are often implemented without the 
necessary safeguards for persons with specific protec-
tion needs, with the risk of violating the principle of 
non-refoulement.

12. These incidents involve mostly Haitian, Cuban and 
Dominican nationals. The highest number of incidents 
occurred in the Mona Passage, which lies between the 
eastern coast of the Dominican Republic and the west-
ern coast of Puerto Rico. Asylum-seekers who have 
shared their experiences with unhCr reported that, af-
ter having paid large sums of money for passage, they 
were left to flounder in small boats at sea or landed on 
uninhabited islands or were otherwise confronted with 
violence and threats to life.

13. In May 2014, the Inter-American Commission on 
Human Rights also expressed deep concern over the 
increase of maritime incidents involving boats carry-
ing migrants in the Caribbean Sea and called upon “all 
States that carry out operations of search, rescue and 
interception of migrants at sea to establish appropriate 
measures to identify persons who may be refugees or 
who, due to their vulnerable condition, may have spe-
cial protection needs, such as in the case of migrant 
children.” The Commission also reminded States that 
“the principle of non-refoulement is absolute in interna-
tional human rights law, under which it is required to 
be guaranteed at all times and in all places regardless 

15 In 2013, unhCr became aware of 136 reported maritime incidents in the 
Caribbean (high seas or territorial waters of the U.S. and/or the Caribbean 
countries) involving a total of 4,680 passengers, the majority of whom were 
Haitians (3,340) followed by Cubans (824). In the context of these incidents, 
75 deaths were recorded and 33 persons missing.

of the migratory situation of persons or the applicabili-
ty or not of another protection regime.”16

14. Experience in the Mediterranean and other parts of 
the world, where mixed migration by sea is common, in-
dicates that control and deterrence measures set up to 
stop large flows of irregular migrants often operate to 
deny access by the smaller and manageable numbers of 
persons in need of international protection to established 
legal protection mechanisms. When irregular migration 
is managed exclusively through a control perspective 
with increased restrictions and policing, fundamental 
human rights and refugee principles are undermined, 
while leaving the mixed migratory influxes unresolved 
and the underlying causes unaddressed. Moreover, uni-
lateral measures often result in ‘burden-shifting’ rather 
than equitable responsibility-sharing in a spirit of soli-
darity.17 There is growing evidence that the imposition 
of controls has simply shifted the travel routes of both 
migrants and persons in need of international protection 
to new destinations and obliged them to resort to clan-
destine forms of movement, with the heightened risk of 
smuggling and trafficking that this entails.

16 Commissioner Felipe González, Rapporteur on the Rights of Migrants 
of the iAChr, signaled that, “Between 2013 and thus far in 2014, the ship-
wrecks of migrant boats in the Caribbean Sea have claimed the lives of 
some 94 migrants and another 45 are missing at sea. These deaths and dis-
appearances highlight the level of desperation faced daily by many people 
who are forced to migrate because of the insecurity and lack of enjoyment of 
economic, social and cultural rights. These persons, who in turn are part of 
the groups most vulnerable, migrate assuming the extreme dangers of irreg-
ular migration routes.” The press release on deaths and disappearances of 
migrants at sea is available at: http://www.oas.org/en/iachr/media_center/
PReleases/2014/055.asp

17 The un Special Rapporteur on the Human Rights of Migrants noted in 
his Annual Report in 2008 that: “(…) the management of migration flows 
depends on regional and bilateral cooperation, and many positive elements 
for social and economic development and enhanced security may arise from 
agreements between sending, transit and destination countries. The challenge 
remains to construct and implement such policies so that they both prevent 
irregular migration and protect migrants’ rights. The promotion of increased 
collaboration can serve to prevent irregular migration if the migration control 
policies are adequately evaluated and implemented with a view to their effec-
tiveness and with adequate consideration to the protection of all migrants in all 
phases of the movement process.” un Human Rights Council, Report of the 
Special Rapporteur on the Human Rights of Migrants, Jorge Bustamante, 
25 February 2008, A/HRC/7/12, para 23, available at: http://www.unhcr.
org/refworld/docid/47cfb2d62.html

15. Although mixed migration movements have existed 
for a long time in the region and the numbers of boat 
arrivals are increasing, few countries and territories 
have devised and adopted contingency plans. Just as 
many countries and territories have contingency plans 
that aim at preventing, mitigating and/or addressing 
the effects of natural hazards, there could be value in 
devising similar plans to address maritime arrivals, es-
pecially those that are large-scale in nature.

16. On the basis of information shared informally with 
unhCr, countries and territories in the Caribbean re-
gion receive and repatriate at least 2,600 irregular mi-
grants each year. According to statistics received from 
governments in the region, the affected countries and 
territories spend millions of dollars to receive, provide 
care for, detain and return irregular migrants.

17. Countries and territories in the region have negoti-
ated a series of bilateral agreements among themselves, 
as well as with the u.s., enabling the return of irregular 
migrants. While the conclusion of these agreements is 
commendable and is good practice in the area of mi-
gration management, the implementation of certain 
provisions thereof is at variance with the principle of 
non-refoulement. For example, the requirement that 
the countries of origin of irregular migrants be notified 
by the receiving country within a short period of time 
(normally 72 hours) makes it difficult, if not impossible, 
for authorities in the receiving country to adequately 
identify persons in need of international protection 
and eventually process their refugee claims without di-
vulging asylum-seekers’ identities to authorities of their 
countries of origin. This stringent requirement could, 
unwittingly, create sur place refugee cases.18 The es-
sence of protection-sensitive measures in the context of 

18 A person who was not a refugee when he left his country, but who becomes 
a refugee at a later date, is called a refugee “sur place”. A person becomes 
a refugee “sur place” due to circumstances arising in his/her country of 
origin during his/her absence or through his or her own actions.
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mixed migratory movements entails, among other ob-
jectives, better identifying persons in need of interna-
tional protection so as to avoid sending these persons 
to a situation where their lives and/or liberty would be 
in jeopardy.

18. Several Caribbean countries have established na-
tional counter-trafficking task forces19 and have made 
significant strides to strengthen their legal and insti-
tutional frameworks to combat crime and to identify 
and assist victims of trafficking. However, States that 
identify trafficked persons may inadvertently generate 
new risks for some victims of trafficking by failing to 
assess their individual protection needs or by failing to 
consider any risks to victims of trafficking upon return 
to their countries of origin. Return is often considered 
the only available solution for victims of trafficking, 
disregarding the fact that some trafficked persons may 
qualify for refugee status or complementary forms of 
protection.20 Victims of trafficking have a right to be 
informed of their legal options, and there need to be 
mechanisms that provide for the referral of victims of 
trafficking in need of international protection to the 
asylum system.

19. In order to address these challenges in a compre-
hensive manner, unhCr encourages States to consider 
establishing cost-effective systems in the region based 

19 Jamaica, for example through its National Task Force against Trafficking 
in Persons, and in collaboration with non-governmental organizations, 
has developed trafficking indicators, protocols and referral mechanisms 
for agencies involved in the identification, counselling and protection of 
victims of trafficking. Paragraph 36, page 9 of the report of the un Special 
Rapporteur on trafficking in persons, especially women and children, Joy 
Ngozi Ezeilo, A/HRC/20/18 of 6 June 2012, available at: http://www.crin.
org/docs/A.HRC.20.18_En.pdf

20 Some victims or potential victims of trafficking may fall within the defi-
nition of a refugee contained in Article 1A(2) of the 1951 Convention and 
may therefore be entitled to international refugee protection. See for fur-
ther details: un High Commissioner for Refugees (unhCr), Guidelines on 
International Protection No. 7: The Application of Article 1A(2) of the 1951 
Convention and/or 1967 Protocol Relating to the Status of Refugees to Victims 
of Trafficking and Persons At Risk of Being Trafficked, 7 April 2006, HCR/
GIP/06/07, available at: http://www.refworld.org/docid/443679fa4.htm

on unhCr’s 10 Point Plan of Action21 to manage mixed 
migration flows in line with international human rights 
and refugee law standards. It is the responsibility of the 
State, regardless of the legal status of the migrant, to 
ensure that fundamental human rights norms are ad-
hered to and that all migrants are treated with dignity.22

20. The 2013 Bahamas Conference highlighted the 
need to enhance regional cooperation and partnership 
towards the effective management of mixed migration 
flows in the region while recognizing the unique and 
diverse character of the Caribbean. The participating 
States agreed to “recommend that consideration be giv-
en to working together to establish a regional consulta-
tive process” on mixed migration.

21. While a number of countries have individually 
made progress in addressing mixed migration chal-
lenges in a protection-sensitive manner, the Caribbe-
an Regional Consultation presents an opportunity for 
States to consider a regional consultative process to de-
velop a responsibility-sharing mechanism and promote 
concerted dialogue and action on mixed migratory 
movements among the Caribbean countries. A region-
al forum of cooperation, possibly in the framework of 
CAriCoM, could enable more effective cooperation in 
this area and facilitate interaction with States in other 
regions facing similar challenges, such as the Mediter-
ranean, the Horn of Africa, Southeast Asia and the Pa-
cific region.

22. Arrangements to strengthen regional cooperation 
in protection-at-sea emergencies involving refugees 
and asylum-seekers may also benefit from inclusion in 

21 un High Commissioner for Refugees (unhCr), Refugee Protection and Mixed 
Migration: The 10-Point Plan in action, February 2011, available at: http://
www.refworld.org/docid/4d9430ea2.html

22 un Human Rights Council, Report of the Special Rapporteur on the Human 
Rights of Migrants, Jorge Bustamante, 25 February 2008, A/HRC/7/12, 
para. 14, available at: http://www.unhcr.org/refworld/docid/47cfb2d62.
html

broader regional processes to address irregular, mixed 
movements.23 The Regional Mixed Migration Secre-
tariat in the Horn of Africa and Yemen (RMMS) can 
serve as a reference. In its current state, the RMMS: 
provides support and coordination within existing 
frameworks in the region, produces analysis and re-
search, and manages information and data.24 Similarly, 
Caribbean countries and territories can join efforts to 
enhance measures for protection-at- sea. It is expect-
ed that other countries will demonstrate solidarity and 
support, particularly in funding the new Brazil Plan of 
Action. The exchange of information and good practic-
es can benefit not only individual states, but the region 
as a whole.

23. The preparation of a Caribbean-specific Protection 
and Responsibility-Sharing Action Plan for adoption at 
the Ministerial meeting in Brazil, as part of the wider 
Brazil Declaration and Plan of Action for the next de-
cade, can be a vehicle to advance the recommendations 
of the 2013 Bahamas Conference. Among the action 
points that might be considered are:

•	Creation of reliable data collection and analysis 
systems (including disaggregated data) that are 
in line with international legal standards and in-
struments applicable to refugees and vulnerable 
migrants;

•	Development of protection-sensitive differentiated 
processes and procedures enabling the early iden-
tification and referral of asylum-seekers, refugees, 
stateless persons, as well as vulnerable migrants, 
including victims of trafficking and unaccompa-
nied and separated children;

23 un High Commissioner for Refugees (unhCr), Summary Conclusions: Ref-
ugees and Asylum-Seekers in Distress at Sea - how best to respond? Expert 
Meeting in Djibouti, 8 to 10 November 2011, 5 December 2011, available at: 
http://www.refworld.org/docid/4ede0d392.html

24 Regional Mixed Migration Secretariat, About RMMS, available at: http://
www.regionalmms.org/index.php?id=59

•	Elaboration of a roadmap for a regional consulta-
tive process (RCP) and the creation of a Secretariat 
responsible for promoting better coordination on 
asylum, refugee and statelessness issues in mixed 
migration movements;

•	Adoption of bilateral and multilateral migration 
agreements that incorporate international protec-
tion safeguards;

•	Incorporation of migration issues in policy discus-
sions at the regional level (e.g. through existing 
structures such as CAriCoM, iAChr, oeCs);

•	Elaboration of national contingency plans that ad-
dress the international protection, human rights 
and material needs of migrants, asylum-seekers, 
refugees, stateless persons, victims of human traf-
ficking and other vulnerable individuals who ar-
rive by boat in an irregular manner;

•	Establishment of multi-agency deployment team to 
process larger arrivals (when numbers exceed local 
capacities).

24. Discussion Questions
 
i. What measures can States take so that those inter-
cepted and rescued at sea are processed on an indi-
vidual basis, afforded due process, and that persons 
claiming to be in need of international protection are 
allowed to access the national asylum procedure?25

 
ii. How can countries in the region –and outside of the 
region– assist Caribbean countries and territories that 
are disproportionately affected by relatively large irreg-
ular migrant arrivals?

25 unhCr, “Background note: The treatment of persons rescued at sea: conclu-
sions and recommendations from recent meetings and expert round tables 
convened by unhCr”, 28 November 2007. See also unhCr and International 
Maritime Organization (iMo), Rescue at Sea: A guide to principles and practice 
applied to migrants and refugees, September 2006 available at: www.unhcr.
org/publ/PUBL/450037d34.pdf
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iii. A significant number of countries and territories 
have signed multilateral/bilateral agreements on the 
return of irregular migrants. What are the necessary 
safeguards that need to be adopted to ensure that the 
provisions thereof are in line with the principles of 
non-refoulement and confidentiality?
 
iv. Just as many countries and territories have contin-
gency plans that aim at preventing, mitigating and/or 
addressing the effects of natural hazards, would there 
be value in devising similar plans to address maritime 
arrivals, especially those that are large-scale in nature? 

v. While a number of countries have individually made 
some progress in addressing mixed migration challeng-
es in a protection-sensitive manner, would a Caribbean 
regional consultative process be helpful to develop a 
responsibility-sharing mechanism and promote con-
certed dialogue and action on mixed migratory move-
ments among the Caribbean countries? If so, could 
participants propose a roadmap?

iv buIldIng and reInforcIng asylum systems

25. The Caribbean States and territories are source, 
transit and destination countries for tens of thousands 
of migrants each year. In addition to the asylum appli-
cations lodged by persons originating from within the 
region of the Americas (Cubans, Colombians, Domini-
cans, Haitians, Mexicans, Venezuelans), the number of 
persons coming from other regions in the world, in par-
ticular from North Africa and the Middle East, is clearly 
on the rise. In the first 6 months of 2014, a total of 231 
new asylum-seekers were registered in seven Caribbean 
countries alone.26 This represents a 71 per cent increase 

26 The largest number of new asylum-seekers was registered in Trinidad & 
Tobago, where 106 persons applied for asylum between 1 January and 30 
June 2014.

compared to the number of new arrivals registered in 
the first half of 2013. The growing number of arrivals is 
placing a strain on the limited resources and capacities 
available in the small islands or coastal States.

26. The real constraints faced by countries in the Ca-
ribbean region are reflected by the scarcity of adequate 
reception mechanisms that are in a position to respond 
to the specific needs of (unaccompanied) children, 
women-at-risk, older persons or persons with health 
problems or disabilities. In several Caribbean coun-
tries, irregular migrants, including asylum- seekers, 
remain in detention for prolonged and even indefinite 
periods of time. The majority of States have no formal 
arrangements to address the situation of detained per-
sons with specific protection needs, or to refer them to 
the competent authorities or to unhCr.

27. Indeed, automatic administrative detention is wide-
ly practiced in the region as a means to deter irregular 
arrivals of migrants and asylum-seekers.27 Detainees 
are commonly prevented from challenging the grounds 
for detention owing to any one or combination of fac-
tors: the absence of information about the asylum pro-
cedure and the grounds for detention, along with the 
lack of free legal counselling and the unavailability of 
interpreters or translation services. When irregular 
migrants are not given the opportunity to challenge 
the lawfulness of the detention measure, detention 
becomes arbitrary.28 Moreover, research shows that 
immigration detention has widespread and seriously 

27 In contrast, the un Special Rapporteur on the human rights of migrants, 
François Crépeau notes in his 2012 thematic report that “there is no em-
pirical evidence that detention deters irregular migration or discourages 
persons from seeking asylum. Despite increasingly tough detention policies 
being introduced over the past 20 years in countries around the world, the 
number of irregular arrivals has not decreased.” See further the Report of 
the Special Rapporteur on the human rights of migrants, François Crépeau, 
A/HRC/20/24 of 2 April 2012, available at: http://www.refworld.org/pd-
fid/502e0bb62.pdf.

28 ohCr, Fact Sheet No. 26, The Working Group on Arbitrary Detention, 
http://www.unhchr.ch/html/menu6/2/fs26.htm#IV, pursuant to resolution 
1991/42, as clarified by resolution 197/50.

damaging effects on the mental and physical health of 
detainees29. Detention centres are often overcrowded 
and lack appropriate conditions of hygiene and secu-
rity. This adds to the trauma and hardships that asy-
lum-seekers already faced in the country of origin and 
during flight.

28. The 1951 Convention provides that asylum-seekers 
shall not be penalized for their illegal entry or stay, pro-
vided they present themselves to the authorities with-
out delay and show good cause for their illegal entry or 
presence30. The position of asylum-seekers may differ 
fundamentally from that of ordinary migrants in that 
they may not be in a position to comply with the legal 
formalities for entry. They may, for example, be unable 
to obtain the necessary documentation in advance of 
their flight because of their fear of persecution and/or 
the urgency of their departure. These factors, as well 
as the fact that asylum-seekers have often experienced 
traumatic events, need to be taken into account in de-
termining any restrictions on freedom of movement 
based on irregular entry or presence. Governments 
should always consider31 completing an individual as-
sessment and choosing the least restrictive measure, 
with preference to alternatives to detention32.

29 The un Special Rapporteur on the human rights of migrants highlights 
in his 2012 thematic report that “detention systematically deteriorates 
the physical and mental condition of nearly everyone who experiences it. 
Symptoms related to depression, anxiety and post-traumatic stress disorder 
are common. Prolonged detention deepens the severity of these symptoms, 
which are already noticeable in the first weeks of detention.” Paragraph 48, 
page 13, http://www.refworld.org/pdfid/502e0bb62.pdf

30 Article 31 of the 1951 Convention on the Status of Refugees

31 Research has found that over 90 per cent compliance or cooperation rates 
can be achieved when persons are released to proper supervision and as-
sistance. The alternatives have also proved to be significantly less expen-
sive than detention. See further Guideline 4.3 entitled “Alternatives to 
detention need to be considered” in un High Commissioner for Refugees 
(unhCr), Guidelines on the Applicable Criteria and Standards relating to the 
Detention of Asylum-Seekers and Alternatives to Detention, 2012, available 
at: http://www.refworld.org/docid/503489533b8.html

32 In the case Velez Loor vs. Panama, the Inter-American Court stated that 
“those migratory policies whose central focus is the mandatory detention 
of irregular migrants, without ordering the competent authorities to verify 
in each particular case and by means of an individualized evaluation, the 
possibility of less restrictive measures of achieving the same ends, are arbi-
trary.” Judgment of 23 November 2010.

29. In addition to detention, limited access to asylum 
is also a common issue in the Caribbean. All asy-
lum-seekers, in whatever manner they arrive within 
the jurisdiction of a State, should have access to fair, 
efficient and effective refugee status determination 
(rsD) procedures. However, in many countries in the 
Caribbean, persons in need of international protection 
are not systematically given access to rsD procedures 
and, therefore, respect of the non-refoulement principle 
is not always ensured.

30. Despite the deficits described above, the Caribbe-
an does present some good practices in the area of 
asylum that deserve to be highlighted. For instance, 
the majority of the Caribbean States have ratified or 
acceded to the 1951 Convention and the 1967 Pro-
tocol. Only five Caribbean States are not yet parties 
to these international refugee instruments.33 Two 
countries (Belize and the Dominican Republic) and 
one territory (The Cayman Islands) have adopted en-
abling legislation. Another territory (Turks and Ca-
icos Islands) is in the process of developing asylum 
legislation. In addition, two countries (Jamaica and 
Trinidad and Tobago) have adopted a specific and 
comprehensive refugee policy. Four States (The Ba-
hamas, Belize, the Dominican Republic and Jamaica) 
have established and/or reactivated national mecha-
nisms to determine refugee status and another State 
(Trinidad and Tobago) is in the process of developing 
rsD procedures and setting up an Inter-ministerial El-
igibility Commission.

31. unhCr is encouraged by the high rate of accessions 
to the 1951 Refugee Convention in the Caribbean and 
the various legislative actions in recent years. This indi-
cates that there is political will in the region to address 
the situation of asylum-seekers and refugees in a mean-
ingful way. While many of the solutions developed by 

33 Barbados, Cuba, Grenada, Guyana and Saint Lucia.
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individual States are not formalized, they are building 
blocks for creating functioning, sustainable asylum sys-
tems.34

32.unhCr assists Caribbean countries and territories 
that have already set up refugee protection mecha-
nisms to further develop and enhance these by provid-
ing support in the form of technical advice and capac-
ity-building. unhCr proposes the elaboration of a plan 
aimed at enhancing national and regional capacities 
to effectively determine refugee status. unhCr also en-
courages countries in the region to develop strategies 
for the gradual transfer of responsibility for refugee 
status determination from unhCr to the Government. 
As is35 reflected in the phased approach developed by 
the Government of Trinidad and Tobago, such a tran-
sition process involves several phases from assessment 
and planning to transfer, implementation and consoli-
dation, requiring a medium- to long-term perspective. 
Action plans can serve as platforms for the allocation 
of human and financial resources, including contribu-
tions from donors.

33. Discussion Questions
 
i. Would Caribbean countries and territories be willing 
to enhance protection-sensitive entry mechanisms and 
consider alternatives to detention?

34 The creation of a functioning asylum system often includes: (i) adopting 
refugee legislation; (ii) adopting decrees to establish fair, efficient and effec-
tive rsD procedures; (iii) establishing a technical secretariat (Refugee Unit); 
(iv) setting up a decision-making body (different models are possible: deci-
sion-making by an individual civil servant or through an eligibility commit-
tee); and (v) providing second instance decision-making (appeals).

35 The refugee policy adopted by the Government of Trinidad & Tobago in 
July 2014 provides for a gradual approach consisting of three phases: at the 
initial stage unhCr leads the rsD procedure and provides intensive training 
to authorities on refugee protection and rsD; during the second phase the 
Government establishes the national framework through the enactment of 
refugee legislation and the creation of an Eligibility Committee and grad-
ually assumes responsibility for the rsD process with ongoing support from 
unhCr and during the third phase, the Government implements procedures 
for the identification, registration and referral of asylum-seekers and sets up 
a Refugee Unit that will be trained to handle refugee and asylum matters.

ii. Which additional measures can be taken to ensure 
the effective protection of refugees, in particular the 
full respect for the principle of non-refoulement?
 
iii. In light of the diverse policy and legislative initia-
tives to adopt and implement international refugee 
protection standards, would regular meetings, regional 
capacity- building initiatives and exchange of informa-
tion among countries in the region and beyond be con-
sidered fruitful for the further development of asylum 
systems?

v durable solutIons for refugees

34. The Caribbean Regional Consultation also pro-
vides a platform to discuss how Caribbean countries 
can work together with unhCr to ensure that all rec-
ognized refugees in the territory are provided a via-
ble durable solution.36 unhCr has been mandated to 
provide international protection and find “permanent 
solutions to the problem of refugees” through, inter 
alia, the facilitation of their voluntary repatriation, 
their assimilation with new national communities or 
resettlement to third countries.37 The 1951 Conven-
tion codified this objective by indicating the need 
for cooperation among signatory States in finding 

36 There are three established durable solutions for refugees – voluntary repa-
triation, local integration and resettlement.

37 See Article 1 of the Statute of the Office of the United Nations High Com-
missioner for Refugees (unhCr), Adopted by General Assembly Resolution 
428 (V) 14 December 1950, A/RES/428(V). The Statute explicitly mandates 
the High Commissioner to provide protection also by “assisting governmen-
tal and private efforts to promote voluntary repatriation or assimilation within 
new national communities” (Article 8 (c)) and prompts States to cooperate 
in the promotion of assimilation of refugees, especially by facilitating their 
naturalization (Article 2 (e)). In relation to resettlement to a third country, 
see Article 9 of the unhCr Statute; see also Article 2 (f) on travel and other 
documentation for enabling resettlement; Article 2 (g) and 8 (e) on transfer 
of refugees’ assets to third countries.

solutions,38 by exhorting them to facilitate the assim-
ilation and naturalization of refugees,39and by easing 
the transfer of assets in case of resettlement.40Other 
regional instruments have equally pointed to the pri-
mary necessity of finding solutions to the plight of ref-
ugees.41Refugee status cannot be a permanent status. 
Those afforded with international protection would 
eventually need to find a durable solution.

35. As part of unhCr’s strategic use of resettlement 
within a wider comprehensive solutions approach, re-
settlement is meant to provide a complementary and 
supportive role to local integration efforts of Caribbe-
an States and territories. Whereas unhCr acknowledges 
that there are various considerations that may limit the 
ability of States to provide durable solutions to refugees 

38 See the Preamble of the 1951 Convention where it is affirmed that “a satis-
factory solution of a problem [the refugee problem ndr] of which the United 
Nations has recognized the international scope and nature cannot therefore 
be achieved without international co-operation”, un General Assembly, 
Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees, 28 July 1951, United Na-
tions, Treaty Series, vol. 189, p. 137, http://www.unhcr.org/refw orld/do-
cid/3be01b964.html.

39 See Article 34 of the 1951 Convention. For a thorough analysis of this 
norm, see A. Zimmermann, The 1951 Convention Relating to the Status 
of Refugees and its 1967 Protocol, Oxford University Press, March 2011, 
pp. 1441-59.

40 See Article 30 of the 1951 Convention. The possibility to reach permanent 
solutions through resettlement is additionally, contemplated in the Pream-
ble, recommendation D. See for a commentary of Article 30 A. Zimmer-
mann, op. cit. fn. 6, pp. 1227-43.

41 See Article 2 (1) of the Organization of African Unity, Convention Gov-
erning the Specific Aspects of Refugee Problems in Africa (“OAU Con-
vention”), 10 September 1969, 1001 U.N.T.S. 45, http://www.unhcr.org/
refworld/docid/3ae6b36018.html, where it is stated that “Member States of 
the OAU shall use their best endeavors[…]to secure the settlement of those 
refugees who, for well-founded reasons, are unable or unwilling to return to 
their country of origin or nationality”, as well as Article 5 on Voluntary Repa-
triation and 2 (4) on Resettlement. See also paragraph II (f), (g), III (12), and 
IV second alinea, of the Cartagena Declaration on Refugees, 22 November 
1984, http://www.unhcr.org/refworld/docid/3ae6b36ec.html. See Article 
33 on Integration facilities and 34 on Voluntary repatriation of the Council 
of the European Union, Council Directive 2004/83/EC of 29 April 2004 
on Minimum Standards for the Qualification and Status of Third Country 
Nationals or Stateless Persons as Refugees or as Persons Who Otherwise 
Need International Protection and the Content of the Protection Granted 
(“EU Qualification Directive”), 19 May 2004, 2004/83/EC, http://www.un-
hcr.org/refworld/docid/4157e75e4.html.

in the short-term, resettlement cannot be offered to all 
refugees in a given country or region.42

local IntegratIon

36. Caribbean States might therefore give consideration 
to facilitating naturalization of refugees by shortening 
the required period of residence and reducing or waiv-
ing the fees for the process, as provided by national leg-
islation. In certain instances, this could be combined 
with promotion of civil society initiatives in support of 
refugees. Moreover, the positive role of the diaspora as 
a resource to aid national development could be better 
tapped. By mobilizing skills, knowledge, innovation, 
ideas and technology, diasporas are making an import-
ant contribution to development in many parts of the 
world and are a specific focus of the Global Forum on 
Migration and Development.

37. All member States of the Caribbean Single Market 
and Economy (CsMe) were required to remove existing 
restrictions on the rights of establishment, provision of 
services, movement of capital and movement of skills 
for the full implementation of the single market by 1 Jan-
uary 2006, or shortly thereafter. Yet, mobility remains 
hampered by cumbersome administrative processes, 
significant variations in the transposition of treaty re-
quirements into domestic legislation (an important ex-
ample is family reunion), and the absence of supportive 
regional instruments. Experience in other regions with 
comparable integration schemes has demonstrated the 
positive benefits of labour migration. The Buenos Aires 
Regional Consultation in the framework of MerCosur, 
for example, recommended exploring the use of anal-

42 Voluntary repatriation to home countries is also rarely an option for refu-
gees in the Caribbean, as most recognized refugees are fleeing from ongo-
ing conflicts or recent persecution. Yet refugees cannot be left to languish 
without opportunities for employment and empowerment. Among recog-
nized refugees, the lack of appropriate documentation makes it difficult to 
access public services, including public health and education. This results 
in legal limbo and induces economic dependence on unhCr.
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ogous MerCosur provisions to formalise labour migra-
tion for refugees in the region who have benefited from 
integration schemes.

resettlement

38. unhCr continues to pursue resettlement for the most 
vulnerable refugees in the Caribbean as a protection 
tool, a durable solution and as a responsibility-sharing 
mechanism in a spirit of solidarity. With the increasing 
numbers of persons in need of international protection 
arriving in the region, resettlement from the Caribbean 
is also on the rise. Since 2012, unhCr has submitted 72 
individuals for resettlement out of the Caribbean re-
gion. By 30 June 2014, a total of 45 refugee cases had 
departed to their new asylum countries, including the 
United States, Sweden, The Netherlands, France, Nor-
way and Brazil. The more recent developments do not 
only reflect a steady increase in the number of submis-
sions, but also a greater diversification of countries out 
of which refugees are being resettled. The countries 
for which resettlement submissions were presented in-
cluded the following: Trinidad and Tobago (40%), The 
Bahamas (30%), Curacao (10%), Grenada (4%), Sint 
Maarten (4%), Saint Lucia (3%), Barbados (2%) and St. 
Kitts and Nevis (1%).

39. Resettlement options for refugees in the region 
are scarce and, due in part to limited awareness about 
resettlement needs in the Caribbean. In general, re-
settlement countries have tended to prioritize other 
geographic regions (e.g. the Middle East, Africa and 
Asia) or refugee profiles for resettlement that are less 
typically found in the region (e.g. women at risk). Ref-
ugees who are dispersed and in remote locations, such 
as low-populated islands, pose a special challenge to 
unhCr and to potential resettlement states in terms of 
protection and durable solutions. Small numbers of 
refugees in remote locations make it difficult to attract 
the interest of resettlement countries in processing and 
the costs can be prohibitive. Only the U.S. undertakes 

periodic interview missions in the Caribbean. For re-
settlement countries that accept dossier cases (based 
on documentation only), there is usually a requirement 
that the refugee’s situation is urgent or even an emer-
gency in nature. The situation of refugees in the Carib-
bean islands is often characterized by the lack of local 
integration prospects, rather than being required on 
urgent or emergency basis on protection grounds.

40. This explains why resettlement opportunities for 
refugees in the Caribbean have remained limited. Even 
when resettlement is able to be undertaken, the reset-
tlement movement can take many months, if not years, 
to complete. A more systematic, coordinated, and in-
formed effort should be made to respond to these sit-
uations and address the needs of these refugees. Ex-
panding the number of resettlement countries would 
help provide greater flexibility and responsiveness to 
refugees with protection issues or special needs that 
cannot be addressed in situ.

41. As a means to encourage enhancing resettlement 
capacity, unhCr would like to propose the creation of 
a regional refugee transfer mechanism in one of the 
larger Caribbean island States as part of its solutions 
strategy. The purpose of such a mechanism would be 
to allow refugees from more isolated locations to be 
transferred to a central and easily accessible location to 
facilitate the interviewing of refugees and the process-
ing of resettlement referrals. unhCr believes with a cen-
tral location for resettlement processing, more resettle-
ment States would be able to commit to responding to 
resettlement needs in the region than is possible now 
given logistics and costs. The new mechanism, while 
expected to expedite resettlement and reduce the need 
for resettlement missions to certain locations, the need 
for missions to other larger refugee-receiving countries 
in the Caribbean will still exist.

42. Rather than establishing a physical structure, this 
mechanism would consist of a scheme whereby exist-

ing networks for refugee accommodation in individual 
apartments is widened under the coordination of one 
of unhCr’s implementing partners and with the full 
consultation of the hosting State. A similar mechanism 
has proven successful in The Philippines for emergen-
cy cases. In the Caribbean, the mechanism could first 
be tested as a pilot project with a maximum of 20 cas-
es being processed during the first year, after which it 
should be evaluated and adjusted. The creation of such 
a regional mechanism would be a unique way to pro-
mote durable solutions for refugees within the Carib-
bean region. It also presents an innovative scheme for 
responsibility-sharing in a spirit of solidarity.

43. Discussion Questions
 
i. How can local integration opportunities for refugees 
be further increased and enhanced in the Caribbean 
region?
 
ii. Is the development of regularization and/or integra-
tion schemes an option that Caribbean States and terri-
tories may also wish to consider?
 
iii. Is there support to create a regional refugee transfer 
mechanism as a practical initiative to expedite resettle-
ment in the Caribbean region?

iv statelessness

44. While the situation of statelessness is comparably 
less common in the Americas than other parts of the 
world, it is a problem that continues to affect thou-
sands of persons in the region. The year 2014 marks 
the 60th anniversary of the 1954 Convention related to 
the Status of Stateless Persons (“1954 Convention”). In 
commemoration, unhCr is launching its Global Cam-
paign to eradicate statelessness by 2024. The Caribbean 
Regional Consultation provides a prime opportunity to 

begin identifying and better understanding the specific 
situation of statelessness in the Caribbean and devel-
oping a roadmap for resolving the problem over the 
course of the next 10 years. The conclusions from this 
consultation can be incorporated in a chapter on state-
lessness in the future Brasilia Plan of Action.43

45. In this regard, it should be noted that the General 
Assembly of the Organization of Americas States has 
encouraged member States to use the commemorations 
of the 30th anniversary of the 1984 Cartagena Declara-
tion on Refugees and the 60th anniversary of the 1954 
Convention to identify the challenges and the actions 
necessary to eradicate statelessness from the Americas, 
and to include a chapter on the subject in the future re-
gional strategic framework arising from the commem-
orative process.44

46. There are signs that there is an increasing aware-
ness and political will to address statelessness in the 
Caribbean. In the last couple of years, there have been 
a marked number of positive steps taken to prevent and 
reduce statelessness in the region. For instance, in July 
2014, Suriname announced that it amended its Law on 
Nationality and Residency to eliminate gender discrim-
ination in the nationality provisions and add safeguards 
against statelessness. In a similar fashion, The Baha-
mas has activated a Constitutional Reform process to 
address gender discrimination in the transmission of 
nationality. The process in The Bahamas will culmi-
nate with a Constitutional Referendum, scheduled for 

43 The adoption of a statelessness chapter in the Brasilia Plan of Action will 
achieve the following: 1) define a regional agenda related to statelessness 
that could be reflected in national human rights policies; 2) strengthen the 
impact of the ongoing State initiatives to prevent, identify, protect and re-
duce statelessness; and 3) deepen the region’s commitment to achieve the 
global objective set by unhCr to eradicate statelessness within ten years. See 
Discussion Paper, Mercosur Sub-Regional Consultation, Commemorative 
Process of the 30th Anniversary of the Cartagena Declaration regarding 
Refugees, “Cartagena+30,” Buenos Aires, March 2014, p. 17.

44 AG/RES. 2826 (XLIV-O/14), Prevention and reduction of statelessness and 
protection of stateless persons in the Americas, June 4, 2014. Presented by 
the delegations of Colombia and Uruguay and cosponsored by Brazil, Costa 
Rica, Haiti, and Paraguay.
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November 2014. It should also be noted that Jamaica 
acceded to the 1961 Convention on the Reduction of 
Statelessness in January 2013.45The Republic of Haiti is 
posed to follow suit in the near future, after pledging 
to accede to the 1954 and 1961 Conventions in 2011.46

47. Despite these developments, there are a number of 
situations of statelessness that persist and merit intensi-
fied attention from individual States and the region as 
a whole. Below is a brief description of the most com-
mon causes of statelessness in the Caribbean: First, sev-
eral Caribbean States have ineffective civil registration 
and documentation systems in place. Since birth reg-
istration legally establishes the place of birth, proof of 
age, and parental affiliation, it serves as important doc-
umentary proof to acquire the parents’ nationality or 
the nationality of the State in which the child is born. 
There are indications that a significant, yet unknown 
number of individuals born in the Caribbean are un-
able to prove their nationality. Risks of statelessness 
may arise for these individuals, especially if their pro-
genitors also lack identity documents or are no longer 
alive. Common problems include strict time limits for 
birth registration, high cost of birth registration/issu-
ance of personal documentation, poor infrastructure 
and transportation, lack of understanding on how to 
ensure the application of dual nationality regulations 
and lack of awareness and education of parents on the 
need to register their children.

48. In view of this, the countries of the Latin Amer-
ican and Caribbean Group (grulAC) promoted the 
adoption of a Conclusion on Civil Registration in 2013 
that encourages States to undertake any necessary le-

45 Unlike the Refugee Conventions, for which the majority of Caribbean 
States are signatories, only 5 independent Caribbean States are party to the 
1954 Convention and only 2 are party to the 1961 Convention. See United 
Nations, Treaty Series, Vol. 989, p. 175; see also, United Nations, Treaty Se-
ries, Vol. 360, p. 117.

46 Pledges 2011, Ministerial Intergovernmental Event on Refugees and State-
less Persons, Geneva (7-8 December 2011), unhCr, 2012, p. 80.

gal and practical measures to overcome difficulties in 
civil registration, including through establishing or 
strengthening existing institutions responsible for civil 
registration, building their capacity and ensuring the 
safety and confidentiality of their records.47

49. Another factor that places persons at risk of state-
lessness in the Caribbean is the absence of birth right 
citizenship (jus soli48) combined with a lack of safe-
guards to grant nationality to those who would oth-
erwise be stateless.49This most commonly affects chil-
dren born to parents who are not lawfully residing 
in the country or who do not possess valid identity 
documents. Even when safeguards do exist to prevent 
statelessness, there are often administrative barriers 
and discriminatory practices that prevent persons 
from acquiring a nationality.

50. A third notable cause of statelessness in the Ca-
ribbean continues to be gender discrimination with 
regard to the conferral of nationality. While this prob-
lem has been largely resolved in the region, there are a 
few Caribbean States, specifically The Bahamas50 and 
Barbados,51whose laws continue to prohibit women 
from conferring nationality to their children on equal 

47 Conclusion on Civil Registration, No. 111 (LXIV) – 2013, unhCr’s Execu-
tive Committee, 17 October 2013.

48 Generally, nationality can be established at birth by a person’s place of birth 
(jus soli) and/or bloodline (jus sanguinis) or can be acquired through natu-
ralization.

49 Article 1 of the 1961 Convention on the Reduction of Statelessness does 
not oblige the State to grant their nationality to all children born on the 
territory, but simply requires States to do so if the child would otherwise 
be stateless. Similarly, Article 20(2) of the American Convention on Human 
Rights provides that “[e]very person has the right to the nationality of the 
state in whose territory he was born if he does not have the right to any other 
nationality.” Organization of American States (oAs), American Convention 
on Human Rights, “Pact of San Jose”, Costa Rica, 22 November 1969.

50 According to Article 8 and Article 9(1) of the Constitution of The Bahamas, 
only children born to Bahamian fathers receive citizenship at birth. Children 
born legitimately to Bahamian mothers outside The Bahamas must submit a 
registration application after age 18, but before age 21. Furthermore, children 
born to Bahamian mothers must renounce citizenship to any other country 
prior to registration, preventing acquisition of dual citizenship.

51 The Government of Barbados amended its Constitution in 2002 to elim-
inate gender inequality from its nationality provisions. However, the dis-
criminatory language remains in Barbados’ nationality legislation.

footing with men. Children born to women who are 
nationals of these countries may be left stateless if born 
outside their State’s borders and unable to acquire na-
tionality from their fathers (e.g. because the father is 
stateless or due to limitations on jus sanguinis52 confer-
ral of nationality under the nationality law of the State 
of nationality of the father).53

51. The causes of statelessness discussed above are not 
necessarily unique to the Caribbean. The Cartagena+30 
commemorative process and the 10-year campaign to 
eradicate statelessness will provide new opportunities 
for the Caribbean States to address these challenges in 
concert with other countries in the Americas and with 
the support and assistance of unhCr, and the interna-
tional community.

52. In this light, it should be noted that during the 
sub-regional consultations in Argentina (for the re-
gion of Southern America) and in Nicaragua (for the 
region of Mesoamerica) that occurred earlier in 2014, 
the participating Latin American countries agreed on 
the importance to develop a regional framework to end 
statelessness that is structured under the pillars of pre-
vention of future cases of statelessness, the protection 

52 See footnote 49

53 In its 2012 report to the Universal Periodic Review, the Bahamas acknowledged 
that: “However, separate Constitutional Provisions concerned with the transfer 
of nationality from parent to children and to the award of nationality to foreign 
born spouses of Bahamian citizens accord privileges to Bahamian men that 
are not afforded to Bahamian women.” See Human Rights Council, Nation-
al report submitted in accordance with paragraph 5 of the annex to Human 
Rights Council resolution 16/21, Bahamas, Doc A/HRC/WG.6/15/BHS/1, 8 
November 2012. unhCr submitted observations on this issue and recommend-
ed amendment of the Constitution and relevant laws to remove inequality. 
See Human Rights Council, Compilation prepared by the Office of the High 
Commissioner for Human Rights in accordance with paragraph 5 of the annex 
to Human Rights Council resolution 16/21, Doc. A/HRC/WG.6/15/BHS/2. 
In its concluding observations from 2012, the Committee on the Elimination 
of Discrimination against Women recommended that the Bahamas “a) Raise 
awareness among the population on the equal rights of women and men with 
regard to transmission of nationality; b) Amend its Constitution and relevant 
domestic laws to grant Bahamian women equal rights with men regarding the 
transmission of their nationality to their children or to their spouses of foreign 
nationality; c) Withdraw its reservation to article 9 (2) of the Convention […].” 
See Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women, Con-
cluding observations, Bahamas, Doc CEDAW/C/BHS/CO/1-5, 27 July 2012

of stateless persons, and the resolutions of the existing 
cases of statelessness.54

53. Concerning prevention, Latin-American countries 
have proposed to: 1) promote ratification and/or acces-
sion to the 1961 Convention; 2) address possible gaps in 
nationality laws; 3) reinforce civil registration, in line 
with Executive Committee Conclusion N° 111 (2013). 
Regarding protection of stateless persons, the States 
have recommended to: 1) promote ratification or acces-
sion of the 1954 Convention; 2) the enactment of nation-
al frameworks to ensure the rights of stateless persons 
and; 3) the establishment of statelessness determination 
procedures. Finally, as regard the resolution of cases of 
statelessness, Latin-American countries have suggested 
to: 1) facilitate the naturalization of stateless persons; 
2) promote the confirmation of nationality and; 3) the 
restoration of nationality, when appropriate.

54. Given the constructive recommendations the Latin 
American countries have provided, and in view of the 
space for dialogue and political coordination that has 
been created in the Community of Latin American and 
Caribbean States (CelAC) with the aim of promoting a 
better integration of both regions in the internation-
al arena,55 unhCr would like to respectfully suggest to 
consider these recommendations as a starting point for 
the Caribbean sub-regional consultation.

55. These recommendations were not only built upon 
the consensus and guidelines for the Brasilia Plan of 
Action and oAs’s resolutions on statelessness, but could 
be regarded as a preliminary identification of common 
challenges and goals, and areas of coincidence that will 
enable both Latin American and Caribbean countries 

54 Conclusions and Recommendations, Mercosur Sub-Regional Consultation, 
Mercosur Sub-Regional Consultation, Commemorative Process of the 30th 
Anniversary of the Cartagena Declaration regarding Refugees, “Cartage-
na+30,” Buenos Aires, March 2014, p. 8.

55 Havana Declaration, II CelAC Summit, Havana, 28-29 January, 2014.
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to move forward in the integration process of the re-
gion with the goal to end statelessness within the next 
ten years.56

56. Discussion Question
Do Caribbean States and territories agree to join the 
commitment of the Latin-American countries to de-
velop a regional framework to eradicate statelessness 
within the next decade by preventing future cases of 
statelessness, protecting stateless persons, and resolv-
ing existing cases of statelessness?

unhCr 
Regional Bureau for the Americas.

56 Id.

Black coastal communities who live 

along the Pacific coast near the city of 

Buenaventura, Colombia, are in threat 

of displacement as their location is very 

strategic. Located on one of the main 

corridor to exporting illegal cocaine 

and other kinds of smuggling (human, 

weapons, money for laundering), they find 

themselves in the middle of a war among 

various armed groups fighting for the 

control of the region and trade routes.

A child in the street plays a popular 

game with an old tyre. Their community 

displaced in the past and is under threat of 

having to move again.

©unhcr / b. heger
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210

 
Caribbean

i IntroductIon

The fourth consultative meeting of the commemora-
tive process of the 30th Anniversary of the Cartagena 
Declaration on Refugees (“Cartagena Declaration”) 
took place in Grand Cayman, hosted by the Cayman 
Islands, on 10 and 11 September 2014.

The Participating States to the regional consultation 
were: The Bahamas, Belize, the Cayman Islands, 
Cuba, Curaçao, Haiti, Jamaica, Saint Lucia, Surina-
me, Trinidad and Tobago, as well as the Turks and 
Caicos Islands.

Brazil, the European Union, Mexico, the United King-
dom and the United States of America also attended 
the meeting as observers, as well as representatives 

from the International Maritime Organization (iMo), 
the International Organization for Migration (ioM), the 
Norwegian Refugee Council, regional civil society or-
ganizations and the academia.

The regional meeting was inaugurated by His Excel-
lency, Mr. Franz Manderson, Acting Governor and 
Deputy Governor of the Cayman Islands, who recalled 
how helpful was the assistance and technical support 
received from unhCr in 1994. He encouraged partici-
pants to propose ground-breaking recommendations. 
The Honourable Mr. Alden McLaughlin, Premier of 
the Cayman Islands, reminded participants about the 
importance of striking a balance between migration 
issues, national concerns and the protection of asy-
lum-seekers, refugees and stateless persons. His Excel-

Haiti. Christine Dominique, 34,  

recently received a birth certificate  

for her daughter with the help of the  

acat-unhcr registration team.  

Civilians who lack birth certificates  

are unable to access basic public services  

like education and health care.  

It is estimated that 40% of Haiti’s internally 

displaced population lost their civil registration 

documents after the earthquake and 30%  

of Haitian children do not have birth 

certificates.  

©unhcr / e. hockstein

conclusIons and recommendatIons
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lency the Acting Governor and the Honourable Pre-
mier concurred on the dangers of maritime movements 
and called upon participating States to join efforts to 
promote and protect human rights, including interna-
tional refugee law.

In her welcome remarks, the unhCr’s Director for the 
Americas, Mrs. Marta Juárez, briefed participants 
on the forward-looking vision of the commemora-
tive process of the 30th anniversary of the Cartagena 
Declaration on Refugees. She informed the meeting 
on the main outcomes of the three previous sub-re-
gional consultations: Buenos Aires (18-19 March, 
2014), Quito (10-11 June, 2014) and Managua (10-11 
July, 2014) as well as of the final Ministerial Meeting 
to be held in Brasilia, on 2 and 3 December 2014. 
She underlined the importance of Cartagena as an 
international brand for refugee protection. She also 
pointed out that the process promotes the identifica-
tion of regional contemporary protection challenges 
and responses and that the Caribbean should be an 
important part of it.

Mr. Shelly Pitterman, unhCr Regional Representative 
for the USA and the Caribbean, explained that the 
agenda of this regional consultation builds on the 
main conclusions of The Bahamas Regional Con-
ference on the Protection of Vulnerable Persons in 
Mixed Flows (May 2013), namely: 1) considering the 
establishment of a regional consultative migration 
process; 2) enhancing national and regional capacities 
to handle mixed migration flows; and, 3) more effec-
tively identifying solutions for refugees and migrants 
in mixed migration flows. A fourth agenda item was 
introduced to reflect latest developments related to 
the protection of stateless persons and the prevention 
and reduction of statelessness.

A set of recommendations, to be discussed during the 
two-day meeting, was shared by civil society organisa-
tions on issues relating to mixed migration movements, 

refugee status determination, durable solutions and 
statelessness, highlighting the specificities of the Carib-
bean region and the need for enhanced regional coop-
eration and solidarity.

During the discussions, participating States presented 
the following issues as inputs for the new Declaration 
and Plan of Action:

ii mIxed mIgratIon

The panellists highlighted the challenges Caribbean 
countries and territories face in dealing with increas-
ing mixed migration movements, given extensive, 
porous maritime borders, with limited financial, hu-
man and material resources. The main issue is how 
to secure border integrity while respecting the rights 
of migrants and other individuals, providing interna-
tional protection to those in need, and encouraging 
countries of origin to address root causes that lead 
people to move. Given the tragic loss of life at sea, the 
importance of undertaking awareness campaigns on 
the risks involved in irregular migration was also un-
derscored. In light of this, it was recommended that 
a Caribbean approach to mixed migration should be 
incorporated into the forthcoming Brazil Declaration 
and Plan of Action to reflect the specificities of the 
region.

Delegates underlined the need for an effective regional 
responsibility mechanism, expressing concern about 
the disproportionate impact of irregular migration on 
a few island states in the Caribbean and acknowledg-
ing the resulting problems of unequal burden- sharing.

Delegates reaffirmed the need to identify refugees and 
other persons with specific needs among the wider 
flows of irregular migration. In order to do so, they 
stressed the importance of protection-sensitive entry 

mechanisms and differentiated procedures. On the 
issue of multi-stakeholder cooperation and emergency 
preparedness, the contingency plan for irregular mi-
gration in the Turk and Caicos Islands, which includes 
a chapter on humanitarian responses, was mentioned 
as a good practice.

Delegates also highlighted the need to enhance region-
al cooperation and partnerships throughout the Amer-
icas (and beyond) in order to improve the management 
of mixed migration movements in the Caribbean with 
due respect to international and regional protection 
standards. In this vein, the importance of unhCr’s 10 
Point Plan of Action for dealing with mixed migration 
movements was also mentioned.

Closer cooperation among countries in the sub-region 
was considered crucial to effectively manage mixed 
migratory movements. As part of a regional respon-
sibility-sharing mechanism, delegates recommended 
the development of a regional consultative process 
on migration issues among Caribbean countries that 
might be developed within existing regional plat-
forms, such as CAriCoM and the Organisation of East-
ern Caribbean States (oeCs), with the technical sup-
port of unhCr and ioM.

Delegates pointed out that such a regional consulta-
tive process would be an appropriate mechanism to 
harmonise data collection and analysis systems, ex-
change information and good practices, build bilateral 
and regional capacities, provide practical and effective 
responses to challenges in the protection of refugees, 
stateless persons and migrants and foster cooperation 
among States.

Delegates highlighted and commended the existence 
of bilateral and multilateral agreements as important 
tools to address irregular migration in the region and 
they considered that in these agreements appropriate 
protection safeguards should be incorporated, in par-

ticular, the right to seek asylum and the respect of the 
principles of and confidentiality.

In the context of maritime movements, protection at 
sea is a prominent feature of the Caribbean region, 
particularly during interception, disembarkation and 
return procedures. For this purpose, the applicability 
of the International Convention on Maritime Search 
and Rescue and the un Convention on the Law of 
the Sea were recalled as providing the international 
framework for the protection of those in distress. The 
representative of the iMo pointed out the importance 
of the international guidelines for shipmasters on how 
to rescue and protect people in distress at sea. It was 
also mentioned that this year’s unhCr High Commis-
sioner Dialogue will provide an opportunity to further 
discuss and exchange experiences with other regions 
of the world on the challenges posed by protection at 
sea, where the Caribbean should be duly represented.

Given the concerns related to migrant smuggling and 
trafficking in persons, delegates recommended to fur-
ther enhance the identification and protection of those 
in need and their referral to the corresponding national 
protection mechanisms, including asylum procedures 
when pertinent. They also underlined the need to 
strengthen international cooperation among countries 
of origin, transit and destination.

Civil society organizations called upon States to ex-
change good practices when dealing with mixed mi-
gration movements, particularly as regards alternatives 
to detention, and proper screening of persons in need 
of international protection. They further recommend-
ed avoiding detention of asylum-seekers and refugees.

Finally, it was underscored that regional responses 
require financial support also from the internation-
al community, as part of a responsibility-sharing ap-
proach.
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iii refugee status determInatIon

Taking into account that most States and territories in 
the Caribbean have acceded and/or ratified the inter-
national instruments on refugees, the current agenda 
is chiefly related to the establishment of refugee status 
determination procedures. In a context of increased 
numbers of asylum-seekers and refugees coming to 
the region, efforts are underway to establish and/or 
strengthen asylum mechanisms in several Caribbean 
countries. Refugee legislation has been enacted in Be-
lize, the Cayman Islands and the Dominican Republic. 
In the Turks and Caicos Islands an Immigration Or-
dinance is being developed that will contain a specific 
chapter on asylum. Asylum policies have been adopted 
in Jamaica, and Trinidad and Tobago. The Bahamas 
has set up a Refugee Unit and conducts refugee status 
determination.

The panel introduced the experience related to refugee 
status determination procedures in both the Cayman 
Islands and Trinidad and Tobago. In the case of the 
Cayman Islands, the national legal framework foresees 
a differentiated procedure for asylum-seekers and eco-
nomic migrants. Trinidad and Tobago presented its 
recently adopted refugee policy which includes a time-
bound phased approach towards assuming full respon-
sibility for refugee status determination, with the tech-
nical cooperation of unhCr, including the development 
and adoption of national legislation on refugees.

Roadmaps, such as the phased approach adopted in 
Trinidad and Tobago, were found to be valuable as a 
regional practice to help developing asylum systems in 
other countries and territories. Such a State practice 
should take into account the characteristic and realities 
of other Caribbean States.

During the plenary session, delegates welcomed new 
capacity-building initiatives and opportunities for 
cross-fertilization in the Americas. In this connection, 
the development of a regional capacity-building strate-

gy and other areas for collaboration, including the use 
of a regional pool for “asylum services”, were also con-
sidered. Other suggestions that were presented for fur-
ther deliberation were the establishment of a regional 
forum to exchange good practices on refugee status 
determination procedures and the implementation of 
programmes, such as the Quality Assurance Initiative 
(qAi), put into practice by Mexico.

iv durable solutIons

The panellists presented experiences of durable solu-
tions for refugees in the Caribbean and in the Ameri-
cas, highlighting the need to move forward the achieve-
ment of durable solutions in the region in a spirit of 
innovation and enhanced solidarity. The discussion 
evolved around the importance of having a compre-
hensive strategy to consider all possible solutions tai-
lored to regional possibilities, including the facilitation 
of local integration. For this purpose, a rights-based 
approach should be contemplated and regularization 
programmes and migration schemes could come into 
play. The issue of durable solutions for refugees could 
be further discussed in other regional fora, such as the 
Community of Latin American and Caribbean States 
(CelAC) and CAriCoM.

As concrete regional examples, Belize described the 
Amnesty Programme conducted in 1999-2000 to regu-
larise 3,608 Central American refugees. Jamaica shared 
information on the naturalization process that allows 
refugees to acquire Jamaican nationality. Curaçao com-
mented on schemes based on which the status of select 
groups of migrants was regularised in its territory.

Some of the participants shared experiences on the ad-
vantages of integrating refugees within local communi-
ties, promoting a non-discriminatory environment and 
self-sufficiency. Good practices on local integration 

were also exchanged among participants that acknowl-
edge that local integration can be fostered through a 
legal framework that allows for the regularisation of 
status, access to employment, education and health fa-
cilities and refugee inclusion into national programs. 
In addition, it was mentioned that regularisation plans 
and migration policies might be effective complemen-
tary tools to promote the integration of refugees. The 
importance of adopting national policies on refugees 
was mentioned as a good practice by Brazil, which is 
in the process of elaborating a National Plan for the 
Integration of Migrants and Refugees, through a par-
ticipatory process involving migrants and refugees.

Upon unhCr’s suggestion, the Caribbean countries and 
territories, as well as destination countries, discussed 
the benefit of establishing a central transfer mecha-
nism where refugees in need of resettlement could be 
interviewed and processed. This mechanism would 
overcome practical obstacles related to the dispersion 
of refugees throughout the region, accelerate access to 
resettlement as a durable solution and contribute to the 
diversification of resettlement countries. The partici-
pants coincided in the opinion that more consideration 
should be given as regards to the scope and practical 
aspects of this proposal, including financial implica-
tions, how travel between countries would take place, 
the agreement of a host country, the use of existing 
accommodation arrangements, freedom of movement, 
and potential pull factors, among others.

The civil society recommended that States in the Ca-
ribbean shall develop and implement public policies 
to facilitate the full local integration of refugees by 
providing proper personal documentation, including 
work permits for asylum-seekers and refugees, access 
to basic services and enjoyment of available economic 
opportunities, and facilitate naturalisation.

v statelessness

In introducing the issue of statelessness, both delegates 
from Jamaica and Suriname referred to national and 
regional situations that might lead to statelessness. 
unhCr briefed participants on the efforts to eradicate 
statelessness in the Americas in the coming 10 years, as 
a regional goal within unhCr’s global campaign.

As part of the presentations, it was recalled that the 
oAs’s General Assembly invited Member States to use 
the commemorations of the 30th anniversary of the 1984 
Cartagena Declaration and the 60th anniversary of the 
1954 Convention relating to the Status of Stateless Per-
sons to identify the challenges and the actions neces-
sary to eradicate statelessness in the Americas and to 
include a chapter on the subject in the future Plan of 
Action of Brazil.

In this regard, the participants in the meeting high-
lighted the need of enhancing regional cooperation 
and developing a framework to prevent statelessness 
and address the specific protection needs of stateless 
persons. The relevance of the guidelines provided by 
the 2010 Declaration of Brasilia on the Protection of 
Refugees and Stateless Persons in the Americas and the 
oAs’s resolution on statelessness was also mentioned by 
delegates.

The meeting reviewed the main recommendations on 
statelessness of the previous sub- regional consulta-
tions, held in Buenos Aires and Managua, namely the 
proposal to: 1) promote the accession and/or ratifica-
tion to the 1954 and 1961 Conventions; 2) address pos-
sible gaps in nationality laws; 3) reinforce civil registra-
tion systems, in line with unhCr’s Executive Committee 
Conclusion N° 111 (2013); 4) enact national frameworks 
to ensure the rights of stateless persons; 5) establish 
administrative procedures to determine stateless sta-
tus; 6) facilitate the naturalization of stateless persons; 
7) promote confirmation of nationality; and, 8) restore 
nationality, when appropriate.
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Moreover, among the issues to be considered as pro-
posals that might contribute to the efforts to eradicate 
statelessness participants in the meeting mentioned the 
need to further encourage States to access and/or ratify 
both 1954 and 1961 Statelessness Conventions and to 
incorporate international standards into domestic law; 
it was also stressed the need to build national capacity 
to address statelessness, including through training ac-
tivities; and conduct awareness and sensitisation cam-
paigns addressed to border control and law enforce-
ment officers. Where applicable, it was suggested for 
States to build on existing structures for refugee pro-
tection to conduct statelessness status determination 
and issuance of documentation to facilitate proof of 
citizenship.

Civil society organizations additionally recommended 
States to refrain from producing discriminatory nation-
ality regulation, protect against the arbitrary depriva-
tion of nationality, eliminate gender discrimination in 
nationality law, and ensure that every child is immedi-
ately registered at birth.

Finally, participants thanked the contribution and ef-
fective moderation of Ambassador Emeritus, Rosario 
Green and Judge Antônio Cançado Trindade, two of 
the principal experts of the process. Participants also 
thanked the Government and the people of the Cay-
man Islands for the warm welcome and hospitality they 
extended to this regional consultation.

Grand Cayman, 11 September 2014

Buenaventura, Colombia. 

©unhcr / b. heger
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cIvIl socIety PosItIon PaPer

 
Caribbean

On the occasion of the 30th Anniversary of the 1984 
Cartagena Declaration on Refugees we would like to 
thank unhCr and Caribbean States and territories for 
providing the space for civil society to voice its perspec-
tive on current and emerging challenges affecting per-
sons in need of international protection, including, but 
not limited to, refugees, asylum-seekers, stateless and 
internally displaced persons.

During the Caribbean Regional Consultation process, 
the undersigned civil society organizations and mem-
bers of academia met to discuss the most pressing is-
sues and to develop specific recommendations in the 
context of these international protection challenges. 
Although common protection challenges exist across 
the Americas, the Caribbean faces significant con-

straints that are complex and unique to the region. Our 
geographic configuration and location make our region 
prone to mixed-migratory flows that involve persons 
who may be in need of international protection, in-
cluding asylum seekers, refugees, stateless persons and 
victims of human trafficking, along with other groups 
of migrants.

Relatedly, due to its maritime environment, migration 
in the Caribbean is largely characterized by movement 
at sea. Such movement often occurs in unseaworthy 
vessels, which are filled beyond capacity and operated 
by human smuggling and trafficking networks. This 
leads to deaths at sea, as well as to incidents of violence 
that pose high risks to vulnerable populations, in par-
ticular women and children.

yvonne shares her home  

with her 5 children and  

81-year-old mother.  

unhcr provided humanitarian  

assistance to her family.  

Her eldest daughter is in her  

2nd year of Medical school,  

and she has to work several jobs  

to help her daughter pay her  

higher education.

Her first 3 children were given 

birth certificates in Dominican  

Republic, but the last 2 children  

lack of them. 

©unhcr / j. tanner
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Beside these migration-specific constraints, Caribbean 
States and territories also face challenges in guarantee-
ing equal treatment before the law without discrimi-
nation based on sex, origin, color, ethnicity, language, 
age, sexual orientation, or other grounds. Additionally, 
significant gaps in the law, and the way in which such 
law is implemented, allow for the discriminatory treat-
ment of vulnerable populations in contravention of in-
ternational human rights standards.

Taking into account these challenges, we commend 
Caribbean States for the national and regional ef-
forts that have already been undertaken to address 
these particular issues and we express our support 
and willingness to work together to find innovative 
solutions for the protection of human rights in our re-
gion. However, en route to the future adoption of the 
Brasilia Declaration and the development of an effec-
tive plan of action, we encourage Caribbean States to 
adopt laws and public policies, in line with interna-
tional human rights and refugee law, that effectively 
guarantee the fundamental rights of all migrants, and 
address the special needs of refugees, asylum seekers 
and stateless persons. In this light, we also encour-
age States to share the responsibility for protecting 
these vulnerable populations by engaging in greater 
cooperation and developing comprehensive regional 
strategies and solutions to the protection challenges 
we face.

a mIxed mIgratIon floWs

Ensuring protection for Persons in Need of Interna-
tional Protection (pinp) and other vulnerable migrants 
continues to be a challenge in the Caribbean region 
as States have demonstrated varying levels of commit-
ment to advancing policies and procedures that ensure 
such protection. A clear need thus exists to respect in-
ternational and regional human rights protection stan-
dards, while taking into account the legitimate security 
concerns of States.

Particular attention should be paid to the special needs 
of vulnerable groups when managing mixed migration 
flows. States should therefore develop the appropriate 
institutional capacity to identify pinp and refer them to 
protection systems so that the different categories of 
vulnerable persons can be effectively protected. In this 
light, solidarity and cooperation at the regional level on 
protection systems is necessary to arrive at a more equi-
table responsibility-sharing scenario.

Finally, as pinp travel alongside other categories of mi-
grants, they could be affected by the widespread use of 
detention practices in the region. In accordance with 
international protection standards, however, States 
should never detain or deprive asylum seekers, refu-
gees and other pinp of their personal liberty.

RECoMMENDATIoNs

In order to increase capacity building, States should:

•	Establish protection-sensitive and differentiated processes 
and procedures to address the mixed flow phenomenon.

•	Provide government officials at ports of entry and at 
sea with human rights, cultural sensitivity and lan-
guage training.

•	Adopt regional and international jurisprudence and rec-
ommendations for all operations of search, rescue and 
interception, in line with guidelines developed by unhCr.

•	Develop a multi-stakeholder national task force to re-
spond to mixed migration issues and to strengthen pro-
tection mechanisms for vulnerable groups.

In order to promote data collection, information shar-
ing and management, States should:

•	Establish reliable data collection and analysis systems 
(including disaggregated data) that are in line with in-
ternational legal standards and instruments applicable 
to refugees and vulnerable migrants.

•	Improve information sharing among key stakeholders, 
ensuring confidentiality measures are followed.

•	Identify and share best practices with key stakeholders 
at the regional and national level, including civil society.

•	Conduct a mapping exercise on capacities at the na-
tional and regional levels.

In order to strengthen early response and access to pinp 
during maritime interception, States should:

•	Create an Early Response Protocol (erp) for the iden-
tification and prescreening of piMps. The erp should 
include transfer to a place of safety, individual risk as-
sessment, the initiation of the case management pro-
cess and referral to applicable protection systems.

•	Guarantee easy access to relevant civil society service 
providers and protection systems.

•	Adopt a presumption against detention and for pinp 
and other vulnerable groups.

•	Guarantee information to all migrants, including pinp, 
on their rights and their entitlement to protection pro-
cedures and access to protection systems.

In order to promote regional solidarity and coordina-
tion, States should:

•	Develop a regional task force to facilitate responsibility 
sharing and to address the challenges and opportuni-
ties posed by mixed migration flows. Within this task 
force, a cadre of regional experts should be established 
that can be deployed in any emergency situation.

•	Establish a regional fund that aims to alleviate the chal-
lenges arising from mixed migration flows, the funds 
of which could be used in the deployment of trained 
regional professionals, the provision of emergency sup-
plies, etc.

•	Revisit bilateral agreements on fast-track repatriation 
to establish safeguards against the repatriation of pinp 
and to protect their identity.

•	Establish and prioritize regional forums for dialogue 
and the exchange of best practices in migration policies.

•	Follow the guidelines provided by unhCr on intercep-
tion at sea.

In order to respect the fundamental rights of liberty 
and security of person, States should:

•	Not place asylum seekers, refugees or pinp in detention 
or deprive them of their personal liberty.

•	Eliminate the use of detention or any deprivation of 
liberty as a punishment for immigration infractions.

•	Consider and implement alternatives to detention in 
the first instance for asylum seekers, refugees and other 
pinp. Alternatives must include case management for 
the coordinated delivery of information, as well as ac-
cess to legal counsel, social services and protection for 
those whose who are awaiting decisions on their cases.

•	Identify and build upon existing best practices within 
the region, and consider the conversion of Immigrant 
Detention Centers into open-door reception centers/ 
shelters.

b refugee status determInatIon

Most Caribbean States lack effective national asylum 
procedures and enabling legislation for refugee status 
determination (rsD). Such limitations severely affect 
a State’s ability to respond to the specific protection 
needs of asylum seekers, refugees and other vulnerable 
individuals.

Too often States legitimate national security concerns 
undermine international protection obligations. How-
ever, existing international and regional human rights 
and protection frameworks are clear regarding States’ 
responsibilities to guarantee and uphold the principles 
of and non-discrimination, while protecting the right 
of persons to seek asylum and to not be penalized for 
irregular entry. States must also guarantee the right to 
due process, liberty and security of person, and free-
dom of movement.

An urgent need exists for Caribbean States to effec-
tively develop legislation and institutional frameworks 
to carry out rsD according to international standards. 
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Those States that do not have an existing enabling legal 
framework could accomplish this through a phased ap-
proach in collaboration with civil society and interna-
tional organizations. Those States that already have an 
enabling legal framework can prioritize the standard-
ization of said procedures.

In order to ensure effective protection, rsD procedures 
should:

•	Be non-discriminatory, carried out in a reasonable time 
frame, communicated in a language and manner that 
is comprehensible to addressees, while ensuring their 
access to legal counsel and respecting their confidenti-
ality throughout the process.

•	Take into account the special needs associated with 
each individual’s age, gender, sexual orientation, race, 
ethnicity and/or other similar characteristics.

•	Always prioritize the best interests of the child.
•	Include standard operating procedures that clarify the 

roles and responsibilities among the State, civil society 
and international stakeholders.

•	Include revision of detention, rsD and removal deci-
sions by an inter- institutional committee.

c durable solutIons

Local integration is not only about providing social ser-
vices, but also about encouraging integration and com-
munity participation in a discrimination free context.

In the Caribbean, most refugees have difficulties ac-
cessing public services, such as healthcare and edu-
cation, which results in high levels of economic de-
pendence on unhCr and civil society organizations’ 
assistance programs, when the latter do exist. More-
over, most Caribbean States do not have established 
local integration policies, which results in socioeco-
nomic exclusion for recognized refugees. The most 
common integration barriers are language and a lack 
of government-issued documentation, although indi-

viduals also suffer from discrimination by State au-
thorities and society at large.

Integration policies are necessary to guarantee refu-
gees’ rights, and are also part of a State’s responsibil-
ity to fulfill international protection obligations. Thus, 
States must develop and effectively implement public 
policies that specifically address local integration.

Finally, States must ensure that those in need of reset-
tlement to third countries do not suffer from long de-
lays, and are not subject to legal, social and economic 
limbo.

RECoMMENDATIoNs

In order to promote the integration of refugees, State 
should:

•	Ensure that refugees have non-discriminatory access to 
social services and other public programs.

•	Issue proper documentation in a timely and efficient 
manner so that refugees are able to enjoy their rights to 
an education, work, healthcare and adequate housing, 
among others, on par with citizens.

•	Ensure access to economic opportunities that encour-
age self-reliance such as the provision of special per-
mits or work permits and the removal of barriers to 
equal participation in the workforce.

•	Ensure recognition of refugees existing qualifications 
and professional skills, for instance through standard-
ized testing, equivalency exams and trainee programs, to 
facilitate the contribution of refugees to local economies.

•	Facilitate residency and naturalization by streamlining 
and simplifying processes; reducing wait times and 
waiving fees.

•	Lead advocacy and awareness raising efforts to encour-
age solidarity and cultural diversity.

In order to address refugee resettlement in situations 
where local integration is not a viable option, States 
should:

•	Facilitate a refugee transfer mechanism to expedite re-
settlement procedures to third countries.

•	Actively express their willingness to participate in such 
resettlement programs.

•	Consider, in the spirit of regional solidarity, the expan-
sion of resettlement programs under the Brazil Plan of 
Action to other nations throughout Latin America.

d statelessness

Political, social and economic factors can make it dif-
ficult to prevent and reduce statelessness and address 
the needs of stateless persons. In the worst cases, gov-
ernments have taken nationality away from their citi-
zens for political reasons. In other cases, governments 
simply lack the capacity to officially recognize and 
document their citizens or have yet to address gaps in 
citizenship laws and procedures. Systematic discrimi-
nation may also render people stateless.

Unfortunately most of these situations currently exist 
in the Caribbean and result in an unknown number 
of individuals being rendered, or placed at risk of be-
ing rendered, stateless. This, in addition to the largely 
invisible and unaddressed nature of the problem, has 
a detrimental impact on these people’s ability to enjoy 
their fundamental human rights.

In order to address these situations, we must highlight 
three clear international legal obligations that regulate 
nationality matters: (1) the prohibition against racial 
discrimination; (2) the prohibition against statelessness; 
and (3) the prohibition on arbitrary deprivation of cit-
izenship.

RECoMMENDATIoNs

In order to eliminate statelessness, States should:

•	Guarantee the right to a nationality to any person in 
their territory who is at risk of statelessness; particu-
lar attention should be paid to those groups who are 

placed in a highly vulnerable situation when stateless, 
such as women, children, refugees, undocumented mi-
grants, etc.

•	Refrain from producing nationality regulations or en-
gaging in nationality practices that are discriminatory 
or have a discriminatory effect.

•	Protect against the arbitrary deprivation of nationality 
and the retroactive application of nationality legislation 
that adversely impacts individuals’ access to nationality.

•	Eliminate gender discrimination in nationality laws 
and practices.

•	Facilitate naturalization and restore nationality, when 
appropriate.

In order to provide proof of nationality, States should:

•	Ensure that every child’s birth is registered and im-
plement public information campaigns to promote the 
importance of, and procedures to obtain, birth regis-
tration and nationality identification documents.

•	Promote non-discriminatory, accessible and uniform 
procedures for issuing nationality documentation.

•	Reform laws, policies and procedures to ensure that 
those entitled to nationality documentation under the 
law actually acquire said proof of nationality.

In order to identify stateless persons and provide them 
protection, States should:

•	Establish statelessness status determination proce-
dures. Several Latin American States have already 
entered pledges to establish statelessness status deter-
mination procedures (Brazil, Costa Rica, Peru, and 
Uruguay). This is a welcome step that we encourage all 
Caribbean States to take.

•	Create fair and efficient procedures for identifying 
stateless persons located within their borders, includ-
ing undertaking data collection, research and other 
efforts to increase knowledge about statelessness in the 
region. States should actively encourage the participa-
tion of civil society and academia in this endeavor.
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THE CIVIL soCIETy oRGANIzATIoNs AND ACADEMIA PREsENT IN THE 

CARIBBEAN REGIoN CoNsuLTATIoN MEETING wERE:

belIze

Help for Progress

curaÇao

Red Cross

haItI

Citizen Action for the Abolition of torture

Puerto rIco

Caribbean institute for Human Rights (icadh) 

the bahamas

Bahamas Crisis Center

trInIdad and tobago

living Water Community

from InternatIonal cso and academIa: 

Human Rights Center, University of Dayton, ohio
international Detention Coalition (idc)
open society Justice initiative

©unhcr / l.f.godinho

•	Ensure that stateless persons are entitled to a secure le-
gal status, access to employment, education, healthcare 
and other vital human rights, without discrimination. 
Additionally, States should operate under the presump-
tion against detention and removal proceedings during 
the statelessness status determination process.

•	Ensure the right to judicial review, legal assistance, and 
remedy when it comes to nationality or statelessness 
status determination decisions for individuals at risk of 
statelessness, including the right to appeal and a legal 
explanation should they be denied citizenship.

•	Ratify the 1954 Convention relating to the Status of State-
less Persons and the 1961 Convention on the Reduction of 
Statelessness and ensure their full implementation.

•	Strengthen regional cooperation and collaboration 
with regional human rights monitoring bodies.

For countries in the Caribbean, their inclusion in the 
Brazil Plan of Action represents an important first 
commitment in addressing challenges and identifying 
common solutions related to the protection of migrants, 
refugees, stateless and other vulnerable groups, from a 
regional perspective. In order for the objectives in the 
Plan of Action to be realized, it is essential that they be 
followed by national legislation and practice that is in 
line with the Cartagena Declaration. We reiterate our 
willingness to collaborate in these processes and empha-
size the essential role civil society organizations should 
play in the implementation, monitoring and evaluation 
of the Plan of Action. Such multi- stakeholder collabo-
ration is necessary for the effective protection of asylum 
seekers, refugees, stateless and other persons in need of 
protection both at the regional and national level.

Grand Cayman, 9 September 2014.

 This Caribbean Civil Society and Academia Position Paper is the result of a 
consultative process facilitated by the Norwegian Refugee Council (NRC) 
among six countries in the region: The Bahamas, Belize, Curaçao, Domin-
ican Republic, Haiti and Trinidad and Tobago. This process culminated in 
a regional meeting held in Grand Cayman on September 8th and 9th, 2014, 
which 11 representatives from civil society organizations and academia at-
tended. They all agreed on this position paper, which marks the commem-
oration of the 30th anniversary of the Cartagena Declaration on Refugees.
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III

oPenIng ceremony
BR A sil iA  2-3  DeCeMBeR 2014

team on the Cartagena+30 at the opening Ceremony,  
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mInIsterIal meetIng 
commemoratIng  
the 30th annIversary 
of the cartagena  
declaratIon  
on refugees
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02 / 12 / 2014

 Itamaraty Palace

  
 12:00-13:30  
 lunch offered by brazIl’s mInIsters of foreIgn affaIrs and justIce

•	 Heads of Delegations of the invited Governments 

•	 un High Commissioner for Refugees

•	 Under-secretary General for Political Affairs i of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs for Brazil 

•	 National secretary of Justice and Chairman of the National Committee for Refugees in Brazil 

•	 secretary General of the Norwegian Refugee Council

•	 Director of unhcr’s Bureau for the Americas 

•	 unhcr Representative for Brazil

•	 expert Group of the Cartagena+30 Process

 

 jk memorIal’s audItorIum - uPPer level

 13:30-15:00 
 regIstratIon of PartIcIPants

 
 14:00-14:45 
 Press conference

•	 Minister of Justice for Brazil, José eduardo Cardozo 

•	 United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, António Guterres

•	 secretary General of the Norwegian Refugee Council, Jan egeland

 
 15:00-16:00  
 oPenIng ceremony 

 (10 minutes for each speaker)

•	 Minister of Justice for Brazil, José eduardo Cardozo

•	 Minister of Foreign Affairs for Brazil, luiz Alberto Figueiredo Machado 

•	 United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, António Guterres

•	 secretary General of the Norwegian Refugee Council, Jan egeland 

•	 Representative of Civil society for Brazil, Candido Feliciano da Ponte Neto

 
 16:00-17:00 
 Path to cartagena+30 (10 minutes for each speaker)

•	 Judge of the international Court of Justice, Antônio Cançado trindade

•	 Representative of Argentina, President of conare, Federico luis Agusti

•	 Representative of ecuador, vice-minister of Human Mobility, Maria landázuri de Mora 

•	 Representative of Nicaragua, Minister of Government, Commandant, Ana isabel Morales Mazún

•	 Representative of Cayman islands, Director of Policy, Christopher eakin 

•	 Representative of Civil society, sally valladares (Honduras)

 
 17:00-17:30 
 Coffee Break (Jk Memorial lower level)

 
 17:30-18:00 
 brazIl’s actIon Plan: a neW decade of solIdarIty for latIn amerIca and the carIbbean 

 (10 minutes for each segment)

•	 National secretary of Justice and Chairman of the National Committee for Refugees in Brazil, Paulo Abrão

•	 testimonials (on behalf of refugees and stateless persons)

•	 screening of the documentary about Cartagena+30 Produced by tv Brasil internacional

 
 8:00-19:00 
 Plenary 
 (5 minutes for each speaker)

•	 Representatives of participating countries on the Cartagena+30 Process (in order of registration, at Jk Memorial)

 
 19:00-19:30 
 aWards and honors 

 (10 minutes for each segment)

•	 Presentation of the Journalistic award cartagena+30

•	 in recognition of the butterflIes netWork, Nansen Refugee Award 2014 winners 

•	 tribute to the authors of the Cartagena Declaration on Refugees

 
 19:30-20:00 
 musIcal PresentatIon

•	 Grupo Quarteto de Brasilia

 
 20:00-22:00 
 cocktaIl (Jk Memorial lower level)
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 jk memorIal - uPPer level

 
 09:00-11:00 
 Plenary - contInuatIon 
 (05 minutes for each speaker)

•	 Representatives for participating countries of the Cartagena+30 Process 
(in order of registration, at Jk Memorial)

•	 Representatives for the observer countries  
(in order of registration, at Jk Memorial) 

•	 Representatives for international organizations  
(in order of registration, at Jk Memorial)

•	 Representative of Civil society, Rochelle Nakhid (trinidad and tobago)

 
 11:00-11:30 
 Coffee Break (Jk Memorial lower level)

 
 11:30-12:00 
 adoPtIon of the brazIl declaratIon and actIon Plan

•	 National secretary of Justice and Chairman of the National Committee for Refugees in Brazil, Paulo Abrão

 
 12:00-12:30 

 closIng ceremony

•	 Regional Coordinator of the Norwegian Refugee Council, enrique torrella (on behalf of Civil society)

•	 United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, António Guterres

•	 Under-secretary General for Political Affairs i of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs for Brazil,  
 Ambassador Carlos Antônio da Rocha Paranhos

•	 Minister of Justice for Brazil, José eduardo Cardozo

In Brazil, soccer is a mean of integration  

in the national culture for refugees. 

unhcr. l. f. godinho
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“ iN CeleBRAtiNG its 30 yeARs, We Also 

CeleBRAte tHe PRoGRess MADe By oUR 

CoUNtRies, AND We exPRess oUR WisH to 

iMPRove tHe stANDARDs AND tHe iNstitUtioNs 

CHARGeD WitH ADeQUAtely ReCeiviNG tHose 

PeoPle WitHiN oUR teRRitoRies, oFFeRiNG tHeM 

A sAFe PlACe AND tHe oPPoRtUNity to RestARt 

tHeiR lives.”
lUis AlBeRto FiGUeiReDo MACHADo

luIs alberto fIgueIredo machado 
MiNisteR oF FoReiGN AFFAiRs 
federal rePublIc of brazIl

 

Good afternoon, everyone; Justice Minister Mr. José Eduardo Cardoso, my dear 
friend Madam Minister Menicucci, it is a great pleasure to see you; United Nations 
High Commissioner for Refugees Mr. António Guterres, on behalf of whom I greet 
all other members of the presidium; Uruguay Foreign Affairs Minister Mr. Luís Al-
magro; Saint Lucia Foreign Affairs Minister Mr. Alva Baptiste; ladies and gentlemen, 
friends: thirty years ago a small group of countries adopted a document that would 
come to revolutionise the treatment afforded to refugees in our region. By extending 
the concept of asylum beyond the circumstances foreseen in the 1951 Convention 
and the 1967 Protocol, the high standards of protection enshrined in the Cartagena 
Declaration decidedly influenced national legislation enacted by several States. At 
that time, a modern concept of the status of refugees was established; one that sought 
to take into account the profound changes that had taken place in the world since 
the end of World War II. Practical and symbolic values also inspired new meetings 
that took place on this subject in 1994 and 2004, the results of which broadened the 
humanistic legacy created by what is known as the spirit of Cartagena.

The Cartagena Declaration on Refugees was adopted within a specific context. In 
1984 our region was in the last phase of a politically difficult period; many of our cit-
izens had been forced to leave their homes and find a new life in other countries. In 
these past 30 years, circumstances have changed. Latin America and the Caribbean 
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have asserted themselves as regions of peace and cooperation, and now have politi-
cal and collective instruments to promote and preserve democratic order. Fortunate-
ly, our people are spared the horrors of war. However, circumstances vary greatly 
throughout the planet, and the plight of refugees, internally displaced, and stateless 
persons is one of the most significant indicators of the difficulties and challenges we 
face today and will continue to face in the coming years. Suffice it to recall that the 
numbers are the highest they have ever been since 1945; more than 56 million people 
find themselves in these conditions. Furthermore, the subject of asylum has become 
the most tragic manifestation of the failure of global governance structures to pro-
vide adequate solutions to the gravest crises of our time, particularly with regard to 
peace and international security. A comprehensive and structural response to those 
challenges has failed to emerge. Reality demands commitments and political efforts 
beyond solidarity and humanistic responses; we must move toward a more just and 
peaceful international order in which the prevention of conflicts and their peaceful 
resolution play the central role assigned by the un Charter.

In any case, our region has unequivocally shown that it is no stranger to the human 
drama of refugees, internally displaced, and stateless persons in the world. We have 
significantly progressed in recent decades in providing shelter and protection to those 
in need. That tradition is a new source of pride, and I dare say we must redouble our 
efforts to preserve and promote the Cartagena Declaration on Refugees, as a symbol 
of that commitment. In celebrating its 30 years, we also celebrate the progress made 
by our countries, and we express our wish to improve the standards and the institu-
tions charged with adequately receiving those people within our territories, offering 
them a safe place and the opportunity to restart their lives.

We have had much to celebrate since the adoption of the Mexico Declaration and 
Plan of Action of ten years ago. While in other parts of the world, those in need are 
restricted by borders, in our region the willingness to continue advancing this crucial 
agenda remains intact. It is also gratifying that the small group of nations that met 
in Cartagena 30 years ago has grown over time. This year for the first time within 
the Cartagena framework, a consult was held specifically focusing on the Caribbean 
nations, and I am deeply gratified to salute our Caribbean friends present here, whose 
integration in this Cartagena+30 Process is most welcome. I hope that in this meeting 
that begins today we may collaborate in order to consolidate the tradition of protec-
tion and reception enshrined in Cartagena.

Thank you very much.

Grand Cayman 9 September 2014

A Colombian refugee girl  

sits outside of her family’s shack 

near the venezuelan border  

with Colombia. 

©unhcr / d. rochkind
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“tHis MeetiNG sHoUlD BReAk AWAy FRoM 

tHe PARADiGM oF tRiviAlisiNG violeNCe AND 

tHe PAssive AttitUDe toWARDs tHe CUltURe oF 

violeNCe oN All FRoNts, iN oRDeR tHAt, to MAke 

A DeFiNitive BReAk WitH tHis PARADiGM, A NeW 

PARADiGM –WHiCH is olD, BUt AlWAys NeeDs to 

Be RestAteD –MAy Be ReiNseRteD: tHe PARADiGM 

oF FReeDoM, oF BeiNG FRee to CoMe AND Go, oF 

exeRCisiNG oNe’s oWN FRee Will to CHoose WHeRe 

to live AND WoRk.”
eleoNoRA MeNiCUCCi 

eleonora menIcuccI  
MiNisteR oF tHe sPeCiAl seCRetARiAt  
FoR PoliCies oN WoMeN

 

Good afternoon to you all:

I would like to begin by welcoming my two colleagues at the ministry: the Minister 
of Justice, Jose Eduardo Cardozo, a close friend and colleague, and the Minister of 
Foreign Affairs –also a good friend –Minister Figueiredo, and, on behalf of them 
both, I welcome all of you here present on this important occasion, otherwise all my 
time will be taken up welcoming each of you in person.

I would like to discuss things that are small but very important, and with which I am 
closely connected to the issue of asylum; asylum and its consequences.

The first is that we are honoured and proud to represent the government that is 
hosting this extraordinary meeting in commemoration of the thirtieth anniversary 
of the Cartagena Declaration, Cartagena+30, at a time when, as already mentioned, 
the world is upside down and human rights, social justice, freedom and the entire 
range of human rights in all its diversity, are not only not respected but violated. In 
this regard, the meeting here in Brazil seeks greater respect for human rights and the 
ever-increasing pursuit of social justice that mainstreams gender, race, ethnicity, age, 
sexual orientation and disability, in order that everyone may play an important role 
in the history of our country, as well as being the protagonist of their own personal 
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history. It is as if we are swimming against the tide; Brazil, as well as its neighbouring 
countries, namely Uruguay, Chile and Argentina in particular, lived through many 
horrific years at the hands of military dictatorships and, during that time, many of 
our people –myself included –were detained and tortured, and were refugees in other 
countries, especially in these four in South America, to whom we owe a debt of grat-
itude and profound appreciation for their hospitality.

And yesterday the Minister of Health and I were commemorating thirty years of the 
fight against stD hiv/AiDs in Brazil, with a policy that is a global benchmark for an-
tiretroviral cocktails and a policy without prejudice. Thirty years ago Brazil banned 
the concept of groups at risk for hiv and AiDs treatments. And thirty years ago Brazil 
also signed the Cartagena Declaration, not for nothing, but because we were still 
emerging from a deep-rooted process and were only just beginning to establish our 
democracy following a very tough dictatorship.

The second point I would like to put forward is, and I hope and am certain that 
under the leadership of such key figures gathered here today at the Cartagena Dec-
laration+30, this meeting should break away from the paradigm of trivialising vio-
lence and the passive attitude towards the culture of violence on all fronts, in order 
that, to make a definitive break with this paradigm, a new paradigm –which is old, 
but always needs to be restated –may be reinserted: the paradigm of freedom, of 
being free to come and go, of exercising one’s own free will to choose where to live 
and work.

The third point I would like to make, and which I cannot fail to do so, is what asylum 
means to women and children: it represents a break from their emotional ties, an 
intense search for a new way of life in another country, and also being vulnerable to 
all forms of violence, especially sexual violence and rape. Rape is not only a weapon 
of war, but is primarily a weapon of war in short rounds, “in inverted commas”; the 
minor and major daily assaults that occur in our countries. Women make up 10 to 
20% of the refugee population in Brazil (I naturally consulted Paulo Abrão for these 
figures) and are now in the range of 10%. However, in absolute numbers this is 727 
out of 7277.

But along with women come children and probably the elderly, for whom they are 
responsible, and in Brazil there is no obstacle to the family reunification of male or 
female refugees.

I would like to conclude my speech by calling attention to women refugees, who are 
more vulnerable to all types of violence than any other refugees but who, above all, 
are constantly exposed and vulnerable to rape, and domestic and sexual violence.

I therefore wish to congratulate my two colleagues from the ministries, and also con-
gratulate the civil society representatives here present because I do not believe in a 
democratic process without the participation of members of civil society since this is 
fundamental and vital. In other words, we can only make progress along this path of 
Cartagena+30 with freedom and social justice, and without prejudice, discrimination 
or violence.

Thank you.
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“We FACe CoMPlex PRoBleMs DeteRMiNeD 

By tHis NeW ReAlity; As iN sCieNCe, CRiMe 

is DeveloPiNG NeW oPeRAtioNAl FoRMs - 

GloBAliseD CRiMe, tRANsNAtioNAl CRiMe, 

CRiMiNAl oRGANisAtioNs tHAt CURReNtly ACt At 

UNPARAlleleD levels. likeWise, NeW AND MoRe 

soPHistiCAteD FoRMs oF PolitiCAl PeRseCUtioN, 

MoRe teRRiFyiNG tHAN eveR, DeMAND tHAt stAtes 

oPeN tHeiR DooRs to PeRsoNs WHo Flee FRoM 

CRiMiNAl ACtioNs, WHo seek PRoteCtioN FRoM 

PeRseCUtoRy PolitiCAl ACtioNs.”
José eDUARDo CARDozo

josé eduardo cardozo 
JUstiCe MiNisteR

 

To begin, I would like to salute His Excellency the Minister of Foreign Affairs from 
Brazil, my dear friend Luiz Alberto Figueiredo; my dear friend and colleague, Sec-
retary of Policy Eleonara Menicucci; and my colleague António Guterres, United 
Nations High Commissioner for Refugees; Secretary of Justice and President of 
the National Committee for Refugees (ConAre) Professor Paulo Abrão; Secretary 
of the Norwegian Refugee Council Mr. Jan Egeland; Director of Caritas of the 
Archdiocese of Rio de Janeiro Dr. Candido Feliciano de la Puente Neto; Director 
of unhCr’s Bureau of the Americans and the Caribbean Marta Juárez; Dr. Bruno 
Arruda, Public Defender, who in this event represents His Excellency the General 
Defender for the Nation; Her Excellency, my dear friend, who is here in the audi-
ence, Professor Eloisa Arruda, Secretary of Justice for San Pablo; and all the ladies 
and gentlemen present here.

Thirty years ago none of us could have predicted how the world would be today, and 
even if we could have seen into the future at that time, we would probably not have 
believed our eyes: transactions of millions of dollars instantly carried out on a cellular 
device, changes in social relations in a globalised world never before imagined, and 
transformations of such magnitude that every day we are reminded that how we so-
cialised 30 years ago is becoming completely obsolete.
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We live in a very different moment in the history of humanity, and therefore we must 
continue to praise those visionaries who even without that view into the future, laid 
the foundation for what they believed could take place and should come to pass based 
on their actions. Thirty years ago, the Cartagena Declaration was a framework, a 
visionary framework, a framework created by people who did not know what would 
happen 30 years later, but who laid the groundwork for a set of actions that became 
crucial to the historic moment we live today. It was a visionary declaration, and it 
allowed us to come together today to consider actions that will further its directions 
and values, and provide assurances that could not be made, if 30 years ago such an 
important structure had not been put in place to receive those people who flee from 
one country to another in search of asylum.

We face complex problems determined by this new reality; as in science, crime is de-
veloping new operational forms - globalised crime, transnational crime, criminal or-
ganisations that currently act at unparalleled levels. Likewise, new and more sophis-
ticated forms of political persecution, more terrifying than ever, demand that States 
open their doors to persons who flee from criminal actions, who seek protection from 
persecutory political actions. Those who are called to humanitarian action must give 
themselves to this purpose. A globalised world can be more humane or less humane, 
it is up to us to fight for its humanisation; it is up to us to protect those who need 
protection, and it is up to us to have the audacity to pave the way so that human rights 
can always be respected, regardless of changes and transformations. Men and women 
are human beings and must be treated as such, now and always, and we must be pre-
pared to defend that; not only the men and women who govern, but also civil society 
that works with governments, considers respect for human beings, and ponders what 
a truly humanised future would mean for our peoples. I am absolutely certain that 
Brazil has been and continues to be committed to building on these actions. Brazil 
has always held a humanitarian position regarding the reception of people, only now 
we find ourselves in a different situation from that of the past.

I have had the opportunity today to speak with Dr. Guterres. In the past, Brazilians 
did not want to live here; today Brazilians abroad want to return, and many foreign 
nationals want to live here. Why? Because they seek better opportunities for work and 
life, because sometimes they need to take refuge from catastrophes and situations they 
experienced in their country, because often times they seek to flee from persecution 
resulting from political actions and criminal actions, and Brazil has to adapt to this 
new reality. We must have State structures in place that enable us to continue to hold 
a humanitarian position for those who want to live here. We must have more policies 
that lead to changes in Brazilian legislation, that lead to new definitions of policies, that 
allow Brazilian tradition to be respected, when a Brazilian wishes to return, when a for-
eign national wishes to enter, and when that type of migratory flow does not take place.

Therefore the Brazilian government, under the leadership of President Dilma Rous-
seff, is firmly determined that Brazil should continue on this path, as a country that 
receives foreigners well, so that people who come to us for asylum can obtain it and 
be treated with dignity and respect, and exercise civil rights. This is one of our com-
mitments, but we are not alone in this. We must build this with all States, we must 
stand with other governments, and we must stand with our civil society that has a 
deep affection for this issue. This is why I believe the Declaration and Plan of Action 
that are put forth today are of fundamental importance, not only for us Brazilians, but 
also for all countries in the world that hold the same position regarding human rights 
and respect for receiving persons who seek protection in a turbulent and changing 
world, who seek refuge, a safe place in which to live with dignity.

Therefore I believe they were visionaries 30 years ago when, dear friend Guterres, 
they presented the Cartagena Declaration; and God willing, with the presentation 
now of the Brazil Plan of Action, may we act with the same pragmatic and visionary 
approach as those who came before us, because that remains our role and our duty: 
to ensure that human beings are treated with dignity. Let the changes come, we will 
never give up the struggle for the dignity of all human beings, wherever they may be.

Thank you very much.
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“We ARe WAtCHiNG AN exPlosioN oF 

HUMANitARiAN NeeDs; We Do Not HAve, 

HoWeveR, tHe CAPACity to ResPoND to tHis At 

tHe iNteRNAtioNAl level. tHe lAtiN AMeRiCAN 

exAMPle oF A PeACeFUl AND PRoteCtive CoNtiNeNt 

is MoRe NeCessARy tHAN eveR. i siNCeRely HoPe 

tHAt tHe PeACe NeGotiAtioNs iN ColoMBiA Will 

Meet WitH sUCCess iN tHe NeAR FUtURe, siNCe it 

RePReseNts toDAy tHe oNly CoNFliCt sitUAtioN oN 

tHe CoNtiNeNt.”
ANtÓNio GUteRRes

antónIo guterres 
UNiteD NAtioNs  
HiGH CoMMissioNeR  
FoR ReFUGees 
unhcr

 

Excellencies,

Ladies and Gentlemen,

It is an honour to be here in Brasilia, celebrating the 30th Anniversary of the Cartage-
na Declaration. The Cartagena Declaration is not a simple adaptation of international 
legislation on refugees in Latin America. It is a fundamental milestone for protection 
frameworks on a global scale, because it goes beyond, it is more advanced and more 
progressive than the general regime defined by the 1951 Convention.

I also want to thank the Brazilian leadership, the Ministry of Justice and the Ministry 
of Foreign Affairs, for the vision they have given to this process so that the Brazil 
Declaration would become a new pact. Furthermore, I would like to thank every 
State in Latin America and the Caribbean, who we gladly see joining us in this com-
mon journey in the spirit of cooperation and commitment.

I would like to mark a profound recognition of the work of our main experts, Am-
bassador Emeritus Rosario Green, His Excellency the Judge of the International 
Court of Justice, Professor Antônio Cançado Trindade, and the honourable Judge 
of the Inter-American Court of Human Rights, Mr. Diego Garcia Sayán. At the 
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same time, I would like to thank the more than 150 civil society organizations, and 
the Refugee Norwegian Council, for their extraordinary contribution to the success 
of our work and the institutional advances that the Brazil Plan of Action and Dec-
laration represent.

When it comes to the protection of refugees, internally displaced and stateless per-
sons, Latin America is an example; an example of solidarity in a world that urgently 
needs this example. As Brazil’s Minister of Foreign Affairs has said, we live in a situa-
tion in which more than 50 million people have been displaced by conflict, internally 
or externally, with an exponential increase: in 2011 we had 14,000 people displaced 
every day in the world due to violence; in 2012, 23,000 a day, and in 2013 32,000 people 
displaced every day.

We are watching an explosion of humanitarian needs; we do not have, however, the 
capacity to respond to this at the international level. The Latin American example of 
a peaceful and protective continent is more necessary than ever. I sincerely hope that 
the peace negotiations in Colombia will meet with success in the near future, since it 
represents today the only conflict situation on the continent.

Every Portuguese remembers the many of our citizens who came to Brazil, as do the 
many Spanish who sought protection in Latin America, during the dictatorships of 
Salazar and Franco. We have a debt of gratitude with Latin America, and we shall 
never forget that debt. I also would like to state that the Brazil Declaration and Plan 
of Action, within the Cartagena+30 Process, represents a confirmation of four essen-
tial values: quality, innovation, openness and generosity.

First, quality. The best asylum laws in the world are Latin American, including the 
one here in Brazil. Secondly, innovation. In Cartagena+20, with the Mexico Plan 
of Action, the Borders of Solidary, Cities of Solidary and solidary resettlement, 
created extremely important and innovative measures for the protection of refugees 
and internally displaced. Furthermore, generosity, progressively introducing new 
roles and functions. The way countries addressed migratory movements with the 
same perspective of solidarity, in certain cases helped to find solutions to protection 
problems. And finally, openness. In Cartagena+10, there was openness to broaden 
the definition to include the issue of internally displaced persons, and today, in 
Brasilia, there is the openness to understand a new phenomenon, non-state actors 
of persecution such as criminal organized groups. The Northern Triangle in Cen-
tral America is an example, where this phenomenon creates significant movements, 
involving many unaccompanied young people and children; an issue that demands 
an effective protection response. Latin American countries have always shown 

openness to explore new possibilities to respond to new protection challenges. This 
is an attitude that must be complimented and strongly encouraged at a global level.

Finally, a word on statelessness. This is possibly the most forgotten aspect of the inter-
national human rights agenda. When I am talking with friends and ask them whether 
they know what statelessness means, many people do not even know that there are 
over 10 million people in the world who do not have a country to call their own. And 
to those who ask me what is a stateless person, I usually answer with an exercise of 
imagination. I ask them to close their eyes and imagine themselves to wake up with-
out an identity card, without a credit card, without driver’s license or any other docu-
ment. To imagine that when they go to school, their kids are not accepted, when they 
go to the hospital, they cannot receive any treatment, that when the day comes and 
they die, their families will not be able to have a death certificate, to prove that the 
person does not exist anymore. There are 10 million people in the world that legally 
do not exist, and this is absurd in the 21st century. Also here, the Brazil Declaration 
and Plan of Action take on our global commitment of eradicating statelessness in the 
next 10 years. I very much hope that Latin America will be the first continent in the 
world to completely eradicate statelessness.

Finally, I would like to wish you all that this conference is successful and, above all, 
that our commitment with the world in the protection of refugees, internally dis-
placed and stateless persons may be ever stronger in Latin America. This region is a 
lesson for all those, as the Ambassador said, who within their borders use populist 
and xenophobic discourse that creates environments hostile to foreigners, and who 
do not understand that diversity is wealth and that migration is not a part of human-
ity’s problems, but a part of humanity’s solutions.

Thank you very much.
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“ iN oRDeR to ReDUCe tHe levels oF 

vUlNeRABility oF PeoPle, AND AvoiD FoRCeD 

DisPlACeMeNt, stRUCtURAl MeAsURes ARe 

ReQUiReD to ADDRess issUes tHAt Go BeyoND tHe 

HUMANitARiAN eMeRGeNCy: to stReNGtHeN JUstiCe 

systeMs, ReDUCe levels oF iMPUNity, AMoNG 

otHeR MeAsURes, AND ABove All, ReCoGNize AND 

ADDRess tHe CHAlleNGe oF oRGANizeD violeNCe As 

it exists iN soMe CeNtRAl AMeRiCAN CoUNtRies.”
JAN eGelAND

jan egeland 
exCeCUtive seCRetARy 
NoRWeGiAN ReFUGee  
CoUNCil

 

Ladies and gentlemen,

On behalf of civil society and the Norwegian Refugee Council, I want to thank the 
Government of Brazil, the governments that hosted the subregional consultations: 
Argentina, Ecuador, Nicaragua and Cayman Islands, and all States that have partic-
ipated in the commemoration of the 30th anniversary of the Cartagena Declaration, 
the space provided for the participation of civil society.

I would also like to express a special thank you to the United Nations High Com-
missioner for Refugees-unhCr for its hard work and vision, and highlight its ongoing 
effort and cooperation with the governments of the region to make regional solidarity 
a reality, and the Declaration of Cartagena a cornerstone of protection.

More than 150 civil society organizations have participated in the Cartagena+30 Pro-
cess, and based on its vision and commitment to refugees, displaced and stateless 
persons and those with protection needs, have contributed ideas, recommendations 
and suggestions to improve the lives of these persons.

I first came to Latin America at age 19 as a volunteer with a Catholic organization in 
Colombia. I was surprised, as I still am, by the great contrasts of the continent: the 
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injustice and extreme violence on the one hand, and the rich tradition of civil society 
and solidarity on the other. Forced displacement of vulnerable communities -caused 
by the armed forces, guerrillas, paramilitaries, gangs and drug traffickers contrast 
with the courageous initiatives to protect and care for the displaced.

This commitment and solidarity, the day-to-day experience of civil society with the 
victims, is an opportunity that should not be missed for the implementation and par-
ticipation in monitoring mechanisms that must be established for effective implemen-
tation of the Brazil Plan of Action.

National and local monitoring will be very important, and perhaps the formula could 
be through government-unhCr-civil society tripartite committees. But now that we 
have sat at the same table, we have spoken the same language, reached conclusions 
and recommendations in each subregional consultation, and can and must work to-
gether to provide greater protection to those who need it.

There are recommendations that I would like to emphasize for their scope and depth:

1. In order to reduce the levels of vulnerability of people, and avoid forced displace-
ment, structural measures are required to address issues that go beyond the human-
itarian emergency: to strengthen justice systems, reduce levels of impunity, among 
other measures, and above all, recognize and address the challenge of organized vio-
lence as it exists in some Central American countries.

2. In the times ahead —remembering that the Plan to be signed is for the next 10 
years— we must respond to new forms of displacement caused either by natural di-
sasters or climate change, or even disasters caused by our species. We have yet to 
face major challenges related to preventing and responding to these realities that are 
already here.

3. Internal displacement is not only a reality in Colombia, but also in other countries 
of the Northern Triangle of Central America; it is therefore essential to support coun-
tries suffering this phenomenon and its humanitarian impact, ensuring commitment 
and regional solidarity.

4. And since we are gathered here to mark the 30th anniversary of the Declaration of 
Cartagena, let us encourage countries that still have not done so to adopt its expanded 
definition in their national legislation, and congratulate those who have already done so.

It is clear that governments of various countries can and should do more, both nation-
ally and regionally. Countries should identify the causes of displacement within their 

territories and implement coordinated responses with neighbouring countries. Cart-
agena+30 should develop common solutions for the protection of migrants, refugees, 
stateless persons and unaccompanied minors. Through the numerous sub-regional 
consultations co-organized by NRC, local organizations have made recommenda-
tions to strengthen regional action. Now, we challenge the various governments to 
use the proposals and resources that exist in the organizations to establish national 
and sub-regional mechanisms for monitoring these commitments. This would allow 
Cartagena+30 to rediscover the exceptional solidarity of the first Declaration of Cart-
agena and respond to current challenges.

The opportunity is now. The solution is regional.
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“ i WoUlD like to HiGHliGHt tHe iMPoRtANt 

Role oF Civil soCiety iN tHe DeFeNse oF HUMAN 

RiGHts, AND esPeCiAlly iN PRoJeCts tHAt Assist 

AND iNteGRAte ReFUGees. We ARe PReseNt BeCAUse 

We HAve A MANDAte FRoM soCiety, BeCAUse We 

RePReseNt All CitizeNs AND WilliNGly CHoose to 

FiGHt FoR tHe CAUses oF tHe Most vUlNeRABle, oF 

tHose WHo ARe sUFFeRiNG, oF tHose WHose RiGHts 

ARe violAteD, oF tHose WHo HAve BeeN exClUDeD 

FRoM FAMily liFe AND FRoM tHeiR CUltURe, AND oF 

tHose WHose DiGNity HAs BeeN UNDeRMiNeD.”
CâNDiDo FeliCiANo DA PoNte Neto

cândIdo felIcIano da Ponte neto 
RePReseNtAtive oF BRAziliAN  
Civil soCiety

 

 I would like to welcome all the members of the table and each one of you here pres-
ent. Friends, this is a special opportunity and I am extremely pleased to participate 
in this event commemorating the thirtieth anniversary of the Cartagena Declaration 
on Refugees, one of the most important instruments of protection, solidarity and 
international cooperation aimed at responding effectively to the different situations 
of forced displacement in the Americas. Throughout this year, four preparatory meet-
ings have been held in which the governments of Latin America and the Caribbean, 
with the close involvement of civil society and under the auspices of unhCr, led hun-
dreds of people to develop their ideas on asylum, using the Cartagena Declaration as 
a point of reference. The process generated an extraordinary wealth of proposals, of 
shared experiences, of presentations of best practices, of creativity in solving everyday 
problems and in the proposed progress to be achieved in the future.

I would also like to commend the tripartite spirit that marked the debates concern-
ing the region and I am proud to say that Brazil is a good example in this respect 
since Brazilian civil society is now a member of the National Commission for Ref-
ugees, where it is entitled to participate and vote. In the run-up to negotiations for 
Cartagena+30 it was not only governments, together with the support of unhCr, but 
everyone who participated fully and substantially, and the understanding of this 
tripartite structure –acting jointly and harmoniously –is essential for strengthening 
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the cause of refugees, where each of these three stakeholders plays a specific and 
important role.

At the event that is about to begin, two documents are to be adopted: the Brazil 
Plan of Action, which involves commitments for concrete action. This is a strategic 
planning document aimed at addressing the key challenges and emerging concerns 
regarding the protection of refugees, the internally displaced and stateless persons 
in the Americas and the Caribbean. And the second is a Declaration indicating the 
principles and policies that should also be adopted by the countries jointly and con-
sistently.

As already mentioned at this event, the world has not experienced a humanitarian 
crisis as serious as that which is occurring now since World War II. There are over 
50 million refugees or internally displaced persons, representing a major challenge 
for those dedicated to providing protection and humanitarian aid. Wars are on the 
rise, intolerance is becoming increasingly acute, violence is relentless, respect for hu-
man beings is trivialised, and human dignity is undermined, violated, abused and 
debased. It is an absurd state of affairs that does and should cause outrage. Added to 
this, millions of refugees have, for years or even decades, been waiting for a long-term 
solution that eludes them. In his message on this year’s World Day of Migrants and 
Refugees, Pope Francis said that in fleeing from poverty or persecution, in the search 
for better prospects or in order to save their lives, millions of people embark on the 
path of migration and, while hoping to fulfill their expectations, what they often 
encounter instead is mistrust, confinement and exclusion, when not affected by even 
more serious misfortunes that undermine their human dignity. He also said that the 
reality of migration and its scope in our era of globalization must be addressed and 
tackled in a new, fair and effective manner and that, above all, it demands interna-
tional cooperation and a spirit of profound solidarity and compassion.

Collaboration on various levels, along with the unanimous approval of the regulatory 
instruments for protecting and supporting human beings, is important. These quick 
references reveal the importance of this meeting. The Brazil Declaration and Plan 
of Action should serve as a model and a guide; in short, as good practice we wish to 
share with the world. The Mexico Plan of Action came to fruition, with results that 
indicate they are lasting. Many actions were implemented, such as the Borders of 
Solidarity, Cities of Solidarity and Solidarity Resettlement programmes, which have 
strengthened international protection.

I would like to highlight the important role of civil society in the defense of human 
rights, and especially in projects that assist and integrate refugees. We are present be-
cause we have a mandate from society, because we represent all citizens and willingly 

choose to fight for the causes of the most vulnerable, of those who are suffering, of 
those whose rights are violated, of those who have been excluded from family life and 
from their culture, and of those whose dignity has been undermined. New challenges 
motivate us to be more focused and require us to work together. We are facing seri-
ous environmental problems, natural disasters, resource shortages, urban violence, 
human trafficking, religious persecution and other acts of violence caused by humans 
themselves or by nature. This array of dire situations that threaten people’s lives and 
dignity demands that we remain active in this cause and encourages us to continually 
raise awareness worldwide of effective and efficient actions that both address the 
causes of asylum and serve those affected.

Finally, I would like to take this opportunity to extend my deepest gratitude to the 
Norwegian Refugee Council, who contributed generously and decisively towards 
making the Cartagena+30 Process possible; and to express our appreciation and grat-
itude to unhCr for its initiative and leadership, commending the competence and 
respect for plurality shown throughout its efficient organisation and coordination of 
this process.

Thank you very much.
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“Civil soCiety is CoMMitteD to CoNtiNUe 

WoRkiNG FoR A PeACeFUl teRRitoRy iN tHe 

AMeRiCAs, ADvoCAtiNG FoR tHe RiGHts oF PeRsoNs, 

iNClUDiNG CoMPliANCe WitH tHe CoMMitMeNts oF 

stAtes AND ACtively PRoMotiNG tHe PARtiCiPAtioN 

oF tHose AFFeCteD iN All PRoCesses oF tHe 

BRAzil PlAN oF ACtioN, MAiNtAiNiNG tHAt tHe 

ReGioNAl CoNtRiBUtioN oF lAtiN AMeRiCA sHoUlD 

HelP AlleviAte sUFFeRiNG AND BRiNG HoPe to 

tHe viCtiMs iN tHe FACe oF tHe NeW ReAlities 

eMeRGiNG iN tHe ReGioN.”
sAlly vAllADARes

PReseNtAtioN oF Civil soCiety  
oN tHe CoNsUltAtioN PRoCess  
CARtAGeNA+30 
sally valladares 
RePReseNtANt oF tHe  
lAtiNoAMeRiCAN  
AND CARiBBeAN Civil soCiety

 

Civil society in the region of Latin America and the Caribbean wishes to thank the 
various States and unhCr for the opportunity to participate in the government con-
sultation processes that have been held throughout this year in the framework of the 
commemoration of the 30th anniversary of the Cartagena Declaration. We would like 
to make special mention of the governments of Brazil, Argentina, Nicaragua and the 
Cayman Islands, for their hospitality in hosting this important consultation and final 
event of Cartagena+30. For us it was an opportunity to reflect on the challenges facing 
our region in matters of protection and to submit our proposals and recommenda-
tions to strengthen the right to asylum.

We would also like to note our appreciation to the Norwegian Refugee Council for its 
facilitation of civil society’s full participation in the Cartagena+30 Process.

More than 150 organizations from the four sub-regions: Mercosur, Andean Region, 
Mesoamerica and the Caribbean have participated in this process, with an approach 
based on the realities of each country, to subsequently reach a common construction 
at the sub-regional level.

To this end, national meetings were held in 15 countries, led by national organizations 
working with people in mobility-refugees and/or displaced, stateless and migrants in 
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need of protection, with support from the Norwegian Refugee Council (NRC). At 
these meetings, the major challenges facing the people in need of protection were 
discussed, deepening the analysis on the procedure for refugee status determina-
tion and the situation on the Mercosur borders; local integration, resettlement pro-
grammes, labour mobility programmes and possible return/repatriation programmes 
in the Andean region; the situation of people displaced by organized violence and the 
particular issues faced by women and children, especially those traveling unaccom-
panied in Mesoamerica; and mixed migration flows, alternatives to detention and 
the situation of the stateless persons or those at risk of statelessness in the Caribbean 
people. Following an analysis of protection gaps surrounding these issues, a number 
of recommendations were emitted that collected consensus proposals to improve the 
situation of persons in need of protection at the national level. At these meetings, 
representatives of civil society in the country were chosen among the participants to 
attend sub-regional meetings. The documents emanating from each country, with the 
challenges and recommendations, have been shared with each State.

During this year, four sub-regional meetings of civil society were held prior to the 
consultations of unhCr and governments:

•	The expanded Mercosur held in Buenos Aires on 13 and 14 March with the 
participation of 22 organizations from 10 countries of the Southern Cone.

•	The consultation of the Andean region, held in Quito on 5 and 6 June, with 
the participation of 15 organizations from civil society and academia from five 
Andean countries: Bolivia, Colombia, Ecuador, Peru and Venezuela and where 
specific topics on the situation of displaced persons and Colombian refugees in 
that area were discussed.

•	The meeting of Mesoamerica, which took place in Panama City on 1 and 2 July, 
attended by 24 representatives of civil society organizations and academia from 
eight countries in the Mesoamerican sub-region.

•	And finally, for the first time, a sub-regional meeting was held in the Caribbean, 
held in Grand Cayman on 8 and 9 September, with the participation of 11 rep-
resentatives from civil society organizations and academia from seven countries.

In each of these encounters, challenges were analysed and proposals and recommen-
dations developed for each sub-region, as reflected in a position paper of civil society 
organizations and academia for each of the corresponding sub-regions. In addition, 
the four sub-regional representatives of civil society were chosen among the national 
representatives, who would subsequently present these documents at the Sub Re-
gional Events organized by unhCr with the governments and hosted by Argentina, 
Ecuador, Nicaragua and Grand Cayman, respectively.

Various initiatives from civil society organizations and academia were included in the 
different sub-regional meetings of civil society, highlighting the importance of the 
30th anniversary of the Cartagena Declaration, namely: the II Regional Humanitari-
an Conference (rhC), the Cartagena Initiative and the Academy of Brazil.

We are pleased that some of the proposals and recommendations that we made to 
the governments were included in the final documents and recommendations of each 
sub-regional consultation, which were then used as the basis for the construction 
of the soon to be signed Brazil Declaration and Plan of Action. Civil society would 
have liked the opportunity to participate in the final stages of negotiation of the Dec-
laration and Plan of Action and have prior access to the final draft, in the spirit of 
contributing our perspective. Civil society is not a mere executor nor does it replace 
the responsibility of States, its active inclusion in all processes of the Brazil Plan of 
Action is essential to achieve its objectives.

With a view to implementing the Plan, national plans should be developed that in-
clude goals, responsibilities, timetables and monitoring bodies. We suggest the need 
to establish a tripartite assistance mechanism (governments, unhCr and civil society) 
for this monitoring. The region has a great opportunity to advance in creating a space 
that is characterized by the protection of human rights and that ensures the effective 
exercise of the rights of displaced, refugee and stateless persons.

We consider it fundamental for States to have a greater commitment to issues such as 
the elimination of the detention of persons that enter a country to apply for refugee 
status; the eradication of statelessness; greater complementarity between the security 
approach that prevails in our borders with a focus on respect for human rights, the 
need to meet the challenges of organized violence, weak justice systems, impunity 
and corruption as causes of forced displacement that people in the region continue 
to suffer, particularly in the countries of the Northern Triangle of Central America.

Finally, we would like to note that the peace process in Colombia, welcomed by all, 
requires a commitment by States to ensure sustainable agreements in time and the 
fulfilment of all the rights of the victims, inside and outside the country.

Civil society is committed to continue working for a peaceful territory in the Ameri-
cas, advocating for the rights of persons, including compliance with the commitments 
of States and actively promoting the participation of those affected in all processes of 
the Brazil Plan of Action, maintaining that the regional contribution of Latin Ameri-
ca should help alleviate suffering and bring hope to the victims in the face of the new 
realities emerging in the region.
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adoPtIon  
by acclamatIon  
of the brazIl  
declaratIon  
and Plan of actIon

BRAsILIA   2-3 DE DECEMBER   2014

Butterflies, Nansen Award 2014, is a network comprised of 

about 100 women core volunteer. The group is described 

as a “protection network of women helping women within 

the armed conflict.” Buenaventura. Colombia. 
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“We ReCoGNize AND DeePeN oUR ReGioNAl 

CoMMitMeNt to iNClUDe iN oUR soCiAl FABRiC, 

tHose PeRsoNs WHo seek PRoteCtioN. We 

AFFiRM tHe CoNtiNUeD vAlUe oF ReGioNAl 

ResettleMeNt stRAteGies, AND We FoRGe A PAtH 

to iNClUDe oUR eNtiRe CoNtiNeNt tHRoUGH oUR 

iNteGRAtioN MeCHANisMs, As Well As otHeR 

ReGioNs. tHese stRAteGies AiM to estABlisH A 

CoMMoN PRoteCtioN sPACe, RAise oUR NAtioNAl 

stANDARDs FoR CARe, exCHANGe Best PRACtiCes 

tHRoUGH GReAteR CooPeRAtioN AMoNG PeoPles, 

AND CoNtiNUe to Delve iNto FRee ResiDeNCe WitH 

A vieW toWARD PRoteCtive AND iNClUsive HUMAN 

MoBility, FiRMly GUiDeD By tHe UtMost DiGNity oF 

tHe iNDiviDUAl.”
PAUlo ABRÃo

Paulo abrÃo 
NAtioNAl seCRetARy 
oF JUstiCe AND PResiDeNt  
oF BRAzil’s NAtioNAl  
ReFUGee CoMMittee

 

[Greetings]

It is with great joy that we come to the close of this ministerial event that also marks 
the beginning of a new and long cycle of activity for the next ten years, as we act in 
favour of international protection for refugees, stateless persons, and displaced pop-
ulations. We are both closing and beginning again, because the challenges that await 
us and the aims of the Brazil Declaration are many, more complex and deeper than 
those foreseen prior to the long process of participation that has culminated in the 
accords we sign today.

The preparatory process of these last months by definition put us in complete harmo-
ny with our aspirations. It was a horizontal and transparent process, based on mutual 
comprehension and understanding among the peoples and the States of Latin Amer-
ica and the Caribbean. Thus we came not only to affirm our mutual commitments, 
but also to become part of a collective body that increasingly sees itself as inseparable. 
With regard to international protection, not only is our “interdependence” clear in ra-
tional and strategic terms, but so too and primarily so, is the need to share aspirations, 
a social memory and a common future. The displacement of our peoples within the 
continent is but one of the vectors that highlights this communion of feelings, history 
and future.
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This is because human displacement continually redefines our territories, beyond the 
narrow borders that our demarcation commissions established on our continent. The 
displacement of refugees, stateless persons, and all migrants brings various realities in 
contact with each other, brings us closer together, and brings us closer to ourselves. 
Those new territories pile emotions, feelings, and all manner of human existence 
onto open wounds, pulsating scars, and open veins. They bear witness to our deep 
ties and our latent conflicts, and shed light on different ways of life and different ways 
to overcome crises, disasters, and natural and human upheavals. Migrations and the 
arrival of new refugees from other continents also connect us on a global scale, in an 
interconnected, permanent, and changing network.

To understand that is to understand the true meaning of the solemn act we car-
ried out over these two days. As in all international conferences, there is inevitably 
a centre stage and a single choreography within the rituals and formalities required. 
Nevertheless, as in the theatre and the theatre of life, our actions can be genuine, 
emotionally rich, and dense with meaning and sensibility. Or they can be mechanical 
and devoid of humanity.

Let us not doubt the speeches, testimony, or dedication of government and inter-
national officials dedicated to the cause of protection –dozens, hundreds of people. 
Nor do we question the mobilisation of more than 150 civil society organisations in 
various countries. We do not question the continual, sincere, prolonged, and silent 
contribution of all these people, including refugees, stateless and displaced persons 
themselves, in and outside their countries, who were deeply engaged in the prepa-
rations and the ceremonies. We have no doubt that this solemn act is replete with 
utopian energy, exudes hopes and dreams, and inspires us to fully and meaningfully 
realize the imperative to live, which pushes people to cross borders, oceans, deserts 
and mined fields in order to create the lives they dream of for themselves and their 
loved ones in every part of this world.

Let us not question for a moment that today we are adding one small brick or stone 
to an edifice that is still under construction, the architectural scale of which remains 
to be seen and the height of which will be limited only by our aspirations and com-
mitments.

This stone we are laying, this Brazil Declaration and Plan of Action, reveal our in-
clination toward collective work and exchange, our deep understanding of the inter-
connection between the subjects addressed here and all human action and feeling. 
Therefore and for the first time, our Declaration makes the necessary and urgent 
connection between refugee protection and the eradication of all forms of violence 
against women. We raise the issue of age and link our ambitions to the work of the 

Inter-American Court of Human Rights in Consultative Opinion 21 of 2014, which 
recommends special attention be given to the issue of displaced children and youth.

Our collective work must also address sub-regional specificities; it expresses solidari-
ty with, and broadens our understanding of the drama experienced by the population 
held hostage by criminal groups in the Northern Triangle of Central America. Our 
understanding is not one of diminishment, but rather based on a deep knowledge 
that our specificities define us and our dramas, and thus determine our solutions for 
a common future.

We recognize and deepen our regional commitment to include in our social fabric, 
those persons who seek protection. We affirm the continued value of regional reset-
tlement strategies, and we forge a path to include our entire continent through our 
integration mechanisms, as well as other regions. These strategies aim to establish a 
common protection space, raise our national standards for care, exchange best prac-
tices through greater cooperation among peoples, and continue to delve into free 
residence with a view toward protective and inclusive human mobility, firmly guided 
by the utmost dignity of the individual.

We undertake this as we forge new paths toward our own ethic of human mobility, 
different from that practiced in other areas, where walls are erected and massive de-
portation machines are deployed from bureaucracies supported by xenophobic pop-
ulist movements. Until now, we have managed as a region to overcome our internal 
crises, our financial and capital crises, without giving in to the terrible escape valve of 
the discontent that fuels xenophobic demagogy.

We are able to visualise migration and mobility as mechanisms for our own prosper-
ity, the encounter between identities and differences that characterise us now and 
characterised us, not without conflict, throughout our history. As the migrants we all 
are, we have connected to our peoples and, considering the original peoples of these 
lands, to the idea that we all live and exist in permanent displacement. This concept 
is now incorporated in the constitutions and regulations of our region, and broadens 
our horizons, so we may see more open skies.

This has all been underpinned by the sincere belief that all techniques, institutions 
and bodies must serve a purpose. They must weave a fabric of reachable goals and lay 
the foundation for new dreams. Thus the architecture of the Brazil Declaration must 
also be praised, because it enables our aspirations and our highest principles to be 
supported by our institutions, technicians and specialists, who share in those aspira-
tions and feelings. Therefore, this Declaration links us –governments, departments, 
secretariats, ministries, eligibility officers, diplomats, persons and institutions– so 
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that we may make real dreams come true, including the eradication of statelessness, 
and improved refugee status determination procedures.

The Declaration calls on us as political, social, human, and national communities 
to overcome our official borders, and consider the continual improvement of our 
legislations, the internationalisation of all parts of the international protection re-
gime, and the changes needed to overcome the obstacles to the doctrines on the 
right to a nationality, obstacles which are so damaging to persons, families and 
whole populations.

Because of all this, my friends, collaborators, government colleagues, unhCr, interna-
tional bodies, and civil society, rest assured that requesting the adoption of the Brazil 
Declaration and its Plan of Action, makes me very happy, because in this solemn act, 
on this beautifully prepared stage, there is truth, feeling, sweat, blood, hope. Our 
hopes are renewed in Brasilia, but they will be fulfilled only if we directly and con-
tinually broaden our highest human responsibilities to receive, include, protect, and 
recognise rights and autonomy.

Tule baby and his 

mother, in a hammock.  

Arquía, Chocó,  

Colombia. 

©unhcr / b. heger
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a frameWork for cooPeratIon  
and regIonal solIdarIty to strengthen  
the InternatIonal ProtectIon of refugees, 
dIsPlaced and stateless Persons In latIn  
amerIca and the carIbbean

We, the participating Governments of the countries of 
Latin America and the Caribbean,

Gathered in the city of Brasilia to commemorate the 
thirtieth anniversary of the Cartagena Declaration on 
Refugees of 1984, whose commemorative processes 
have enabled us to identify new humanitarian chal-
lenges and to propose effective solutions to improve 
the protection of refugees, displaced and stateless per-
sons in the region, in a spirit of flexibility and inno-
vation,

Underline the important, inclusive and constructive 
dialogue that the Cartagena+30 Process has fostered 
among Governments and civil society from all coun-

tries in the region, including refugee youth and refu-
gee women, and pertinent regional and international 
organizations, through four subregional consulta-
tions held between March and September 2014 in the 
cities of Buenos Aires, Quito, Managua and Grand 
Cayman,

Highlight the achievements attained through the adop-
tion of the Cartagena Declaration on Refugees of 1984, 
the San José Declaration on Refugees and Displaced 
Persons of 1994, the Mexico Declaration and Plan of 
Action to Strengthen the International Protection of 
Refugees in Latin America of 2004 and the Brasilia 
Declaration on the Protection of Refugees and State-
less Persons in the Americas of 2010,

brazIl declaratIon
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Acknowledge the humanitarian commitments that we 
have made in relation to the protection of refugees, 
displaced and stateless persons, addressing newly iden-
tified challenges and reinvigorating the search for du-
rable solutions,

Emphasize the convergence and complementarity of In-
ternational Human Rights Law, International Refugee 
Law and International Humanitarian Law, to provide a 
common legal framework to strengthen the protection 
of refugees and other persons in need of it, on account 
of their vulnerable situation, in light of the pro homine 
principle,

Underline that States have the primary responsibility to 
protect refugees, displaced and stateless persons, and 
that international cooperation and solidarity are fun-
damental for responding to humanitarian challenges,

Recognize the efforts of the countries of Latin America 
and the Caribbean in their support for refugees, dis-
placed and stateless persons, and in particular those of 
the Republic of Ecuador for hosting the largest number 
of refugees in the region,

Reaffirm the enduring applicability and validity of the 
principles and standards of the 1951 Convention relat-
ing to the Status of Refugees and its 1967 Protocol for 
the protection of refugees, with a primary focus on the 
human being,

Highlight the importance of ensuring unrestricted re-
spect, protection and promotion of the human rights of 
refugees, displaced and stateless persons, with special 
emphasis on groups in a vulnerable situation,

Highlight that the extended refugee definition of the 
Cartagena Declaration has been incorporated in large 
measure by the majority of Latin American countries 
in their internal legislation, and recognize the existence 
of new challenges regarding international protection 

for some countries of the region that need to continue 
making progress in the application of the regional ex-
tended refugee definition, thus responding to the new 
international protection needs caused, among others, 
by transnational organized crime,

Underline the gradual progress we have made to incor-
porate into national legislation high protection stan-
dards, with a comprehensive and differentiated age, 
gender and diversity approach, in accordance with the 
international obligations we have acquired in this area,

Recognize developments in the jurisprudence and doc-
trine of the Inter-American Court of Human Rights, 
in those countries in which they apply, regarding the 
content and scope of the right to seek and be grant-
ed asylum enshrined in the regional human rights in-
struments, their relationship to international refugee 
instruments, the jus cogens character of the principle 
of non-refoulement, including non-rejection at borders 
and indirect refoulement, and the integration of due 
process guarantees in refugee status determination 
procedures, so that they are fair and efficient,

Reaffirm the importance of consolidating national ref-
ugee status determination systems through the effec-
tive application of the standards of due process of law,

Appreciate the good practices in the region of regulat-
ing complementary protection and the grant of human-
itarian visas to people who may not necessarily qualify 
as refugees under the Convention, but who may also 
benefit from protection responses,

Recognize that the specific characteristics and realities 
of the Caribbean require a dialogue for the adoption of 
a subregional strategy for the progressive development 
of asylum systems,

Highlight the changes in the dynamics of internation-
al migration within the continent, particularly the 

increase in mixed migration movements, which may 
include people who are in need of international pro-
tection,

Underline the need to analyse in depth and address the 
causes that generate displacement in the region, with 
the cooperation of States, international and civil society 
organizations, within a framework of cooperation and 
regional solidarity,

Recognize that, owing to a multiplicity of causes, the 
displacement of persons, including accompanied and 
non-accompanied children, forced to escape from their 
community of origin constitutes a new challenge in El 
Salvador, Guatemala and Honduras, and highlight the 
importance of promoting shared but differentiated re-
sponsibility among the States of origin, transit and desti-
nation and of providing a differentiated response in view 
of their high degree of vulnerability, as well as the need 
to work jointly and in close coordination between Gov-
ernments, civil society and regional and international or-
ganizations, in order to guarantee to these persons due 
process, dignified treatment and respect of their rights,

Emphasize the importance of striking a balance be-
tween States’ legitimate security concerns and the 
protection needs of asylum-seekers and refugees, in-
cluding the application of the refugee definitions in a 
manner which is consistent with international instru-
ments, jurisprudence and doctrine,

Highlight with concern the vulnerable situation and in-
creased presence of accompanied and unaccompanied 
migrant children and adolescents, who may be in need 
of international protection,

Acknowledge the challenge posed by the dispropor-
tionate impact of mixed migration movements in the 
Caribbean owing to its geographical, economic and 
demographic characteristics and the need for effective 
mechanisms of international cooperation and solidarity,

Acknowledge that new realities in Latin America and 
the Caribbean require a comprehensive durable solu-
tions strategy which, based upon the lessons learned 
in the implementation of the “Cities of Solidarity”, 
“Borders of Solidarity” and “Solidary Resettlement” 
programmes of the Mexico Plan of Action, provides 
for simultaneous and inclusive implementation of local 
integration, resettlement and voluntary repatriation, 
and guarantees the exercise of the rights of binational 
families and of foreigners in conditions equal to those 
of nationals, as appropriate,

Recognize the measures implemented by countries of 
the South American region, in the framework of the 
migration agreements to which they are parties, per-
mitting the free movement of people, in full respect of 
human rights, which can serve as a possible alternative 
durable solution for persons in need of international 
protection, with the due safeguards,

Recognize the importance of the “Solidarity Resettle-
ment” programme as an effective protection and bur-
den-sharing mechanism within a comprehensive dura-
ble solutions strategy, and highlight the importance of 
strengthening support from the international commu-
nity for its continuation,

Underline the need for voluntary repatriation to be based 
on objective and updated information on the country of 
origin and to be carried out in safety and dignity, as part 
of a comprehensive solutions strategy, taking into account 
national legislation, through tripartite mechanisms be-
tween the country of origin, the country of asylum and 
unhcr, and considering the participation of the refugees 
themselves as a good regional practice,

Recognize the positive contribution that refugees can 
make to their countries of origin, through the expe-
rience and knowledge acquired in the countries of 
asylum, and their contribution to host communities by 
becoming promoters of local development,
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Take note of the regional good practices in the adoption 
of public policies that promote the local integration of 
refugees, through joint efforts of States, unhCr and civil 
society, and highlight the important role of local authori-
ties and the private sector, with the active involvement of 
the refugees themselves and host communities,

Highlight the importance of making a distinction be-
tween the legal status of refugees and the migratory 
category or status granted to them for their residence 
in the countries of the region, in order to facilitate their 
local integration through the grant of permanent resi-
dence, without leading to the loss of their refugee sta-
tus, in accordance with the national legislation in force,

Stress that every person has the right to a nationality 
and that statelessness is a violation of this individual 
right when a State’s prerogative to regulate the acqui-
sition, loss, renunciation and deprivation of nationality 
in its internal legislation infringes upon the limits set by 
international law,

Recognize the progress made in the region in identify-
ing, preventing and reducing statelessness, bearing in 
mind the important challenges that still exist in this 
regard in some subregions,

Take note of unhCr Executive Committee Conclusion 
No. 111 on civil registration of 2013, promoted by the 
Latin American and Caribbean Group (grulAC) of 
States,

Recognize the challenges posed by climate change and 
natural disasters, as well as by the displacement of per-
sons across borders that these phenomena may cause 
in the region, and recognize the need to conduct stud-
ies and give more attention to this matter, including by 
unhCr,

Reaffirm our commitment to the consolidation of re-
gional integration and make a collective call to deepen 

the degree of coordination, complementarity, coopera-
tion and convergence between regional and subregion-
al integration mechanisms, including on issues relating 
to migration, refugees, displaced and stateless persons,

AGREE To,

Approve this Brazil Declaration “A Framework for Co-
operation and Regional Solidarity to Strengthen the Inter-
national Protection of Refugees, Displaced and Stateless 
Persons in Latin America and the Caribbean” and the 
Plan of Action in annex.

Promote and implement this Declaration and the Plan 
of Action in annex to respond to the new challenges 
in international protection and in the identification of 
solutions for refugees, displaced and stateless persons in 
Latin America and the Caribbean in the next 10 years.

Congratulate the countries of Latin America and the 
Caribbean that acceded or ratified international in-
struments on refugees, displaced and stateless persons, 
and invite those countries that have not yet done so, to 
consider accession or ratification, as appropriate, to the 
1951 Convention relating to the Status of Refugees and 
its 1967 Protocol, the 1954 Convention relating to the 
Status of Stateless Persons, the 1961 Convention on the 
Reduction of Statelessness, as well as the 1989 Conven-
tion on the Rights of the Child, the 1984 Convention 
against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrad-
ing Treatment or Punishment, the 1990 International 
Convention on the Protection of the Rights of All Mi-
grant Workers and Members of their Families, the 1979 
Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Dis-
crimination against Women, the 2000 United Nations 
Convention against Transnational Organized Crime 
and its Protocols to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Traf-
ficking in Persons, Especially Women and Children, 
and Against the Smuggling of Migrants by Land, Sea 
and Air (Palermo Protocols), and other relevant instru-
ments; and to foster the progressive development of the 
interpretation of these instruments.

Deepen cooperation within the framework of regional 
integration mechanisms such as CelAC, MerCosur, the 
Andean Community, siCA and CAriCoM, among others, 
in order to improve the analysis and understanding of 
displacement and address its causes; offer internation-
al protection to those persons in need; and continue 
moving towards the progressive harmonization of pub-
lic policies, standards and procedures through the ex-
change of good practices for the protection of refugees, 
displaced and stateless persons.

Continue strengthening national bodies for the de-
termination of refugee status, for example through 
quality assurance mechanisms, such as the Quality 
Assurance Initiative (qAi), allocating greater human 
and financial resources, strengthening bilateral and 
regional cooperation and implementing regional 
training programmes, thereby ensuring the effective 
implementation of the principle of due process of law 
established in international and regional instruments, 
as well as in national legislations.

Support the establishment of a regional dialogue in the 
Caribbean in order to adopt a strategy for institution-
al strengthening, which should envisage, among other 
things, a progressive approach for the development of 
asylum systems and the implementation of refugee sta-
tus determination procedures, as appropriate.

Continue making progress in the identification, preven-
tion, effective protection and the implementation of 
differentiated referral and response mechanisms for 
victims of sexual and gender-based violence, and in the 
development of specific programmes, within a rights-
based framework and a community-based approach, 
that take into consideration the needs of groups and 
populations in a vulnerable situation.

Highlight that victims or potential victims of trafficking 
may, in some circumstances, be in need of international 
protection and that their access to refugee status deter-

mination procedures must be guaranteed, stressing the 
importance of early identification because of their great 
vulnerability and recognizing the complementarity of 
asylum systems and mechanisms for the protection of 
victims of human trafficking.

Promote the assessment of the protection needs of 
accompanied and unaccompanied children and ad-
olescents, including their access to refugee status de-
termination procedures, and emphasize that all con-
siderations in this matter should be governed by the 
principles recognized in the Convention on the Rights 
of the Child, in particular the best interests of the child 
and non-discrimination, seeking to preserve family 
unity and recognizing children as persons entitled to 
rights and special protection.

Promote the increased presence in border areas, to the 
extent possible, of national bodies for the determina-
tion of refugee status, so as to provide dignified treat-
ment to persons in need of international protection 
with full respect for their human rights.

Recognize that the deprivation of liberty of migrant 
children in an irregular situation, ordered solely for 
this reason, is arbitrary and that consequently we must 
make progress in adopting alternatives to detention, 
aimed at its prohibition, that promote their care and 
welfare with a view to their full protection in light of 
their particular vulnerabilities, taking into account Ad-
visory Opinion 21/14 of the Inter-American Court of 
Human Rights, as appropriate.

Promote the adoption of comprehensive public pol-
icies and their inclusion in national development 
plans that address the needs of refugees, displaced 
and stateless persons, ensuring their participation 
and that of the host communities; and multiply efforts 
to guarantee the enjoyment of economic, social and 
cultural rights, including labour rights, taking into 
account the differentiated needs of groups and popu-
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lations in a vulnerable situation, in order to promote 
their local integration.

Urge States to establish tripartite mechanisms between 
the country of origin, the country of asylum, and unhCr 
to facilitate voluntary repatriation processes, consid-
ering the participation of refugees as a regional good 
practice.

Facilitate the issuance of personal identification doc-
uments to refugees, displaced and stateless persons, 
without mention of or reference to their status, in order 
to promote local integration in accordance with nation-
al legislation.

Foster hospitality and non-discrimination policies to 
strengthen local integration through the promotion of 
respect for diversity and interculturalism, highlighting 
the positive contribution of refugees, displaced and 
stateless persons to host communities.

Facilitate the naturalization of refugees and stateless 
persons through appropriate procedures, as part of a 
comprehensive durable solutions strategy, in accor-
dance with national legislation.

Invite the countries of the region which have not yet 
done so to evaluate the possibility of participating in 
the regional resettlement programme, in a framework 
of international solidarity and cooperation.

Encourage traditional resettlement countries to con-
tinue receiving refugees from the region, in particular 
from those Latin American and Caribbean countries 
hosting large numbers of refugees.

Consider, in countries where the legal framework al-
lows it, the implementation of temporary or permanent 
options offered by regional integration systems, such as 
labour mobility programmes for refugees, to promote 
their integration in third countries and as a regional 

solidarity mechanism to support countries hosting 
large numbers of refugees.

Reaffirm our commitment to the eradication of state-
lessness within the next ten years and support the 
campaign and the Global Plan of Action to End State-
lessness, launched by unhCr within the framework of 
the sixtieth anniversary of the 1954 Convention relat-
ing to the Status of Stateless Persons, by resolving ex-
isting situations, preventing new cases of statelessness 
and protecting stateless persons, through the revision 
of national legislation, the strengthening of national 
mechanisms for universal birth registration and the 
establishment of statelessness status determination 
procedures.

Request unhCr to continue providing its support to 
States, including for the implementation of the Plan 
of Action in annex, through technical support and 
assistance, including the provision of legal assistance, 
opportunities for education and training, and dissemi-
nation of its policies and guidelines, as appropriate, to 
guide the work of States in the protection of refugees, 
displaced and stateless persons.

Urge unhCr to prepare periodic reports on the imple-
mentation of the protection programmes for refugees, 
displaced and stateless persons in the countries of Lat-
in America and the Caribbean, resulting from the im-
plementation of the Plan of Action in annex and of the 
respective international instruments.

Disseminate widely the outcomes of the Cartagena+30 
Process through the publication of its documents, with 
the support of the Government of Brazil, unhCr and 
the regional and subregional mechanisms.

Express our deep gratitude to the Government and 
people of Brazil as the host country of the Ministe-
rial Commemorative Event held in Brasilia on 2 and 
3 December 2014; to the Governments of Argenti-

na, Ecuador, Nicaragua and the Cayman Islands for 
having co-sponsored the subregional meetings; to 
unhCr and the Norwegian Refugee Council as or-
ganizers; to the Human Rights Ombudsmen Offices 
and civil society organizations and to the Principal 
Experts, appointed by the High Commissioner, who 
made important contributions to this commemora-
tive process.

Brasilia, 3 December 2014
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a common roadmaP for strengthenIng ProtectIon  
and PromotIng sustaInable solutIons for refugees, 
and dIsPlaced and stateless Persons In latIn amerIca 
and the carIbbean WIthIn a frameWork of cooPeratIon 
and solIdarIty

  preAMBle

The commemorative process for the thirtieth anni-
versary of the Cartagena Declaration on Refugees of 
1984 (the “Cartagena Declaration”), referred to as Cart-
agena+30, has been organized by the Government of 
Brazil in its capacity as host country, the Office of the 
United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (un-
hCr) and the Norwegian Refugee Council (NRC).

This dialogue process was conducted through four 
subregional consultations held in 2014 in Buenos Ai-
res (18 and 19 March) for the countries of the South-
ern Common Market (MerCosur), in Quito (9 and 10 
June) for the Andean countries, in Managua (10 and 11 
July) for the countries of Mesoamerica and in Grand 
Cayman (10 and 11 September) for the Caribbean re-

gion. These consultations have fostered a broad debate 
among Government representatives from more than 30 
countries of the region, observer countries, more than 
150 civil society organizations, ombudsmen and the 
main competent international organizations.

Each of the consultations adopted a series of conclu-
sions and recommendations that served as the elements 
for the preparation of the Brazil Declaration and of 
this Plan of Action. These were the subject of further 
consultations in the framework of the Latin American 
and Caribbean Group (grulAC-unhCr) based in Gene-
va. This inclusive and open consultation process has 
allowed for the identification of the programmes that 
constitute the core of this common road map for Latin 
America and the Caribbean to strengthen the imple-

brazIl Plan of actIon
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mentation of the Brazil Declaration in the region for 
the next 10 years.

The Plan of Action, therefore, proposes programmes 
to be implemented by Governments that decide to do 
so, taking into account their legal systems and national 
legislation in this area, with the support of unhCr and 
civil society.

  chaPter one

 the sItuatIon of refugees, dIsPlaced and stateless Person 

  In latIn amerIca and the carIbbean

Over the past thirty years, cooperation and regional 
solidarity in Latin America and the Caribbean have 
proven effective in dealing with situations of displace-
ment. Despite the important political, social, economic 
and cultural advances in the region, as we commemo-
rate the thirtieth anniversary of the Cartagena Declara-
tion, challenges in this area still exist in Latin America 
and the Caribbean.

Although Latin America and the Caribbean have made 
significant progress in the field of international pro-
tection and the search for solutions, it is essential to 
continue such progress, through a comprehensive and 
differentiated approach to age, gender and diversity 
and the implementation of the highest human rights 
standards, to guarantee the protection of refugees, dis-
placed and stateless persons.

Mixed migratory movements in Latin America and the 
Caribbean are increasingly complex and stem from a 
variety of causes. In recent years, there has been an in-
crease in the number of asylum-seekers and refugees 
in the region, including asylum-seekers from other 
continents, often through networks trafficking in per-
sons and smuggling migrants. Among particularly vul-

nerable groups in the context of mixed migration the 
following were highlighted: asylum-seekers and refu-
gees; victims of trafficking in persons and smuggling; 
stranded migrants; women who are victims of violence; 
victims of violence and psychological trauma suffered 
during the migration process or persons with disabil-
ities; lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender and intersex 
people (hereinafter referred to as “lgbti”); older per-
sons; indigenous people; afro-descendants; and other 
vulnerable people such as pregnant women and accom-
panied and unaccompanied children.

In South America, significant progress has been made 
at both the normative and the political level, with the 
aim of creating a common space for all citizens of the 
countries of the region. This framework augurs well for 
the identification of innovative approach to the search 
for solutions for refugees that should be developed so 
that they may become, in the near future, instruments 
of solidarity.

Since 2004 there has been an increase in the number 
of refugees in the countries of the Andean subregion. 
New political developments in Latin America and 
the Caribbean provide hope that - during the term of 
this Plan of Action - sustainable and fair solutions for 
the vast majority of this population can be achieved; 
without detracting from the continuous attention that 
should be focused on new situations of displacement.

In the Northern Triangle of Central America, dis-
placement was observed of persons forced to es-
cape their community of origin due to, among other 
causes, transnational organized crime. In particular, 
there has been a significant increase in the numbers 
of Guatemalan, Honduran and Salvadoran citizens 
who leave their countries in search for international 
protection or who are displaced internally owing to 
security reasons. These movements include signifi-
cant numbers of accompanied and unaccompanied 
children and women.

The Caribbean is a region of origin, destination and 
transit for thousands of migrants and displaced per-
sons, including people who may require international 
protection. The complexity of this phenomenon, to-
gether with the characteristics of the countries of the 
region, requires a detailed analysis to develop effective 
regional responses, within a rights-based framework, 
with special attention to the prevention of trafficking 
in persons and smuggling of migrants, as well as to the 
introduction of safeguards in refugee status determina-
tion procedures.

Although the principles of jus sanguinis and jus soli for 
the acquisition of nationality are enshrined in the con-
stitutions of most countries in the region, there are still 
some legislative gaps and omissions in State practices 
to prevent statelessness. The phenomenon of migration 
in some countries of Latin America and the Caribbean 
has led to a situation of thousands of persons, especial-
ly children, lacking birth registration, with the risk of 
becoming stateless. There have also been cases of state-
lessness linked to the situation of children of nationals 
born abroad. Although no precise statistics are avail-
able, estimates of people at risk of becoming stateless 
in the region remain high.

  chaPter tWo

 the InternatIonal ProtectIon of refugees  

 and asylum-seekers

The subregional consultations analysed achievements 
since the adoption of the 2004 Mexico Plan of Action 
to Strengthen the International Protection of Ref-
ugees in Latin America (“Mexico Plan of Action”). 
They recognized that most of the countries have in-
corporated in their legislation high international pro-
tection standards and have established refugee status 
determination bodies and procedures within a solid 

legal framework relating to refugees. The consulta-
tions underlined the importance of further develop-
ing the legal and institutional frameworks in order 
to consolidate high-quality international protection 
systems in the course of the next decade. The Ca-
ribbean, in general, has subscribed the internation-
al refugee instruments. The current priorities in the 
subregion are the establishment or strengthening of 
refugee status determination procedures, the enact-
ment of legislation and the adoption of specific poli-
cies in this area.

Mention was also made of: the progressive development 
of normative and institutional frameworks in this area; 
enshrining the right to asylum in national constitution; 
the adoption of legislation incorporating high protec-
tion standards based on international refugee law and 
human rights law; the strengthening of national bodies 
for refugee status determination; the mainstreaming of 
a differentiated approach to gender, age and diversity; 
and greater involvement of asylum authorities in the 
adoption of public policies on refugees.

The consultations also acknowledged the situation in 
border zones, as complex areas, sometimes with limit-
ed socio-economic conditions or insufficient presence 
of State social institutions. The Mexico Plan of Action 
designed a series of measures to address the specific 
conditions in these areas through the “Borders of Sol-
idarity” programme. During the subregional consulta-
tions it was noted that additional efforts were needed 
to strengthen border and transit areas through actions 
aimed at the timely identification of asylum-seekers 
and other persons in need of protection, respect for 
the principle of non-refoulement, their timely attention 
through immediate referral to national protection in-
stitutions and the fulfilment of their differentiated pro-
tection needs. The consultations also recommended 
that practical methods should be developed and imple-
mented to strike a balance between States’ legitimate 
security concerns and a rights-based approach.
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THE “QuALITy AsyLuM” PRoGRAMME

In the framework of renewed regional cooperation and 
coordination, and in order to progressively achieve har-
monized asylum systems at regional level, the “Quality 
Asylum” programme, facilitated by unhCr in the region, 
aims to improve the quality of status determination 
procedures, strengthen the capacity and knowledge of 
asylum authorities and introduce efficient management 
concepts and procedures. The programme is a useful 
tool, which is available to States. Should they decide to 
take part in the programme, a joint evaluation and as-
sessment diagnostic of the asylum system of the coun-
try will be carried out to establish needs and specific 
priorities. Depending on the findings, the programme 
will include all or some of the following actions:

a. Establish a permanent internal mechanism to au-
dit the functioning of the asylum system and im-
provement in quality, to detect gaps in the legal 
framework and in refugee status determination 
procedures, from the filing of an asylum claim to 
its final resolution.

b. Adopt or amend internal regulations to incorpo-
rate high standards of protection under interna-
tional refugee law and human rights law, and to 
include provisions on specific protection needs 
based on age, gender and diversity.

c. Continue making progress in applying the regional 
extended refugee definition recommended in the 
Cartagena Declaration and its incorporation in the 
national legislation of the countries in the region.

d. Establish electronic registration and database sys-
tems that facilitate systematic data recording, infor-
mation gathering and authorized access for the ac-
curate tracking of cases and tabulation of statistics.

e. Strengthen the systems for the provision of coun-
try-of-origin information, with specialized of-
ficials and an ongoing training programme for 
eligibility staff in the use of this information in 
their decisions.

f. Consolidate national refugee status determination 
systems, particularly to guarantee:
i. Effective access to refugee status determination 
procedures, especially at borders, airports and 
ports, that respect due legal process and regional 
and international standards;
ii. Respect for the principle of non-refoulement 
and the right to legal representation, if possible 
through mechanisms that are free of cost, with 
qualified interpreters or translators;
iii. The principle of confidentiality for the appli-
cants and their asylum claim and the applicants’ 
right to be heard through a pre-established and 
objective procedure including an assessment of 
the risk to their most fundamental rights, and the 
possibility of contacting unhCr;
iv. The asylum-seekers’ right to receive a decision 
on their case in writing, which duly founded and 
reasoned, within a reasonable, set timeframe, ap-
plying the principles of good faith and benefit of 
the doubt.

g. Establish independent administrative appeal and 
judicial review bodies, respecting the right to ap-
peal with suspensive effect until the competent au-
thority takes a final decision.

h. Strengthen the differentiated approach to age, 
gender and diversity, both in refugee status de-
termination procedures and in decisions regard-
ing applications for family reunification, as ap-
propriate.

i. Develop and implement priority procedures –with 
the participation of a legal representative and/or 
guardian, as appropriate– in cases concerning un-
accompanied and separated children, guarantee-
ing the minor’s participation according to their age 
and maturity.

j. Develop protocols or procedures for protection, 
assistance and the search for durable solutions 
for refugee and asylum-seeking children who 
are unaccompanied and separated from their 
families.

k. Provide personal identification documents, as 
quickly as possible, in order to prevent discrimina-
tion against asylum-seekers and refugees.

l. Distinguish between the legal status of refugees 
from the migratory category or status granted for 
their residence.

m. Strengthen institutional capacities and the edu-
cation and training of officials in order to main-
tain quality asylum systems through improved 
inter-agency coordination, the identification of 
additional human and financial resources, and 
implementation of regional training and twinning 
programmes through South-South cooperation.

THE “BoRDERs oF soLIDARITy AND sAFETy” PRoGRAMME

Borders are characterized as being areas of entry and 
transit, and sometimes of permanent stay and return, 
for persons who are part of migratory movements, in-
cluding those seeking international protection.

In order to preserve borders as areas of safety and pro-
tection for people and States, it is proposed to estab-
lish the “Borders of Solidarity and Safety” programme 
to be implemented through joint cooperation among 
the State, unhCr, other international organizations and 
civil society actors. The programme will include the 
following actions:

a. Develop, disseminate and implement guidelines 
for the identification, immediate assistance and 
timely referral to the competent Government de-
partments of persons in need of international pro-
tection.

b. Reinforce the presence in border areas of National 
Commissions for Refugees (ConAres) or equivalent 
bodies and other protection institutions in border 
areas.

c. Design norms and operating procedures to intro-
duce alternatives to administrative migratory de-
tention of asylum-seekers, in particular for accom-
panied and unaccompanied children.

d. Provide continued training for State officials work-
ing in border areas on the rights of persons, the 
profiles of asylum-seekers and refugees in situa-
tions of vulnerability and on the measures adopted 
by the State in the implementation of the “Borders 
of Solidarity and Safety” programme.

e. Carry out broad information and dissemination 
campaigns, both at border posts and in areas 
along migratory routes, on the risks and dangers to 
which people are exposed when travelling as part 
of mixed migratory movements and on the protec-
tion mechanisms that exist in each country.

f. Improve basic care and assistance infrastructure 
for asylum-seekers and refugees, as well as access 
to social and community services.

  chaPter three

 comPrehensIve, comPlementary and sustaInable 

 solutIons

The subregional consultations highlighted the impor-
tance of achieving durable solutions for refugees, par-
ticularly those living in protracted situations in host 
countries.

The three traditional solutions, voluntary repatriation, 
local integration and resettlement, together with labour 
mobility programmes within the existing regional inte-
gration frameworks in Latin America and the Carib-
bean, can be implemented in a joint, coordinated and 
complementary manner in order to achieve the most 
suitable and sustainable solutions for the entire refugee 
population through a comprehensive response.

THE “VoLuNTARy REPATRIATIoN” PRoGRAMME

Voluntary repatriation is undoubtedly the preferred 
solution, since the aspiration of most refugees is one 
day to return voluntarily to their country of origin in 
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conditions of safety and dignity. This solution was es-
pecially considered in the Andean subregional consul-
tation and a number of particularly important actions 
were recommended:

a. Guarantee that voluntary repatriation is a free, 
individual and informed decision of refugees and 
that it takes place in conditions of safety and dig-
nity as part of a comprehensive durable solutions 
strategy.

b. Actively continue binational cooperation between 
refugees’ country of asylum and country of origin 
to find prompt and appropriate solutions.

c. Strengthen international cooperation in the search 
for durable solutions, giving priority to tripartite 
mechanisms for voluntary repatriation, emphasiz-
ing the experience of establishing quadripartite 
coordination commissions between the country of 
origin, the country of asylum, unhCr and the refu-
gees’ own representatives.

d. Continue developing public policies to promote 
needed social, economic and protection progress 
in the areas of origin of refugees and displaced 
population and to implement specific assistance 
programmes for returnee populations to create the 
necessary conditions for voluntary repatriation in 
dignity and safety.

THE “LoCAL INTEGRATIoN” PRoGRAMME

The subregional consultations confirmed that, under 
current conditions, local integration is the solution that 
poses the greatest challenges and is of great impor-
tance for the majority of refugees. All the consultations 
stressed the need for public policies and legal and eco-
nomic frameworks that promote the local integration 
of refugees, highlighting the central role of the State 
but also the fundamental role of local municipal au-
thorities, host communities, the refugees themselves, 
the private sector, civil society, and international coop-
eration through unhCr and international and regional 
development and financing organizations.

Based upon the recommendations of the subregional 
consultations, it is proposed that the “Cities of Solidar-
ity” programme be strengthened and updated through 
a new “Local Integration” programme, which would in-
clude the following actions:

a. Promote inclusive processes for the formulation 
of public policies and the corresponding amend-
ment of internal legislation for the integration of 
refugees.

b. Strengthen the coordination of relevant govern-
mental and non-governmental institutions to fa-
cilitate, within current legal frameworks, effective 
access for refugees to “solidarity-based public ser-
vices”, such as health care, education, housing and 
employment, and learn from the best practices on 
access to rights already applied by some countries 
in the region.

c. Create policies and a regional legal framework that 
respond to the challenges posed by the situation of 
binational families with regard to local integration 
and voluntary repatriation.

d. Design policies and programmes at the local lev-
el to promote intercultural integration of refugees 
and host communities, and acknowledge the con-
tribution of refugees to community development.

e. Highlight the importance of personal identifica-
tion documents, and of their issuance and renew-
al, which should if possible be free of charge and 
expeditious, without mention of or reference to 
refugee status, and promote their recognition by 
national banking systems.

f. Facilitate the change of the migratory status of 
refugees from temporary residents to permanent 
residents and naturalization processes, when so re-
quested, through streamlined, accessible and low-
cost procedures.

g. Promote, to the extent possible, income-gener-
ating or livelihood projects, as well as vocation-
al and professional training programmes, and 
the active participation of the public and private 

sectors in generating employment for refugees 
through, for example, corporate social responsi-
bility programmes, access to productive projects, 
microcredit, State social programmes and bank 
loans.

THE “soLIDARITy REsETTLEMENT” PRoGRAMME

The subregional consultations highlighted the im-
portance of resettlement as an instrument of refugee 
protection, of solidarity with countries hosting large 
number of refugees, and of regional and international 
cooperation. Countries that participate in the “Solidar-
ity Resettlement” programme, since it was launched 
as part of the Mexico Plan of Action, recommended 
conducting a joint evaluation to share experiences and 
good practices, and consolidate the programme in line 
with the region’s current reality. Moreover, the partic-
ipant countries encouraged other countries in the re-
gion to join the Programme.

In order to energize and strengthen the “Solidarity 
Resettlement” programme, the following actions were 
proposed:

a. Jointly evaluate national resettlement programmes 
in order to identify obstacles and good practices 
during the selection and profiling phases and in 
the integration process. The evaluation will be 
conducted with the technical support and advice 
of unhCr. The evaluation process should ideally 
be completed before the 2015 Annual Tripartite 
Consultations on Resettlement, where it will be 
presented.

b. Identify current and mid-term priority situations 
that may require the support of the “Solidarity 
Resettlement” programme. In this respect, the 
following actions are proposed as expressions of 
solidarity and cooperation:
i. Support the Republic of Ecuador as the country 
currently hosting the largest number of refugees in 
Latin American and the Caribbean.

ii. Cooperate with the three countries of the 
Northern Triangle given their vulnerability to the 
activities of transnational organized crime.
iii. Increase resettlement opportunities for refu-
gees in the region.
iv. Demonstrate solidarity with international hu-
manitarian crises through either the use of human-
itarian visas or resettlement quotas.

c. Consider the possibility of establishing a Transit 
Mechanism to process resettlement cases, with the 
aim of enabling the transfer in transit, for short pe-
riods of time, of persons recognized as refugees in 
the Caribbean and the Northern Triangle. unhCr 
is requested to carry out consultations with inter-
ested Governments and, based on these consulta-
tions, to submit a proposal preferably before the 
2015 Annual Tripartite Consultations on Resettle-
ment.

d. Explore the possibility of establishing a voluntary 
Cooperation Fund to strengthen the “Solidari-
ty Resettlement” programme with contributions 
from the international community, including from 
Latin American and Caribbean States. unhCr is re-
quested to carry out consultations with interested 
Governments and, based on these consultations, 
to submit a proposal preferably before the 2015 
Annual Tripartite Consultations on Resettlement.

THE “LABouR MoBILITy” PRoGRAMME

As part of a comprehensive durable solutions strategy, 
the MerCosur subregional consultation discussed the 
possibility for refugees to benefit from existing migra-
tion options under regional integration frameworks, as 
a novel mechanism of cooperation and regional soli-
darity.

It is proposed to establish a “Labour Mobility” pro-
gramme to facilitate the free movement of refugees to 
third countries where they can have access to gainful 
employment and achieve economic self-sufficiency, 
whose actions could be the following:
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a. Carry out an in-depth study on the appropriate 
legal framework to facilitate labour mobility for 
refugees recognized in any member or associated 
State of MerCosur, including the necessary protec-
tion safeguards, such as: unrestricted respect for 
the principle of non-refoulement, confidentiality 
and facilitation of the issuance of personal identity 
and travel documents.

b. Establish subregional and/or bilateral framework 
agreements specifying the obligations of the coun-
try of asylum and the country receiving refugees 
benefiting from this programme.

c. Consider the option of making a distinction, with-
in the legal framework, between the legal status 
or condition as refugee from the migratory status 
or category granted to them for their residence in 
the countries of the region, as is already done in a 
number of countries in Latin America.

d. Identify the labour needs of the country of des-
tination and the professional profiles of refugees 
who choose this solution, in accordance with the 
demand, in countries hosting large numbers of 
refugees.

e. Promote vocational and professional training pro-
grammes and those to facilitate cultural, social and 
linguistic adaptation.

f. Establish effective and streamlined mechanisms 
for the recognition and accreditation of academic 
qualifications.

g. Guarantee the prompt delivery and renewal of 
personal identity documents.

h. Ensure that refugees’ contributions to the host 
country’s social security system are recognized 
in the first country of asylum should they return 
there.

  chaPter four

 solIdarIty WIth the northern trIangle of central amerIca 

  In seekIng and ImPlementIng durable solutIons

The Mesoamerican subregional consultation high-
lighted, in the Northern Triangle of Central America, 
migration owing to multiple causes, among them the 
actions of transnational organized crime that cause the 
displacement of persons forced to escape from their 
communities of origin. This problem has a particular 
impact on highly vulnerable groups such as women, 
accompanied and unaccompanied children and those 
separated from their families, and lgbti persons. The 
principal forms of violence suffered by these extreme-
ly vulnerable populations include threats, harassment, 
extortion, forced recruitment, sexual abuse and gen-
der-based violence.

This phenomenon is reflected in the increased number 
of asylum claims in neighbouring countries and other 
countries within the continent, as well as of pending 
asylum applications and of refugees. The importance 
of maintaining a balance between humanitarian needs 
and the legitimate security considerations of States was 
also highlighted.

The subregional consultation noted the importance and 
urgency of crafting regional actions, within the frame-
work of the Central American Integration System (siCA), 
to prevent displacement, protect victims and search for 
durable solutions. The humanitarian response must be 
implemented in countries of origin, transit and desti-
nation and must include coordination mechanisms to 
give it coherence and strength. Moreover, the ability 
of transnational organized criminal groups to oper-
ate in different countries of the region, their complex 
networks and their demonstrated ability to persecute 
beyond a country’s national territory should be taken 
into account. The consultation also recommended the 
strengthening of regional cooperation between States 
based on shared but differentiated responsibility and 

international solidarity, with the support of siCA, un-
hCr, other international organizations and civil society, 
to support the programmes outlined below:

THE “HuMAN RIGHTs oBsERVAToRy oN DIsPLACEMENT”  

PRoGRAMME

Within the framework of the Cooperation Agreement 
between siCA and unhCr, it is proposed to support 
the establishment of a “Human Rights Observatory on 
Displacement” in Central America for displaced pop-
ulations who have been forced to leave their commu-
nities of origin. The goal is to set in place a common 
system for the analysis of quantitative and qualitative 
information about this phenomenon in order to facili-
tate the formulation of public policies and regional co-
ordination and cooperation. The Observatory should 
also have an early-warning and emergency response 
system for situations with high risk of producing dis-
placement and should conduct analyses of protection 
needs, including the identification of trends and pro-
files of these groups. It is suggested that synergies be 
fostered between the Observatory, other relevant inter-
national organizations, and regional processes such as 
the Regional Conference on Migration (rCM), with the 
aim of promoting actions in areas such as the sharing 
of good practices and experiences and the training of 
public officials, in matters of mutual interest, including 
in those where integrating an international protection 
component is considered appropriate.

THE “PREVENTIoN” PRoGRAMME

The establishment of a “Prevention” programme is pro-
posed in the countries of the Northern Triangle in order 
to strengthen national protection and assistance mech-
anisms for populations in vulnerable situations. This 
programme includes the following actions: the design 
and implementation of protocols for the registration of 
victims and displaced persons; coordination between 
human rights institutions and the competent State agen-
cies responsible for the welfare of children returned or 
deported and reunified with their families; the develop-

ment and implementation of assistance programmes for 
victims of violence perpetrated by organized criminal 
groups; and the provision of training and increased hu-
man and financial resources for national institutions for 
the protection of women and children. The importance 
of promoting South-South and triangular cooperation 
schemes for the implementation of this programme, 
based on best practices and experiences of other coun-
tries of the region, is recognized.

Moreover, as a complementary action, international 
and regional organizations and the international com-
munity, including Latin America and the Caribbean, 
are invited to support and finance the Plan Alliance for 
the Prosperity of the Northern Triangle jointly presented 
by the three countries to the Secretary-General of the 
United Nations. The goals of this initiative are to ener-
gize social and economic development, promote settle-
ment of migrant populations in their own communi-
ties, and implement long-term measures to respond to 
the underlying causes of displacement.

THE “DIGNIFIED AND sAFE TRANsIT” PRoGRAMME

It is recognised that the complexity of the displacement 
of persons forced to leave their communities owing to 
transnational organized crime requires better under-
standing of the international protection needs of the 
victims. To this effect, the “Dignified and Safe Transit” 
programme proposes, among other actions, to improve 
access to differentiated and quality procedures for 
refugee status determination and to disseminate and 
take into account the unhCr Guidance Note on Refugee 
Claims Relating to Victims of Organized Gangs. In addi-
tion, the programme will seek to promote in border ar-
eas: better understanding among people of their right 
to seek international protection; the training of border 
officials on national mechanisms for refugee status de-
termination, particularly concerning accompanied and 
unaccompanied children; and a rights-based approach 
that includes the design of procedures based on the 
best interests of the child.
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  chaPter fIve

 regIonal solIdarIty WIth the carIbbean  

 for a comPrehensIve resPonse on InternatIonal 

  ProtectIon and durable solutIons

The Caribbean region faces special challenges in the 
complex management of mixed migratory movements 
due to efforts to find a balance between ensuring the 
integrity of its extensive maritime borders and address-
ing the protection needs of an increasing number of 
asylum-seekers in the region, in a context of limited 
financial, technical, human and material resources to 
respond in an adequate manner.

Protection at sea is an important feature in the Carib-
bean, in particular during interception, disembarkation 
and return procedures. For this purpose, the Caribbean 
subregional consultation underlined the relevance of the 
International Convention on Maritime Search and Res-
cue and the United Nations Convention on the Law of 
the Sea, which provide the international framework for 
the protection of persons in distress at sea.

Within the framework of a renewed spirit of region-
al cooperation, the Caribbean wish to overcome these 
challenges and move forward in strengthening the 
protection and solutions agenda for asylum-seekers, 
refugees and stateless persons, through measures that 
would ensure phased, coherent and sustainable prog-
ress and take into account the specificities of each 
country. The subregional consultation also supported 
the global commitment to eradicating statelessness in 
the next decade.

To achieve these goals, the Caribbean has given con-
sideration the launch of a “Regional Solidarity with the 
Caribbean” programme, whose main objective is to 
promote a regional dialogue, which may lead to the 
establishment of a Regional Consultative Mechanism 
(rCM) for the efficient management of mixed migration. 
The creation of a rCM would require the agreement of 

the Caribbean region and the support of the interna-
tional community through unhCr and the Internation-
al Organization for Migration (ioM), among others. Its 
establishment, were it to be agreed, must occur grad-
ually through the creation of a structure, which could 
be located within existing regional platforms such as 
the Caribbean Community (CAriCoM) or the Organiza-
tion of Eastern Caribbean States (oeCs). The rCM would 
have four main areas of action:

a. Strengthen cooperation between the countries of 
origin, transit and destination of asylum-seekers 
and refugees in order to increase national and re-
gional capacities to optimize the management of 
mixed movements and implement comprehensive 
responses within a rights-based framework, with 
a focus on protection of persons at sea. Among 
other means, this could be done through bilater-
al and multilateral agreements that would include 
protection safeguards, such as the respect for the 
non-refoulement principle and the right to seek 
and receive asylum.

b. Progressively establish asylum systems through the 
formulation of public policies and internal regu-
lations and the implementation of procedures for 
the identification of and differentiated assistance 
to the different groups in situations of vulnerabil-
ity, guaranteeing access to refugee status determi-
nation procedures and alternatives to detention for 
asylum-seekers, and accompanied and unaccom-
panied children.

c. Formulate programmes that promote compre-
hensive durable solutions, including measures to 
promote integration in local communities and the 
inclusion of refugees in national plans and policies, 
as well as the promotion of international coopera-
tion and regional solidarity to facilitate the reset-
tlement of refugees, including to South American 
countries, and voluntary return of migrants, and 
thus relieve the disproportionate burden on some 
island countries.

d. Initiate measures to foster coordination in the Ca-
ribbean in order to promote appropriate imple-
mentation of refugee status determination proce-
dures.

  chaPter sIx

 statelessness

The subregional consultations identified challenges 
and actions required to eradicate statelessness in the 
region. At the end of the next ten years, we hope to 
be in the position to affirm that the countries of Latin 
America and the Caribbean succeeded in eradicating 
statelessness, provided that legislation and practice do 
not create new cases of statelessness (prevention); pro-
tect stateless persons arriving in their territories while 
providing access to definitive solutions such as natu-
ralization (protection); and resolve existing cases of 
statelessness, promoting the restoration or recovery of 
nationality through inclusive legislation and policies on 
nationality (resolution).

In order to achieve this goal, the “Eradicating State-
lessness” programme, which follows the guidelines 
set out in the Brasilia Declaration on the Protection 
of Refugees and Stateless Persons in the Americas 
of 2010, the strategies developed by unhCr pursuant 
to the mandate conferred by States on this matter, 
and the resolutions on statelessness adopted by the 
Organization of American States (oAs), aims to assist 
countries that will implement it, with the support of 
unhCr and civil society, through the following ac-
tions:

a. Access, as appropriate, to the 1954 Convention re-
lating to the Status of Stateless Persons (“1954 Con-
vention”) and the 1961 Convention on the Reduc-
tion of Statelessness (“1961 Convention”).

b. Promote the harmonization of internal legislation and 
practice on nationality with international standards.

c. Facilitate universal birth registration and the issu-
ance of documentation, implementing the activi-
ties proposed in Conclusion No. 111 of unhCr’s 
Executive Committee, promoted by Latin America 
and the Caribbean. These activities may include, 
among others: i) the adoption of simplified admin-
istrative procedures; ii) the periodic organization of 
awareness campaigns and community outreach ac-
tivities; iii) the application of appropriate measures 
to ensure that rural or remote areas are reached, 
for example through mobile registration units.

d. Establish effective statelessness status determina-
tion procedures. The subregional consultations rec-
ommended including this competence within the 
functions of the ConAres or equivalent institutions.

e. Adopt legal protection frameworks that guarantee 
the rights of stateless persons, in order to regulate 
issues such as their migratory status, identity and 
travel documents and, more generally, ensure full 
enjoyment of the rights protected by the 1954 Con-
vention and other human rights treaties.

f. Facilitate naturalization in accordance with article 
32 of the 1954 Convention.

g. Confirm nationality, for example, by facilitating late 
birth registration, providing exemptions from fees 
and fines and issuing appropriate documentation 
for this purpose. Given that cases of people who 
may require having their nationality confirmed fre-
quently arise in situations of irregular migration or 
when people live in border areas, achieving this goal 
may require the strengthening of bilateral or multi-
lateral dialogue and cooperation, as appropriate, be-
tween civil registration authorities, as well as bina-
tional civil registration and documentation projects.

h. Facilitate the restoration or recovery of nationality 
through legislation or inclusive policies, especially 
the automatic restoration of nationality as a solu-
tion for cases in which the person had been arbi-
trarily deprived of nationality.
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  chaPter seven

 regIonal cooPeratIon

The Cartagena+30 commemorative process has reaf-
firmed the commitment to consolidate regional inte-
gration and has made a collective call to deepen levels 
of coordination, complementarity, cooperation and 
convergence among regional and subregional integra-
tion mechanisms, including those related to migration, 
refugees, displaced and stateless persons.

States highlighted the advisability of including the 
themes discussed within the Cartagena+30 Process in 
the agendas of the Regional Conference on Migration, 
the South American Conference on Migration and the 
MerCosur Specialized Forum on Migration.

In addition, the subregional consultations highlighted 
the programmes carried out within the framework of 
CAriCoM, Community of Latin American and Caribbe-
an States (CelAC), the Andean Community, MerCosur, 
oAs, siCA and the Union of South American Nations 
(unAsur), among others.

The subregional consultations of the MerCosur, An-
dean and Mesoamerican countries underlined the im-
portant contributions to the progressive development 
of international human rights law and international 
refugee law of the Inter-American Court of Human 
Rights and the regional agreements in this area, in 
countries in which they apply.

Moreover, reference was made to the great potential 
and benefits that could result from strengthening 
cooperation between Latin American and Caribbe-
an countries in the field of international protection 
(South-South cooperation). In this area, mention was 
made of exchanges between national refugee status 
determination commissions, within the framework of 
both MerCosur and siCA, and the Cooperation Agree-
ment between the General Secretariat of siCA and 

unhCr in the area of protection of refugees and dis-
placed persons.

A fundamental element for continuing to develop the 
legal and institutional framework for the protection 
of refugees, displaced and stateless persons, and to 
ensure the effective implementation of regional and 
international standards, is to promote knowledge and 
training among all stakeholders, which include States, 
international organizations and civil society, and en-
sure the dissemination of regional guidelines, doctrine 
and jurisprudence. The consultations particularly rec-
ommended reinforcing existing training programmes 
such as the Regional Course on International Refugee 
Law, the Introductory Course to the International Sys-
tem of Refugee Protection within MerCosur and its 
associate States, and the Regional Course on Stateless-
ness for Latin America and the Caribbean.

In light of the new challenges posed by climate change 
and natural disasters, as well as by displacement of 
persons across borders that these phenomena may 
generate, unhCr is requested to prepare a study on the 
subject with the aim of supporting the adoption of 
appropriate national and regional measures, tools and 
guidelines, including response strategies for countries 
in the region, contingency plans, integrated responses 
for disaster risk management and humanitarian visa 
programmes, within the framework of its mandate.

Throughout the entire preparatory process, attention was 
drawn to the importance of cooperation and collabora-
tion among all relevant actors, including those outside 
the region, to respond to the current challenges of dis-
placement and statelessness. In particular, Governments 
reaffirmed the importance of working closely with unhCr 
regarding asylum-seekers, refugees, returnees, displaced 
and stateless persons and those without a clear national-
ity or at risk of statelessness. The need to consult unhCr 
about matters related to its mandate, to make rapid pre-
vention interventions in these areas, was recognized.

Finally, the subregional consultations recommended 
strengthening national and regional civil society net-
works, including academics, to carry out research in 
this area, exchange good operational practices con-
tribute to the legal representation of asylum cases and 
ensure respect for human rights standards for the 
protection of asylum-seekers, refugees, displaced and 
stateless persons.

  chaPter eIght

ImPlementatIon and folloW-uP

In response to the request of States set out in the Brazil 
Declaration, unhCr undertakes to disseminate the Bra-
zil Declaration and Plan of Action widely at regional 
and international levels through publications and to 
promote it in international forums on refugees, dis-
placed and stateless persons.

In order to promote international cooperation for the 
implementation of the different programmes included 
in this Plan of Action, the Governments will –once 
they have defined their priorities regarding these pro-
grammes– elaborate specific projects with the collab-
oration and technical advice of unhCr and other orga-
nizations. States will explore the possibility of creating 
evaluation and follow-up mechanisms for this Plan of 
Action.

unhCr, as requested by the States adopting this Plan of 
Action, will produce triennial progress reports on the 
basis of which it will present a final report at the end of 
the duration of this Plan of Action.

Brasilia, 3 December 2014

Guatemalan  

refugees.  

Ixcan, Mexico. 

©unhcr / m. vanappelghem
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marta juárez 
DiReCtoR oF  
ReGioNAl BUReAU  
FoR tHe AMeRiCAs  
unhcr

 

Ladies and Gentlemen,

As you know, on 22nd November, 1984, 26 government delegates and 12 academic 
representatives from ten countries in Latin America, together with three members of 
the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights, one functionary from unDp and 
17 from unhCr, met in a colloquium at the University of Cartagena de Indias to anal-
yse a critical subject at that time, “the international protection of refugees in Central 
America, Mexico and Panama in its legal and humanitarian aspects”.

That meeting, as many attendees emphasised, was a colloquium but also much more 
than that; it had the explicit support of the Contadora Group and was inaugurated by 
Colombian President Dr. Belisario Betancur, Foreign Affairs Minister Dr. Augusto 
Ramírez Ocampo, and the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees Mr. 
Paul Hartling.

Despite the urgency of the issue, the experience of those present, and the political 
support received, few foresaw the importance that the Cartagena Declaration on 
Refugees would have as an instrument for regional protection, which, three decades 
later, still has the strength and relevance to call us to an analytical and propositional 

“DesPite tHe URGeNCy oF tHe issUe, tHe 

exPeRieNCe oF tHose PReseNt, AND tHe PolitiCAl 

sUPPoRt ReCeiveD, FeW FoResAW tHe iMPoRtANCe 

tHAt tHe CARtAGeNA DeClARAtioN oN ReFUGees 

WoUlD HAve As AN iNstRUMeNt FoR ReGioNAl 

PRoteCtioN, WHiCH, tHRee DeCADes lAteR, still 

HAs tHe stReNGtH AND RelevANCe to CAll Us to 

AN ANAlytiCAl AND PRoPositioNAl ReFleCtioN oN 

NeW CHAlleNGes AND APPRoPRiAte HUMANitARiAN 

ResPoNses FoR tHe Next teN yeARs.”
MARtA JUÁRez 
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reflection on new challenges and appropriate humanitarian responses for the next 
ten years.

In this solemn act that brings us here to this important ministerial meeting, it is only 
fitting to recognize and pay homage to this group of visionary people, who individ-
ually and collectively marked a turning point in the history of refugee protection in 
the Americas.

The convergence of in-depth knowledge of international refugee law and of in-
ter-American human rights instruments, as well as the humanistic and innovative 
spirit of all those present, resulted in a legacy in which I believe all Latin Americans 
are proud, and which represented a crucial platform on which unhCr was to collabo-
rate with States and help resolve the plight of thousands of refugees.

As Paulo Abrau so aptly described, the Declaration, with its 17 conclusions and 5 
recommendations, is the first chapter in a book to which this meeting in Brasilia 
has contributed an additional chapter. A book that after all these years maintains 
a consistent narrative: the history of a commitment to international protection, in 
which responsibilities are shared in solidarity in order to protect and resolve, with the 
humanitarian needs of persons at its core.

It is an honour for me to pay homage to all the participants at that meeting on No-
vember 22nd, 1984. We share their names as a testimony of our great appreciation 
and admiration, and with a special remembrance for those dear friends who are no 
longer with us.

As the leader of the team of unhCr colleagues who contributed to the Cartagena+30 
Process, I would like to say that the founders of the Cartagena Declaration have been 
a source of inspiration in this aim to continue what they began.

I am certain that in years to come the Brazil Declaration and Plan of Action will be 
reference points and worthy heirs of the legacy of the founders.

We have wished to share the names of all the participants at the Colloquium of Cart-
agena de Indias, but I would like to mention and pay special tribute to two of them in 
this forum, Leonardo Franco and Diego García Sayán.

I ask that you join me in recognizing them in an ovation.

Thank you very much!

Doris Berrio founded the “League of Displaced women”,  

a group of women denouncing human rights violations  

and supporting women’s issues, after fleeing massacres  

in her village in Antioquia and arriving in Cartagena in 1998.  

Doris has been subject to death threats from armed groups ever since. 

Her eldest son Jorge Ivan was attacked in 2004 in Cartagena but luckily 

survived. They then decided to come to Bogota. But her younger 

son Jair was killed in 2009 when he returned to Cartagena to check 

the house. Today Doris continues the struggle in the hope that her 

grandchildren will live in a peaceful Colombia.

©unhcr / b. heger
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enrIque torella  
RePReseNtANt  
oF tHe NoRWeGiAN  
ReFUGee CoUNCil

 

Ladies and gentlemen, distinguished members of the table,

It is an honour to speak on behalf of civil society, and although this is a formal act, I 
feel that I am among friends as we have already reached an agreement on the sub-re-
gional consultations and this final act.

For the closing words of this important event, I, on behalf of civil society and the 
Norwegian Refugee Council, thank the Government of Brazil, its people and the 
governments that hosted the sub-regional consultations: Argentina, Ecuador, Nicara-
gua and Cayman Islands, and all States that have participated in the commemoration 
of the 30th anniversary of the Declaration of Cartagena, the space provided for the 
participation of civil society.

I would also like to express a special thank you to the United Nations High Commis-
sioner for Refugees-unhCr for its hard work and vision, and highlight the team led by 
Ms. Marta Juárez —Carlos, Davide, José and Juan Carlos and other colleagues in the 
Americas—, which led this process to fruition.

I do not want to forego the opportunity to underscore and recognize the commitment 
and participation of civil society throughout the process, with some expectations met, 

“We FACe siGNiFiCANt CHAlleNGes iN tHe Next 

10 yeARs: tHe CRisis oF stAtelessNess iN tHe 

DoMiNiCAN RePUBliC, tHe sCeNARio oF Post-PeACe 

tAlks iN ColoMBiA, tHe HUMANitARiAN iMPACt 

oF violeNCe iN MesoAMeRiCA, DisPlACeMeNt As 

A ResUlt oF NAtURAl DisAsteRs AND CliMAte 

CHANGe, ... AMoNG otHeRs.”
eNRiQUe toRellA  
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and others to achieve- and acknowledge some of the representatives present: Rosi-
ta, Sally, Eli, Rochelle, Cándido, Gabriela, Marco, Karina ... among others. I cannot 
fail to mention Clara, who although not a formal representative of civil society, has 
become a representative through her tireless work and dedication. Thank you very 
much.

Each of us seeks a better world: dignity, justice, freedom, solidarity are key values in 
our region, and that is why civil society offers all of its energy and capacity to work 
hand-in-hand with governments and unhCr, in order to make the Declaration and 
Plan of Brazil a tangible reality for refugees, displaced and stateless persons.

We have to take advantage of all existing regional instruments, including the im-
portant pronouncements of the Inter-American System for the protection of human 
rights.

And we face significant challenges in the next 10 years: the crisis of statelessness in the 
Dominican Republic, the scenario of post-peace talks in Colombia, the humanitarian 
impact of violence in Mesoamerica, displacement as a result of natural disasters and 
climate change, ... among others.

All of this means that we should work together through government-unhCr-civil so-
ciety tripartite committees to effectively implement and monitor the Brazil Plan of 
Action.

A great leader of our Americas said, “If I help only one person to have hope, I shall 
not have lived in vain.”

Yesterday we heard the testimony of Charly, Ahmad, Luz Dary and Sara.

We owe ourselves to people like them; it is for them that we devote our work.

Let us, together, ensure that the Brazil Declaration and Plan of Action takes us be-
yond hope. Then, we will not have lived and worked in vain.

Thank you very much.

Nicaona,18, a high school student and haitian refugee 

spends her spare time as a volunteer teacher, teaching 

maths and social sciences at a centre supported with 

assistance from unhcr. Nicaona hope to go to University  

to study tourism after graduating high school.  

she has been volunteering at the centre since January 

2012. the centre provides a safe and secure place  

for children to work and play outside of their nearby 

homes. 

©unhcr / j. tanner
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“ i JUst WANt to ReFleCt QUiCkly oN tHe 

iMPoRtANCe oF tHe DeClARAtioN AND tHe PlAN 

oF ACtioN At A tiMe WHeN, iN toDAy’s GeNeRAl 

GloBAl CoNtext, We HAve tWo DeFiCits tHAt to 

Me ARe PARtiCUlARly DistURBiNG: A ‘GoveRNANCe 

DeFiCit’, esPeCiAlly oF MUltilAteRAl AND 

DeMoCRAtiC GoveRNANCe, AND A ‘DeFiCit oF 

UNiveRsAl vAlUes’ to MoBilize yoUNG PeoPle FoR 

NoBle AND FAiR CAUses.”
ANtÓNio GUteRRes 

antónIo guterres  
UNiteD NAtioNs  
HiGH CoMMissioNeR  
FoR ReFUGees

 

Excellencies, 

Ladies and Gentlemen,

Allow me not to repeat myself thanking you today as I did yesterday, although it would 
be just as merited as yesterday after the successful approval of the Brazil Declaration 
and the Plan of Action. Let me also not talk about the content of these documents; 
they were explained brilliantly by all stakeholders and magnificently summarized by 
Mr. Paulo Abrão.

I just want to reflect quickly on the importance of the Declaration and the Plan of 
Action at a time when, in today’s general global context, we have two deficits that to 
me are particularly disturbing: A ‘governance deficit’, especially of multilateral and 
democratic governance, and a ‘deficit of universal values’ to mobilize young people 
for noble and fair causes.

First, the ‘governance deficit’: We are all aware of the paralysis we are in as regards 
the reform of major international institutions, the un Security Council and the Bret-
ton Woods organizations. We are all aware of the enormous difficulties that the in-
ternational community faces today in preventing conflicts or solving them –on the 
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contrary, conflicts multiply and the old ones never seem to get resolved. We are all 
aware of how difficult it has been for the international community to get organized 
to respond to challenges such as climate change or, more recently, major epidemics. 
All this reflects the deficit of multilateral and democratic governance. And this is 
why it is extremely reassuring to see that a group of Latin American and Caribbean 
countries are able to gather and jointly establish a strategy, a plan of action and a set 
of mechanisms to respond to one of the greatest dramas of today –that of refugees, 
internally displaced, stateless persons– in an exemplary manner and demonstrating 
such a strong sense of shared responsibility in resolving shared problems. This shared 
responsibility in solving mutual problems is exactly what is lacking at the global level.

And secondly, there is a worrying deficit of values, to which the Declaration and the 
Action Plan also respond at their level. The United Nations are supposed to stand 
for universal values. But if you allow me to say so, Europe and the Americas together 
perhaps gave one of the most important contributions in this regard: tolerance and 
the rule of reason. Almost three centuries later, we know that this cannot be a bare, 
pure reason, but a reason permeated by affections and emotions, although never los-
ing rationality. What worries us most in the world today, and what is behind such a 
large number of people forced to flee their homes and communities, is mainly the 
triumph of irrationality, of religious fundamentalisms, ethnic conflicts, political pop-
ulism whose sole program is the hatred of the foreigner, the hatred of the other. This 
irrationality today permeates many social protests and has led to a growing separation 
between political systems and their populations. This hinders the resolution of major 
conflicts and problems of our time, including that of human mobility.

In my opinion, the Brazil Declaration and Plan of Action are linked to the very best 
values I described. They are a symbol of tolerance, of respect for what is different, 
of the understanding that diversity is wealth. They reflect the understanding that all 
societies are, or will soon be, multi-ethnic, multicultural, multi-religious and that we 
must reject false identities that are not inclusive of that diversity. This Declaration and 
this Plan of Action not only prove that the borders of Latin America and the Caribbe-
an are open to those in need of protection. They prove, even more importantly, that 
the hearts of the citizens of this region are also open. For this very reason, uprooted 
people feel at home here, be they Colombians in Ecuador or Syrians in Brazil. And 
this is the best definition of refugee protection.

Thank you very much.

Chocó, Colombia.

©unhcr / b. heger
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“tHe BRAzil PlAN oF ACtioN Devotes A sPeCiFiC 

CHAPteR to soliDARity WitH tHe CoUNtRies tHAt 

ARe Most DiReCtly AFFeCteD By tHis sitUAtioN. it 

ReiteRAtes tHe FACt tHAt tHe DisPlACeMeNt oF 

CHilDReN AND ADolesCeNts sHoUlD Be CoNsiDeReD 

FRoM A HUMANitARiAN PeRsPeCtive BAseD oN tHe 

PRiNCiPles lAiD DoWN iN tHe CoNveNtioN oN tHe 

RiGHts oF tHe CHilD, iN PARtiCUlAR tHe PRiNCiPle 

oF tHe Best iNteRests oF tHe CHilD AND tHAt oF 

NoN-DisCRiMiNAtioN, iN tHe AtteMPt to ResPeCt 

tHe FAMily UNit AND ReCoGNise CHilDReN As 

sUBJeCts oF RiGHts AND sPeCiAl PRoteCtioN.”
CARlos ANtoNio DA RoCHA PARANHos

carlos antonIo da rocha Paranhos 
DePUty seCRetARy GeNeRAl PoliCy 
MiNistRy oF FoReiGN AFFAiRs  
oF tHe FeDeRAtive RePUBliC oF BRAzil

 

Mr. António Guterres, High Commissioner, whom I had the pleasure of accompany-
ing throughout his excellent career at unhCr from the time when I served as alternate 
permanent representative at Geneva, and who now honours us with this wonderfully 
moving speech concerning our work; Mr. Enrique Torrella, Regional Coordinator of 
the Norwegian Refugee Council; Mr. Paulo Abrão, National Secretary of Justice and 
President of ConAre; Mr. Jose Eduardo Cardozo, representing the Minister of Justice; 
I would also like to welcome Professor Cançado Trindade, our esteemed representa-
tive at the International Court of Justice, as well as Dr. Diego Garcia and Dr. Roberto 
Caldas, president and vice-president of the Inter-American Court of Human Rights, 
respectively; Ambassador Rosario Green; unhCr’s Director for the Americas, Mrs. 
Marta Juárez; in addition to the unhCr Representative in Brazil, Andres Ramirez, 
and the Director of Caritas Rio de Janeiro, Cândido da Ponte Feliciano Neto; distin-
guished representatives of the diplomatic corps, esteemed colleagues, ladies and gen-
tlemen, as announced, I am honoured to represent Minister Luiz Alberto Figueiredo 
Machado who, due to other commitments, could not be present, as he would have 
wished, at this closing ceremony.

The stated goal of this meeting that now draws to a close was, as we all know, to com-
memorate the thirtieth anniversary of the Cartagena Declaration on Refugees, the 
importance of which is widely recognised with respect to the protection of refugees 
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in our region. Over and above this objective, however, I would like to believe that we 
are also fulfilling a second –more crucial and urgent –objective: that of updating this 
document’s mechanisms for facing the challenges that have emerged over the course 
of these 30 years.

Among the important developments resulting from Cartagena+30 are, firstly, the in-
clusion of Caribbean countries in the spirit of Cartagena, as well as the inclusion 
of specific chapters regarding the Caribbean in the Brazil Plan of Action. We are 
also very pleased that numerous delegations from countries in that region have been 
present here in Brasilia. This is yet another sign of the close ties that exist between 
Latin America and the Caribbean, and we are certain that Cartagena+30 will provide 
valuable contributions for meeting the challenges that Caribbean countries face in 
this regard.

Notwithstanding, we addressed an aspect that was not mentioned thirty years ago 
in Cartagena: the plight of the stateless. This group totals almost ten million people 
worldwide who, due to their lack of a nationality, have little or no access to the basic 
rights and services that countries normally offer their citizens. In the Brazil Dec-
laration and Plan of Action our nations reiterated the importance of the right to a 
nationality, as set out in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, and reaffirmed 
their commitment to eradicating statelessness over the course of the next decade. 
We must now translate this commitment into effective action for the prevention of 
statelessness and the protection of stateless persons, whilst seeking solutions for cases 
where people have no nationality.

On the subject of durable solutions, Cartagena+30 is innovative insofar as it fosters 
migratory alternatives offered by regional integration schemes that benefit refugees. 
The proposed example is the MerCosur agreement on residence, which aims to facil-
itate the movement of refugees from MerCosur countries who wish to move in search 
of better opportunities. In Brazil, the National Council for Refugees is in the final 
stages of discussions regarding a project that will, on this basis, complement our 
already well-established resettlement programme.

Ladies and gentlemen, in keeping with all the forums in our region, Cartagena+30 
has not failed to take charge of a problem that is currently affecting countries in par-
ticular in the northern part of Central America: the migration of children –including 
those who are unaccompanied –heading north. The Brazil Plan of Action devotes 
a specific chapter to solidarity with the countries that are most directly affected by 
this situation. It reiterates the fact that the displacement of children and adolescents 
should be considered from a humanitarian perspective based on the principles laid 
down in the Convention on the Rights of the Child, in particular the principle of the 

best interests of the child and that of non-discrimination, in the attempt to respect the 
family unit and recognise children as subjects of rights and special protection.

Finally, the Brazil Declaration draws attention to the issue of the movement of per-
sons across borders due to natural disasters and climate change. This is another key 
update to the Cartagena Declaration of thirty years ago. Despite the fact that these 
displaced persons are not, strictly speaking, considered refugees according to the 
parameters laid down by international law, they are often in vulnerable situations and 
can benefit from protective responses. The policy of reception of Haitian immigrants 
implemented by Brazil following the earthquake that devastated that country in 2010 
was based on these principles. In the document adopted today we recognise the need 
to discuss this subject and devote more attention to it. This is important progress in 
a region where authorities are often confronted with high-impact disasters such as 
earthquakes and hurricanes.

Ladies and gentlemen, much has been done to adapt the Cartagena Declaration to 
modern times. Over the course of the next decade new challenges will undoubtedly 
arise, demanding renewed regional joint efforts to ensure the acceptance and protec-
tion of those most in need, which is commonly and affectionately known as the spirit 
of Cartagena. May this spirit –now reinforced by the Brazil Declaration and Plan of 
Action –serve as a beacon for facing the challenges of the future.

Thank you all very much.
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PartIcIPants

 

government delegatIons   

Antigua and Barbuda Attorney General and Minister of legal Affairs, Public safety, immigration and labour steadroy Benjamin

Antigua and Barbuda Deputy Director of immigration Jocelyn Hughes

Antigua and Barbuda Advisor to the vice-minister of security Gabriela villatoro

Argentina Director of Human Rights, Minister of Foreign and Religious Affairs  Federico villegas Beltrán

Argentina President of the National Commission for Refugees Federico luis Agusti

Argentina Representative of the Ministry of Foreign and Religious Affairs  Maria soledad Figueroa

Bahamas Minister of legal Affairs  Damien Gomez

Bahamas international Affairs officer  Jamahl D. strachan

Barbados Ambassador to Brazil  yvette Godard

Belize Director of immigration Maria Marin

Bolivia  Minister of institutional transparency and the Fight against Corruption  Nardi suxo iturri 

Bolivia  vice-minister of the Fight against Corruption 
 Ministry of institutional transparency and the Fight against Corruption Jessica saravia Atristain

Bolivia  President of the National Commission for Refugees César siles Bazán

Brazil Minister of Justice José eduardo Cardozo

Brazil Minister of Foreign Affairs luiz Alberto Figueiredo Machado

Brazil National secretary of Justice and President of the National Committee for Refugees in Brazil  Paulo Abrão

Brazil Under-secretary General for Political Affairs Carlos Antonio Paranhos

Brazil Director of the Department of Aliens  João Guilherme Granja da silva

Brazil Director of the Department of Justice  Fernanda Alves dos Anjos

Brazil Head of the Department of international organisations, Ministry of Foreign Affairs Paulo tarrisse de Fontora

Brazil Alternate Director of the Department of Aliens sara sousa Coutinho

Brazil General Coordinator of Refugee Affairs and General Coordinator of conare  
 (National Committee for Refugees) virginius Jose lianza da Franca 

Brazil Head of the United Nations Division  Marcelo viegas 

Brazil second secretary of the United Nations Division  eduardo Freitas de oliveira

Chile Director General of Consular Affairs and of immigration, Ministry of Foreign Affairs  Alejandro Marisio

Chile Head of the Department of international Migration Planning, Ministry of Foreign Affairs  Pedro Hernández González

Chile Head of international Affairs, Ministry of the interior and Public safety  Andrea Aylwin 

Chile Head of the Refugee and Resettlement section, Ministry of the interior,  
 Department of Foreign Nationals and Migration Gabriela saavedra

Chile Counsellor Minister of the embassy in Brazil  Jaime Chomali
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Chile First secretary of the embassy in Brazil  Fernando Berguño

Colombia Director of the Unit for Comprehensive Assistance and Reparation for victims Paula Gaviria Betancur

Colombia Director of Human Rights and international Humanitarian law, Ministry of Foreign Affairs  Mónica Fonseca Jaramillo

Colombia Ambassador extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of Colombia in Brazil  Patricia eugenia Cárdenas

Colombia First secretary of the Colombian embassy in Brazil  luis Ricardo Fernández

Costa Rica vice-minister of Government and Police Carmen Muñoz Quesada

Costa Rica General Director of Migration  kathya Rodriguez Araica

Costa Rica Head of Human Rights and Human safety, Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Worship  Carla sierra zúñiga

Costa Rica Advisor - National Commission for Risk Prevention and emergency Assistance  Juan Carlos Méndez

Costa Rica Head of Business Affairs, embassy in Brazil  Marcia Watson lockwood

Cuba  Deputy Director of the Directorate of Consular Affairs and Cuban Residents Abroad,  
 Ministry of Foreign Affairs tomás lorenzo Gómez

Cuba specialist in the General Directorate of Multilateral Affairs and international law,  
 Ministry of Foreign Affairs  Dennis Casares Benítez 

Cuba Advisor of the Cuban embassy in Brazil  edgardo valdés lópez

Cuba third secretary of the Cuban embassy in Brazil  yusmari Díaz Pérez

Curaçao Director of immigration esther Cheri 

Curaçao Counsel of immigration saresca Nicolaas

el salvador vice-minister for salvadorans Abroad liduvina Magarín 

el salvador interim Head of Business Affairs, embassy in Brazil  iveth zoraida Pineda Panameño

el salvador Director of Returning Migrants Reinsertion Programme, Ministry of Foreign Affairs  Ana irma Rodas

ecuador vice-minister of Human Mobility María landázuri de Mora

ecuador Ambassador to Brazil  Horacio sevilla Borja

ecuador Minister of the embassy in Brazil santiago Chávez

Guatemala Ambassador to Brazil Julio Armando Martini Herrera

Guatemala Advisor to the First vice-minister of security, interior Ministry Gabriela villatoro

Guatemala Director of Migration Affairs, General Directorate of Consular and Migration Affairs,  
 Ministry of Foreign Affairs José Arturo Rodriguez Díaz

Guatemala Counsellor Minister of the embassy in Brazil  luisa Bonilla Galvão de Queiroz

Guyana Ambassador to Brazil Merlin Udho

Haiti Ambassador to Brazil Madsen Cherubin

Haiti Director General of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs  Fortuné Dorléan

Haiti Director of legal Affairs, Ministry of Foreign Affairs  Jean Claudy Pierre

Haiti Deputy Director of the Cabinet, Ministry of Foreign Affairs  Jacques André Brutus

Honduras Under-secretary of Government and Decentralization, offices of Human Rights, Justice,  
 Government and Decentralization Clarisa Morales Reyes

Honduras Director of Healthy schools Programme Alex santos

Honduras General secretary of the National Migration institute  Darío villalta

Cayman islands Director of Policy and strategic Management of the Department of immigration  Christopher eakin

turks and Caicos Minister of Border Control and labour  Ricardo Don Hue Gardiner

turks and Caicos Permanent secretary, Ministry of Border Control and labour Clara l. Gardiner

Jamaica executive Head of the Agency of Passports, immigration and Citizenship  Jennifer McDonald

Jamaica Counsellor Minister of the embassy in Brazil Desreine Antoinette taylor

Mexico special Advisor for Multilateral Migration Affairs, Ministry of Foreign Affairs  Martha ortiz de Rosas Gómez

Mexico Ambassador to Brazil Beatriz Paredes

Mexico Director of Migration and Refuge, Ministry of Foreign Affairs  Norma Araceli Díaz

Mexico General Coordinator of the Mexican Commission for Assistance to Refugees (CoMAR), interior Ministry  sandra velasco ludlow

Mexico Director of institutional Assistance and Relations (CoMAR), interior Ministry  Cinthia Pérez trejo

Mexico Head of Political and Multilateral Affairs of the embassy in Brazil  Bárbara Magaña

Mexico Assistant to the Ambassador to Brazil Alfonso Flores

Nicaragua Minister of the interior Ana isabel Morales Mazún

Nicaragua Ambassador to Brazil lorena Martínez

Nicaragua General Consul in Brazil Marvin ortega

Panama vice-minister of Government - Presides over the National Commission for Refugee Protection  Maria luisa Romero

Panama Director of the National office of Refugee Assistance  yaribeth Pino de león

Paraguay Advisor of the Permanent Mission to the United Nations in Geneva Jorge Brizuela  

Paraguay second secretary of the Department of the National Commission for Refugees (conare) Martín Paiva lópez Moreira

Paraguay First secretary of the embassy in Brazil  Alberto Giménez Gauna

Peru Ambassador to Brazil Jorge Bayona Medina

Peru executive secretary of the special Commission for Refugees Patricio Rubio Correa

Peru Deputy executive secretary of the special Commission for Refugees Romina Caminada vallejo

Peru First secretary of the embassy in Brazil  Carlos Ríos segura

Dominican Republic Ambassador to Brazil Héctor Dionisio Pérez

Dominican Republic Counsellor Minister of the embassy in Brazil  Alejandro Arias zarzuela

saint lucia Minister of Foreign Affairs Alva Romanus Baptiste

saint lucia Minister of legal, internal and National security Affairs  victor Philip la Corbiniere

suriname Minister of Justice  edward Belfort 
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suriname Under-secretary of the Department of Migration Affairs  i. kindooi

suriname Counsellor Minister of the embassy in Brazil Natasha Halfhuid

suriname Head of security at the embassy in Brazil A. koina

suriname Counsellor of the embassy in Brazil Anne stugger

trinidad and tobago Head of Business Affairs, embassy in Brazil  Paul Byam

trinidad and tobago Deputy Director of immigration, Ministry of National security  Charmaine Gandhi-Andrews

trinidad and tobago First secretary of the Permanent Mission to the United Nations in Geneva  Justin sobion

Uruguay Minister of Foreign Affairs  luis Almagro lemes

Uruguay Ambassador to Brazil Carlos Amorín

Uruguay Director of Human Rights, Ministry of Foreign Affairs Maria Alejandra Costa Prieto

Uruguay Counsellor of the embassy in Brazil  Alicia Platas

Uruguay First secretary of the embassy in Brazil  Marcelo Blanco

Uruguay First secretary of the embassy in Brazil  María Noel Reyes

Uruguay second secretary of the embassy in Brazil  Adrián Fernández torello

Uruguay third secretary of the embassy in Brazil  soledad Britos De león

venezuela President of the National Commission for Refugees yldefonso Finol ocando

 

observer countrIes

Portugal Counsellor Minister of the embassy in Brazil  Florbela Paraíba

UsA Ambassador to Brazil liliana Ayalde

UsA Deputy Director of the office of Assistance for europe, Central Asia and the Americas  Nancy iris

Norway Ambassador to Brazil Aud Marit Wiig

  

 
observer InternatIonal organIsatIons   

eClAC Director of the eClAC office in Brasilia  Carlos Mussi

international Committee  
of the Red Cross Head of the Regional Delegation for Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Paraguay and Uruguay lorenzo Caraffi

international Committee  
of the Red Cross Head of operations in the Americas  Patricia Danzi

inter-American Court  
of Human Rights vice-president of the inter-American Court of Human Rights Roberto Caldas

echo Head of the Regional office for latin America and the Caribbean  Claudia Amaral

mercosur executive secretary of mercosur’s institute of Human Rights Public Policy  víctor ernesto Abramovich Cosarin

nansen Presidential envoy of the Nansen initiative  Walter kälin

nansen Head of the secretariat of the Nansen initiative  Atle solberg

oas Director of the Department of international law  Dante Negro

iom Deputy Director General laura thompson

iom Regional Director for south America  Diego Beltrand

iom Regional officer for liaison and Policy salvador Gutiérrez

ilo Programme officer thais Faria

european Union Head of the Delegation in Brazil Ana Paula zacarias

 
senIor sPecIalIsts  

 Judge of the international Court of Justice Antônio Augusto Cançado trindade

 Ambassador emeritus of Mexico María del Rosario Green Macías

 Judge of the inter-American Court of Human Rights  Diego García-sayán

 
sPecIal guest  

 Former Director of the Division of international Protection, unhcr   leonardo Franco

 
unhcr  

 High Commissioner António Guterres

 Director of the Bureau for the Americas Marta Juárez

 Bureau for the Americas Carlos Maldonado

 Bureau for the Americas Davide torzilli

 Bureau for the Americas Marco Formisano

 Representative in Brazil Andrés Ramírez

 Regional Representative for Central America, Cuba and Mexico  Fernando Protti Alvarado
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 Representative in ecuador John Fredrikson

 Regional Representative for southern latin America  José samaniego

 Regional Representative for the United states and the Caribbean  shelly Pitterman 

 Representative in Colombia stephane Jaquemet

 unhcr Colombia Francesca Fontanini

 unhcr Colombia saskia loochkartt

 Regional legal Unit  Juan Carlos Murillo

 unhcr Brazil Gabriel Godoy

 
cIvIl socIety  

Norwegian Refugee Council secretary General  Jan egeland

Norwegian Refugee Council Country Director Christian visnes

Norwegian Refugee Council Regional Coordinator  enrique torrella

Norwegian Refugee Council Cartagena+30 Consultant Clara Gámiz

CeJil executive Director viviana krsticevic

AsAv Coordinator  karin kaid Wapechowski

Asylum Access ecuador Director karina sarmiento

Caritas Director in Brazil Cândido Feliciano

CAsP Attorney vivian Holzhacker

CiPRoDeH Projects Coordinator sally valladares

CoDHes Director Marco Romero

HiAs Regional Director enrique Burbinsky

Human Rights Center 
University of Dayton, ohio, UsA Member kristy A. Belton

iMDH)g Director sister Rosita Milesi

living Water Community Programme Coordinator Rochelle Nakhid

open society Justice initiative Programme officer liliana Gamboa

Red Mariposas Coordinator  luz Dary santiesteban

Red Mariposas Coordinator  sara Alicia Candelo

seDHU General Coordinator Gabriela Cortina

Jesuit Refugee service legal Coordinator  elli kriona

Jesuit Refugee service National Advocacy Coordinator  vera samudio

 
natIonal guests  

Brazil secretary of Justice and Defence of the Citizenry of sao Paulo  eloísa de sousa Arruda

Brazil General Public Defender  Haman tabosa

Brazil Director of the Amnesty Commission, Ministry of Justice Amarilis Busch tavares

Brazil Deputy Director of the Department of Aliens Natália Medina Araújo

Brazil Federal Attorney for the Rights of Citizens  Aurelio veiga Rios

Brazil eligibility officer, conare Marina Bernardes 

Brazil eligibility officer, conare Gabriela tavares 

Brazil eligibility officer, conare thais severo 

Brazil eligibility officer, conare Rebeca Pacheco
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carlos maldonado 
CooRDiNAtoR  
CARtAGeNA+30 
unhcr

 

Ten years ago, while writing the epilogue to the memories of the “Cartagena 20” pro-
cess, I reflected on the journey by Latin America and the Caribbean in the field of 
refugee protection since the 1984 Cartagena Declaration. I was looking for the com-
mon elements to all commemorative processes that had produced important Regional 
Declarations; as well as for the most unique elements of each. This reflection is even 
more timely today at the conclusion of its 30th anniversary, which has culminated in 
the adoption of the Declaration of Brazil and its Action Plan by 28 countries and 3 
territories of Latin America and the Caribbean .

A unifying element, of paramount importance in my opinion, is that since 1984 par-
ticipating States have reaffirmed the need to strengthen the international protection 
regime for refugees, displaced and stateless persons by highlighting the centrality of 
the principle “pro homine” , the reliability of the international instruments on refugees 

and stateless persons , as well as the convergence and complementarity of International 
Human Rights Law, International Refugee Law and International Humanitarian Law. 
Most remarkably, this ongoing defense of international protection by Latin America 
and the Caribbean has taken place within an ever restrictive global environment.

Furthermore, all Regional Declarations put emphasis on sustainable or durable solu-
tions, privileging pragmatic and flexible approaches, while stressing that sustainable 
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solutions are best achieved in a framework of peace and respect for human rights. 
As a corollary, the Declarations explicitly or implicitly underline that refugees and 
displaced persons are an essential part to the construction of peace.

Also, all Declarations recognize the importance of the collaboration of the interna-
tional community, and highlight the principles of regional solidarity, cooperation and 
responsibility, which indicate that the region is committed to finding its own solutions 
and implement specific responses. It is within this framework, which emphasizes the 
region ś primary responsibility, that international cooperation is sought and welcomed.

There are many more common elements that cannot be mentioned in this brief re-
view, but I would not fail to draw two more. The first defines methodologically the 
Cartagena processes since they have been built on open, inclusive and comprehensive 
dialogues among governments, civil society, including the Academia, and relevant 
international and regional organizations. The second is the ability of the region to 
generate innovative ideas, but also effective proposals that have not only served well 
to situations of refugees and displaced persons in Latin America and the Caribbean, 
but that have been the subject of study and use in other geographical areas.

For the sake of brevity, I would like to point out only a couple of elements of each of 
the Regional Declarations linked to the Cartagena commemorative processes. In ad-
dition to its pioneering character, the Cartagena Declaration of 1984 is cited above all 
by its expanded refugee definition, which no doubt was a crucial instrument for the 
protection of refugees from Central America in the 1980s and has continued to be so 
for thousands of refugees from the region and from other continents who have found 
protection in the 15 countries which so far have incorporated the Cartagena definition 
in their national legal frameworks.

The Declaration of San José of 1994 is perhaps the least known and cited. However, 
it is also visionary since it brought forward a series of principles on internal displace-
ment, which predated in years Dr. Deng ś “Guiding Principles”. It is no coincidence, 
since for a few years in the 1990s the “Permanent Consultative Group on Internal 
Displacement” met in San José, Costa Rica, where distinguished jurists and scholars 
debated on this contemporary phenomenon, some of whom advised Dr. Deng in his 
role as Special Representative to the un Secretary General on iDps.

The 2004 Mexico Declaration is unique for several reasons, but in my opinion three 
elements are the most salient of all. For the first time the Declaration is accompanied 
by an Action Plan, a common operational strategy to transform into action the pos-
tulates of the politico -humanitarian text. The Mexico Action Plan includes three 
innovative programs for sustainable solutions, where the region embraces even more 

strongly the principles of solidarity and joint responsibility: “Cities of Solidarity”, 
“Solidarity resettlement” and “Borders of Solidarity”. At the methodological level, 
the Cartagena 20 process widened the scope of consultations with three sub-regional 
meetings, which provided even greater legitimacy to the process.

The Declaration of Brazil follows the path marked by the Declaration of Mexico, 
since it includes a very important and ambitious Plan of Action for the period 2015-
2024, with 11 programs, seven thematic and 4 geographical, of the latter three ded-
icated to the Northern Triangle of Central America and one to the Caribbean. It is 
precisely the incorporation of Caribbean countries as full members of the process one 
of the most novel elements of Cartagena+30.

Furthermore, Cartagena+30 set forth the broadest ever consultative process since 
1984, with four sub-regional meetings and a Ministerial closing event in Brasilia, 
which counted with the participation of virtually all Governments of Latin America 
and the Caribbean, other observer Governments, more than 150 ngos and Academia, 
Ombudsmen, refugees, displaced and stateless persons, and relevant international 
and regional bodies.

Cartagena+30 also featured a negotiation mechanism under the grulAC framework, in 
which representatives of all Governments reached a consensus on the Draft Declara-
tion of Brazil and its Plan of Action. This new mechanism bestowed on governments 
an unprecedented leadership role, which has enhanced the importance, legitimacy 
and authoritative value of the Brazil Declaration and its Plan of Action.

I would like to end this note underlining the exceptionality of the Cartagena com-
memorative processes as a humanitarian forum in which the States of Latin America 
and the Caribbean commit to address united and in collaboration with civil soci-
ety and the international community the needs of refugees, internally displaced and 
stateless persons. A similar forum does not exist in any other continent and its replica 
is difficult to foresee in any other region at least in today ś international environment.

Carlos Maldonado Castillo *

* Carlos Maldonado Castillo is a unhcr staff member 
who in 1994 participated in the tenth anniversary of 
the Cartagena Declaration on Refugees and coordi-
nated the processes “Cartagena 20” and “Cartage-
na+30” on behalf of unhcr
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aPPendIces

Commemorative event Cartagena+30, Brasilia, Brazil ©unhcr 
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cartagena declaratIon  
on refugees

ADoPteD By tHe ColloQUiUM  
oN tHe iNteRNAtioNAl PRoteCtioN  
oF ReFUGees iN CeNtRAl AMeRiCA,  
MexiCo AND PANAMA, HelD At CARtAGeNA, 
ColoMBiA FRoM 19-22 NoveMBeR 1984

 I

Recalling the conclusions and recommendations ad-
opted by the Colloquium held in Mexico in 1981 on 
Asylum and International Protection of Refugees in 
Latin America, which established important land-
marks for the analysis and consideration of this matter;

Recognizing that the refugee situation in Central 
America has evolved in recent years to the point at 
which it deserves special attention;

Appreciating the generous efforts which have been 
made by countries receiving Central American refu-
gees, notwithstanding the great difficulties they have 
had to face, particulary in the current economic crisis;

Emphasizing the admirable humanitarian and non-po-
litical task which unhCr has been called upon to carry 
out in the Central American countries, Mexico and 
Panama in accordance with the provisions of the 1951 

United Nations Convention and the 1967 Protocol, as 
well as those of resolution 428 (V) of the United Na-
tions General Assembly, by which the mandate of the 
United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees is ap-
plicable to all States whether or not parties to the said 
Convention and/or Protocol;

Bearing in mind also the function performed by the In-
ter-American Commission on Human Rights with regard 
to the protection of the rights of refugees in the continent;

Strongly supporting the efforts of the Contadora Group 
to find an effective and lasting solution to the problem 
of Central American refugees, which constitute a sig-
nificant step in the negotiation of effective agreements 
in favour of peace in the region;

Expressing its conviction that many of the legal and 
humanitarian problems relating to refugees which have 
arisen in the Central American region, Mexico and 
Panama can only be tackled in the light of the neces-
sary co-ordination and harmonization of universal and 
regional systems and national efforts;

 II

Having acknowledged with appreciation the commit-
ments with regard to refugees included in the Contado-
ra Act on Peace and Co-operation in Central America, 
the bases of which the Colloquium fully shares and 
which are reproduced below:

(a) “To carry out, if they have not yet done so, the con-
stitutional procedures for accession to the 1951 Con-
vention and the 1967 Protocol relating to the Status of 
Refugees.”

(b) “To adopt the terminology established in the Con-
vention and Protocol referred to in the foregoing para-
graph with a view to distinguishing refugees from oth-
er categories of migrants.”

Refugee children at the Ecuador- 

Colombian border. 

©unhcr / v. turk
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(c) “To establish the internal machinery necessary for 
the implementation, upon accession, of the provisions 
of the Convention and Protocol referred to above.”

(d) “To ensure the establishment of machinery for con-
sultation between the Central American countries and 
representatives of the Government offices responsible 
for dealing with the problem of refugees in each State.”

(e) “To support the work performed by the United 
Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (unhCr) in 
Central America and to establish direct co-ordination 
machinery to facilitate the fulfillment of his mandate.”

(f) “To ensure that any repatriation of refugees is vol-
untary, and is declared to be so on an individual basis, 
and is carried out with the co-operation of unhCr.”

(g) “To ensure the establishment of tripartite commis-
sions, composed of representatives of the State of ori-
gin, of the receiving State and of unhCr with a view to 
facilitating the repatriation of refugees.”

(h) “To reinforce programmes for protection of and as-
sistance to refugees, particularly in the areas of health, 
education, labour and safety.”

(i) “To ensure that programmes and projects are set 
up with a view to ensuring the self-sufficiency of ref-
ugees.”

(j) “To train the officials responsible in each State 
for protection of and assistance to refugees, with the 
co-operation of unhCr and other international agen-
cies.”

(k) “To request immediate assistance from the interna-
tional community for Central American refugees, to be 
provided either directly, through bilateral or multilat-
eral agreements, or through unhCr and other organiza-
tions and agencies.”

(l) “To identify, with the co-operation of unhCr, other 
countries which might receive Central American refu-
gees. In no case shall a refugee be transferred to a third 
country against his will.”

(m) “To ensure that the Governments of the area make 
the necessary efforts to eradicate the causes of the ref-
ugee problem.”

(n) “To ensure that, once agreement has been 
reached on the bases for voluntary and individual 
repatriation, with full guarantees for the refugees, 
the receiving countries permit official delegations of 
the country of origin, accompanied by representa-
tives of unhCr and the receiving country, to visit the 
refugee camps.”

(o) “To ensure that the receiving countries facilitate, in 
co-ordination with unhCr, the departure procedure for 
refugees in instances of voluntary and individual repa-
triation.”

(p) “To institute appropriate measures in the receiving 
countries to prevent the participation of refugees in ac-
tivities directed against the country of origin, while at 
all times respecting the human rights of the refugees.”

 III

The Colloquium adopted the following conclusions:

1. To promote within the countries of the region the 
adoption of national laws and regulations facilitating 
the application of the Convention and the Protocol 
and, if necessary, establishing internal procedures 
and mechanisms for the protection of refugees. In 
addition, to ensure that the national laws and regu-
lations adopted reflect the principles and criteria of 
the Convention and the Protocol, thus fostering the 
necessary process of systematic harmonization of na-
tional legislation on refugees.

2. To ensure that ratification of or accession to the 
1951 Convention and the 1967 Protocol by States 
which have not yet taken these steps is unaccompa-
nied by reservations limiting the scope of those in-
struments, and to invite countries having formulated 
such reservations to consider withdrawing them as 
soon as possible.

3. To reiterate that, in view of the experience gained 
from the massive flows of refugees in the Central 
American area, it is necessary to consider enlarging 
the concept of a refugee, bearing in mind, as far as 
appropriate and in the light of the situation prevailing 
in the region, the precedent of the OAU Convention 
(article 1, paragraph 2) and the doctrine employed 
in the reports of the Inter-American Commission on 
Human Rights. Hence the definition or concept of a 
refugee to be recommended for use in the region is 
one which, in addition to containing the elements of 
the 1951 Convention and the 1967 Protocol, includes 
among refugees persons who have fled their coun-
try because their lives, safety or freedom have been 
threatened by generalized violence, foreign aggres-
sion, internal conflicts, massive violation of human 
rights or other circumstances which have seriously 
disturbed public order.

4. To confirm the peaceful, non-political and exclu-
sively humanitarian nature of grant of asylum or recog-
nition of the status of refugee and to underline the im-
portance of the internationally accepted principle that 
nothing in either shall be interpreted as an unfriendly 
act towards the country of origin of refugees.

5. To reiterate the importance and meaning of the 
principle of non-refoulement (including the prohibi-
tion of rejection at the frontier) as a corner-stone of 
the international protection of refugees. This principle 
is imperative in regard to refugees and in the present 
state of international law should be acknowledged and 
observed as a rule of jus cogens.

6. To reiterate to countries of asylum that refugee 
camps and settlements located in frontier areas should 
be set up inland at a reasonable distance from the fron-
tier with a view to improving the protection afforded 
to refugees, safeguarding their human rights and im-
plementing projects aimed at their self-sufficiency and 
integration into the host society.

7. To express its concern at the problem raised by 
military attacks on refugee camps and settlements 
which have occurred in different parts of the world and 
to propose to the Governments of the Central Ameri-
can countries, Mexico and Panama that they lend their 
support to the measures on this matter which have 
been proposed by the High Commissioner to the un-
hCr Executive Committee.

8. To ensure that the countries of the region establish 
a minimum standard of treatment for refugees, on the 
basis of the provisions of the 1951 Convention and 
1967 Protocol and of the American Convention on Hu-
man Rights, taking into consideration the conclusions 
of the unhCr Executive Committee, particularly No. 22 
on the Protection of Asylum Seekers in Situations of 
Large-Scale Influx.

9. To express its concern at the situation of displaced 
persons within their own countries. In this connection, 
the Colloquium calls on national authorities and the 
competent international organizations to offer protec-
tion and assistance to those persons and to help relieve 
the hardship which many of them face.

10. To call on States parties to the 1969 American 
Convention on Human Rights to apply this instrument 
in dealing with asilados and refugees who are in their 
territories.

11. To make a study, in countries in the area which have 
a large number of refugees, of the possibilities of inte-
grating them into the productive life of the country by 
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allocating to the creation or generation of employment 
the resources made available by the international com-
munity through unhCr, thus making it possible for refu-
gees to enjoy their economic, social and cultural rights.

12. To reiterate the voluntary and individual character 
of repatriation of refugees and the need for it to be car-
ried out under conditions of absolute safety, preferably 
to the place of residence of the refugee in his country 
of origin.

13. To acknowledge that reunification of families con-
stitutes a fundamental principle in regard to refugees 
and one which should be the basis for the regime of hu-
manitarian treatment in the country of asylum, as well as 
for facilities granted in cases of voluntary repatriation.

14. To urge non-governmental, international and na-
tional organizations to continue their worthy task, 
co-ordinating their activities with unhCr and the na-
tional authorities of the country of asylum, in accor-
dance with the guidelines laid down by the authorities 
in question.

15. To promote greater use of the competent organi-
zations of the inter-American system, in particular the 
Inter-American Commission on Human Rights, with a 
view to enhancing the international protection of asi-
lados and refugees. Accordingly, for the performance 
of this task, the Colloquium considers that the close 
co-ordination and co-operation existing between the 
Commission and unhCr should be strengthened.

16. To acknowledge the importance of the oAs/unhCr 
Programme of Co-operation and the activities so far 
carried out and to propose that the next stage should 
focus on the problem raised by massive refugee flows in 
Central America, Mexico and Panama.

17. To ensure that in the countries of Central America 
and the Contadora Group the international norms and 

national legislation relating to the protection of refu-
gees, and of human rights in general, are disseminated 
at all possible levels. In particular, the Colloquium be-
lieves it especially important that such dissemination 
should be undertaken with the valuable co-operation 
of the appropriate universities and centres of higher 
education.

 Iv

The Cartagena Colloquium therefore

RECoMMENDs:

•	That the commitments with regard to refugees includ-
ed in the Contadora Act should constitute norms for 
the 10 States participating in the Colloquium and be 
unfailingly and scrupulously observed in determining 
the conduct to be adopted in regard to refugees in the 
Central American area.

•	That the conclusions reached by the Colloquium (III) 
should receive adequate attention in the search for 
solutions to the grave problems raised by the present 
massive flows of refugees in Central America, Mexico 
and Panama.

•	That a volume should be published containing the 
working document and the proposals and reports, as 
well as the conclusions and recommendations of the 
Colloquium and other pertinent documents, and that 
the Colombian Government, unhCr and the competent 
bodies of oAs should be requested to take the necessary 
steps to secure the widest possible circulation of the 
volume in question.

•	That the present document should be proclaimed the 
“Cartagena Declaration on Refugees”.

•	That the United Nations High Commissioner for Ref-
ugees should be requested to transmit the contents of 
the present declaration officially to the heads of State 

of the Central American countries, of Belize and of the 
countries forming the Contadora Group.

Finally, the Colloquium expressed its deep apprecia-
tion to the Colombian authorities, and in particular to 
the President of the Republic, Mr. Belisario Betancur, 
the Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Augusto Ramírez 
Ocampo, and the United Nations High Commission-
er for Refugees, Mr. Poul Hartling, who honoured 
the Colloquium with their presence, as well as to the 
University of Cartagena de Indias and the Regional 
Centre for Third World Studies for their initiative and 
for the realization of this important event. The Collo-
quium expressed its special recognition of the support 
and hospitality offered by the authorities of the De-
partment of Bolivar and the City of Cartagena. It also 
thanked the people of Cartagena, rightly known as the 
“Heroic City”, for their warm welcome.

In conclusion, the Colloquium recorded its acknowl-
edgement of the generous tradition of asylum and ref-
uge practised by the Colombian people and authorities.

Cartagena de Indias, 22 November 1984
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san jose declaratIon  
oN ReFUGes AND DisPlACeD PeRsoNs 
ADoPteD By tHe iNteRNAtioNAl ColloQUiUM  
iN CoMMeMoRAtioN oF tHe “teNtH ANNiveRsARy  
oF tHe CARtAGeNA DeClARAtioN oN ReFUGees”, 
sAN José, 5-7 DeCeMBeR 1994

Stressing that, pursuant to the adoption of the Carta-
gena Declaration, a significant process in the search 
for durable solutions has been initiated, whereby such 
solutions have been integrated within the framework 
of convergence between respect for human rights, 
peace-building and linkage with economic and social 
development;

Appreciating the generous efforts made, with the valu-
able support of the international community, during 
the past decade of economic and political crises, by 
countries of the region to provide protection and hu-
manitarian treatment to persons forced to abandon 
their homes, while remaining determined to continue 
the concerted search for solutions to alleviate the hu-
man suffering of these persons and help them to re-
sume normal life;

Confirming that the consolidation of democracy in the 
continent has laid the basis for finding solutions to the 
challenges of the past decade and for firmly addressing 
those of the present;

Underscoring the contribution made to this process 
by the Procedure for the Establishment of a Firm and 
Lasting Peace in Central America (Esquipulas II), as 
well as the Tripartite Commissions for Voluntary Re-
patriation, and the achievements made possible by the 
Declaration and Concerted Plan of Action in favour of 
Central American Refugees, Returnees and Displaced 
Persons adopted by the International Conference on 
Central American Refugees (CirefCA), held in Guate-
mala City in May 1989; this experience being viewed 
as a guiding framework for dealing with similar situa-
tions in other regions of the world;

Appreciating the valuable contribution of the docu-
ments on Principles and Criteria for the Protection and 
Assistance to Central American Refugees, Returnees and 
Displaced Persons in Latin America (1989) and the Eval-
uation of the Practical Application of those Principles. 

 i  
conclusIons and recommendatIons 

Commemorating the Tenth Anniversary of the Carta-
gena Declaration on Refugees, which has, for the past 
decade, proven its validity and usefulness in addressing 
the problems of human displacement in the region;

Recognizing that the said Declaration constitutes an 
efficient instrument of international protection by 
serving as a source of guidance for the humanitarian 
practices of States and by encouraging the adoption of 
legislative and administrative measures based on the 
principles contained therein;

Recognizing the importance of the Central American 
experience which has, amongst other achievements, 
enabled the mass return of thousands of refugees and 
the closing of the majority of camps in the region, thus 
providing opportunities for finding appropriate solu-
tions to a regional crisis;

and Criteria (1994), which elaborated on the Cartagena 
Declaration;

Taking into consideration the influence which the 
Cartagena Declaration and its aforementioned related 
elaboration have had beyond the Central American 
region, through the incorporation of some of its pro-
visions into legal measures and administrative practic-
es of other Latin American countries, as well as in its 
widespread dissemination in academic circles of the 
Continent;

Recognizing the admirable efforts which the In-
ter-American Institute of Human Rights has made in 
identifying and promoting areas of convergence be-
tween International Refugee Law, International Hu-
man Rights Law, and International Humanitarian Law;

Welcoming the incorporation of the United Nations 
Development Programme (unDp) in the efforts to find 
solutions to the problems of refugees, returnees and 
displaced persons through their joint sponsorship of 
CirefCA, other technical cooperation efforts and the 
initiation of human development programmes in fa-
vour of the affected populations;

Appreciating in particular the outstanding work of 
unhCr in the region in fulfilment of its mandate, 
as well as the creative approach applied thereto, 
which has enabled the opening of a `humanitarian 
space’ which has favoured peace- building and the 
attainment of new horizons in the field of Refugee 
Law;

Noting with satisfaction the references made to the 
Cartagena Declaration and the accomplishments of 
CirefCA by the General Assembly of the United Na-
tions, the General Assembly of the Organization of 
American States, the Executive Committee of the 
High Commissioner’s Programme, and other interna-
tional fora;

Also bearing in mind the conclusions of the First Re-
gional Forum on Gender Focus in working with Ref-
ugee, Returnee and Displaced Women (forefeM), 
held in Guatemala City in February 1992, as well as 
those of the Partnership in Action Conference be-
tween unhCr and the non-governmental organiza-
tions (PARINAC, Caracas, June 1993 and Oslo, June 
1994) which, together with the CirefCA follow-up 
mechanisms, in the spirit of the Cartagena Declara-
tion, have strengthened cooperation with non-gov-
ernmental organizations and the beneficiary popu-
lations;

Recognizing the challenges posed by the new situations 
of human displacement in Latin America and the Ca-
ribbean, including, in particular, the increase in inter-
nal displacement and forced migration due to causes 
other than those provided for in the Cartagena Dec-
laration;

Considering that human rights violations constitute one 
of the causes of displacement and that, therefore, the 
safeguarding of those rights is an integral element for 
both the protection of the displaced and the search for 
durable solutions;

Also considering that the protection of human rights, 
and the strengthening of the democratic system are the 
best means of preventing conflict, refugee flows and 
serious humanitarian crises;

In compliance with the request to hold this Colloqui-
um made in Conclusion No. 71 (xliv) of the Executive 
Committee of the High Commissioner’s Programme, 
as well as by the General Assembly of the Organiza-
tion of American States at its 24th Session, and includ-
ing the preparatory technical meetings of Caracas in 
March 1992, Montevideo in May 1993, and Cocoyoc in 
March 1994;
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rights, in an effort to contribute to their develop-
ment and to their legal protection.Tenth. To reaffirm 
that refugees as well as those persons who migrate 
for other reasons, including economic ones, have hu-
man rights which should be respected at all times 
and in all circumstances and places. These inalien-
able rights should be respected before, during and 
after their flight or return to their places of origin, 
with a view to ensuring their well-being and human 
dignity.

Eleventh. To stress the advisability of improving the sit-
uation of refugee and displaced children, taking into 
account the specific provisions in this regard set forth 
in the 1989 Convention on the Rights of the Child.

Twelfth. To underline the importance of addressing the 
needs of refugee and displaced women and girls, par-
ticularly those in a vulnerable situation, in the field of 
health, security, employment and education, as well as 
to encourage the inclusion of gender-based criteria in 
the examination of claims for refugee status.

Thirteenth. To recommend the full participation of 
affected populations, especially women’s groups and 
indigenous communities, by encouraging the devel-
opment of mechanisms which facilitate concerted ac-
tion in the design and implementation of programmes 
aimed at resolving situations affecting refugees, return-
ees and displaced persons.

Fourteenth. To encourage an integrated approach to 
the solution of problems of forced displacement, par-
ticularly as regards voluntary return and repatriation, 
within the framework of coordinated efforts in order 
to ensure, in addition to the security and dignity of 
the beneficiaries, the durability of solutions. In this 
sense, reintegration and rehabilitation efforts should 
be linked to medium and long-term sustainable de-
velopment efforts intended to alleviate and eradicate 
extreme poverty, satisfy human needs, and strengthen 

respect for human rights, with due regard for civil, po-
litical, economic, social and cultural rights.

Fifteenth. To stress the contribution of the United 
Nations and the Organization of American States to 
the peace process in Central America and the Carib-
bean through peacekeeping operations and mech-
anisms for verification of compliance with specific 
agreements in the field of human rights. At the same 
time, to urge the organizations responsible for those 
operations to favourably consider requests made 
by concerned States that they continue to carry out 
their activities.

Sixteenth. To affirm that the problem of the internal-
ly displaced, albeit the fundamental responsibility 
of the States of their nationality, is nevertheless of 
concern to the international community because it is 
a human rights issue which can be linked to preven-
tion of causes which generate refugee flows. In this 
regard, persons in this situation should be assured of 
the following:

(a) application of human rights norms and, when ap-
plicable, International Humanitarian Law as well as, 
by analogy, certain relevant principles of Refugee Law, 
such as non-refoulement;

(b) recognition of the civilian character of displaced 
populations and of the humanitarian and apolitical na-
ture of the treatment afforded to them;

(c) access to effective protection by the national author-
ities and to essential assistance, with the support of the 
international community;

(d) attention to those rights which are crucial for their 
survival, security and dignity, as well as other rights 
such as adequate documentation, ownership of land 
and other assets, and freedom of movement, including 
the voluntary nature of return; and

ii 
the PartIcIPants In the colloquIum have reached  
the folloWIng 

 conclusIons:

First. To recognize the overriding importance of the 
Cartagena Declaration in addressing refugee situations 
generated by the Central American conflicts of the 
past decade, and, consequently, to stress the appropri-
ateness of resorting to the Declaration in order to find 
solutions both to pending problems and to the new 
challenges posed by uprootedness in Latin America 
and the Caribbean.

Second. To reaffirm the validity of the principles con-
tained in the Declaration as elaborated in the documents 
Principles and Criteria for the Protection and Assistance to 
Central American Refugees, Returnees and Displaced Per-
sons in Latin America (1989), as well as in the Evaluation 
of the Practical Application of those Principles and Criteria 
(1994), and to reiterate, in particular, the value of the ref-
ugee definition contained in the Cartagena Declaration, 
which, by being based upon objective criteria, has con-
stituted an effective humanitarian instrument in support 
of State practice in extending international protection to 
persons in need thereof, beyond the scope of the 1951 
Convention and the 1967 Protocol.

Third. To stress the complementary nature and con-
vergence between the systems of protection to persons 
established in International Human Rights Law, Inter-
national Humanitarian Law and International Refugee 
Law, and, with the aim of establishing a common legal 
framework, to reiterate the convenience for those States 
which have not yet done so to adhere to the pertinent 
international instruments. In this context, the Collo-
quium makes an appeal to the States party to the 1969 
American Convention on Human Rights to adopt the 
domestic measures required to ensure the full applica-
tion and promotion of its provisions, as well as supervi-
sion by the pertinent bodies provided for therein.

Fourth. To encourage the commitment of the govern-
ments, non-governmental organizations and the jurists 
of the region in favour of the promotion, development 
and harmonious application of international human 
rights law, humanitarian law, and refugee law.

Fifth. To urge governments to encourage, with the col-
laboration of unhCr, a process of progressive harmo-
nization of rules, criteria and procedures concerning 
refugees, based on the 1951 Convention and the 1967 
Protocol relating to the status of refugees, the Ameri-
can Convention on Human Rights, and the Cartagena 
Declaration.

Sixth. To encourage governments to seek humanitarian 
solutions, within a coordinated framework, to pending 
problems of refugees and persons displaced as a result of 
situations which have now been resolved, or which are in 
the course of being resolved, by reinforcing voluntary re-
patriation and reintegration programmes in their places of 
origin, and considering, whenever possible, programmes 
to facilitate local integration, the issuance of essential 
documentation and the normalization of their migratory 
status, with the aim of preventing such problems from be-
coming new sources of tension and instability.

Seventh. To call upon governments to increase their 
region-wide cooperation in admitting refugee groups, 
including those fleeing from situations foreseen in the 
Cartagena Declaration, as well as to encourage con-
certed efforts to find solutions to the problems which 
generate such forced displacement.

Eighth. To reiterate the responsibility of the States to 
eliminate, with the support of the international com-
munity, the causes of forced mass exodus and, in this 
way, ensure that refugee status is only granted for as 
long as required.

Ninth. To underscore the importance of fostering 
full observance of economic, social and cultural 
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•	That the present document be proclaimed as the San 
José Declaration on Refugees and Displaced Persons;

•	That the working documents, presentations and re-
ports, as well as the Conclusions and Recommenda-
tions adopted and other documents of the Colloquium, 
be published, and that the Inter-American Institute of 
Human Rights, the United Nations High Commission-
er for Refugees, academic institutions and non-govern-
mental organizations adopt the necessary measures for 
the widest distribution of this publication;

•	That unhCr and the Inter-American Institute of Human 
Rights, with the support of other pertinent organiza-
tions, be requested to sponsor a study of the scope of 
Article 22 (7) of the American Convention on Human 
Rights, as it relates the right to asylum, as integrating the 
right to seek and be granted asylum (Refugio) on the ba-
sis of those causes set forth in the refugee definition con-
tained in the Cartagena Declaration, and that this study 
be subsequently submitted to the consideration of States;

•	That the co-organizers be entrusted with officially for-
warding the contents of the present Declaration to the 
Secretary General of the United Nations, to the Secre-
tary General of the Organization of American States 
and to the Heads of State and Government of the 
American Continent, so that they in turn submit them 
to the competent organs;

•	That the participants be requested to forward the 
contents of the present Declaration to their respective 
governments, so as to contribute to the application of 
its contents, to its dissemination as well as to its pre-
sentation to the Executive Committee of the unhCr’s 
Programme;

•	That an extension of the mandate of the Representa-
tive of the Secretary General for Internally Displaced 
Persons be promoted, and that he considers incorpo-
rating the relevant Conclusions of this Colloquium in 
the reports he presents to the United Nations Human 
Rights Commission and the United Nations General 
Assembly;

•	That the co-organizers and the Government of Costa 
Rica, with the support of unDp, intercede before the 
World Bank, the International Monetary Fund and the 
Inter-American Development Bank, as well as before 
bilateral aid agencies, in order for them to include the 
specific needs of displaced populations within pro-
grammes aimed at the alleviation and eradication of 
extreme poverty;

•	That the message sent to the Colloquium by the United 
Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights be ac-
knowledged with thanks, and that the contents of the 
present Declaration be forwarded to him.

Finally, the participants in the Colloquium express 
their deep appreciation to the United Nations High 
Commissioner for Refugees and to the Inter-Ameri-
can Institute of Human Rights and, in addition, to the 
Government of Costa Rica for initiating and carrying 
out this important event. The participants express their 
gratitude for the personal interest shown by the Presi-
dent of Costa Rica, Mr. José María Figueres Olsen, and 
took the liberty to ask him, as he deems appropriate, to 
inform the participants of the Summit of the Americas, 
to be held in Miami from 9 to 11 December 1994, about 
the celebration of this Colloquium.

San José, 7 December 1994

(e) the possibility of attaining a dignified and safe solu-
tion to their displacement.

Seventeenth. To support the work of the Representative 
of the Secretary General of the United Nations for the 
Internally Displaced; within this framework, to foster 
and contribute to the preparation of an international 
declaration founded on a set of principles and basic 
rules for the protection and humanitarian treatment of 
internally displaced persons whatever their situation or 
circumstances, without prejudice to the basic right to 
seek asylum in other countries.

Eighteenth. To note with particular interest the efforts 
initiated by the Permanent Consultative Group on In-
ternally Displaced in the Americas, as a regional inter- 
agency forum dedicated to the study and consideration 
of the acute problems faced by the displaced within 
their own countries for reasons similar to those that 
result in refugee flows.

Nineteenth. To stress the positive contribution made by 
the churches, the non- governmental organizations and 
other sectors of civil society in providing assistance and 
protection to refugees, returnees and the displaced in 
Latin America and the Caribbean, through the coordi-
nation of their activities with those of the governments 
and the international organizations.

Twentieth. To call upon States to urge existing regional 
fora dealing with matters such as economic issues, secu-
rity and protection of the environment to include in their 
agenda consideration of themes connected with refugees, 
other forced displaced populations and migrants.

Twenty-first. To urge governments and relevant in-
ternational organizations to take account of the spe-
cific needs of indigenous populations affected by 
the situations of uprootedness, with due respect for 
their dignity, human rights, cultural identity and the 
links which they maintain with their ancestral lands. 

In situations of uprootedness, the affected popula-
tion should be consulted directlyand specialized 
approach and the full participation of indigenous 
populations in assistance programmes and in the 
planning of durable solutions in their favour, should 
be guaranteed.

Twenty-second. To support the efforts of the Latin 
American and Caribbean countries in the implementa-
tion of sustainable human development programmes, 
whose impact is crucial for both the prevention of and 
solution to the problems of uprootedness and forced 
migration; and to invite donor countries, financial insti-
tutions and the international community to collaborate 
in these efforts through technical and financial coop-
eration projects.

Twenty-third. To urge unhCr to encourage the Latin 
American and Caribbean countries to disseminate 
and promote, at all possible levels, the norms relat-
ing to the protection of refugees, including those that 
emanate from the Cartagena Declaration, and their 
linkage with norms of International Humanitarian 
Law and, in general, to human rights; and to urge the 
Inter-American Institute of Human Rights to con-
tinue its dissemination and promotion efforts in this 
regard, in close collaboration with other competent 
organizations.

iii 
the PartIcIPants In the colloquIum therefore, 

 recommend:

•	That the foregoing Conclusions be duly taken into ac-
count in the search for solutions to pending problems 
related to refugees, returnees and displaced persons, 
and in addressing new challenges currently being faced 
throughout the continent;
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vention against Torture and other Cruel, Inhuman or 
Degrading Treatment or Punishment, and the com-
mitment of Latin American countries to keep their 
borders open in order to guarantee the protection and 
security of those who have a right to enjoy interna-
tional protection,

Reaffirming the obligation of States to respect the 
principle of non-discrimination and to take mea-
sures to prevent, combat and eliminate all forms 
of discrimination and xenophobia, guaranteeing 
the exercise of the rights of all persons under the 
jurisdiction of the State without any distinction on 
the grounds of race, color, sex, language, religion, 
political or other opinions, national or social origin, 
economic status, birth or any other social status, in-
cluding refugee status or status of others in need of 
international protection,

Requesting the media to promote the values of solidar-
ity, respect, tolerance and multiculturalism, under-
scoring the humanitarian plight of victims of forced 
displacement and their fundamental rights,

Reaffirming the principles of the indivisibility and 
interdependence of all human rights and the need 
to provide comprehensive protection to refugees 
that guarantees the full enjoyment of their rights, 
in particular, civil, economic, social and cultural 
rights,

Recognizing that family unity is a fundamental human 
right of refugees, and recommending, therefore, the 
adoption of mechanisms to guarantee its respect,

Recognizing the enduring relevance of the Cartage-
na Declaration on Refugees of 1984 and its impor-
tance in continuing to guide public policies for ref-
ugee protection and the search for durable solutions 
to refugee situations faced by Latin America at the 
present time,

Recognizing the importance of the principles con-
tained in the Cartagena Declaration on Refugees to 
the provision of protection and finding durable solu-
tions and the need to carry out a more detailed analy-
sis of its recommendations,

Recommending, in the framework of the progressive 
harmonization of legislation relating to refugees with-
in ongoing regional integration processes, the due in-
corporation of the principles and norms contained in 
the 1951 Convention relating to the Status of Refugees 
and its Protocol of 1967, the American Convention on 
Human Rights and other relevant international in-
struments,

Acknowledging the significant progress of some States 
in the Latin American region in establishing efficient 
mechanisms for determining refugee status and, 
likewise, affirming the importance of continuing to 
strengthen these mechanisms,

Encouraging States that have not yet adopted refu-
gee legislation to promulgate such legislation as soon 
as possible and to request for this purpose unhCr’s 
technical advice; and States that are in the process 
of amending their legislation to align it with interna-
tional and regional standards relating to refugees and 
human rights, so as to bridge any gaps that may exist 
between State practice and such standards,

Recognizing the responsibility of States to provide in-
ternational protection to refugees, as well as the need 
for international technical and financial cooperation 
to find durable solutions within the framework of a 
commitment to consolidate the rule of law in Latin 
American countries, universal respect for human 
rights and the principles of international solidarity 
and responsibility sharing,

Affirming that national security policies and the fight 
against terrorism should be framed within respect 

mexIco declaratIon  
and Plan of actIon 
 
To sTRENGTHEN  
THE INTERNATIoNAL PRoTECTIoN  
oF REFuGEEs IN LATIN AMERICA 
 MExICo CITy,  
16 NoVEMBER 2004

 
declaratIonI

The Governments of participating Latin American 
countries,

Gathered in Mexico City to celebrate the twentieth 
anniversary of the Cartagena Declaration on Refu-
gees of 1984, that reinvigorated the generous tradition 
of asylum in Latin America,

Recognizing Latin America’s contribution to the pro-
gressive development of international refugee law 
beginning in 1889 with the Treaty on International 
Penal Law and continuing with, among other instru-
ments, the American Declaration of the Rights and 
Duties of Man of 1948, the American Convention on 
Human Rights of 1969, the Cartagena Declaration on 
Refugees of 1984, the document entitled “Principles 
and Criteria for the Protection of and Assistance to 
Central American Refugees, Returnees and Displaced 
Persons in Latin America” (CirefCA-1989), the 1988 
Additional Protocol to the American Convention on 

Human Rights in the Area of Economic, Social and 
Cultural Rights “Protocol of San Salvador” and the 
San Jose Declaration on Refugees and Displaced 
Persons of 1994, as well as the doctrine and jurispru-
dence in this field developed, respectively, by the In-
ter-American Commission on Human Rights and the 
Inter-American Court of Human Rights,

Reaffirming their solemn commitment towards per-
sons entitled to international protection in Latin 
America,

Emphasizing that humanism and solidarity are funda-
mental principles that should continue to guide State 
policies on refugees in Latin America,

Reaffirming the fundamental human right to seek and 
receive asylum established in Article XXVII of the 
American Declaration of the Rights and Duties of 
Man of 1948, and Article 22(7) of the American Con-
vention on Human Rights of 1969,

Reaffirming also the enduring validity of the prin-
ciples and norms contained in the 1951 Convention 
relating to the Status of Refugees and its Protocol of 
1967, as well as the complementary nature of interna-
tional refugee law, international human rights law, 
and international humanitarian law and, hence, the 
importance of using, according to the principle of 
pro homine, the norms and principles of these three 
bodies of international law to strengthen the protec-
tion of refugees and other persons entitled to inter-
national protection,

Recognizing the jus cogens nature of the principle of 
non-refoulement, including non-rejection at the bor-
der, the cornerstone of international refugee law, 
which is contained in the 1951 Convention relating to 
the Status of Refugees and its Protocol of 1967, and 
also set out in Article 22 (8) of the American Conven-
tion on Human Rights and Article 3 of the 1984 Con-
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of the international community, to guarantee the 
protection of its nationals who have repatriated, in 
order to ensure that repatriation takes place in safety 
and dignity,

Reiterating to States, international organizations and 
civil society the importance of fully involving uproot-
ed populations in the design and implementation of 
assistance and protection programmes, recognizing 
and valuing their human potential,

Appealing to the international community, represent-
ed by the United Nations, the Inter- American system 
and, especially, donor countries, to continue support-
ing this important effort for the protection of refugees 
by Latin American States with the cooperation of un-
hCr and civil society,

Taking note of the conclusions adopted by consen-
sus in the four sub-regional meetings held in Brasil-
ia, Brazil; San Jose, Costa Rica; Cartagena de Indias 
and Bogota, Colombia, and expressing the desire to put 
into practice the valuable recommendations deriving 
from the preparatory process, whose implementation 
will contribute to Latin America’s compliance with 
the Agenda for Protection, adopted by unhCr’s Exec-
utive Committee in 2002,

REsoLVE,

•	To approve this Declaration and of Plan of Action as 
“Mexico Declaration and Plan of Action to Strengthen 
International Protection of Refugees in Latin America”.

•	To request the support of unhCr and the internation-
al community for the implementation of the Plan of 
Action, including the programmes relating to durable 
solutions.

•	To welcome and to support the proposal made by Brazil 
for the establishment of a regional resettlement pro-
gramme in Latin America.

•	To urge unhCr to request of States, in the exercise of its 
supervisory responsibility, periodic reports on the situ-
ation of refugees in the Latin American countries and, 
in the signatory countries of Latin America, the status 
of implementation of the 1951 Convention relating to 
the Status of Refugees and its Protocol of 1967.

•	To request unhCr to redouble its support to Latin Amer-
ican countries for the local integration of refugees.

•	To take due account of the present Declaration and Plan 
of Action in order to address the solution of the situa-
tion of refugees in Latin America.

•	To request the organizers and co-sponsors of this event 
to publish a book containing all of the background 
documents, reports of the preparatory meetings and 
the Mexico Declaration and Plan of Action, asking the 
Government of Mexico, unhCr and the competent or-
gans of the Organization of American States to adopt 
the measures required for its broad dissemination.

•	To request that unhCr officially transmit the Mexico 
Declaration and Plan of Action to the Heads of State of 
the participating countries for its broad dissemination.

•	To request the President of the United Mexican States, 
Vicente Fox Quesada, should he consider it appropri-
ate, to provide information regarding the holding of 
this event at the XIV Iberoamerican Summit that will 
take place on 18 and 19 November of this year in San 
Jose, Costa Rica.

Finally, the participants expressed their deep grat-
itude to the Government and people of Mexico for 
having hosted this commemorative event on 15 and 
16 November 2004 in Mexico City; to the Govern-
ments of Costa Rica, Brazil and Colombia for having 
co-sponsored the preparatory meetings; to unhCr and 
the Norwegian Refugee Council for having organized 
the event; and to the Inter-American Court of Human 

for domestic law and international instruments for 
the protection of refugees and of human rights in 
general,

Noting with concern that in some parts of Latin 
America the internal displacement of persons as well 
as refugee flows persist,

Highlighting that, in view of the gravity of the problem 
of forced displacement in the region, it is necessary 
to address its causes and, at the same time, develop 
policies and pragmatic solutions to provide effective 
protection to those who need it,

Reiterating Conclusion 16 of the 1994 San Jose Decla-
ration on Refugees and Displaced Persons which af-
firmed that “the problem of the internally displaced, 
albeit the fundamental responsibility of the States of 
their nationality, is nevertheless of concern to the in-
ternational community because it is a human rights is-
sue which can be linked to prevention of causes which 
generate refugee flows…”

Recognizing that persecution can be related to gender 
and age of refugees; and the need to provide protec-
tion and humanitarian assistance in keeping with the 
differentiated needs of men and women, boys and 
girls, adolescents and elderly persons, persons with 
disabilities, minorities and ethnic groups,

Recognizing the existence of mixed migratory move-
ments, including persons who can qualify for refugee 
status and who require specific treatment, with due 
legal safeguards to guarantee their identification and 
access to refugee status determination procedures; 
and therefore highlighting the importance of continu-
ing to take into account the issue of refugee protec-
tion in regional multilateral fora in the field of migra-
tion and, in particular, the Regional Conference on 
Migration (Puebla Process) and the South American 
Conference on Migration,

Highlighting the role in refugee protection of the Om-
budsmen and Human Rights Commissioners, under-
stood hereafter as national institutions for the promo-
tion and protection of human rights, as independent 
state entities that monitor the proper functioning of 
public administration and the promotion and protec-
tion of fundamental human rights,

Highlighting, moreover, the decisive contribution of 
non-governmental organizations and other sectors of 
civil society to the protection and assistance of refu-
gees and other persons in need of protection, includ-
ing their work in providing advice for the develop-
ment of policies regarding protection and durable 
solutions,

Recognizing the need to continue promoting interna-
tional refugee law, international human rights law and 
international humanitarian law, as well as to dissemi-
nate good practices relating to protection and durable 
solutions in Latin America,

Underscoring the importance of strengthening coop-
eration between the organs of the Inter- American hu-
man rights system and unhCr, aimed at more effective 
protection of refugees and other persons in need of 
protection and urging them to continue strengthen-
ing this collaboration,

Convinced that, despite the significant progress in the 
protection of refugees in Latin America, it is neces-
sary for States to redouble their efforts to provide 
protection, assistance and find adequate solutions for 
refugees in the region, within a spirit of international 
solidarity and responsibility sharing with the support 
of the international community,

Underscoring that voluntary repatriation is the dura-
ble solution par excellence for refugees and the fun-
damental need for governments of countries of ori-
gin to take appropriate measures, with the support 
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mersed in regional and continental migratory flows; 2) 
countries hosting a significant number of recognized 
refugees and/or asylum-seekers; and 3) countries with 
emerging resettlement programmes. All three situa-
tions may converge in some countries of the region.

The normative and institutional framework for the 
protection of refugees has been strengthened in the 
last twenty years. A large number of Latin American 
countries have enshrined the right to asylum in their 
constitutions and the large majority of countries are 
party to the 1951 Convention relating to the Status of 
Refugees and/or its Protocol of 1967. Likewise, the 
large majority have national bodies, norms and proce-
dures for determining refugee status. Some countries 
recognize that persecution can be related to gender 
and age, and take into consideration the differenti-
ated protection needs of men and women, boys and 
girls, adolescents and elderly persons. However, some 
of these national mechanisms are still at incipient 
stages of development and require greater human, 
technical and financial resources to be operative, in-
cluding training on international refugee law so as to 
guarantee fair and efficient procedures.

The Cartagena Declaration’s refugee definition has 
been included in the national legislation of a significant 
number of countries. Nevertheless, during the prepa-
ratory process it was observed that there is a need to 
clarify and specify the criteria for its interpretation, in 
particular, the restrictive interpretation of the exclusion 
clauses, the interpretation of the specific grounds and 
their application in individual cases, using the jurispru-
dence of human rights organs and tribunals and taking 
into account the legitimate security concerns of States, 
through a broad and open dialogue, with a view to sys-
tematizing doctrine and state practice.

The enjoyment by refugees of their fundamental 
rights determines the quality of asylum. The quality of 
asylum is likewise vital to finding durable solutions to 

the plight of refugees. To the extent that refugees find 
effective protection in a receiving country, they will 
not be obliged to seek protection in third countries 
through secondary and/or irregular movements. At 
the same time, it is necessary for refugees’ countries 
of origin, with the cooperation of the international 
community, to continue to make efforts to create ad-
equate conditions for the safe and dignified return of 
its nationals who are refugees.

Taking into account the socio-economic conditions 
prevailing in the countries of asylum, as well as the 
distinct profiles of refugees and other persons in need 
of protection in the region, it is necessary to design 
and implement creative new policies to facilitate the 
search for adequate solutions. This requires devising 
new strategies to achieve self-sufficiency and local 
integration, both in urban centers as well as border 
areas, as well as the strategic use of resettlement, in a 
framework of regional solidarity.

In parallel, it is important to strengthen humanitarian 
and social programmes in border areas, emphasizing a 
geographic approach instead of a population approach, 
so that receiving communities benefit on equal footing 
with refugees and other persons in need of protection.

 chaPter tWo 

 the InternatIonal ProtectIon of refugees

REsEARCH AND DoCTRINAL DEVELoPMENT:

The preparatory meetings considered it appropriate 
to acknowledge Latin America’s contribution to the 
progressive development of international refugee law. 
In this respect, regional instruments such as the Cart-
agena Declaration on Refugees, the 1948 American 
Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Man and the 
1969 American Convention on Human Rights, as well 
as the doctrine and jurisprudence developed, respec-
tively, by the Inter- American Commission on Hu-

Rights, the Inter-American Commission on Human 
Rights, and the Inter-American Institute of Human 
Rights for their sponsorship; as well as to civil society 
organizations, national institutions for the promotion 
and protection of human rights, and the experts who, 
through their advice and appropriate recommenda-
tions, have made a fundamental contribution in this 
process.

Mexico City, 16 November 2004

  mexIco Plan of actIon 
  to strengthen InternatIonal ProtectIon  
  of refugees In latIn amerIca

 Preamble

On the occasion of the twentieth anniversary of the 
Cartagena Declaration on Refugees, the United Na-
tions High Commissioner for Refugees (unhCr), to-
gether with the Norwegian Refugee Council, the 
Inter-American Commission on Human Rights, the In-
ter-American Court of Human Rights, the Inter-Amer-
ican Institute of Human Rights and the governments 
of Brazil, Costa Rica and Mexico, brought together 
governments of Latin America countries, experts and 
different sectors of civil society to analyze jointly the 
main challenges to the protection of refugees and oth-
er persons in need of international protection today in 
Latin America, and to identify courses of action to as-
sist countries of asylum in the search for appropriate 
solutions within the pragmatic and principled spirit of 
the Cartagena Declaration on Refugees.

To this end, four sub-regional preparatory meetings 
were held in San Jose, Costa Rica (12-13 August), 
Brasilia, Brazil (26-27 August), Cartagena de Indias, 
Colombia (16-17 September) and Bogota, Colombia 
(6-7 October), in which the refugee situation in each 

region was analyzed. As the outcome of each gather-
ing, a report was adopted by consensus. Based on the 
conclusions and recommendations of these regional 
preparatory meetings, the participants have prepared 
the following Plan of Action aimed at continuing to 
strengthen mechanisms for protection and the search 
for solutions for refugees and other persons in need of 
protection in the region.

 chaPter one 

 the sItuatIon of refugees In latIn amerIca

Upon the commemoration of the twentieth Anniver-
sary of the Cartagena Declaration on Refugees, there 
are still situations that generate forced displacement 
in Latin America, particularly in the Andean Region. 
In addition to a growing number of Latin American 
refugees, the region also provides protection and du-
rable solutions to refugees from other continents.

With the exception of the Andean Region, where 
cross-border movements are driven by a humanitarian 
crisis characterized by forced displacement within Co-
lombia’s borders and which variously affects neighbor-
ing countries and other countries of the region, at the 
present time asylum-seekers and refugees are caught 
up within migratory flows across the continent.

Furthermore, the magnitude of forced displacement 
in the Andean Region is made less visible in a context 
where many people in need of international protec-
tion opt for anonymity and dispersion, and therefore, 
do not formally request international protection.

At the same time, pilot resettlement programmes for 
refugees recognized in other parts of the world have 
been launched in the Southern Cone.

As a result, various situations co-exist in Latin Amer-
ica at present: 1) countries that continue to receive 
a small number of asylum-seekers and refugees im-
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2.2. The difficulties faced by National Refugee Com-
missions or other institutions responsible for refugees 
in identifying specialized staff, setting up computer-
ized registration systems, as well as the slow pace of 
refugee status determination procedures or the weak-
nesses of documentation processes owing, among 
other reasons, to lack of technical, human or financial 
resources were also noted. In this regard, States were 
urged to strengthen established refugee status deter-
mination mechanisms, allocating to them more finan-
cial resources, and unhCr was requested to provide 
training and technical advice.

Recognizing the importance of National Refugee 
Commissions in guaranteeing effective protection, 
unhCr is asked to cooperate with Latin American 
governments interested in drawing up regional or 
national projects within the framework and priorities 
of a “Programme to Strengthen National Refugee Com-
missions”. In this regard, it is necessary to note that 
the Andean countries that met in Cartagena de Indias 
on 16-17 September 2004, in the course of the prepa-
ratory process, agreed to submit for the consideration 
of the Andean Council of Ministers of Foreign Affairs 
the creation of an Andean Committee of Authorities 
responsible for Refugees.

The consultation process determined that strengthen-
ing of the Commissions could aim, inter alia, at:

•	Guaranteeing respect for due process standards by en-
suring asylum-seekers’ access to refugee status deter-
mination procedures, establishing effective remedies, 
taking decisions on claims within a reasonable time-
frame and establishing procedures for appealing a de-
cision to an independent body; and

•	Simplifying procedures and facilitating the issuance of 
documentation.

The role of civil society organizations and nation-
al institutions for the promotion and protection of 

human rights in Latin American in the defense and 
protection of refugees is widely acknowledged by the 
governments. This important work is carried out by 
non- governmental organizations and churches, in a 
spirit of cooperation with State institutions, including 
national institutions for the promotion and protection 
of human rights, with unhCr and other regional and 
international protection-oriented institutions. During 
the preparatory process, recommendations were 
made to further involve civil society in the design of 
public policies on refugees and to continue building 
their capacities.

It is therefore proposed to establish a “Programme 
to Strengthen National and Regional Protection Net-
works” to address the needs of non-governmental 
organizations, churches and national institutions for 
the promotion and protection of human rights. This 
Programme could cover the following priority areas:

•	Reinforcing legal advice and assistance services for ref-
ugees and asylum-seekers with a focus on meeting the 
specific needs of those seeking such services, whether 
they be men, women, boys, girls, adolescents, elderly 
persons, persons with disabilities, indigenous persons 
or other categories of persons;

•	Reinforcing awareness of international refugee law and 
human rights law;

•	Systematizing and disseminating best practices and 
successful programmes developed by some protection 
networks; and

•	Exchanging experiences among the various protection 
networks.

The following programmes are suggested within this 
area of Training and Institution- Building:

•	Latin American Training Programme on International 
Protection of Refugees

•	Programme to Strengthen National Refugee Com-
missions

man Rights and the Inter-American Court of Human 
Rights have contributed to improve the situation of 
refugees in Latin America.

In this regard, note is taken of an additional recom-
mendation reiterated in all of the preparatory meet-
ings regarding the strengthening of cooperation 
among States in the region, as well as between the 
States and unhCr, the human rights bodies of the 
Inter-American system and academic and research 
institutions in Latin America in the fields of interdis-
ciplinary research, promotion and development of in-
ternational refugee law.

Within this cooperation framework, it was recommend-
ed to initiate a consultative process aimed at clarifying 
the content and scope of Conclusion III of the Cartage-
na Declaration on Refugees, in order to strengthen the 
international protection of refugees in Latin America. In 
this respect, the development of a Handbook on Proce-
dures and Criteria for Application of the Refugee Defini-
tion of the Cartagena Declaration is foreseen.

To deepen knowledge of international refugee law, it 
is proposed that unhCr implement the following proj-
ects, in cooperation with the human rights bodies of 
the Inter-American System, as well as research and 
academic institutions:

•	Legal Research Series on “The International Protec-
tion of Refugees in Latin America”,

•	Handbook on “Procedures and Criteria for Applica-
tion of the Cartagena Declaration’s Refugee Defini-
tion”, and

•	Glossary on “Concepts and Legal Terminology of In-
ternational Refugee Law”.

TRAINING AND INsTITuTIoNAL CAPACITy-BuILDING:

The noteworthy efforts of countries in Latin America 
over the past 20 years to establish an institutional frame-
work to ensure the right to seek and enjoy asylum were 

acknowledged throughout the consultation process. 
However, deficiencies in the asylum systems, which 
make it more difficult for refugees and asylum-seekers 
to access effective protection, were also noted.

2.1. With the aim of contributing to a broader knowl-
edge of the normative framework and its effective im-
plementation, as well as facilitating the effective use of 
domestic legal remedies (administrative, judicial and 
constitutional) for the protection of the rights of asy-
lum seekers and refugees, thus ensuring the right to 
seek and be granted asylum, it was agreed to request 
that unhCr, in collaboration with the human rights 
bodies of the Inter-American System, the Inter-Amer-
ican Institute of Human Rights, universities and civil 
society organizations, and national institutions for the 
promotion and protection of human rights, develop 
and implement a “Latin American Training Programme 
on International Refugee Protection”. This Programme 
will be directed towards State officials and members 
of civil society “protection networks”. The Programme 
will entail a rigorous selection of participants, and a 
teaching methodology combining on-the-job training, 
distance-learning, self- and on-campus study, along 
with the development of precise evaluation and im-
pact indicators, and proper follow-up of participants, 
among other technical aspects.

The Programme would give priority to:

•	Presidents, members, legal advisers and interviewers of 
National Eligibility Commissions;

•	State officials at borders and airports (police, military 
and migration staff)

•	Judges, public Attorneys and Prosecutors;
•	Professional staff from the national institutions for the 

promotion and protection of human rights;
•	Staff from non-governmental organizations and other 

civil society institutions participating in national and 
regional protection networks; and

•	Legislators.
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The “Solidarity Cities” Programme for Self-Sufficien-
cy and Local Integration seeks to mitigate, to the 
extent possible, so-called “irregular or secondary 
movements”, but its main aim is to provide effective 
protection which encompasses enjoyment of social, 
economic and cultural rights and observance of the 
obligations of refugees. It would also aim at facilitat-
ing the implementation of public policies, within an 
integrated social strategy, with the technical coopera-
tion of United Nations and civil society organizations, 
and the financial support of the international com-
munity, in order to integrate a number of refugees, to 
be determined, in a series of “pilot” urban centers in 
Latin America.

INTEGRATED “BoRDERs oF soLIDARITy” PRoGRAMME

In the third sub-regional preparatory meeting, held in 
Cartagena de Indias, Colombia (16-17 September 2004), 
representatives of the Governments of Ecuador, Pan-
ama and Venezuela indicated that the true magnitude 
of the refugee problem is not known. In this regard, 
the 10,000 refugees and 30,000 asylum-seekers in these 
three countries is likely to represent only a fraction of 
the total number of Colombian citizens who transit 
and/or reside in these countries, most of them irreg-
ularly, and they also underlined the special plight of 
provinces and States bordering Colombia.

In light of the situation prevailing in the country of 
origin, as well as the economic difficulties faced by 
the receiving countries, it is presumed that a consider-
able number of Colombians, whether undocumented 
or in an “irregular” migratory situation, are in need 
of protection and humanitarian assistance. How-
ever, the majority of them remains “invisible” and 
therefore, vulnerable and marginalized. The hosting 
countries expressed their will to comply with their 
international protection obligations but, at the same 
time, expressed concern about the magnitude of the 
humanitarian problem whose real dimensions are not 
yet known.

In order to foster a humanitarian response towards 
those who are in need of and deserve international 
protection, and to address basic infrastructure and 
community services needs, in particular in the areas 
of health and education, as well as to facilitate em-
ployment generation and productive projects, it is 
necessary to promote the development of border ar-
eas through the consolidation of the presence of the 
State institutions along with specific investments and 
projects sponsored by the international community.

Government representatives meeting in Cartagena de 
Indias also mentioned the difficulties faced by local 
authorities in maintaining basic services in the area 
of health, sanitation, education and others in view 
of the overwhelming, and unplanned for, demand. 
They underlined the compelling need to include lo-
cal populations as recipients of development aid since 
these populations are bearing the brunt of solidarity, 
despite being populations as needy and poor as the 
refugees themselves.

The preparatory meetings proposed the following pri-
orities in hosting communities in border areas of the 
mentioned countries:

•	Support to implement a programme with the objective 
of determining in a reliable manner the magnitude and 
the characteristics of the refugee problem, with a view 
to identifying protection and assistance needs as well 
as to propose the most appropriate durable solutions;

•	Reinforcement of institutional mechanisms for protec-
tion and refugee status determination;

•	Implementation of public awareness programmes tar-
geting local populations to prevent negative feelings 
and all forms of discrimination;

•	Formulation of a Regional Strategic Plan to address the 
protection, basic assistance and integration needs of all 
of the populations in need, using a territorial and dif-
ferentiated approach, whose main components could 
include:

•	Programme to Strengthen National and Regional Pro-
tection Networks

 chaPter three  

 durable solutIons

The preparatory meetings identified operational pri-
orities in the different sub-regions and countries of 
the region. It was noted that Latin America has a 
broad tradition of protection and solidarity toward 
those who have been persecuted and has been able 
to find solutions for its own refugees within the 
sub-continent. It was acknowledged that voluntary 
repatriation is the ideal solution for refugees, as an 
individual right to be exercised in a voluntary man-
ner in conditions of safety and dignity. Furthermore, 
the current need to facilitate self-sufficiency and lo-
cal integration for an increasing number of refugees, 
and the challenge that this represents to States, was 
underlined.

The preparatory process reiterated the need for inter-
national cooperation, in keeping with the principles 
of solidarity and responsibility-sharing, as a means to 
achieve effective durable solutions, as well as to dis-
seminate best practices in the area of durable solu-
tions in the region, promoting south-south coopera-
tion and the creative approach of the 1984 Cartagena 
Declaration on Refugees.

In view of the current regional context, two situations 
were highlighted as requiring urgent attention and 
international support: the situation of growing num-
bers of urban refugees living in large urban centers 
in Latin America; and the situation of a large number 
of Colombian citizens living in border areas between 
Colombia and its neighbours Ecuador, Panama and 
Venezuela, most of whom are undocumented and in 
need of urgent protection and humanitarian assis-
tance, owing to their acute vulnerability.

“soLIDARITy CITIEs” PRoGRAMME FoR sELF-suFFICIENCy  

AND LoCAL INTEGRATIoN

Urban refugees hail from a wide range of nationali-
ties, with a small, but growing, percentage of refugees 
coming from other continents and cultures. These 
refugees predominantly settle in urban centers and 
their self-sufficiency and socio-economic integration 
remain a challenge for the States and civil society, es-
pecially given the economic difficulties faced by the 
countries of asylum themselves. When designing in-
tegration projects, it is therefore necessary to bear in 
mind the difficult situation of host communities.

The preparatory process highlighted the following: 
a) the political will of governments to facilitate the 
economic self-sufficiency of refugees; b) the lack of 
resources and experience of state social welfare in-
stitutions to achieve this goal; c) recognition of the 
work and experience of civil society; d) the need to 
create strategies appropriate to the reality of the asy-
lum countries and to exchange best practices; and e) 
the need for international technical and financial co-
operation.

The preparatory meetings suggested that, in design-
ing this Programme, due consideration should be giv-
en to the region’s socio-economic realities, in terms of 
unemployment levels, poverty, and social exclusion, 
as well as to the socio-economic profiles of the bene-
ficiaries. In the same vein, the following broad goals 
were mentioned:

•	Fostering the generation of sources of employment, in 
particular, the establishment of micro-credit systems;

•	Setting up mechanisms for the expedited issuance of 
documents and simplifying procedures for authentifi-
cation and recognition of certificates and diplomas is-
sued abroad; and

•	Contemplating mechanisms for the participation of 
civil society and unhCr in designing, implementing, 
monitoring and improving integration projects.
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The national institutions for the promotion and pro-
tection of human rights will issue a regular evalua-
tion and follow up report on the projects and pro-
grammes formulated within the framework of this 
Plan of Action.

AT THE REGIoNAL AND suB-REGIoNAL LEVEL

To organize at least two meetings per year to facili-
tate the exchange of information and experiences, the 
design of regional projects and the supervision of the 
implementation of this Plan of Action, with the par-
ticipation of governments, the United Nations High 
Commissioner for Refugees, other un agencies, the 
Organization of American States, donors, representa-
tives of civil society, national institutions for the pro-
motion and protection of human rights and experts.

AT THE INTERNATIoNAL LEVEL

Within the framework of the Executive Committee 
of the High Commissioner’s Programme, organize an 
annual meeting with donor countries and financial 
institutions, with the participation of civil society, in 
order to present the Plan of Action programmes and 
projects and to provide information on their imple-
mentation and impact on the beneficiary populations.

Mexico City, 16 November 2004.

•	 Promoting social and economic development, 
benefiting persons who are in need of interna-
tional protection and local hosting communi-
ties alike;

•	 Taking into account the profile of the uprooted 
population and local hosting communities liv-
ing in border areas, composed mainly of rural 
and agricultural populations, the majority of 
whom are women and children; and

•	 Taking due account of the specific protection 
needs of women and men, ethnic minorities, el-
derly persons and persons with disabilities.

It was noted that solidarity can only be sustained through 
active cooperation between the State, civil society and 
unhCr, with the financial contribution of the interna-
tional community, within the framework of responsibili-
ty-sharing. The importance of ensuring the participation 
of civil society in existing and future mechanisms (bilat-
eral, tripartite and international) to consolidate the pro-
tection framework for persons in affected border areas, 
and to analyze the problem of forced displacement in the 
region, was mentioned. In this regard, participants took 
note with satisfaction of the proposal made by Brazil 
to promote the creation of a regional resettlement pro-
gramme (see paragraph below).

REGIoNAL “soLIDARITy REsETTLEMENT” PRoGRAMME

In the preparatory meeting held in Brasilia (26-27 
August 2004), the Government of Brazil proposed 
the creation of a regional resettlement programme 
for Latin American refugees, in the framework of in-
ternational solidarity and responsibility-sharing. This 
initiative opens the possibility for any Latin Ameri-
can country, at the opportune time, to participate and 
to receive refugees who are in other Latin American 
countries. The announcement of this programme was 
well received by the countries of the region who cur-
rently host an important number of refugees, as a tool 
to help to mitigate the effects of the humanitarian sit-
uation these countries face.

Latin American countries agree upon the importance 
of establishing resettlement policies that include a 
framework of principles and eligibility criteria, with 
due regard for the principle of non-discrimination. 
Furthermore, based on the experience of Brazil and 
Chile as emerging resettlement countries, they ap-
peal to the international community to support the 
strengthening and consolidation of these initiatives, 
in order to improve and replicate them in other coun-
tries of Latin America.

In any case, it is underlined that resettlement, as a du-
rable solution in the region and for the region, should 
not be viewed as “burden-sharing” but, instead, as a 
duty deriving from international solidarity, and the 
need for technical and financial cooperation from the 
international community for its strengthening and 
consolidation was reiterated.

 chaPter four 

 PromotIon, ImPlementatIon, folloW-uP  

 and evaluatIon mechanIsms

In order to implement this Plan of Action, a series of 
activities are foreseen at different levels:

AT THE NATIoNAL LEVEL (DuRING THE FIRsT sEMEsTER oF 2005)

To carry out an assessment of the number of per-
sons who could benefit from this Plan of Action as 
a basis for the formulation of projects within the 
programmes herein contemplated. Preparation of 
national projects within the framework of the Plan 
of Action. Furthermore, countries interested in the 
“Solidarity Borders” programme should present a 
study on the impact of the presence of asylum-seek-
ers, refugees and other persons in need of interna-
tional protection in the geographical areas covered 
by the programme. unhCr shall provide all of its sup-
port and expertise in the formulation of these proj-
ects, which will be submitted for the consideration 
of the international community.
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Highlighting the broader scope of the protection ac-
corded by the regional refugee definition, which has 
been reflected in the domestic legislation of some 
countries in the region;

Acknowledging the efforts that countries of origin 
have been making, with support from the interna-
tional community, to deal with the circumstances that 
generate movements of people seeking international 
protection as refugees, and the importance of con-
tinuing those efforts;

Underlining the efforts made by receiving countries 
in the region, even under difficult socio-economic 
circumstances and faithful to their generous asylum 
tradition, to continue providing protection to asy-
lum-seekers and refugees;

Underscoring the fundamental contribution made by 
States, with the support of unhCr, the donor com-
munity, national institutions for the promotion and 
protection of human rights and civil society organi-
zations, among others, to care for, protect and seek 
durable solutions for refugees, stateless persons and 
internally displaced persons;

Reiterating the importance of continuing to make 
progress in the search for and implementation of du-
rable solutions for refugees and internally displaced 
persons, through renewed commitment to interna-
tional cooperation as well as to responsibility sharing 
in relation to refugees;

Underlining the creative and innovative character of 
the regional solidarity resettlement programme, im-
plemented by Argentina, Brazil and Chile, joined by 
Uruguay and Paraguay, as well as the need to consol-
idate this with the technical and financial support of 
the international community;

Taking into account the growth and complexity of 
mixed migratory movements, especially from outside 
the continent, fostered by transnational networks en-
gaged in smuggling and trafficking in persons;

Taking note of “unhCr’s Refugee Protection and Mixed 
Migration: A 10-Point Plan of Action”, and the recom-
mendations and conclusions of the “Regional Confer-
ence on Refugee Protection and International Migra-
tion in the Americas: Protection Considerations in the 
Context of Mixed Migration”, held in San Jose, Costa 
Rica, in November 2009, and the importance of ac-
knowledging the different profiles of persons within 
migratory movements so as to respond to the specif-
ic, differentiated protection needs of refugees, victims 
of trafficking, unaccompanied/separated children and 
migrants who have been subjected to violence;

Underscoring the importance of State-led regional 
consultative migration fora as they contribute to the 
development of safeguards for the care and protection 
of refugees, victims of trafficking, unaccompanied/
separated children and vulnerable migrants;

REsoLVEs

1. To revitalize implementation of the “borders of soli-
darity”, “solidarity cities” and “solidarity resettlement” 
programmes of the 2004 Mexico Plan of Action to 
Strengthen the International Protection of Refugees in 
Latin America, with the support of the international 
community, as necessary.

2. To promote the exchange of good practices and les-
sons learned throughout the region within the frame-
work of the Mexico Declaration and Plan of Action 
which could be useful for the care and protection 
of refugees and internally displaced persons and the 
search for durable solutions.

brasIlIa declaratIon  
oN tHe PRoteCtioN  
oF ReFUGees  
AND stAteless PeRsoNs  
iN tHe AMeRiCAs

 

Brasilia, 11 November 2010

The Governments of the participating countries from 
the Americas: Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Co-
lombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Dominican Republic, Ec-
uador, El Salvador, Guatemala, Mexico, Nicaragua, 
Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Uruguay, and the Bolivarian 
Republic of Venezuela.

Gathered in the city of Brasilia to mark the sixti-
eth anniversary of the Office of the United Nations 
High Commissioner for Refugees (unhCr), the six-
tieth anniversary of the 1951 Convention Relating 
to the Status of Refugees and the fiftieth anniver-
sary of the 1961 Convention on the Reduction of 
Statelessness;

Highlighting the contribution of the Americas to 
strengthen the protection of victims of forced dis-
placement and stateless persons through the adoption 

of multilateral treaties on asylum, statelessness and 
human rights;

Recognizing unhCr’s work to promote international 
refugee law and guidelines on forced displacement 
and statelessness, as well as its supervisory responsi-
bility in the field of refugees and stateless persons;

Acknowledging the progress achieved in caring for and 
protecting refugees and internally displaced persons, 
since the adoption of the Cartagena Declaration and the 
Mexico Declaration and Plan of Action to Strengthen 
the International Protection of Refugees in Latin Amer-
ica of 2004, and addressing the new challenges present-
ed by mixed migratory movements in various regions 
of the continent, as well as acknowledging the need to 
revitalize the search for durable solutions with the active 
participation of these populations, taking into account 
unhCr’s new policy on refugees in urban areas;

Reiterating the right of every person to seek and be 
granted asylum and the importance of the right to a 
nationality, enshrined in the American Declaration of 
the Rights and Duties of Man of 1948 and the Ameri-
can Convention of Human Rights of 1969;

Reiterating our unrestricted respect for the principle 
of non-refoulement, including non-rejection at the 
border and indirect non-refoulement, as well as for the 
non- penalization of illegal entry, and non-discrimi-
nation, as the fundamental principles of international 
refugee law;

Recognizing with satisfaction that the existing domes-
tic legislation on refugees and internally displaced 
persons of the countries on the continent has incor-
porated gender, age and diversity considerations to 
respond to the differentiated care and protection 
needs of men and women, girls and boys, the elderly, 
persons with disabilities, indigenous peoples and Af-
ro-descendants;
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young colombian refugees  

celebrate world Refugee Day  

at the Plaza san Francisco,  

Quito. Ecuador. 

©unhcr / e. leon 

3. To recommend applying the Mexico Plan of Action 
as the regional framework to address new challenges 
related to the identification and the protection of ref-
ugees in the context of mixed migratory movements.

4. To recognize the importance of achieving durable 
solutions for refugees and, in particular, the need to 
address the fundamental root causes of refugee dis-
placement, in order to avoid new refugee flows.

5. To promote accession in the hemisphere to the inter-
national instruments for the protection of refugees and, 
in this regard, to call on States that have not yet done 
so to consider speedy accession to these instruments.

6. To consider the possibility of adopting appropriate 
national protection mechanisms to address new situ-
ations not foreseen by the international instruments 
for the protection of refugees, giving due consider-
ation to the protection needs of migrants and victims 
of trafficking, including whether they are in need of 
international protection as refugees.

7. To urge countries in the Americas to consider ac-
ceding to the international instruments on stateless-
ness, reviewing their national legislation to prevent 
and reduce situations of statelessness, and strength-
ening national mechanisms for comprehensive birth 
registration.

8. To promote the values of solidarity, respect, tol-
erance and multiculturalism, underscoring the 
non-political and humanitarian nature of the pro-
tection of refugees, internally displaced persons 
and stateless persons, and recognizing their rights 
and obligations as well as their positive contribu-
tions to society.

9. To recognize the importance of greater opportuni-
ties for regular migration and policies that respect 
the human rights of migrants, regardless of their mi-
gration status, for preserving the space for refugee 
protection.

10. To promote assessment of the protection needs of 
separated or unaccompanied children, including their 
need for international protection as refugees, and the 
establishment of national mechanisms for the deter-
mination of the best interests of the child.

11. To thank the Government and the people of Brazil 
for their initiative to hold this meeting and their gen-
erous hospitality and solidarity.

12. To approve the present Declaration as the “Brasilia 
Declaration” and disseminate its contents as a con-
tribution of the region to the commemorations orga-
nized by the Office of the United Nations High Com-
missioner for Refugees (unhCr).

Cover photo:  
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Back cover photo: Ministerial Meeting commemorating the 
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